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Executive Summary
This is a conservation assessment and coastal action plan for the Alinytjara Wilurara Natural
Resource Management (AW NRM) region. This project was initiated by the AW NRM Board
using Australian Government funding and undertaken in partnership with the Department for
Environment and Heritage (DEH) who provided in-kind funding and resources, and undertook
the work using DEH staff and consultants.
The aim of the plan was to improve the understanding of the region’s coastal natural resources to
provide better protection and management, and to establish conservation priorities for the
region’s coastline. The methodology was similar to plans with similar aims completed for the
Northern and Yorke NRM region and the Southern Fleurieu Peninsula.
The plan contains information on:


the coastal natural resources in the region



threatening processes



opportunities for more effective management



actions and targets to guide regional NRM investment and other investment opportunities in
the coast.

The study used GIS to collate, analyse and present information from government, nongovernment, community members and groups and various local and/or specialist experts.
The Far West coast extends more than 300 km from the eastern boundary of Wahgunyah
Conservation Park to the South Australian–Western Australian border. The coastal boundary was
defined, wherever possible, by natural coastal features such as dunes and vegetation, to make the
delineation meaningful. Where these coastal features were absent a default distance of 500 metres
from the coastline was used. The coastal area was then divided into 35 cells of about 10 km each,
which were used to analyse, prioritise and map natural resource values and threats.

Findings
Landscape – relatively undisturbed compared to other coastal areas of the state. A number of
areas in the Yalata Indigenous Protection Area (IPA) and Nullarbor National Park (NP) have
high conservation and high threat values which are high priorities for management, including the
area around Twin Rocks and the area on the boundary of the Yalata IPA and Nullarbor NP.
Vegetation – a statewide coastal dune and cliff-top survey in the 1990s identified 15 different
vegetation communities along the Far West coast. The area is a stronghold for seven of these
communities and two of these are found only there. This means there is a strong need to care for
and protect these coastal plant communities.
Threatened species – a number of threatened plant species have been found along the Far
West coast. Of particular significance are the Nullarbor daisy (Brachyscome tatei), Ptilotus symonii and
Pomaderris forrestiana which have only been found in South Australia, along or adjacent to the Far
West coast. There is a strong need to care for coastal areas containing these species.
Fauna – the Far West coast supports a range of mammal, bird, reptile and invertebrates species,
a number of which have been identified as threatened within South Australia and require
management to ensure their protection and survival.
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Pest Animals – a number of introduced mammal and bird species have been recorded along the
Far West coast, including sparrows, starlings, rabbits, camels, foxes, rabbits and mice. These
species either compete for food and shelter with native fauna or they eat native fauna. The
distribution and abundance of pest animals must be monitored and controlled, particularly in the
areas of high conservation value.
Weeds – relatively low numbers of weed species have been recorded compared to other areas of
the state. This may be due to the climatic conditions; remoteness and less disturbance from
grazing; relatively low impact from humans including no residential development; and limited
agricultural use. However, it may also be attributable to the paucity of work mapping and
recording weed species. The main areas for weeds appear to be around visitor areas, such as
tracks, car parks and camp sites, as well as bare dune areas. Controlling weed species is essential
in caring for the region’s coast and protecting the native plants and animals.
Visitors and off-road vehicles – off-road vehicle use and informal vehicle tracks were identified
as a significant threat throughout the study area with a large increase in the number of tracks
from 1979 to 2004. Off-road vehicles can damage vegetation and heritage sites, cause dunes to
drift, disturb wildlife, spread weeds, increase rubbish and be a risk to safety. Areas used for
informal parking and camping are closely associated with the informal vehicle tracks, and
generally have the same impacts.
Nullarbor Cliffs – the spectacular landform of the Nullarbor Cliffs attracts many tourists every
year. The cliffs are undercut by wave action eroding the soft Wilson Bluff limestone at their base.
The undercut cliffs present a safety hazard for both formal and informal car parks and tracks.
The current rate of cliff retreat is unknown. Knowing this rate could assist in safe track and car
park placement, and provide a baseline for monitoring the potential increase in the retreat rate
with sea level rise.
Head of Bight – the Head of Bight is one of the most heavily visited locations in the region. It
is of state significance for tourism, has a high conservation and is of cultural significance. Given
the threats from visitation, this location is a high priority for management and protection.
Aboriginal heritage sites – although consultation and literature reviews suggest there are many
sites and areas of Aboriginal significance throughout the Far West coast, only five cells (about
50 km of coast) have sites registered with the Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division,
Department for the Premier and Cabinet. Identifying and sensitively managing these areas will
help protect these areas from unintentional human disturbance.

Limitations and gaps


There are very few flora survey sites along the coast compared to other areas of the state. No
formal surveys have been conducted in six of the cells, about 60 km of coastline.



There is relatively little fauna data for this area of the state. Formal surveys for mammals,
birds or reptiles have been conducted along only about 20 km of coastline; there is no
information on about 90 km of coastline; and the remainder of the coastline has only
opportunistic fauna records.



Little, if any, work has been conducted on insects.



Little mapping and recording of weed species has been undertaken.
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Recommendations
1. Undertake further work on the plant communities and threatened flora of the Far West coast
2. Undertake further work on the fauna of the Far West coast and increase the protection of
threatened fauna species
3. Undertake further work on pest animals
4. Undertake further work on weeds
5. Identify, manage and protect sites of Aboriginal significance
6. Increase the local community’s and general public’s understanding of coastal management.
7. Manage the off-road vehicle track network
8. Sustainably manage camping and car parks
9. Ensure the Head of Bight, whale watching facility and surrounding area are managed
appropriately.
10. Monitor cliff retreat of the Nullarbor Cliffs in the face of climate change.
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Future work
RECOMMENDATION 1. Undertake further work on the plant communities
and threatened flora of the Far West coast
Actions



In partnership with communities, wherever possible, undertake additional flora survey along
the coastline, concentrating on filling gaps and providing additional information in high
conservation priority areas.



Check the Far West coast vegetation mapping by visiting sites and update the mapping where
necessary.



Survey the Yalata Swamp to identify the samphire communities and understand the link
between the swamp levels and the plant communities.



Establish permanent vegetation monitoring sites at various locations along the coast.



Prepare management plans for the Nullarbor daisy (Brachyscome tatei), Ptilotus symonii and
Pomaderris forrestiana

RECOMMENDATION 2. Undertake further work on the fauna of the Far West
coast and increase protection of threatened fauna species
Actions



In partnership with communities, wherever possible, undertake additional fauna survey along
the coastline, concentrating on filling gaps and providing additional information in high
conservation priority areas.



Undertake specific surveys for species such as waders and shorebirds, raptors and butterflies.



Limit vehicle access to beaches where known nesting areas of waders, shorebirds and aquatic
birds have been identified.



Restrict access to sensitive habitats such as nesting sites for birds of prey such as the Whitebellied Sea-Eagle and Eastern Osprey.



Conduct or support research into fauna ecology and their resource requirements.



Educate local communities and visitors on the importance of fauna species in the region.



Establish or support monitoring programs for threatened species such as the Australian
sea-lion and birds of prey (raptors).

RECOMMENDATION 3. Undertake further work on pest animals
Actions



Identify and record the distribution, abundance and impacts of pest animals, particularly
rabbits, foxes and cats on the Far West coast.



Establish control programs for these species where necessary and monitor the effectiveness
of control programs.



Identify the distribution and abundance of camels on the Far West coast and broader area.
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Establish a control program and a monitoring program to determine their impact and the
effectiveness of control programs.



Conduct or support research into the impacts of pest animals on native flora and fauna.



Conduct or support research into improved methods and tools for monitoring and
controlling pest animals.

RECOMMENDATION 4. Undertake further work on weeds
Actions



Educate the local community and visitors on the identification and impact of known and
potential weed species and suggested management actions, by producing brochures and
interpretive signage, particularly near camp sites and car parks.



Survey, map and monitor weed species along the coast, particularly around camp sites and
car parks.



Manage and control the spread of the highest priority weeds.



Establish permanent survey and monitoring sites to detect changes in weed extent and
impact.



Support research into improved methods of weed control and impacts of weeds on native
coastal species and habitats.

RECOMMENDATION 5. Identify, manage and protect sites of Aboriginal
significance
Actions



Encourage and support Aboriginal communities to register sites of Aboriginal significance
with the Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division.



Encourage and support further surveys through the area to identify areas of Aboriginal
significance.



Support and assist management and protection of sites of Aboriginal significance.

RECOMMENDATION 6. Increase the local community’s and general public’s
understanding of coastal management
Actions



Collaborate with educational partners to increase understanding about the coastal
environment, human impacts and management options.



Enhance recreational fishers’ awareness of conservation and impacts related to fishing
activities.



Explore and promote opportunities for training and employing Aboriginal people in coastal
land management.



Install educational and interpretive signage highlighting coastal values and threats, where
possible, at appropriate locations throughout the area.



Continue to work with local communities on coastal management activities.
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RECOMMENDATION 7.

Manage the off-road vehicle track network

Actions



Complete mapping of existing coastal tracks including tracks linking the coast to the
highway.



Regularly monitor track usage and new tracks and update the mapping.



Close and rehabilitate unnecessary or unsafe tracks.



Install directional, educational and no access signs on tracks, where required.



Regularly patrol coastal areas to police off-road vehicle use and educate users.

RECOMMENDATION 8. Sustainably manage camping and car parks
Actions



Regularly monitor and map formal and informal camping areas and car parks.



Determine which car parks and camping areas are required, in consultation with Yalata
community and DEH. Close and rehabilitate any not required.



Upgrade and maintain formal camping areas and car parks, including fencing, rubbish
removal, signs and weed management

RECOMMENDATION 9. Ensure the Head of Bight, whale watching facility and
surrounding area are managed appropriately
Actions



Keep infrastructure, such as fencing, in a good state of repair.



Close and rehabilitate unnecessary walkways and vehicle tracks.



Support the whale watching facility in providing improved information on the conservation
and cultural values of the region.



Support or undertake a comprehensive flora and fauna survey (including weeds and pest
animals) surrounding the facility, in order to inform future management of the site.

RECOMMENDATION 10. Monitor cliff retreat of the Nullarbor Cliffs in the face
of climate change
Action



Repeat the high quality 1979 aerial photography along the Nullarbor Cliffs and compare the
cliff lines to determine the rate of retreat.
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1.1

Introduction

Purpose of the study

The purpose of Far West Coastal Action Plan and Conservation Priority Study 2008 is to
understand and facilitate the conservation, protection and management principles of the coastal
resources of the Alinytjara Wilurara (AW) Natural Resources Management (NRM) Region1, and
to establish conservation priorities for places and areas within the region. The study aims to
provide a rational basis for conservation priority actions and places within the defined coastal
region; it suggests actions to address threatening processes at specific locations within the region.
The study also establishes a coastal database in map and table form, as a tool for ongoing
adaptive management.

1.2

Definition of the Far West coast

The Far West coast extends from the eastern boundary of Wahgunyah Conservation Park in the
east to the South Australian–Western Australian border. It includes the coastal sections of
Wahgunyah Conservation Park, the Yalata Indigenous Protected Area, encompassing the Head
of Bight, and Nullarbor National Park (Figure 1.1). This coastline is approximately
336 kilometres (km) in length or 8% of the coastline of the state.
The coast is defined for this study to include land above mean high water mark that, because of
its vegetation, its landforms or its interaction with coastal processes, can be described as coastal
in nature. Elsewhere the boundary has been taken as 500 metres (m) from high water. Thus, at
Twin Rocks (Figure 1.2), the coastal zone encloses sand dune vegetation over 7 km wide, and
includes a coastal wetland at Yalata Swamp and adjacent an area of native vegetation containing
distinctively coastal plants.
The Far West coast comprises a variety of coastal environments, including: high to medium
energy reefs, low cliffs and transgressive dunes from Wahgunyah to Twin Rocks, the supratidal
saltmarsh of the Yalata swamp, the massive transgressive sand mass of the Yalata Dunes, the
Head of Bight, the long massive cliff rampart of the Nullarbor, and in the far west Merdeyarrah
Sandpatch.

1

Wahgunyah Conservation Park is part of the study area although it falls within the Eyre Peninsula
Natural Resources Management Region; the study is funded by agreement with the AW NRM Board.
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FIGURE 1.1

The extent of the Far West coast
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1.3

Definition of coastal cells

The Far West coast has been divided into 35 coastal cells, which have been defined on the basis
of physical parameters: landform, coastal wind and wave energy levels (see reference maps in
Appendix 1). These cells are used in the report for mapping significant areas: they are the
geographical units for which conservation priority, threats and actions are established. They are
numbered from AW1 at the eastern boundary of Wahgunyah CP to AW35 at the South
Australia–Western Australia border.
The cells define relatively small landform units at a subregional scale: thus a bay between
headlands, a sand dune mass, or an area of low cliffs of common orientation may be coastal cells.
The size of individual cells varies (Appendix 2) but the average length of coastline in each cell is
approximately 10 km. The cells are units of workable scale; they bring together a large amount of
data for an area small enough to discuss local management issues (Chapter 2) which can be
assembled to inform regional management (Chapter 3).

FIGURE 1.2

1.4

An example of the definition of the coastal boundary in this study

Outline of study methodology

Data on conservation and threats was assembled on digital maps. The 23 sets of conservation
variables used were grouped into:


communities and species with threatened status (5 layers)



endemic species and communities; biodiversity (4 layers)
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significant habitats for birds, reptiles and butterfly (4 layers)



visual amenity (2 layers)



vegetation patch size, shape, and connectivity (4 layers)



Indigenous, European, Natural and Geological Heritage (4 layers).

Sixteen threat variables were used:


planning, land use and development (8 layers)



vegetation patch size, shape, and connectivity (4 layers)



weeds (1 layer)



dune and cliff stability (2 layers)



acid sulphate soils (1 layer)

Chapter 4 describes the methods, themes and databases used.
For each variable, data was located and given a nominal value between 9 (high value or threat)
and 0; for example a vegetation community might be given a score according to its rarity in South
Australia. The maps created for these scores used GIS tools allowing interrogation of the data.
Mean conservation and threat point and cell scores were calculated. ‘Highest’, ‘medium’ and
‘lowest’ scores were defined and detailed maps produced that are available in digital form (CD) in
this final report.
Priority was defined for each cell by detailed analysis from the digital maps and summary
spreadsheets; aerial and oblique photography, field examination and local expertise were used to
describe values, threats and opportunities for action. In general, high priority combined with high
threat level is seen as high priority.
Local management actions are proposed within each cell based on this analysis, for agencies and
for community groups. The values, threats and local expertise assembled for the cells are
combined to suggest regional and subregional actions (Chapter 3).
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Results of Field and Priorities Study

2.1 Descriptions of coastal cells
This project has defined 35 coastal cells making up the Far West coast, and has assembled
datasets of conservation values and threatening processes. The data has been valued and the
values placed on geographic information system (GIS) maps in detail, to the raster point level (25
× 25 m). This analysis has contributed to the cell descriptions detailed in this section.
In addition, conservation values and threatening processes have been summed and averaged.
Conservation values for each raster point were averaged and points defined ‘highest’, ‘medium’ or
‘lowest’ value according to breaks in the distribution of values (Figure 2.1). A similar process was
used for threatening processes (Figure 2.2).
Note: The terms ‘highest’, ‘medium’ or ‘lowest’ for conservation value and ‘high’, ‘medium’ or ‘low’
threat total are comparative terms for the region only. They do not imply high or low value within the
state or nationally. Thus a cell summarised as lowest value within the Far West coastal zone might, for
example, be high value within the Southern Fleurieu region. However, the three categories allocated
to cells, based on current available information, inform and prioritise management decisions and
actions. Additional information can easily be added as it becomes available, and values and priorities
may change in some areas.

A comparison of the summed results of these two analyses shows that two cells have the highest
conservation values and a high threat level: AW13, which runs 9 km west from Twin Rocks
including the whale watching facility and the eastern end of the Nullarbor Plain; and AW15,
which extends along the Nullarbor Cliffs 17–25 km west of Twin Rocks (see Appendix 1 for cell
locations). Both cells are in Yalata Indigenous Protected Area (IPA), although a small part of
AW15 extends into Nullarbor National Park (NP). AW11 has the highest total of conservation
means in the region and a medium to high threat total.
Four cells have totals that are close to the highest values for both conservation and threat totals:
AW8, AW10 (Yalata IPA), AW22, AW23 (Nullarbor NP).
AW12 (Yalata Sand Mass and Yalata Swamp) has high threat values and high conservation values
for all areas not in bare sand.
This result is seen as significant for priority decisions for management actions, and this is picked
up in relevant local actions (within the cell descriptions following, and the summary table of
actions) and within the regional actions (Chapter 3).
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FIGURE 2.1

Combined conservation priority scores
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FIGURE 2.2

Combined threatening processes scores
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2.1.1. Describing the cells
Construction of the detailed cell descriptions in Section 2.2 is shown in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1

Cell description template

Paragraph in coastal cell
description

Source of information

Landforms

The DEH internal GIS system – ‘Coastmaps’. Reference
materials. Floristic vegetation maps.

Biota
Land use/ land ownership
Marine Plan zoning
Conservation analysis (GIS)
Threats analysis (GIS)

Analysis of state and museum databases; ranking of
conservation and threat data. Spatial summation and analysis
by EI GIS branch.

Threats (aerial and oblique
photography; field visits; local
reports)

Field appraisal by DEH staff and consultant. Discussions with
community members and key government workers working on
coastal projects in the area. Analysis of aerial and oblique
photography.

Actions

Derived from information above

Priority assigned to actions

Categorisation of priority was decided by the project team and
other key players. Priority depended on (i) GIS Analysis; (ii)
Key players within the locality; (iii) Potential hazard to life and
property. This is further detailed below.

2.1.2

Prioritising actions

In the cell descriptions (Section 2.2.) and the action summary table (Section 2.3) a priority is
assigned for each proposed action. The project team adopted a scheme of priority assessment
based on the processes in this project and the duties and aims of the major players, as shown in
Table 2.2.
TABLE 2.2

Criteria for prioritising proposed actions

Priority

Description

High (cons/threat)

a matter or area that has a high conservation priority score in the region and
is under very significant immediate threat

High (hazard)

an actual or potential flooding or erosion hazard, water quality or cliff
instability issue for human safety

High (soc/econ)

an issue or place that has a high social or economic significance

Medium (KP cell)

an area or issue identified by key players as being important in this cell

Medium (KP region)

an area or issue identified by key players as being important in the region

Medium (threat)

a significant threat, within the GIS threat analysis, i.e. a threat to
conservation values

Medium (cons)

an area or matter with high to medium total conservation priority scores in
the region

Medium (soc/econ)

an area or matter of moderate social or economic significance

Low (cons)

an issue or place of moderate conservation priority

Low (hazard)

a flooding, erosion, water quality or cliff hazard of long term potential but
low immediate concern
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2.2 Cell descriptions
Cell AW1

FIGURE 2.3

Location of Cell AW1

Landforms

Pleistocene calcarenite cliffs and shore platforms (Short et al. 1986, p.138); pocket beaches in 3
embayments. The low (5–20 m) cliffs front an undulating calcarenite plain, with some small clifftop dunes in SE corner of the cell, extending up to 50 m inland and locally unstable.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes; low open shrubland near the cliffs, with
dominant Lawrencia squamata1; low shrubland of Beyeria lechenaultii and Melaleuca lanceolata further
inland.
Land use/land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Unallotted Crown land, DEH.

1

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 81 (relatively high)
High values for bush bird habitat, and vegetation patch metrics (patch size, shape, connectivity).
Moderate values for threatened fauna rating, endemic floristic communities (near the coast),
shorebird habitat, butterfly habitat and Aboriginal heritage.
There are no recorded flora sites within this cell.

FIGURE 2.4

Oblique photo of AW1, mid cell

Coast Protection Board, 2007

The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been recorded in this cell. The
state Vulnerable banded stilt (Cladorhynchus leucocephalus), and the state Rare grey-tailed tattler
(Tringa brevipes), eastern reef egret (Egretta sacra), common sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos) and sooty
oystercatcher (Haematopus fuliginosus) have been reported in this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 34.5 (medium–high)
The whole cell scores high for viewshed; moderately high threat value for viewscape, cliff
stability, land ownership and development zoning. Weeds are not identified as a threat in this cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are a number of tracks within this cell, including a track along the top of the cliff that is
within 10 m of the cliff edge in places. There is some significant undercutting of the cliff,
including where the track is close to the cliff edge.
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Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels were observed in Wahgunyah CP on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.3

Threats in Cell AW1 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; no flora survey
sites

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

Medium (cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks: safety
hazard and impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Map tracks and review with a
view to rationalise unnecessary
tracks and close or reroute
tracks that are too close to the
cliff edge

Medium (cons;
hazard)

DEH

Continuity of
management with
neighbouring Crown
lands and conservation
park

Review the conservation status
of the Crown land in the light of
conservation values and with a
view to including it in the
Wahgunyah CP

High (cons;
KP)

DEH Land
Admin
Branch &
Regional
Conservati
on

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels, cats Undertake control
program if required

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Track along cliff top:
impact on cliff-top dunes
and vegetation

Review cliff-top track with a view
to closing vehicle access

Medium (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes.

Medium (cons)

DEH

Cliff top and
dunes

CP: conservation park; KP: key player; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management;
YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW2

FIGURE 2.5

Location of Cell AW2

Landforms

Pleistocene dune, low calcarenite cliffs and occasional shore platforms (Short et al. 1986, p.138)
in SE corner of cell, with undulating low plateau surface. Elsewhere open embayments between
calcarenite headlands, with extensive largely unvegetated dunes, transgressive to 2.5 km inland.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. The plateau shows Myoporum insulare >1 m
over low shrubland, and Lawrencia squamata low shrubland. Some vestiges of low open shrubland
with Maireana oppositifolia, Hemichroa diandra, and Nitraria billarderei. 56% of the cell is bare
unvegetated dune.
Land use/land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Unallotted Crown land, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 63.4 (low–medium)
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The large unstable dune areas record a low value but much of the rest of the cell is high to
medium.

FIGURE 2.6

Oblique photo of AW2

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Within the region, this cell is notable for numbers of species recorded (68 flora and 35 fauna) and
numbers of threatened species (3 flora and 8 fauna). The cell contains valuable shorebird and
bush bird habitat. Further conservation values accrue for viewshed and viewscape.
The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea), and the state Rare sooty
oystercatcher (Haematopus fuliginosus) have been recorded in this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 34.48 (high)
Distribution of threats is patchy and complex but in general the threat level is lower in the NW
than in the SE of the cell. This total is made up by off-road vehicle tracks, dune instability,
viewshed, viewscape and instability of the low cliffs.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

Access control is a serious issue with numerous tracks within the cell, including along the cliff
top, on to the beach and leading into stable and unstable sand dunes. Rabbits and house mice
have been recorded in this cell. Sightings, tracks and/or traces of camels and rabbits were also
observed in Wahgunyah CP on field trips to the area.
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TABLE 2.4

Threats in Cell AW2 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; existing
information on numbers
of species suggests this
cell has significant
biodiversity values; well
worth further survey and
because of high threat
level, in need of active
management

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Map tracks and review with a
view to rationalising
unnecessary tracks

Medium (cons)

DEH

Continuity of
management with
neighbouring Crown
lands

Review conservation status of
Crown land in light of
conservation values, and with a
view to including it in
Wahgunyah CP

High (cons)

DEH Land
Admin
Branch &
Regional
Conservati
on

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes, cats,
camels Undertake control
program if required.

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Numerous informal tracks
on boundary of unstable
dunes, leading to multiple
tracks within the dunes

Rationalise vehicle tracks;
establish a single marked track
across the dunes, if required

Medium (cons)

DEH

Track along cliff top:
impact on cliff-top dunes
and vegetation

Review cliff-top track with a view
to closing vehicle access

Medium (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes.

Medium (cons)

DEH

Dunes

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles

CP: conservation park; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata
Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW3

FIGURE 2.7

Location of Cell AW3

Landforms

Pleistocene dune calcarenite low cliffs and shore platforms (Short et al. 1986, p.138). Extensive
dunes and cliff-top dunes, transgressive to 3 km inland, generally unstable.
Biota

49% of the cell is bare sand surface; much of the coastal slopes in Myoporum insulare mid open
shrubland, with small areas of Melaleuca lanceolata tall shrubland.
Land use/land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 71.6 (medium)
Within the cell these values vary greatly, between zero on the open unvegetated parts of the sand
dunes to 8 (high) on parts of the coastal plain shrubland.
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Several individual layers show a consistent pattern within the cell, with low to zero values in the
extensive bare sand areas and medium to high on the coastal plain, including threatened status of
the plant community, the distribution of endemic plant communities, species richness and
butterfly habitat. Threatened flora is low throughout and threatened fauna gives medium values
across the cell. The highest values are given for bush bird habitat across the cell, and shorebird
values are also high. Beach habitat for the hooded plover (Thinornis rubricollis) is of average value.

FIGURE 2.8

Oblique photo of AW3

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Vegetation metrics for patch size, shape and connectivity are high over the majority of the cell.
Significant Aboriginal heritage sites are found here. Other layers do not show significant values.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 29.8 (high)
Detailed threat means show great variation within the cell, from zero at the landward edge of the
cell to the highest values at the coast and some dune edge areas.
There are no threats from campsites noted in this cell; off-road vehicle activity is seen as a great
potential threat on the open dunes but zero elsewhere. The major threats are the distribution of
threatening weeds at the edges of the dunes, dune instability, viewshed throughout and viewscape
(landscape aesthetics) along the beaches and headlands. Cliff instability is low threat; land
ownership and use, and mining potential are zero threat values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The cliff-top track comes within 10 m of the cliff edge near the SE boundary of the cell. Some
informal camping occurs along the back of the beach or in the fore-dune. Numerous tracks lead
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into the unstable dunes and are also located immediately north of the coastal boundary.
Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels were observed in Wahgunyah CP on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.5

Threats in Cell AW3 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

Medium (cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and to the north:
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

Medium (cons)

DEH

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Numerous informal tracks
on boundary of unstable
dunes leading to multiple
tracks within dunes

Rationalise vehicle tracks:
establish single marked track
across dunes if required. Install
educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles

Medium (cons)

DEH

Track along cliff top:
impact on cliff-top dunes
and vegetation

Review cliff-top track with a view
to closing vehicle access

Medium (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes

Medium (cons)

DEH

Informal camping occurs
near SE boundary of cell
on cliff top abutting
unstable dune, along
back of beach and in
fore-dune, with visitor
impact

Review the impact around the
cliff-top camp, with a view to
defining the site
Monitor impact of informal
camping along beach and in
fore-dune
Review situation if negative
impact identified

Medium (cons)

DEH

Dunes

DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated;
YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW4

FIGURE 2.9

Location of Cell AW4

Landforms

Pleistocene dune calcarenite cliffs and shore platforms (Short et al. 1986, p.138). Cliff top dunes,
transgressive to 1 km inland, generally unstable in SE section of cell. Most of cell is irregular
calcarenite slopes to cliffs and pocket beaches.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the calcarenite slopes in a complex pattern of Myoporum insulare mid
open shrubland, Melaleuca lanceolata tall shrubland, and Lawrencia squamata2 low shrubland. 9% of
the cell is bare sand surface.
Land use/land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)

2

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 80.6 (high)
Sites with threatened fauna, rarity of plant communities, vegetation patch metrics (patch size,
shape and connectivity) all contribute high values to this total. There are some high values for
endemic plant communities on the coastal plain SE of the dog fence, and moderate values for
bird habitat are found across the entire cell. The beach SE of the dog fence shows moderate
values for hooded plover (Thinornis rubricollis) habitat. Aboriginal heritage sites also contribute to
the value of the cell.

FIGURE 2.10

Oblique photo of AW4, Dog Fence

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 25.3 (low–medium)
Across much of the coastal plain the combined threat scores are low (2), except for a limited area
inland SE of the dog fence, which totals 7. The beach and the track parallel to the coast show
high threat values.
Viewshed and viewscape values are high; high threat values for invasive weeds appear at the
edges of the dune areas. Tracks and unstable dune areas show limited areas of high values; other
threat layers score zero to low for this cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The many tracks in this cell include the well-established tracks following the dog fence.
Numerous tracks lead into unstable sand dunes and on to the beach. There is a formal
campground but informal camping also occurs in the dunes and the back of the beach, as this is
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popular fishing area. A cliff-top track runs along much of the cell and comes within 10 m of the
cliff edge in places. There is cliff undercutting in numerous locations along the cliff, including
where the track is close to the cliff edge. An informal car park on the cliff top approximately
1 km east of the dog fence is not defined and is very close to the cliff edge. The undercutting of
this cliff constitutes a significant hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell
but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed in Wahgunyah CP on
field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.6

Threats in Cell AW4 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

Medium (cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks: safety
hazard and impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and closing or rerouting tracks
that are too close to the cliff
edge

High (cons;
hazard)

DEH

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Formal campsite, linked
with an informal track
across unstable dunes;
local impact by visitors

Review need to upgrade
campsite: e.g. formal fireplace,
redefine boundary

High (cons;
soc/econ)

DEH

Informal campsite within
unstable dunes and
along back of beach, with
local visitor impact

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified

Medium (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes Regular patrolling to
enforce policy

Medium (cons)

DEH

Invasive weed species
identified at the edges of
dune areas

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution
Undertake weed control if
appropriate

Medium (cons)

DEH

Cliff top track and
informal car park very
close to potentially
unstable cliff edge: safety
hazard and impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to closing or
rerouting track where too close
to cliff edge and closing car park
or formalising with fencing and
signs

High (cons;
hazard)

DEH

Dunes

Cliff top

DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated;
YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW5 Dog Fence Beach

FIGURE 2.11

Location of Cell AW5

Landforms

Pleistocene dune calcarenite cliffs and shore platforms (Short et al. 1986, p.138). Extensive clifftop dunes, transgressive to 3 km inland, generally unstable.
Biota

23% of this cell is bare sand surface; the remainder of the coastal plain is shrubland: Myoporum
insulare +/- Olearia axillaris mid open shrubland, and Beyeria lechenaultii, Melaleuca lanceolata tall
shrubland are found particularly around the bare sand dunes. Elsewhere Melaleuca lanceolata,
Geijera linearifolia tall shrubland dominates.
Land use/ land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 64.3 (low–medium)
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Within the cell, values are generally low, with some areas of mixed values near the beach. Bird
habitat values are medium to high, notably the beach and fore-dune have high value habitat for
the hooded plover. Habitat for butterflies is varied, with some patches of high value. However,
threatened species layer values are generally low. There are some medium to high value patches
of endemic vegetation assemblages near the edges of the dunes. Vegetation metrics (patch size,
shape and connectivity) show medium values for this cell.

FIGURE 2.12

Oblique photo of AW5, Dog Fence Beach

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 24.2 (low–medium)
The most notable contributions to this total are areas of unstable dune, viewscape (near the
beach) and viewshed.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are multiple tracks within this cell, including several tracks leading into the unstable dunes,
well established tracks to Dog Fence Beach and a track along the back of the beach and in the
fore-dune. There is also a track immediately north of the cell with spurs leading into the dunes. A
formal campsite exists on the SE edge of Dog Fence Beach but informal camping also occurs
along the beach and in the fore-dunes, as it is a popular fishing area. Introduced animals have not
been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed
in Wahgunyah CP on field trips to the area.
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TABLE 2.7

Threats in Cell AW5 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

Medium (cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

Medium (cons)

DEH

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Formal campsite at SE
end of Dog Fence Beach
with multiple informal
tracks across unstable
dunes: local impact by
visitors

Review the need to upgrade
campsite: e.g. formal fireplace,
define boundary

High (cons;
soc/econ)

DEH

Dunes

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles
Block selected tracks
Monitor/ record weed species
around the campsite

Informal camping along
the beach and in the foredune: local impact by
visitors

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified

Low (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes
Enforce policy with regular
patrols

Medium (cons)

DEH

DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated;
YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW6

FIGURE 2.13

Location of Cell AW6

Landforms

High energy dissipative beach, with some calcarenite small reefs, smalls bluffs at rear of the
beach. The undulating calcarenite coastal plain is covered by dunes, 50% of which are unvegetated.
Biota

Bare sand (23%) and low shrubland throughout the cell. On the dune slopes and inter-dune areas
near the coast Myoporum insulare +/- Olearia axillaris mid open shrubland, with patchy distribution
of Beyeria lechenaultii, Melaleuca lanceolata and Eremophila deserti low shrubland. On the older dunes
Melaleuca lanceolata, Geijera linearifolia shrubland is common.
Land use/land ownership

Wahgunyah CP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/ )
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 54.7 (lowest in the region)
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The combined detailed map shows only small areas of medium to high priority, while the bare
sand areas give the lowest total scores. Layers representing communities and species with
threatened status all yield low scores; endemic species and biodiversity are also low, with the
exception of some higher areas inland. This cell had no flora or fauna survey sites within it.
Habitat for bush birds and shorebirds is of moderate priority.

FIGURE 2.14

Oblique photo of AW6, mid cell

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Butterfly habitat is highly varied in value, with some high value areas mid dune. Hooded plover
(Thinornis rubricollis) habitat gives high value along the beach, and vegetation metrics are low for
the bare sand areas, but high elsewhere.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 21.5 (lowest in the region)
The detailed summary shows an intricate pattern of values but generally low inland and high to
medium near the beach. The main contributors to these totals are off-road vehicle activity on
bare sand areas; high viewscape scores near the beach, and high dune instability scores on the
bare sand areas. Weeds do not rate highly in this area.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are multiple tracks throughout the cell, including tracks leading into the unstable dunes and
on to the beach and a track immediately north of the boundary with spurs leading into the dunes.
There is an access issue between Wahgunyah CP and the Yalata lands. Informal camping occurs
along the beach and in the fore-dunes, as it is a popular fishing area. Introduced animals have not
been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed
in Wahgunyah CP on field trips to the area.
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TABLE 2.8

Threats in Cell AW6 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; no flora or fauna
survey sites within this
cell

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna surveys to inform future
management directions

Medium (cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

Low (cons)

DEH

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required.

Low (cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Coastal track at
Wahgunyah–Yalata
boundary: local visitor
impact

Erect well-made sign at
boundary, on use of both these
lands
Review and consider options for
blocking access

High (cons;
soc/econ)

DEH, YCI

Creation of multiple
tracks around the main
coastal track near NW
boundary, with damage
to dunes

Review and rationalise tracks
selectively
Install signs on dune vegetation,
stability and policy on
unregistered vehicles

Medium (cons)

DEH

Informal camping along
the beach and in the foredune: local impact by
visitors

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified

Medium (cons)

DEH

Unregistered off-road
vehicle use: vegetation
damage and potential
dune destabilisation

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation, stability and policy
on unregistered vehicles e.g.
quad bikes. Enforce policy with
regular patrols

Medium (cons)

DEH

Dunes

DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated;
YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW7 Yalata Beach

FIGURE 2.15

Location of Cell AW7

Landforms

An open dissipative beach with multiple inshore bars, with some low calcarenite headlands, small
bays and low tide reefs in the SE corner of the cell, near Yalata Beach. An undulating calcarenite
coastal plain is overlain by a complex topography of generally transverse dunes that appear stable
inland but immediately behind the beach most dunes are unstable.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. Near the beach there are small areas of
Maireana oppositifolia, Hemichroa diandra shrubland, and of Atriplex cinerea, Olearia axillaris low open
shrubland. Immediately landward of the unstable dunes Melaleuca lanceolata shrubland is found.
The coastal plain has Melaleuca lanceolata and Olearia axillaris shrubland; also Eucalyptus calcareana
+/- Eucalyptus diversifolia mallee woodland.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
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FIGURE 2.16

Oblique photo of AW7, Yalata Beach

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 72 (medium)
Detailed summarised means show most of these values accrue on the coastal plain immediately
landward of the unstable dunes. This pattern is found for the priority of the vegetation
assemblage based on: the rarity of the community in South Australia, the distribution of endemic
plant communities (<50% records found within the Far West coastal region), the proportion of
occurrences of the vegetation assemblage within coastal units, and species richness. High habitat
values for bush birds and shorebirds are found within this cell. Butterfly habitat shows a complex
pattern, generally with high values inland. There are no fauna survey sites within this cell. There
are Aboriginal sites of medium priority within this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values =40.7 (relatively high)
Detail shows the highest totals are on the bare dune surfaces, with parts of the coastal plain
inland showing low threat totals. These threat values mainly comprise high values for dune
instability, viewscape and viewshed, and off-road vehicle activity near the beach and on the bare
dunes. There are low threat values for weeds recorded within this cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

Yalata Beach is a formal camping area for Yalata Community but there is some informal camping
by the public along the beach and in the dunes. The large number of tracks include tracks around
the campsite, on to the beach, along the back of the beach, along the back of the dunes, leading
into the dunes and in the unstable dunes. The track mapping by Segaran (2006) shows a large
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increase in the number of tracks from 1979 to 2004. Introduced animals have not been recorded
in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed in the Yalata
lands on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.9

Threats in Cell AW7 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; no fauna survey
sites

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Erect signs upon entry to Yalata
Land to indicate if public access
is permitted

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required.

Low (cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Yalata Beach
campsite

Review success of previous
track blocking
Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Multiple tracks to Yalata
Beach across unstable
dunes

Review with a view to
rationalising tracks

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of the
Yalata campsite

Upgrade campsite e.g. redefine
boundary, repair fences, remove
litter, establish formal fireplaces

High (cons;
soc/econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High (cons)

YCI, YLM

Dunes

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

Monitor condition through
regular inspection.
Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability
Weeds in and near the
campsite

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and weed
identification
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around campsite
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal, and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

Unregistered off-road
vehicles: vegetation
damage and dune
destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; YCI:
Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW8

FIGURE 2.17

Location of Cell AW8

Landforms

Dissipative beach, with small patches of calcarenite inter-tidal platform and subtidal reefs.
Calcarenite is frequently exposed as a shoulder at the back of the beach. There is an extensive
calcarenite coastal plain, covered with dune sands, with a pre-dominantly transverse forms.
Dunes within 500 m of the beach are generally bare and destabilised. Further inland the dunes are
generally vegetated.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the coastal plain behind the unstable dunes. The pattern of
associations is complex but adjacent to the bare dunes Beyeria lechenaultii, Melaleuca lanceolata +/Eremophila deserti low shrubland is common. Elsewhere patches of Eucalyptus calcareana and
Eucalyptus diversifolia mid mallee woodland; also Melaleuca lanceolata and Olearia axillaris shrubland
are found.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
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FIGURE 2.18

Oblique photo of AW8

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 77.8 (medium)
A full range of values contributes to this total: very low in the bare sand areas, to high at the inner
edge of the coastal boundary. Priority values for communities and species with threatened status
are low almost everywhere. Values for endemic plant communities over 50% of which are found
only in this region, also only in coastal areas are high, except in the bare sand areas. There are
some values for species richness on the landward edge of this cell (30 species detected at 4
sample sites). Habitat values are moderate to high: bush birds and shorebirds have moderate
scores; some areas of high butterfly habitat are near the inner edge of the area. Vegetation patch
statistics, size, shape and connectivity are high (except bare sand areas). There are flora but no
fauna survey sites recorded in this cell. The cell records moderate significance for Aboriginal
heritage.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 44.2 (high)
The detailed threat summary shows high values for the bare sand areas, and moderate to high
values elsewhere: the only areas with low threat values are small. Dune instability and off-road
vehicle activity are strong contributors to the total, because of the extensive areas of unvegetated
dune; viewscape and viewshed values are highest at the beach but include much of the cell as
high threat. Moderate scores accumulate for ownership and land use for the whole cell. A small
part of the cell is in a mining lease (9). No significant weed threat was detected.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are multiple tracks within the cell boundary, including numerous tracks leading into, and
through, the unstable sand dune and on to the beach. Several tracks north of the boundary lead
into the study area. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks
and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.10

Threats in Cell AW8 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; no fauna survey
sites

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and install clear directional signs
on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising Install signs
upon entry to Yalata Land to
indicate if public access is
permitted

High (cons/
threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required.

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple informal tracks
on boundary of unstable
dunes, leading to multiple
tracks within dunes:
impacts on dune stability

Rationalise to reduce track
numbers; establish a single
marked track across dunes if
required

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Unregistered off-road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes: vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

High (cons)

YCI, YLM

Dunes

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; YCI:
Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW9

FIGURE 2.19

Location of Cell AW9

Landforms

High to medium energy beach extends along the whole of this cell; in places Pleistocene
calcarenite is seen, in small platforms and near-shore reefs and in low headlands or simply
outcropping at the back of the beach (notably at the western end of the cell). The calcarenite
forms a low undulating coastal plain, over which Holocene (white) and Pleistocene (pale brown
red) dunes have drifted, and extend across the whole cell. The dunes are unvegetated near the
beach: the area of bare sand increases towards the west, finally extending across the whole cell:
49% of the area of the cell.
Biota

Inland, there is Melaleuca lanceolata, Geijera linearifolia +/- Pittosporum angustifolium +/- Exocarpus
aphyllus mid open shrubland. Near the beach Maireana oppositifolia, Atriplex palludosa ssp. cordata,
Lycium australe mid open shrubland is found. In the inland part of the cell small patches of low
mallee woodland are found.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
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Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)

FIGURE 2.20

Oblique photo of AW9, near Granites campsites

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 61.3 (low)
Detailed means totals show a complex pattern: low on the unvegetated dunes, to mainly medium
elsewhere. Conservation priority values are low for communities and species with threatened
status, except for very small patches of vegetation communities rare in SA. Endemic vegetation
assemblages found mainly within the coastal zone and within this region give medium to high
values to the inner parts of the cell. Bush bird and shorebird habitat values are high throughout
the cell. Butterfly habitat is varied but nowhere high. Vegetation metrics are high. This cell has
recorded flora survey sites but no fauna survey sites.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values =46.2 (highest in the region)
The whole cell has totals of medium-high to high; the consistently highest threat values are the
bare sand areas. Development potential within the planning system is a low threat, as is mining
potential; vegetation metrics are low; weeds are generally low as a threat except at the seaward
end of the main track. Land ownership is given a moderately low value. Camping is given
moderate scores near the official sites. All other threat layers show high scores for almost all the
cell: off-road vehicle activity, dune instability, viewshed and viewscape are high scores. Land use
adds a moderate to high value for much of the cell.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

A formal camping area at the Granites has two defined campsites and a day car park. The
campsites appeared to be in good order with intact fencing to define the campsites, although
there was some rubbish and fish waste when inspected. There were weeds in and around the
campsites, predominantly ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum). A track allows vehicle access
on to the beach near the campsites. The multiple tracks throughout the cell significantly increased
in number between 1979 and 2004, particularly around the Granites campsite. There are
numerous tracks behind the dunes, leading into and through the dunes and on to the beach.
Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels were observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.11

Threats in Cell AW9 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values; no fauna survey
sites

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and install clear directional signs
on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising Install signs
upon entry to Yalata Land to
indicate if public access is
permitted

High
(cons/threat;
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Granites
campsite

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of the
Granites campsite

Maintain campsite condition,
e.g. fencing, remove litter,
establish formal fireplaces
Review the need for vehicle
access to the beach
Monitor condition through
regular inspection

High (cons;
soc/econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Dunes

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability
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Weeds in and near the
campsite

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and weed
identification

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Medium (cons)

YCI, YLM

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around campsite
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal, and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsite.
Unregistered off-road
vehicles: vegetation
damage and dune
destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; KP: key
player; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW10

FIGURE 2.21

Location of Cell AW10

Landforms

A moderate energy beach extends along the whole of the cell as a series of open embayments
separated by low headlands of Pleistocene calcarenite, which also forms a low straight low tide,
near-shore, reef. Dunes cover the undulating coastal plain. White, Holocene, dunes found within
c. 1 km of the shore are generally unvegetated SE of the Tjitji tjutaku camp site. Older, reddish
sand dunes, are found inland.
Biota

Within the white sand dunes near the beach are sporadic areas of Nitraria billardierei >1 m high
over low shrubs. At the inner edges of these dunes small patches of Spinifex hirsutus, Euphorbia
paralias grassland occur. Low shrubland of Melaleuca lanceolata, Geijera linearifolia is extensive
through the older dunes.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
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FIGURE 2.22

Oblique photo of AW10, near Geues camping area Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 80.1 (relatively high)
The detail shows a varied pattern, within the common subregional arrangement: low values on
the bare dunes, and a variety of values within the older dunes. There is an area of high values at
the inner boundary of the NW end of the cell: moderate to high values for threatened status of
the vegetation community, rarity of the vegetation community within SA, and rarity of the
endemic plant community within the state. Bush bird and shorebird habitat is of high value in
this cell; butterfly habitat is varied but generally low. Vegetation patch size, shape and
connectivity give high values, except at the bare sand areas. Aboriginal heritage values are scored
moderate.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 36.8 (medium–high)
The pattern of threats is similar to neighbouring cells to the east: the main threat scores are for
unstable dunes, off-road vehicle activity, viewscape and viewshed. Land use is scored at 7. Some
invasive weed threats are recorded at main tracks and near the Geues campsite.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are three formal camping areas in this cell, Coombra (2 campsites), Tjitji tjutaku (1) and
Geues (3). The campsites appeared to be in reasonable condition, although there was some
broken fencing and rubbish. A number of weed species were identified around the campsites and
on the dunes, particularly ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum), South African beach daisy
(Arctotheca populifolia) and sea spurge (Euphorbia paralias). Campers were identified camping outside
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the designated areas at Tjitji tjutaku. Numerous tracks exist within this cell, including a number of
tracks leading into and through the unstable sand dunes, and on to the beach. A track runs along
the top of the fore-dune between Tjitji tjutaku and Geues camping areas, both of which also have
tracks, with evidence of some erosion, from the campsites on to the beach. Coombra campsite
can only be reached by driving across an unstable sand dune, along an unmarked track,
potentially increasing the number of routes taken across the dune surface. Introduced animals
have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were
observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.12

Threats in Cell AW10 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

Dunes

Access control and
multiple tracks: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage weed
introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and installing clear directional
signs on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising Install signs
upon entry to Yalata Land to
indicate if public access is
permitted

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Unmarked access to
Coombra campsite
through unstable dunes

Install sign and posts across
unstable dune to identify track to
campsite

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Tjitji tjutaku and
Geues campsites

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ, KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
Coombra, Tjitji tjutaku
and Geues campsites

Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, e.g. repair
fencing, remove litter, establish
formal fireplaces

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ, KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Review need for vehicle access
to beach at Tjitji tjutaku and
Geues campsites
Monitor condition through
regular inspection
Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability
Informal camping outside
designated campsites:
visitor impacts

Monitor and educate through
regular inspection
Maintain formal campsites
Install clear signs
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Weeds in and near
campsites

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and weed
identification

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ)

YCI, YLM

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around campsite
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites
Unregistered off-road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes: vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; KP: key
player; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW11

FIGURE 2.23

Location of Cell AW11

Landforms

The beach has a relatively straight alignment, medium to high energy, dissipative with 1–2 nearshore bars; there are some low calcarenite headlands (above) and low tide platforms. At the rear
of the beach Holocene sand dunes with generally transverse patterns extend inland < 200 m.
Behind these a stabilised pattern of red-brown dunes overly an undulating plain of calcarenite.
Biota

Nitraria billardierei +/- Olearia axillaris mid open shrubland appears on the frontal dune area. The
coastal plain is mainly in Lawrencia squamata3 over Atriplex vesicaria low open shrubland with some
minor patches of Myoporum insulare mid open shrubland.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
3

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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FIGURE 2.24

Oblique photo of AW11, Bobs Kitchen camping area
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 91.7 (highest)
Detailed summary shows high values across the coastal plain, contrasting with low values on the
unvegetated fontal dunes. About 70% of the undulating plain is of highest priority value
vegetation assemblage based on the rarity of the community in SA. A similar pattern is shown for
threatened fauna and distribution of endemic plant communities. Species richness (35 plant and
11 animal species detected at 7 survey sites) and coastal specific communities show a similar
pattern, with a greater variety of values. Bush and shorebird habitat values are high within the
cell. Butterfly habitat values are generally low. Aboriginal heritage values are moderate for this
cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 33.6 (medium–high)
Unstable dunes show low values; elsewhere the pattern is high. Two campsites, Bobs Kitchen
and Jaxsons, give local threat values. Off-road vehicle tracks and bare sand give high threat values
for tracks, a pattern mirroring dune instability. Near the beach there are significant areas of
invasive weed threat.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The two formal camping areas in this cell, Bobs Kitchen and Jaxsons, both have tracks leading
on to the beach. The 3 campsites and a day car park at Bobs Kitchen and one campsite at
Jaxsons, all appear to be in good condition, although a couple were becoming overgrown. Weeds
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were identified in and around the campsites and dunes, particularly ice plant (Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum), South African beach daisy (Arctotheca populifolia) and sea spurge (Euphorbia paralias).
There are numerous tracks throughout this cell, with a significant increase from 1979 to 2004
particularly around Bobs Kitchen and Jaxsons camping areas. Multiple tracks within the cell lead
into and through the dunes and on to the beach. Introduced animals have not been recorded in
this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were observed in the Yalata
lands on field trips to the area.
Note: Analysis shows this to be the highest conservation priority cell in the region: the values are
concentrated on the coastal plain, inland from the transgressive dunes.
TABLE 2.13

Threats in Cell AW11 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

Dunes

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and installing clear directional
signs on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising Install signs
upon entry to Yalata Land to
indicate if public access is
permitted

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake a control program if
required

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to and
around Bobs Kitchen and
Jaxsons campsites

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ, KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in
immediate vicinity of
Bobs Kitchen and
Jaxsons campsites

Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, e.g. repair
fencing, remove litter, establish
formal fireplaces

High
(cons/threat,
soc/econ, KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Review need for vehicle access
to beach at Bobs Kitchen and
Jaxsons campsites
Monitor condition through
regular inspection
Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability
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Invasive weeds detected
near beach and in and
near campsites

Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and weed
identification

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat)

YCI, YLM

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around campsites
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites
Unregistered off-road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes: vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; KP: key
player; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW12

FIGURE 2.25

Location of Cell AW12

Landforms

Pleistocene dune calcarenite low cliffs, shore platforms and island (Twin Rocks). Dunes of the
vast Yalata sand mass have extended to 7 km inland, as sand was supplied during Pleistocene and
Holocene high sea level episodes to the broad embayment of the Head of Bight. Sand supply has
cut off possible former marine connection to the stranded samphire of the low-lying Yalata
Swamp.
Biota

Much of the Yalata Dune is unvegetated, 45% of the area of the cell, but within the rear and
edges of the dune Nitraria billardierei, Olearia axillaris, Myoporum insulare shrubland is found. Within
the Yalata Swamp Maireana oppositifolia+/- Halosarcia indica ssp. Low open shrubland is recorded.
Some areas of Eucalyptus yalatensis mallee shrubland are present.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
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FIGURE 2.26

Oblique photo of AW12, Yalata Swamp and dunes Coast Protection Board, 2007

Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 58.9 (medium)
While large areas of bare sand score zero, some of the highest totals in the region are found near
the coast at Twin Rocks and along the eastern end of the cell. There is a pattern of zero on the
sand to high in the swamp and in the NE, for: priority of vegetation community based on its
rarity in SA; priority of the endemic plant assemblage and rarity; priority of sites based on species
richness. Shorebird and bush bird habitat is high to medium; butterfly habitat is patchy, but
generally high in the swamp. Aboriginal heritage value is high.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 40.5 (high)
Threats are generally higher on bare sand and low in the swamp. The threat values accrue mainly
from off-road vehicle tracks, dune instability, land use, viewshed and viewscape. Some scores
from campsites are added. No substantial weed threat is recorded.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There is one formal camping area in this cell, Hilton, which has 3 campsites. There are many
tracks within this cell and many outside the cell leading in to it. The number has significantly
increased between 1979 and 2004. There are numerous tracks leading into the dunes and several
tracks leading on to the beach at Hilton campsite. There are numerous tracks through the dunes
and over the deflated dunes in the west of the cell near Twin Rocks, with a track on to the beach.
Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels were observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the area.
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TABLE 2.14

Threats in Cell AW12 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions
Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and installing clear directional
signs on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising
Install signs upon entry to Yalata
Land to indicate if public access
is permitted
Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required
Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks
Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, e.g. repair
fencing, remove litter, establish
formal fireplaces
Monitor condition through
regular inspection
Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and stability
Install educational signs on dune
vegetation and weed
identification
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around campsite
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites
Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks, including signs
indicating if public access is
permitted
Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Medium (cons)

YCI, YLM

Dunes

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat, and
predation on native
species
Multiple tracks to and
around Hilton campsite

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
Hilton campsite

Weeds in and near
campsite

Multiple tracks leading
into, and through,
extensive unstable dune
system, which is a ‘no
public access’ area
Unregistered off-road
vehicles: vegetation
damage and dune
destabilisation

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; KP: key
player; YCI: Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW13

FIGURE 2.27

Location of Cell AW13

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Myoporum insulare +/- Olearia axillaris mid–open shrubland is found on the SW corner of the
Yalata sand mass and on degraded cliff-top dunes. The coastal plain is a mixed Austrostipa sp.,
Carrichtera annua, Schlerolaena sp., Danthonia sp. low tussock grassland.
Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.

FIGURE 2.28

AW13, Head of Bight and Yalata Dunes

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 90.2 (high)
Distribution of summed values shows the highest values in SE corner of the cell, with medium to
high values in the rest of the cell. Total number of threatened species, rareness of endemic plant
communities, species richness (22 plant and 24 animal species detected at 8 sample stations),
Aboriginal heritage and geological heritage contribute very high values to this cell, together with
vegetation patch statistics (patch size, shape and connectivity).
A large number of bird species have been recorded in this cell, including the state Endangered
white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) and eastern osprey (Pandion cristatus); also the state
Vulnerable great skua (Stercorarius antarcticus) and banded stilt (Cladorhyncus leucocephalus), the state
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Rare Major Mitchell’s cockatoo (Lophochroa leadbeateri), shy heathwren (Calamanthus cautus) and
eastern reef egret (Egretta sacra); the regionally Vulnerable yellow-nosed albatross (Thalassarche
chlororhynchos).
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 44.5 (high)
Off-road vehicle tracks, viewshed, viewscape, land use and weeds (near whale watch platforms
and interpretive centre) all contribute to this total. Cliff instability is also given a high threat value.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The large number of tracks within this cell have mostly been created since 1979 and the majority
of them are east of the Head of Bight Whale Watching Facility. There are numerous tracks
leading into and through the deflated dune in the east of the cell.
There are two parallel cliff-top tracks west of the Head of Bight Facility. The seaward cliff-top
track comes within 10 m of the cliff edge and has several spur tracks leading to the cliff edge.
Some significant undercutting of the cliff, including where the track is very close to the cliff edge,
constitutes a significant hazard.
The Head of Bight whale watching facility is a high visitation area and includes an information
centre, formal car park and extensive boardwalk and platforms. Some herbaceous weeds were
observed around the car park.
The common starling is the only introduced animal recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks
and/or traces of rabbits and camels were also observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the
area.
Management note: The combination of high conservation values and high threat values for this cell
point to high priority for management action in this area. This priority is underlined by the regional
economic and social significance of the whale sanctuary interpretive facility.
TABLE 2.15

Threats in Cell AW13 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna
Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and north of the
boundary: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
and installing clear directional
signs on remaining tracks
Review tracks from Eyre
Highway into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalising Install signs
upon entry to Yalata Land to
indicate if public access is
permitted
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Dunes

Cliff top

Detailed track mapping
ends within this cell

Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks leading
into and through deflated
dune area

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary tracks
Install clear directional signs on
remaining tracks

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Unregistered off road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes: vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation

Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’
a condition of entry

High
(cons/threat)

YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in
immediate vicinity of
Head of Bight Whale
Watching Facility

Maintain and/or upgrade car
park, signs and walkways (e.g.
repair fencing, remove litter)
Close and rehabilitate
unnecessary walkways and
tracks

High
(soc/econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Weeds in and near Head
of Bight Facility

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around facility

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High (hazard)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Install signs on dune vegetation
and weed identification
Cliff top track very close
to potentially unstable
cliff edge: safety hazard
and impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review with a view to close
seaward cliff-top track and spurs
Install ‘track closed’ signs and
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs on alternative clifftop track

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; YCI:
Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW14

FIGURE 2.29

Location of Cell AW14

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

The plain is characterised by low chenopod shrubland: Lawrencia squamata4 low open shrubland
<1 m over Atriplex vesicaria ssp. on the sandy soils (of the cliff-top dunes and adjacent); and a low
open shrubland of Atriplex vesicaria ssp. +/- Sclerostegia disarticulate +/- Frankenia sessilis +/Maireana erioclada +/- Salsola kali on the thin sandy clay loams of the plain. There are also small
patches of low open tussock grassland.

FIGURE 2.30

Oblique photo of AW14

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/ land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 69.2 ( low–medium)
Detailed summarised means varies from moderate conservation priority at the western end of the
cell to low in the majority. The highest conservation values are for vegetation assemblages with a
rarity value in South Australia, and for vegetation patch statistics (size, edge to interior ratio and
connectivity). Moderate values are recorded for Aboriginal heritage, sites with threatened fauna,
and priority of vegetation assemblages based on the distribution of endemic plant communities.
4

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been reported at rocky sites
within this cell. There are no flora or fauna survey sites within this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 45.7 (high)
The summarised distribution of threats shows the highest values near the cliff and lower totals at
the landward edge of the coastal boundary. Viewshed and viewscape give high values near the
cliff; cliff instability scores highly along the coast: at the eastern end of the cell the coast track is
close to a currently active cliff (see oblique photo above) and may be considered potentially
hazardous. Weeds are identified as a significant threat in the SW corner of the cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There is only one track within this cell, which runs parallel to the cliff top. It is mostly over
100 m landward of the cliff edge but comes within 50 m of the cliff edge in places and has several
spur tracks to the cliff edge. A track leads off the highway to cliff-top track. The cliffs are
significantly undercut in places and contain a number of significant cracks. Introduced animals
have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels were
observed in the Yalata lands on field trips to the area.
TABLE 2.16

Threats in Cell AW14 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No flora or fauna survey
sites in this cell

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions
Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna
Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required
Review tracks with a view to
rationalisation; if tracks required,
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs
Monitor and record weed
species and distribution
Undertake weed control if
appropriate
Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine the rate of cliff retreat

High (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Low (cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Medium (cons)

YCI, YLM,
AW NRM,
DEH

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Medium
(hazard; cons)

AW NRM,
DEH

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Cliff top

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species
Track parallel to cliff edge
and track from Eyre
Highway to cliff-top track
Weed species have been
identified

Cliff instability

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; YCI:
Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW15

FIGURE 2.31

Location of Cell AW15

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Lawrencia squamata5 low open shrubland <1 m over Atriplex vesicaria ssp. on the sandy soils (of the
cliff-top dunes and adjacent); a low open shrubland of Atriplex vesicaria ssp. +/- Sclerostegia
disarticulata +/- Frankenia sessilis +/- Maireana erioclada +/- Salsola kali on the thin sandy clay loams
of the plain.

FIGURE 2.32

AW15, Eastern boundary of Nullarbor NP

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Indigenous Protected Area, Aboriginal Lands Trust owned, leased to Yalata Community
Incorporated.
Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 80.2 (high)
The pattern of detailed summed values is complex but values are generally higher at the western
end of the cell, within the border of the Nullarbor NP. The highest priority values are for rarity
of vegetation associations (whole cell); the rarity of endemic plant communities within SA; rarity
of the vegetation association within this coastal cell compared with the state’s coasts; and for the
5

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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number of species within vegetation patches in the cell (19 plant and 10 animal species detected
at 4 survey sites).
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 41.4 (comparatively high)
Total threats are highest near the cliff top, lower inland. Weeds (for almost the whole cell) and
cliff instability stand out as the highest threats. The high weed threat score is a comparative
assessment within a near pristine region: no woody weeds are recorded and the main threat
appears to be Wards weed (Carrichtera annua). Further threat values are added by off-road vehicle
tracks, viewscape and viewshed.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

One main cliff-top track runs west from AW14. It is generally well back from the cliff edge but
does come within 50 m and has spur tracks leading to the cliff edge. Approximately 1 km east of
the Nullarbor NP boundary a second cliff-top track branches off and runs west to AW16 much
closer to the cliff edge, coming to within 10 m of the edge. A track leads south off the Eyre
Highway along the boundary of the Nullarbor NP to an informal car park on the cliff top (e.g. no
fencing, signs). Significant undercutting and major cracks along the cliffs, including where the
track is close to the edge and below the informal car park, constitute a significant safety hazard.
Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels have been observed in the Yalata lands and Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.17

Threats in Cell AW15 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land Management
Team and community to
undertake opportunistic &/or
biological surveys of flora and
fauna
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

High
(cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat, and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Medium (cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Threat analysis highlights
potential threat of weeds
(compared to lack of
threat throughout region)

Review potential of weed spread
from this cell and value, if any,
of attempting to eradicate Wards
weed from the area
Monitor and record other weed
species and distribution
Undertake weed control if
appropriate

Medium
(threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM
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Cliff top

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge and track from Eyre
Highway to cliff-top track
and informal car park

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Review need for informal car
park, and formalise or close

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM, WA
APCC

Seaward cliff-top track
and informal car park
very close to potentially
unstable cliff edge: safety
hazard; impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Close seaward cliff-top track
Review need for car park, and
formalise with fencing and signs,
or close
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard;
threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; YCI:
Yalata Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management
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Cell AW16

FIGURE 2.33

Location of Cell AW16

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Holocene sea level rise impact is minimal, being restricted to re-activation of the Pleistocene cliff
faces.
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Biota

The coastal plain is a mixed Austrostipa sp., Carrichtera annua, Schlerolaena sp. and Danthonia sp. low
tussock grassland. Lawrencia squamata low open shrubland over Atriplex vesicaria ssp. on the sandy
soils (of the cliff-top dunes and adjacent).

FIGURE 2.34

Oblique photo of AW16

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary Zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 74.6 (relatively high)
Within the cell the pattern of summed values is complex: there are moderate to high values on
the degraded cliff-top dunes; generally the values on the limestone plateau are lower. Standout
conservation priority values are species richness (number of species) and natural heritage;
viewshed and vegetation patch size, shape and connectivity also contribute high scores.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 28.6 (low–medium)
Cliff instability scores highly and is combined with tracks adjacent to the cliff edge. Weeds and
the proportion of exotic plant species are notable for this area, especially at the eastern end.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

Two cliff-top tracks run across most of this cell. The main track is well back from the cliff edge
but the second runs west from AW15 approximately two-thirds through the cell and comes to
within 10 m of the cliff edge. Spur tracks run between the two cliff-top tracks. Significant
undercutting and major cracks occur along the cliffs, including where the track is close to the cliff
edge, constituting a significant safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this
cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor
NP.
TABLE 2.18

Threats in Cell AW16 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Weeds have been
identified within this cell

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution
Undertake weed control if
appropriate

Medium
(threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge and spurs

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation If tracks
required, install ‘maintenance
track only, no access’

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Seaward cliff-top track
very close to potentially
unstable cliff edge: safety
hazard and impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage, and
weed introduction

Close seaward cliff-top track

High (hazard)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography Orthorectify for
comparison to determine rate of
cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW 17

FIGURE 2.35

Location of Cell AW17

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes: Nitraria billardierei mixed shrubland <1 m over
much of the cell; Melaleuca lanceolata +/- Olearia axillaris +/- Leucopogon parviflorus tall open
shrubland is found in the west, together with Lawrencia squamata6 low shrubland.

FIGURE 2.36

AW17, informal tracks and car park

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Whale Sanctuary and Conservation zones (see
www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 83.9 (high)
Values are generally higher in the west of the cell than the east. Many factors contribute to this
total: natural heritage, viewscape and viewshed are high, as are with vegetation patch statistics.
Total number of species, vegetation community rareness in SA, and priority based on threatened
fauna also add values to the cell. The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea)
has been recorded in this cell.

6

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 27.1 (low)
Cliff instability, viewscape and viewshed are the main components of the total, though tracks and
car parks used as informal camping areas contribute. Threats are concentrated near the tracks.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

One main cliff-top track runs parallel to the cliff and is generally over 80 m from the edge. A
number of tracks lead off the highway north of this cell and three tracks lead into the cell from
the north, intersecting with the cliff-top track. One of the tracks from the north leads to an
informal car park on the cliff top (e.g. no fencing or signs). The cliffs are significantly undercut.
Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of
rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.19

Threats in Cell AW17 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border and review

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell, north of the
boundary and leading off
Eyre Highway: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
edge

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalising; if track required,
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car park: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review need for car park and
close or formalise with fencing
and signs
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography Orthorectify for
comparison to determine rate of
cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW18

FIGURE 2.37

Location of Cell AW18

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Biota

Shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes: patchy distribution of Melaleuca lanceolata +/- Olearia
axillaris +/- Leucopogon parviflorus tall shrubland; Nitraria billardierei low shrubland; and Sclerostegia
disarticulata, Frankenia sessilis low shrubland.
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Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH

FIGURE 2.38

Oblique photo of AW18

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 68.8 (low)
The detailed distribution of means shows low value totals near the cliffs, moderate values near
the coastal track and low values inland. Many conservation priority layers show zero for this cell
but there are high values for natural heritage, butterfly habitat and total number of species. There
are no flora survey sites within this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 23 (low)
The distribution of means shows relatively low threat total levels throughout the cell. The
instability of the cliffs dominates the threat scores, together with moderately high viewshed and
viewscape scores. The cliff instability is widespread and a potential hazard.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track runs parallel to the cliff and is over 100 m from the edge but there are
spurs from it to the cliff edge. One track leads off the Eyre Highway through the cell to an
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informal car park on the cliff top in a deflated dune area (e.g. no fencing or signs). The cliffs have
significant undercutting and cracks. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but
sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.20

Threats in Cell AW18 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No flora survey sites

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell, north of the
boundary and leading off
Eyre Highway: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

Medium
(cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff and
spurs to cliff edge

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff top

If tracks required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Informal car park: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage, and
weeds introduction

Review need for car park and
close or formalise with fencing
and signs
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW19

FIGURE 2.39

Location of Cell AW19

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Biota

Shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. There is a widespread distribution of Melaleuca
lanceolata +/- Olearia axillaris +/- Leucopogon parviflorus tall shrubland, and small patches of low
open tussock grassland.
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Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH

FIGURE 2.40

Oblique photo of AW19

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 65.7 (low)
Distribution shows zero near the cliff edge and low for the majority of the cell. Values are mainly
for natural heritage (Register of the National Estate), butterfly habitat (highest total in the region),
and vegetation patch size, shape and connectivity. There are no flora or fauna survey sites within
this cell. However, the nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been
recorded in this cell (but this is not in the Biological Database of South Australia).
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 22.9 (low)
The distribution shows zero along the cliff top, moderate near the coastal track and generally low
inland. Threats shown by the analysis are cliff instability throughout the cell, viewshed and
viewscape, and a track along the cliffs: other layers score zero.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track runs parallel to the cliff and is generally over 150 m from the edge. Near
the western boundary of the cell it comes within approximately 60 m of the cliff edge. A minor
track runs parallel to and approximately 15 m south of the main track. A number of spur tracks
lead off the cliff-top track to the cliff edge. One track leads off the Eyre Highway through the
cell to the cliff-top track. The cliffs are significantly undercut. Introduced animals have not been
recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed
in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.21

Threats in Cell AW19 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No flora or fauna survey
sites

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell, north of the
boundary and leading off
Eyre Highway: impacts
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
and spurs to cliff edge

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs

Medium
(cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW 20

FIGURE 2.41

Location of Cell AW20

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

The central section of this cell is dominated by Lawrencia squamata7 low open shrubland, with tall
open shrubland of Melaleuca lanceolata, +/- Olearia axillaris, +/- Leucopogon parviflorus at either end.

FIGURE 2.42

AW20, informal tracks and car park

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 72 (medium)
High values are found for natural heritage (Register of the National Estate); for vegetation patch
shape, size, and connectivity; for butterfly habitat at the eastern and western ends of the cell.
Moderate priority values are found for total numbers of threatened species and priority based on
species richness. The regionally Vulnerable crested tern (Sterna bergii) and regionally Rare welcome
swallow (Hirunda neoxena) have been reported in this cell. Only fauna survey sites have been
recorded in this cell.

7

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 27.2 (low)
The distribution of threats shows low risk totals spread widely across the cell. The major threat
values are cliff instability and viewshed. Weeds have not been identified as an issue here.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track running parallel to the cliff is generally over 70 m from the edge but a
second minor track runs parallel approximately 20 m south. A number of spurs lead off the clifftop track to the cliff edge. There are numerous tracks north of the cell and leading off the
highway, 3 of which run through the cell to informal cliff-top car parks (e.g. no fencing or signs).
One of these car parks has a track leading from it along the edge of an undercut cliff for
approximately 800 m and then leads back to the main cliff-top track. The significant undercutting
along the cliffs, including near the informal car parks and above-mentioned track, constitute a
significant safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings,
tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.22

Threats in Cell AW20 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No flora survey sites
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13
Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell, north of the
boundary and leading off
Eyre Highway: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction
Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species
Tracks parallel to cliff

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Cliff top

Informal car parks and
spur tracks close to
potentially unstable cliff
edge: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction
Cliff instability

Priority of
action
Medium
(cons)

Key
players
DEH, AW
NRM

Extend track mapping west to WA
border
Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks to
advise if public access permitted
or ‘maintenance track only, no
public access’

High
(cons/threat)
High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Monitor and record existence and
impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes, camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Review tracks in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalisation
If tracks required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Review need for car parks and
close or formalise with fencing and
signs Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal weed
removal and revegetation where
appropriate, to manage and
control spread
Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

High (threat,
hazard)

DEH, WA
APCC

High (cons;
hazard)

DEH

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

DEH, WA
APCC

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW21

FIGURE 2.43

Location of Cell AW21

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. The central section dominated by Lawrencia
squamata8 low open shrubland is flanked at the 2 ends by tall open shrubland of Melaleuca
lanceolata, +/- Olearia axillaris, +/- Leucopogon parviflorus.

FIGURE 2.44

AW21, formal car park

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 87.23 (high)
Within the cell totals are higher at the western end. Biodiversity is high within this cell, shown by
the total number of species (37 flora and 26 fauna); the total number of threatened species is
high. Rareness of endemic vegetation communities is moderate, as is Aboriginal heritage value.
Viewshed, natural heritage and vegetation patch statistics are moderate or high in this cell as in its
neighbours.

8

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 30 (low)
The area around the formal car park stands out as an area of high total threats with local
contributions from off-road vehicle tracks, the car park as a possible informal camp site, and
cliff-top dune instability. Cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape are high through the cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track is generally over 70 m from the edge but numerous spur tracks lead to
the cliff edge. Eyre Highway is less than a kilometre from the cliff edge for the western half of
the cell. There are numerous tracks north of the cell and leading off the highway, one to an
informal car park on the cliff edge that is significantly undercut. The one formal Transport SA
(DTEI) car park/lookout in this cell is well defined, with fencing, signs and bins. Significant
undercutting occurs along the cliffs, including near the informal car parks and the spur tracks,
constituting a significant safety hazard. A large rock fall has occurred in this cell since the 2002
oblique photos were taken. House mice are the only introduced animals that have been recorded
in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have also been observed in
the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.23

Threats in Cell AW21 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
to advise if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalisation
If track required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Close spur tracks that lead to
undercut cliff edge

Medium
(cons)

DEH

Cliff top
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Formal car park on road
reserve: impact from
weeds, compaction, and
vegetation trampling and
removal

Maintain barriers/fencing to car
park to prevent spread &/or
informal tracks
Maintain signs for cliff hazard
Map/survey /monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Ensure &/or maintain sign from
highway to car park
Ensure signs advise of no
access on maintenance tracks

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, DTEI

Informal car park and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car park and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car park
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat;
hazard)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW22

FIGURE 2.45

Location of Cell AW22

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Biota

Much of the cell is dominated by Maireana oppositifolia, Hemichroa diandra +/- Nitraria billardierei low
open shrubland with smaller patches of Eucalyptus yalatensis +/- Melaleuca lanceolata low open
mallee shrubland. There is a small area of Austrostipa sp., Carricktera annua, Sclerolaena sp.,
Danthonia sp. low tussock grassland.
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FIGURE 2.46

AW22, informal tracks off Eyre Highway

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan Zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 77.4 (medium–high)
Priority values are generally low on the cliff tops, with values medium to high in the middle to
rear of the cell. High priority values are found for natural heritage and vegetation patch measures
(size, shape and connectivity) throughout the cell. High values in parts of the cell are recorded for
butterfly habitat (western end of the cell) and endemic species found only in this coastal region
(landward half of the cell).
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 32.5 (medium)
Degradation of vegetation through exotic weed species, cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape
all record significant threat values. Oblique aerial photographs show clear impacts of several
informal tracks leading from the Eyre Highway to the cliff top: vegetation loss, soil compaction
and loss; and the destabilisation of small cliff-top dunes.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track is well back from the edge, remaining no closer than 150 m but a
number of spur tracks lead to the cliff edge. Eyre Highway runs through much of this cell and
comes within 450 m of the cliff edge. At least five tracks lead off the highway to the cliff edge
and informal car parking areas (e.g. no fencing or signs). Significant undercutting along the cliffs,
including near the informal car parks and/or where the tracks meet the cliff edge, constitutes a
significant safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings,
tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.24

Threats in Cell AW22 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
to advise if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalisation
If track required, install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Close spur tracks that lead to
undercut cliff edge

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car parks and
spurs and close or formalise
with fencing and signs if car
parks retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car parks
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard;
cons)

DEH

Weeds have been
identified as a threat
within this cell

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution
Undertake weed control if
appropriate

Medium
(threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW23

FIGURE 2.47

Location of Cell AW23

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. The central section of this is dominated by
Melaleuca lanceolata +/- Olearia axillaris +/- Leucopogon parviflorus; Eucalyptus yalatensis +/- Melaleuca
lanceolata low open mallee shrubland at the eastern end of the cell, near the inland boundary.
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FIGURE 2.48

Oblique photo of AW23

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 77.2 (medium)
Although average values are medium, part of the cell is of high value, mostly in the western half
of the cell where values accrue for threatened plant communities rare in SA, the distribution of
endemic plant communities, species richness (26 plant and 2 animal species detected at 4 survey
sites) and butterfly habitat. Across the whole cell natural heritage (Register of the National
Estate) values are high and Aboriginal heritage scores are moderate.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 30.2 (medium)
Multiple informal tracks, associated with vegetation loss and hardening of thin soil surfaces, cliff
instability, viewscape and viewshed constitute the threats for this area.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track is mostly well back from the cliff edge but a number of spurs lead to the
cliff edge. Towards the western end of the cell, the track comes within 20 m of a cliff area with
significant undercutting. Eyre Highway is quite close to the cliff edge and comes within 250 m
near the western end of the cell. At least 7 tracks lead off the highway to the cliff-top track or to
the cliff edge and informal car parks. Significant undercutting and large cracks occur along the
cliffs, including near the informal car parks and the spur tracks, constituting a significant safety
hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces
of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.25

Threats in Cell AW23 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13
Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction
Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions
Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
to advise if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’
Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

High
(cons/threat)
High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalisation
If track required, reroute where it
is too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs
Close spur tracks that lead to
undercut cliff edge
Review need for car parks and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car parks
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

High (hazard;
cons)

DEH

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Cliff top

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, and weed
introduction

Cliff instability

DEH, WA
APCC

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW24

FIGURE 2.49

Location of Cell AW24

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. Large areas of Maireana oppositifolia, Hemichroa
diandra +/- Nitraria billardierei low open shrubland are found throughout the cell. There are also
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patches of Eucalyptus yalatensis +/- Melaleuca lanceolata low open mallee shrubland; and Austrostipa
sp., Danthonia sp. low tussock grassland.

FIGURE 2.50

AW24, informal car park; significant undercutting at base of cliff
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan Zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 73.7 (medium)
The distribution is patchy but reflects medium totals overall. Viewshed values are high;
vegetation patch statistics are moderately high. Several layers add medium values including
priority of vegetation communities based on the threatened status of the community and on the
rarity of the community within SA, priority of sites with threatened fauna, priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the distribution of endemic plant communities; species numbers, and
natural heritage values (eastern half of cell). The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion
(Neophoca cinerea) and the state Endangered white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) have been
recorded in this cell.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 27.8 (low–medium)
Cliff instability is high throughout, as is viewshed. Additional threat values for off-road vehicle
activity and camp sites accrue but no weed threats have been detected in the cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The track running parallel to the cliff comes within 10 m of the cliff edge in places. There are
many tracks within and to the north of this cell and numerous tracks leading off the highway.
Eyre Highway is less than 500 m from the cliff edge near the eastern end of the cell and
numerous tracks lead off the highway to informal car parks on the cliff top. The one official car
park in this cell appears to be well maintained with fencing, signs, bins, shelter and table and
chairs. However, there is a large crack in the cliff immediately in front of the car park. A
significant informal car park, located within a road reserve in the western side of the cell, has no
fencing or signs, and the cliff immediately below is substantially undercut (see photo above).
Access from the highway has been partially blocked but is still possible. Significant undercutting
and large cracks along the cliffs, including near the informal car parks and the cliff-top tracks,
constitute a significant safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but
sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.26

Threats in Cell AW24 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters, with a view to
rationalisation If track required,
reroute where it is too close to
the cliff edge and install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff top
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Formal car park: impact
from weeds, compaction
and vegetation trampling
and removal

Ensure &/or maintain barriers/
fencing to car parks to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Maintain signs for cliff hazard
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park;
and develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Install and/or maintain sign from
highway to car park
Install and/or maintain signs on
required maintenance tracks to
advise of no access
Consider danger to car park
from cliff crack; possibly get
geotechnical advice

High
(cons/threat;
hazard)

DTEI,
DEH

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car parks and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs
Consider safety of car parks with
regard to undercutting if car
parks retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH,
DTEI

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW25

FIGURE 2.51

Location of Cell AW25

Landforms

The coastal land from a little west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by
skeletal to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most
striking scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the
Head of Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff
edge there are small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches
throughout the Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a
grey–brown hard crystalline rock. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene–Miocene age, which, in turn, is underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a
pure white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
limestones allows marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging
cliffs are maintained. Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone
blocks clothe the lower cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes and reports of surface
cracking in the Nullarbor Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these
cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach development nor is
Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Low shrubland extends across much of the plateau. Most of the cell is dominated by Lawrencia
squamata9 low open shrubland, with Melaleuca lanceolata shrubland in patches throughout the cell
and two small patches of Austrostipa sp. mixed grassland.

FIGURE 2.52

Oblique photo of AW25

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 68.8 (low–medium)
Conservation values have accumulated from: the threatened status of fauna within the cell;
endemic vegetation assemblages with a high proportion of state occurrence found within this
region; the significance of butterfly habitat (associated with the Melaleuca lanceolata shrubland);
viewshed and viewscape analysis; and vegetation block statistics (shape, size and connectivity).
Aboriginal heritage has been given moderate priority within this cell. There are no flora or fauna
survey sites within this cell. However, the nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca
cinerea) has been recorded in this cell (but not in the Biological Database of South Australia).
9

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 26.6 (low)
The total is made up entirely of high scores for viewscape, viewshed and cliff instability. The
analysis did not record any other threat scores for this cell.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track running parallel to the cliff is generally over 50 m from the edge but
does come within approximately 25 m to the west of the cell. A number of spur tracks lead to the
cliff edge. Two tracks lead from the highway to the cliff top. Significant undercutting occurs
along the cliffs. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks
and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.27

Threats in Cell AW25 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No fauna survey sites

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat, and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff and
spurs to cliff edge

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (cons;
hazard)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW26

FIGURE 2.53

Location of Cell AW26

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending from the Head of Bight
170 km to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch and the Western Australian border. The limestone of the
plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey-brown hard crystalline rock. Compaction of
the thin red-brown sandy loams near the cliff edge has led to gullying at the cliff edge at a
number of locations in this cell. This is underlain by the thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone, of
Oligocene/Miocene age; this is underlain in turn by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone: a pure
white friable limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff
Limestones results in marine undercutting and cliff collapse, leading to the maintenance of
vertical or overhanging cliffs. Marine undercutting and collapse are frequent within this cell.
Following a cliff collapse, spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the lower
cliffs; the frequency of fresh talus/ debris slopes and reports of surface cracking in the Nullarbor
Limestone bear witness to the active erosion and recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not
break down to supply sand for local beach development, nor is the Wilson Bluff Limestone
resistant enough to form shore platforms, or nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Low shrubland extends across much of the plateau. Most of the cell is dominated by Melaleuca
lanceolata shrubland. Lawrencia squamata10 low open shrubland is found especially in the east and on
sandy soils near the cliff edge. A small patch of Austrostipa sp. mixed grassland occurs in the
centre of the cell.

FIGURE 2.54

AW26, debris slopes and cliff-top track close to cliff edge
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 88 (high)
The main values in this cell are within the area designated Melaleuca lanceolata shrubland on the
floristic map (in the west and centre of the cell) and include: plant species and communities rare
in South Australia, sites with threatened flora, endemic plant communities, species richness and
sites valuable for butterfly habitat. There are no fauna survey sites in this cell. The cell shows high
values for threatened fauna (from data other than the Biological Database of South Australia).
10

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 25.3 (low)
With the exception of a ‘high threat’ small parcel of Department for Transport, Energy and
Infrastructure (DTEI) land in the NW corner of the cell, threat values are one of the lowest in
the region. The small high threat parcel is significant for camping, off-road vehicle tracks, land
use potential and ownership; elsewhere only viewshed and cliff instability give high threat values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff top track runs parallel to the cliff across most of the cell. Near the western
boundary there are two cliff top tracks, one well back from the cliff, the other coming within
20 m of the edge. One track leads off the highway to an informal car park on the cliff top. There
is a formal truck pullover area within the road reserve on the southern side of the highway.
Numerous short tracks lead off it that do not appear to be defined. Significant undercutting and
large cracks along the cliffs, including where the cliff top track is close to the edge, constitute a
safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or
traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.28

Threats in Cell AW26 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
No fauna survey sites

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signage on remaining
tracks advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to cliff edge and install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover:
impact from spur tracks,
weeds, compaction and
vegetation trampling and
removal

Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

Medium
(cons)

DTEI,
DEH

Cliff top
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Informal car park with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car park and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car park
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

Medium
(cons)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW27

FIGURE 2.55

Location of Cell AW27

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs: Lawrencia squamata11 low open shrubland in complex
pattern; a small area of low open Eucalyptus yalatensis +/- Melaleuca lanceolata mallee shrubland, and
patches of tall shrubland Melaleuca lanceolata +/- Olearia axillaris +/- Leucopogon parviflorus.

FIGURE 2.56

Oblique photo of AW27

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 75.3 (medium–high)
Within the cell there is great variation of total values, in a complex pattern of patches. The major
contributor to the values are fauna sites with threatened values, priority based on status of
threatened flora, priority of proportion of endemic vegetation assemblage locally compared with
the whole of South Australia, butterfly habitat, viewscape and viewshed, and vegetation patch
statistics. The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) and the state
Endangered white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) have been recorded in this cell.
11

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 26.9 (low)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape with very small
contributions from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are locally important but only of
small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

Two cliff top tracks run parallel to the cliff in the eastern part of the cell: one well back from the
cliff, the other mostly about 50 m from the edge but coming within 15 m. Numerous tracks
within the cell include two tracks leading from the highway, which is within 1 km of the cliff at
the western end of the cell. Many of these tracks are not mapped and therefore do not show up
in the GIS threat analysis. The formal car park on a road reserve is well defined with fencing,
signs, bins, tables and chairs but weeds were observed around the edges of the car park,
particularly ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum), Wards weed (Carrichtera annua) and wild oat
(Avena barbata). Significant undercutting and massive collapse along the cliffs, including where the
cliff top track is close to the edge and the formal car park, constitute a safety hazard. In addition,
foot and vehicle traffic in locations near the cliff edge has removed vegetation and packed the
soil, leading to gullying at the cliff edge. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell
but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.29

Threats in Cell AW27 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff top
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Formal car park: impact
from weeds, compaction
and vegetation trampling
and removal

Maintain barriers/fencing to car
park to prevent spread and/or
informal tracks
Maintain signs for cliff hazard
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (cons/
threat; hazard)

DTEI,
DEH

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Install &/or maintain sign from
highway to car park
Install &/or maintain signs on
any required maintenance tracks
to advise of no access
Consider danger of
undercutting; possibly get
geotechnical advice
Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW28

FIGURE 2.57

Location of Cell AW28

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
Biota

Shrubland dominates on the cliffs. There are extensive areas of Melaleuca lanceolata tall open
shrubland, with Olearia axillaris and Leucopogon parviflorus and patches of Austrostipa sp. mixed
grassland.
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FIGURE 2.58

AW28, informal tracks and car park from formal truck pullover
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 69.3 (low–medium)
The pattern of summarised values is complex but total values generally decrease from east to
west across this cell. Values accrue from priority based on the status of threatened fauna; species
richness (25 flora species and 5 fauna species have been recorded but there are only 2 flora and 1
fauna survey sites in this cell); butterfly habitat associated with the Melaleuca lanceolata tall open
shrubland, is especially valuable in this cell; also viewshed, viewscape and vegetation patch
statistics. The nationally vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been recorded in this
cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 28.7 (low–medium)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape with very small
contributions from off-road vehicle tracks, camping and weeds, which are locally important but
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only of small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small
values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track is mostly well back from the cliff but does come within 15 m of the cliff
edge and has a number of spur tracks leading to the cliff edge. Eyre Highway runs through much
of the cell and comes to within 350 m of the cliff edge. There are at least 5 informal tracks
leading off the highway to the cliff edge and/or informal car parks. Many of these are not
mapped and therefore do not show up in the GIS threat analysis. The formal truck pullover area
within the road reserve on the southern side of the highway is not fenced. Several tracks lead
from it to the cliff top or informal cliff-top car park (see photo above) which is very close to the
cliff edge and above some significant cliff undercutting. Significant undercutting and cracks along
the cliffs, including near informal car parks and where the cliff-top track is close to the edge,
constitute a safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings,
tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.30

Threats in Cell AW28 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
edge

Review track in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalisation
If track required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover:
impact from spur tracks,
weeds, compaction and
vegetation trampling and
removal

Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DTEI,
DEH

Cliff top
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Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard;
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car parks and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car parks
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW29

FIGURE 2.59

Location of Cell AW29

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Three shrublands form a complex pattern on the coastal plateau. Melaleuca lanceolata tall open
shrubland and Lawrencia squamata12 low open shrubland cover most of the cell with 2 small areas
of Sclerostegia arbuscula low shrubland.

FIGURE 2.60

Oblique photo of AW29

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 74.3 (medium)
Within this cell there are small areas of very high values, in the Melaleuca lanceolata tall open
shrubland. Values within the cell are made up from: status of threatened fauna, total number of
threatened vegetation associations endemic to this region, total numbers of species (36 flora and
4 fauna species recorded at 7 sites in this cell), butterfly habitat, viewshed and viewscape, and
vegetation patch statistics.
The nationally vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been recorded in this cell.
12

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 27 (low)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape, with very small
contributions from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are locally important but only of
small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track running parallel to the cliff comes to within 15 m of the cliff edge, where
there is some undercutting. The Eyre Highway is within 1 km of the cliff along this cell and at
least three tracks lead off the highway to the cliff edge. Significant undercutting occurs along the
cliffs. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces
of rabbits and camels have been observed in Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.31

Threats in Cell AW29 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

Cliff top

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW30

FIGURE 2.61

Location of Cell AW30

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
Biota

Shrubland dominates on the plateau. Most of the cell is taken up with Atriplex paludosa ssp.
cordata, Maireana oppositifolia low open shrubland and Melaleuca lanceolata tall open shrubland. At the
landward edge of the cell there are patches of Austrostipa sp. mixed grassland.
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FIGURE 2.62

AW30, cliff-top track very close to undercut cliff edge
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 66.5 (low)
The most significant contributions to this total are the priority of sites with threatened fauna;
vegetation assemblages based on the distribution of endemic plant communities within the state;
species richness; butterfly habitat, mainly within the Melaleuca lanceolata shrubland. Significant
values are also added from viewshed and viewscape; and vegetation patch shape, size and
connectivity. The nationally vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been recorded in
this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 28.5 (medium)
The majority of the cell sums to low-threat totals; high totals are found along the Eyre Highway
and road reserve/truck pullover. The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed
and viewscape; very small contributions are from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are
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locally important but only of small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch
statistics also add small values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are two cliff-top tracks in the eastern half of the cell, with the seaward track coming to
within 15 m of the cliff edge. The Eyre Highway runs through much of the cell and comes to
within 550 m of the cliff edge. There is a formal truck pullover area within the road reserve on
the southern side of the highway, which is not fenced. The numerous tracks within the cell,
include tracks leading off the highway and a track leading from the truck pullover to an unofficial
car park on the cliff edge. Many of these are not mapped and therefore do not show up in the
GIS threat analysis. Significant undercutting and cracks along the cliffs, including near the
informal car park and where the cliff-top track is close to the cliff edge, constitute a safety hazard.
A significant section of the cliff collapsed in this cell in June 2007. Officers from DEH and
Yalata observed the collapsed cliff one evening and returned the next day to see another large
section had collapsed overnight. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but
sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.32

Threats in Cell AW30 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge close to potentially
unstable cliff: safety
hazard

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover:
impact from spur tracks,
weeds, compaction and
vegetation trampling and
removal

Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park;
and develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DTEI,
DEH

Cliff top
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Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car parks and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car parks
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW31

FIGURE 2.63

Location of Cell AW31

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Shrubland dominates on the plateau. Melaleuca lanceolata tall open shrubland makes up the
majority of the cell. Lawrencia squamata13 low open shrubland is found along much of the cliff
edge. At the landward edge of the cell there are small patches of Austrostipa sp. mixed grassland.

FIGURE 2.64

AW31, cliff collapse since 2002

Coast Protection Board, 2007

FIGURE 2.65

AW31, formal lookout

Coast Protection Board, 2007

13

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 80.2 (high)
Within the cell the totals range from medium–low areas to very high, the latter within the
Melaleuca lanceolata tall open shrubland. Contributions to the conservation total come mainly from
sites with threatened flora and fauna; total number of threatened species; species richness
(28 flora and 15 fauna species recorded at 8 survey sites); viewscape and viewshed; and vegetation
patch statistics. The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) and the state
Endangered white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) have been recorded in this cell.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 28.2 (low–medium)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape; very small
contributions are from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are locally important but only
of small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track running along the cliff comes to within 10 m of the edge and branches
into two parallel tracks in places. Eyre Highway runs through much of the cell and comes to
within 400 m of the cliff edge and has spurs leading to the cliff edge. There is one formal car
park/lookout and one formal truck pullover in a road reserve in this cell. The formal car park is
well maintained with fencing, signs, a shelter and table and chairs. Weeds were observed around
the car park, particularly ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) and Wards weed (Carrichtera
annua). The truck pullover is not fenced and has numerous tracks leading from it to the cliff edge
and an informal car park. Significant undercutting along the cliffs, including near the formal and
informal car park and where the cliff-top track is close to the cliff edge, constitute a safety hazard.
A significant cliff collapse since 2002, was identified by comparing 2002 and 2007 oblique
photography. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or
traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.33

Threats in Cell AW31 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13

Extend track mapping west to
WA border

High
(cons/threat)

DEH
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Cliff top

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalise unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake a control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge close to potentially
unstable cliff: safety
hazard

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car park: impact
from weeds, compaction
and vegetation trampling
and removal

Maintain barriers/fencing to car
park to prevent spread &/or
informal tracks
Maintain signs for cliff hazard
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat;
hazard)

DTEI,
DEH

Install &/or maintain sign from
highway to car park
Install &/or maintain signs on
any required maintenance tracks
to advise of no access
Consider safety of with regard to
undercutting, possibly get
geotechnical advice
Formal truck pullover:
impact from spur tracks,
weeds, compaction and
vegetation trampling and
removal

Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DTEI,
DEH

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review need for car parks and
spurs, and close or formalise
with fencing and signs if car
parks retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW32

FIGURE 2.66

Location of Cell AW32

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. The soft unresistant nature of the Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff limestones allows
marine undercutting and cliff collapse, and thus the vertical or overhanging cliffs are maintained.
Following a cliff collapse, large spectacular debris slopes of large limestone blocks clothe the
lower cliffs. The frequency of fresh talus/debris slopes, reports of surface cracking in the
Nullarbor Limestone and gullying at the cliff edge, all bear witness to the active erosion and
recession of these cliffs. The limestones do not break down to supply sand for local beach
development nor is Wilson Bluff Limestone resistant enough to form shore platforms or
nearshore reefs.
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Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the plateau. Melaleuca lanceolata tall open shrubland makes up the
majority of the cell; areas of Lawrencia squamata14 are found mainly near the cliff edge; Nitraria
billardierei mid–open shrubland occurs in small patches.

FIGURE 2.67

Oblique photo of AW32

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 75.7 (medium–high)
There is a complex pattern of total conservation values across this cell. Significant values are
found for sites with threatened species, total number of threatened species, the distribution of
endemic plant communities, species richness (40 plant and 28 animal species recorded at
6 sample sites), and butterfly habitat. In addition, viewshed, viewscape and vegetation patch
statistics contribute to the total value. The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca
cinerea) has been recorded in this cell.
14

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 28.3 (low–medium)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape; very small
contributions are from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are locally important but only
of small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small values.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

The main cliff-top track running parallel to the cliff comes to within 15 m of the cliff edge, where
there is some undercutting of the cliff. The Eyre Highway is very close to the cliff and comes
within 350 m of the edge and has at least 4 spurs leading to the cliff-top and/or informal car
parks on the cliff top. Significant undercutting along the cliffs, including near the informal car
park and where the cliff top track is close to the cliff edge, constitute a safety hazard. Introduced
animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and
camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.34

Threats in Cell AW32 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13
Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction
Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species
Track parallel to cliff
close to potentially
unstable cliffs: safety
hazard

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions
Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’
Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required
Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
If tracks required, reroute where
too close to the cliff edge and
install ‘maintenance track only,
no access’ signs
Review need for car park and
spurs and close or formalise
with fencing and signs if car park
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Cliff top

Informal car park and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff: safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Cliff instability

Priority of
action
Medium
(cons)

Key
players
DEH, AW
NRM

High
(cons/threat)
High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

DEH, WA
APCC

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW33

FIGURE 2.68

Location of Cell AW33

Landforms

The coastal land from west of Twin Rocks is an almost flat limestone surface covered by skeletal
to absent marl and sand soils, broken only by small sink holes. The cliffs are the most striking
scenic feature of the region: a vertical rampart 90 m high, extending 170 km from the Head of
Bight to the Merdayerrah Sandpatch near the Western Australian border. Near the cliff edge are
small degraded cliff-top dunes of Pleistocene age, which occur as small patches throughout the
Nullarbor. The limestone of the plateau is the Miocene Nullarbor Limestone, a grey–brown hard
crystalline rock. This is underlain by thin chalky Abrakurrie Limestone of Oligocene–Miocene
age, which is, in turn, underlain by the Eocene Wilson Bluff Limestone, a pure white friable
limestone. In cell 33 the Nullarbor cliff line continues from the east as a degraded cliff line,
fronted by a Pleistocene calcarenite slope. The calcarenite slopes are heavily dissected by gullies
and lead down to low cliffs, open embayments, small low tide reefs and small beaches.
Biota

The main vegetation subgroups are arranged in linear strips, parallel to the shore. Eucalyptus
yalatensis mallee shrubland occupies the plateau above the old cliff line in the west of the cell, in
the eastern half of the cell an area of Nitraria billardierei low shrubland dominates the plateau.
Olearia exiguifolia low shrubland is found on the steep slopes of the degraded cliff line. Much of
the aeolianite slopes is clothed with Melaleuca lanceolata tall shrubland, with the exception of
Atriplex cinerea low shrubland in the last 100 metres to the shoreline.
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FIGURE 2.69 AW33, Old Nullarbor cliff line fronted by calcarenite slopes; formal car park
with multiple tracks on the cliff top and slopes
Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 79.03 (high)
Combined values are highest on the degraded cliff slopes, apart from low values on the slopes
near the shore. Rarity of plant communities and total number of threatened species give high
value to the degraded cliff line. The proportion of endemic plant communities and species
richness accrue medium–high values for much of the cell. 23 plant and 5 animal species have
been recorded at 5 sample sites. High values for butterfly habitat are associated with the Melaleuca
lanceolata tall shrubland of the calcarenite slopes. Significant values are also added from viewshed
and viewscape; and vegetation patch shape, size and connectivity.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 29.3 (medium)
The significant contributing factors are cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape, with small
contributions from off-road vehicle tracks and camping, which are locally important but only of
small aerial extent. Development zoning and vegetation patch statistics also add small values.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

Many of the large number of informal tracks throughout this cell are not mapped and therefore
do not show up in the GIS threat analysis. The Eyre Highway is very close to the top of the cliff
and has many tracks leading from it to the cliff top where there are also many tracks. Five tracks
lead down the cliff slope; numerous tracks run along the slope, some with significant gully
erosion, and some quite steep and posing a safety hazard. There is one formal and one informal
car park on the cliff top; neither is fenced, and both appear to be spreading and have numerous
tracks around them. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks
and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.35

Threats in Cell AW33 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13
Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction
Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species
Multiple tracks on cliff top
and cliff slope: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
gully erosion

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions
Extend track mapping west to
WA border
Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’
Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required
Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation If tracks
required
Reroute tracks too close to the
cliff edge and install
‘maintenance track only, no
access’ signs
Review tracks and gully erosion
on cliff slopes with a view to
closing
Review need for car park and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car park
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread
Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

Cliff top and
cliff slopes

Informal car park: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Formal car park: impact
from weeds, compaction
and vegetation trampling
and removal

Priority of
action
Medium
(cons)

Key
players
DEH, AW
NRM

High
(cons/threat)
High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

DEH, WA
APCC

DEH
High
(cons/threat)

High
(cons/threat)

DTEI,
DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW34 Merdayerrah Sandpatch

FIGURE 2.70

Location of Cell AW34

Landforms

“The Merdayerrah Sandpatch consists of Pleistocene dune calcarenite ramps that have partially
climbed the backing limestone cliffs, including a 10 km section where Holocene Dunes (the
sandpatch) have thinly blanketed the Pleistocene ramps and climbed the limestone cliffs on to the
backing plain” (Short et al. 1986, p.141). The plain surface is relatively flat, at 70–90 m, with low
relict cliff-top dunes, thin soils and kunkar over the Tertiary limestone cliffs. Extensive shallow
subtidal reefs are located immediately offshore.
Biota

Low shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. The coastal plateau has Melaleuca lanceolata
shrubland >1 m over Rhagodia candolleana ssp. candolleana low shrubs; Melaleuca lanceolata with
Olearia axillaris and Leucopogon parviflorus tall shrubland; Lawrencia squamata 15shrubland <1 m; and
Eucalyptus yalatensis mallee shrubland over low shrubs. Shrubs become more open near the cliff
edge. Cliff slopes above the sandpatch are characterised as Nitraria billardeirei (mixed) shrubland
>1 m, over low shrubs; Austrostipa tussock grassland is found on the upper dunes and cliff slopes.
Many of the younger dunes are in open Atriplex cinerea shrubland.
Near shore there are seagrass and sand patches.

15

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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FIGURE 2.71

Oblique photo of AW34

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Road reserve, DTEI
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 80.6 (high)
Vegetation communities rare within SA and communities endemic to the Far West show
relatively high values. Species richness (there are 71 plant and 4 animal species recorded within
this cell), bush bird, shore bird, and butterfly habitat, vegetation patch metrics add to the total
values. The regionally vulnerable blue-breasted fairy-wren (Malurus pulcherrimus) has been recorded
in this cell. This cell records high values for Aboriginal heritage.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 24.6 (low)
Off-road vehicle tracks, cliff instability, viewshed and viewscape are major contributors, and
vegetation block degradation and dune instability are also significant threats.
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Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are a large number of tracks throughout this cell, at the top of the cliff, down and along
the cliff slope and in the sand dunes at the base of the cliff. Eyre Highway is very close to the top
of the cliff, within 100 m, and many spur tracks lead off it. Some of the 5 tracks leading from the
cliff top down the cliff slope have significant gully erosion, and some are quite steep and pose a
safety hazard. Neither of the two formal car parks is fenced nor well defined, both have erosion
from water runoff and appear to be spreading with many tracks leading from them. Weeds were
observed in both car parks, particularly Wards weed (Carrichtera annua). Introduced animals have
not been recorded in this cell but sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been
observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.36

Threats in Cell AW34 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat,
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Multiple tracks on cliff
top, cliff face and dunes;
with impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, dune destabilisation, gully
erosion and weed
introduction

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation
Review tracks and significant
gully erosion down cliff slopes

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car parks: impact
from spur tracks, weeds,
compaction, vegetation
trampling and removal
and water runoff erosion

Install barriers/fencing to prevent
spread and/or informal tracks
Fill gullies and divert water flow
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Spread of weeds within
dunes

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species currently in dunes
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
to manage and control spread

Medium
(threat)

DEH

Cliff top, slope
and dunes

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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Cell AW 35 Merdayerrah Sandpatch to Wilson Bluff

FIGURE 2.72

Location of Cell AW35

Landforms

The cell has narrow beaches and shallow subtidal platforms in its western half, and platforms,
beaches and the dunes of the Merdayerrah Sandpatch in the east. The steep cliffs in the
Nullarbor sequence of limestones, rise about 70–90 m to an extensive plateau. These Tertiary
limestones, which form the Nullarbor Plain, have been described here in type section, near
Wilson Bluff. Along the base of the cliff, to an elevation of 40–50 m, is a white, chalky, soft
limestone, known as Wilson Bluff Limestone. This is overlain by a thin layer of yellowish
bryozoan-rich calcarenite limestone of variable grade and hardness, the Abrakurrie Limestone.
This formation thins to the north and east, and is thought not to be found in the cliffs of the
eastern half of the Nullarbor. The top 14 m at Wilson Bluff is composed of the tough resistant
brown Nullarbor Limestone, which caps the Nullarbor cliffs and underlies the coastal plateau.
These Tertiary-age limestones form the precipitous cliffs that extend from this location east for
180 km, as a near vertical 70–90 m vertical rampart. Because the limestones can be accessed here,
for description and study, Wilson Bluff has been listed as a geological monument. Pleistocene
sands form ramps to near the cliff top within the Merdayerrah Sandpatch; white Holocene sands
overlap mainly the lower slopes of this ramp.
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Biota

Shrubland dominates on the cliffs and dunes. The coastal plateau has Melaleuca lanceolata
shrubland >1 m over low shrubs; Lawrencia squamata16 shrubland <1 m; and Eucalyptus yalatensis
mallee shrubland over low shrubs. Shrubs become more open near the cliff edge. Cliff slopes
above the sandpatch are characterised as Nitraria billardeirei (mixed) shrubland >1 m, over low
shrubs. Many of the younger dunes are in open Atriplex cinerea shrubland.
Near shore there are seagrass and sand patches.

FIGURE 2.73

AW35, western edge of Merdayerrah Sandpatch

Coast Protection Board, 2007

Land use/land ownership

Nullarbor NP, DEH
Marine Plan zoning

GAB Conservation zone (see www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts/gabmp/)
Conservation analysis (GIS)

Sum of means of conservation layers for this cell = 82.4 (high)
This relatively high sum of means is based on sound values in most categories and the presence
of a geological monument in this cell. The highest means come from areas on the plateau and
cliff edges with plant communities that are extremely rare in other parts of the state (70%+ only
in this area). The areas of bare sand within the sandpatch give the lowest values. Values for
16

Description taken from Floristic Vegetation Layer, compiled from aerial photography. Field checking
suggests that in places Atriplex vesicaria may have been misidentified as Lawrencia squamata.
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butterfly habitat are high in large parts of the plateau shrubland in the western part of the cell.
The nationally Vulnerable Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) has been recorded in this cell. This
cell records high values for Aboriginal heritage; worked local flint and chert artefacts are widely
distributed on the plateau surface.
Threat analysis (GIS)

Sum of threat summary mean values = 24.6 (low)
Compared with other parts of this region, threat values are relatively high for the extent of offroad vehicle tracks, weeds (vegetation block degradation and spread of invasive weeds) and dune
instability. In line with much of the region, threat values are high for viewshed analysis (views of
the sea), viewscape (coastal landscape aesthetics) and cliff instability.
Threats (aerial and oblique photography; field visits; local reports)

There are a large number of tracks throughout this cell, at the top of the cliff, into the sand dunes
at the base of the cliff and onto the beach. Two cliff-top tracks run parallel to the cliff for much
of this cell, with the seaward track coming within 25 m of the edge at a point where there is some
undercutting of the cliff. Numerous tracks lead from the Eyre Highway to the cliff top, including
one leading down along the WA border that branches out into multiple tracks and an informal
car park. The cliffs are significantly undercut and, in places where the cliff-top track is close to
the edge, constitute a safety hazard. Introduced animals have not been recorded in this cell but
sightings, tracks and/or traces of rabbits and camels have been observed in the Nullarbor NP.
TABLE 2.37

Threats in Cell AW35 and proposed actions

Component

Issue

Proposed action

Priority of
action

Key
players

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora and
fauna survey to inform future
management decisions

Medium
(cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within the
cell and leading off Eyre
Highway: impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a view to
rationalising unnecessary tracks
Install signs on remaining tracks
advising if public access
permitted or ‘maintenance track
only, no public access’

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals:
impact on vegetation
degradation, competition
for food and habitat and
predation on native
species

Monitor and record existence
and impacts of introduced pest
animals e.g. rabbits, foxes,
camels
Undertake control program if
required

Low (cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Multiple tracks on cliff
top, cliff slope and
dunes: impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, dune destabilisation, gully
erosion and weed
introduction

Review tracks in consultation
with starling shooters, with a
view to rationalisation

High (hazard;
cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff top, slope
and dunes
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Informal car park: impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

Review need for car park and
spurs; close or formalise with
fencing and signs if car park
retained
Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species around car park
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation
where appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(cons/threat)

DEH

Informal camping along
beach, in dunes and on
cliff top: local impact by
visitors

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified

Medium
(cons)

DEH

Spread of weeds within
dunes

Map/survey/monitor/record
weed species currently in dunes
Develop strategy for coastal
weed removal and revegetation,
to manage and control spread

Medium
(cons)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat high quality 1979 aerial
photography
Orthorectify for comparison to
determine rate of cliff retreat

Medium
(hazard; cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; WA
APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control Commission
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2.3

Action Summary Table

TABLE 2.38

Summary of proposed actions

Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

AW1

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora survey sites.

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys to
inform future management
directions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks; with
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Map tracks and review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks and
close or reroute tracks that
are too close to the cliff
edge.

Medium
(Cons;
hazard)

DEH

Continuity of
management with
neighbouring Crown
lands and conservation
park.

Review the conservation
status of the Crown land in
the light of the
conservation values, and
with a view to including it in
the Wahgunyah
Conservation Park

High (Cons;
KP)

DEH Land
Administrat
ion Branch
& Regional
Conservati
on

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels,
cats. Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Track along cliff top,
with impact on cliff top
dunes and vegetation

Review cliff top track with a
view to closure to vehicle
access.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. The existing
information on numbers
of species suggests
this cell has significant
biodiversity values: well
worth further survey,
and because of the
high threat level, in
need of active
management.

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys to
inform future management
directions.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Map tracks and review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Continuity of
management with
neighbouring Crown
lands

Review the conservation
status of the Crown land in
the light of the
conservation values, and

High (Cons)

DEH Land
Administrat
ion Branch
& Regional

AW1

AW2

Cliff top and
Dunes

Whole cell
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Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players
Conservati
on

with a view to including it in
the Wahgunyah
Conservation Park.

AW2

AW3

AW3

Dunes

Whole cell

Dunes

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, cats,
camels, etc. Undertake a
control program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Numerous informal
tracks on boundary of
unstable dunes, leading
to multiple tracks within
the dunes

Rationalise vehicle tracks;
establish a single marked
track across the dunes, if
required.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Track along clifftop,
with impact on cliff top
dunes and vegetation

Review cliff top track with a
view to close to vehicle
access.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys to
inform future management
directions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and to the
north; with impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Numerous informal
tracks on boundary of
unstable dunes, leading
to multiple tracks within
dunes

Rationalise vehicle tracks;
establish a single marked
track across dunes if
required. Signage re. dune
vegetation, stability and
policy on unregistered
vehicles.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Track along clifftop,
with impact on cliff top
dunes and vegetation

Review cliff top track with a
view to close to vehicle
access.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Signage re. dune
vegetation, stability and
policy on unregistered
vehicles
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Cell

AW4

AW4

Component

Whole cell

Dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Informal camping
occurs near the southeastern boundary of the
cell on the cliff top
abutting the unstable
dune, along the back of
the beach and in the
foredune, with visitor
impact

Review the impact around
the cliff top camp, with a
view to defining the site.
Monitor impact of informal
camping along beach and
in foredune, review
situation if negative impact
identified.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys in order
to inform future
management directions

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks; with
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and close or reroute
tracks that are too close to
the cliff edge.

High (Cons;
Hazard)

DEH

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Formal campsite, linked
with an informal track
across unstable dunes;
local impact by visitors.

Review the need to
upgrade the campsite, with
e.g. formal fire place, redefine boundary etc

High (Cons;
Soc./Econ)

DEH

Informal campsite
within unstable dunes
and along back of
beach, with local visitor
impact.

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.
Regular patrolling to
enforce policy.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Invasive weed species
identified at the edges
of dune areas

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution.
Undertake weed control if
appropriate.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

AW4

Cliff top

Cliff top track and
informal car park very
close to potentially
unstable cliff edge;
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review with a view to close
or reroute track where it is
too close to the cliff edge
and close car park or
formalise with fencing and
signage.

High (Cons;
hazard)

DEH

AW5

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys in order
to inform future
management directions

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary

Medium
(Cons)

DEH
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Cell

AW5

Component

Dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

tracks.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Formal campsite at the
SE end of Dog Fence
Beach, with multiple
informal tracks across
unstable dunes; local
impact by visitors.

Review the need to
upgrade the campsite, with
e.g. formal fire place,
define boundary etc.

High (Cons;
Soc/Econ)

DEH

Signage re. dune
vegetation, stability and
policy on unregistered
vehicles.
Block selected tracks.
Monitor/ record weed
species around the
campsite.

AW6

AW6

Whole cell

Dunes

Informal camping along
the beach and in the
foredune; local impact
by visitors

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified.

Low (Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.
Regular patrolling to
enforce policy..

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora or fauna survey
sites within this cell.

Undertake coastal flora
and fauna surveys in order
to inform future
management directions

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks.

Low (Cons)

DEH

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH,
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Coastal track at the
Wahgunyah / Yalata
boundary; with local
visitor impact

Well made sign needed at
the boundary, on the use of
both these lands. Review
and consider options for
blocking access.

High (Cons;
Soc/Econ)

DEH, YCI

Creation of multiple
tracks around the main
coastal track near the

Review and rationalise
tracks selectively. Signage
re. dune vegetation,

Medium
(Cons)

DEH
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Cell

AW7

Component

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

north western
boundary, with damage
to dunes

stability, and policy on
unregistered vehicles.

Informal camping along
the beach and in the
foredune; local impact
by visitors

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if
negative impact identified.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Unregistered off road
vehicle use; leading to
vegetation damage and
potential dune destabilisation.

Educational signage re.
dune vegetation, stability
and policy on unregistered
vehicles ie. quad bikes.
Regular patrolling to
enforce policy.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
fauna survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

AW7

Dunes

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damages
and weed introduction

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks. Signage upon entry
to Yalata Land to indicate if
public access is permitted.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Yalata Beach
campsite.

Review success of
previous track blocking.
Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Multiple tracks to
Yalata Beach across
unstable dunes

Review with a view of track
rationalisation

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
the Yalata campsite

Upgrade campsite, (e.g. redefine boundary, repair
fences, remove litter,
establish formal fireplaces).

High (Cons;
Soc/Econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High (Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Monitor condition through
regular inspection.
Signage re dune
vegetation and stability.
Weeds in and near the
campsite

Signage re. dune
vegetation and weed
identification.
Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around campsite
Develop strategy for
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Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

AW8

Whole cell

Unregistered off road
vehicles; leading to
vegetation damage and
dune de-stabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

High (Cons)

YCI, YLM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
fauna survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High
(cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

AW8

AW9

Dunes

Whole cell

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain. Review
tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

High (Cons/
threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple informal tracks
on boundary of
unstable dunes, leading
to multiple tracks within
dunes; with impacts on
dune stability

Rationalise to reduce track
numbers; establish a single
marked track across dunes
if required.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Unregistered off road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes, used; leading to
vegetation damage and
dune de-stabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

High (Cons)

YCI, YLM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
fauna survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

High
(Cons/threat;
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Signage re. dune
vegetation and stability

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.
Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW9

Component

Dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction

tracks to remain. Review
tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Granites
campsite

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
the Granites campsite

Maintain campsite
condition, (e.g. fencing,
remove litter, establish
formal fireplaces). Review
the need for vehicle access
to the beach.

High (Cons;
Soc/Econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Monitor condition through
regular inspection.
Signage re dune
vegetation and stability.
Weeds in and near the
campsite

Signage re. dune
vegetation and weed
identification.
Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around campsite
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsite.

AW10

Whole cell

Unregistered off road
vehicles used; leading
to vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

Medium
(Cons)

YCI, YLM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High (Cons/
threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

High (Cons/
threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.
Access control and
multiple tracks; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage weed

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain. Review
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW10

Component

Dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

introduction.

tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

High (Cons/
threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Unmarked access to
Coombra campsite
through unstable
dunes.

Install sign and posts
across unstable dune to
identify track to campsite.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Tjitji tjutaku
and Geues campsites

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain.

High
(Cons/Threat
, Soc/Econ,
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
Coombra, Tjitji tjutaku
and Geues campsites

Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, (e.g.
repair fencing, remove
litter, establish formal
fireplaces).

High
(Cons/Threat
, Soc/Econ,
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Review the need for
vehicle access to the
beach at Tjitji tjutaku and
Geues campsites. Monitor
condition through regular
inspection.
Signage re dune
vegetation and stability.
Informal camping
outside designated
campsites; with visitor
impacts

Monitor and educate
through regular inspection.
Maintenance of formal
campsites. Clear signage.

High
(Cons/Threat
, Soc/Econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Weeds in and near
campsites

Signage re. dune
vegetation and weed
identification.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around campsite
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites.

AW11

Whole cell

Unregistered off road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes, used; leading to
vegetation damage and
dune de-stabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

High
(Cons/Threat
, Soc/Econ)

YCI, YLM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

AW11

Dunes

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain. Review
tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Bobs Kitchen
and Jaxsons campsites

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain.

High
(Cons/threat,
Soc/Econ,
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
Bobs Kitchen and
Jaxsons campsites

Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, (e.g.
repair fencing, remove
litter, establish formal
fireplaces).

High
(Cons/threat,
Soc/Econ,
KP)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Review the need for
vehicle access to the
beach at Bobs Kitchen and
Jaxsons campsites.
Monitor condition through
regular inspection.
Signage re dune
vegetation and stability.
Invasive weeds
detected near the
beach and in and near
campsites

Signage re. dune
vegetation and weed
identification.
Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around campsite
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites.

AW12

Whole cell

Unregistered off road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes, used; leading to
vegetation damage and
dune de-stabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

High
(Cons/threat)

YCI, YLM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

management decisions.
Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

AW12

Dunes

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain. Review
tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks to, and
around, Hilton
campsite.

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
Hilton campsite.

Maintain and/or upgrade
campsites condition, (e.g.
repair fencing, remove
litter, establish formal
fireplaces).

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Monitor condition through
regular inspection.
Signage re dune
vegetation and stability.
Weeds in and near
campsite.

Signage re. dune
vegetation and weed
identification.
Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around campsite.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread and
aesthetics of campsites.

Multiple tracks leading
into, and through,
extensive unstable
dune system, which is
a ‘no public access’
area.

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain, including
signage indicating if public
access is permitted.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Unregistered off road
vehicles used; leading

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of

Medium
(Cons)

YCI, YLM
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW13

Component

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

to vegetation damage
and dune destabilisation.

entry.

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

AW13

AW13

Dunes

Cliff top

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and north of the
boundary; with impact
from soil compaction,
vegetation damage and
weed introduction.

Review with a view to
rationalise unnecessary
tracks and install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain. Review
tracks from Eyre Highway
into Yalata lands with a
view to rationalise. Signage
upon entry to Yalata Land
to indicate if public access
is permitted.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Detailed track mapping
ends within this cell.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Multiple tracks leading
into and through
deflated dune area.

Review, rationalise and
rehabilitate unnecessary
tracks. Install clear
directional signage on
tracks to remain.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Unregistered off road
vehicles, notably quad
bikes, used; leading to
vegetation damage and
dune de-stabilisation.

Make ‘no unregistered
vehicles’ a condition of
entry.

High
(Cons/threat)

YCI, YLM

Visitor impact in the
immediate vicinity of
the Head of Bight
Whale Watching
Facility.

Maintain and/or upgrade
car park, signage and
walkways (e.g. repair
fencing, remove litter).
Close and rehabilitate
unnecessary walkways and
tracks.

High
(Soc/Econ)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM,
Head of
Bight
managers.

Weeds in and near
Head of Bight Facility

Map/ survey/ monitor/
record weed species
around Facility.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM,
Head of
Bight
managers

Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.
Signage re. dune
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

vegetation and weed
identification

AW14

Whole cell

Cliff top track very
close to potentially
unstable cliff edge;
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review with a view to close
seaward cliff top track and
spurs, signage to inform
track closed. Signage on
alternative cliff top track to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(hazard)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM,
Head of
Bight
managers

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora or fauna survey
sites in this cell.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM, YCI,
YLM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.

to rationalise unnecessary
tracks.

AW14

AW15

Cliff top

Whole cell

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Track parallel to cliff
edge and track from
Eyre Highway to cliff
top track.

Review tracks with a view
to rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

Medium
(Cons)

YCI, YLM,
AW NRM,
DEH

Weed species have
been identified.

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution.
Undertake weed control if
appropriate.

Medium
(Cons)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

AW NRM,
DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Train Yalata Land
Management Team &
Community to undertake
Opportunistic &/or
Biological Surveys of flora
and fauna.
Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Introduced animals;

Monitor and record

Medium

AW NRM,
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW15

AW16

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action
(Cons)

Key
Players
DEH, YCI,
YLM

with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Threat analysis
highlights the potential
threat of weeds here, in
comparison to the lack
of threat throughout the
region.

Review the potential of
weed spread from this cell
and the value, if any, of
attempting to eradicate
Wards Weed from the
area. Monitor and record
other weed species and
distribution. Undertake
weed control if appropriate.

Medium
(Threat)

AW NRM,
YCI, YLM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge and track from
Eyre Highway to cliff
top track and informal
car park.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’. Review need for
informal car park with a
view to formalising or
closing.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM, WA
APCC

Seaward cliff top track
and informal car park
very close to potentially
unstable cliff edge;
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Close seaward cliff top
track. Review need for car
park and close car park or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard)

AW NRM,
DEH, YCI,
YLM

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons/
threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Weeds have been
identified within this
cell.

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution.
Undertake weed control if
appropriate.

Medium
(threat)

DEH, AW
NRM
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

AW16

Cliff top

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge and spurs.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Seaward cliff top track
very close to potentially
unstable cliff edge;
safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, and weed
introduction.

Close seaward cliff top
track.

High
(hazard)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell, north of the
boundary and leading
off Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
edge.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

High (threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car park; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and close or formalise with
fencing and signage. If car
park retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

AW17

AW17

Whole cell

Cliff top
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW18

AW18

AW19

Component

Whole cell

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell, north of the
boundary and leading
off Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
and spurs to cliff edge.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car park; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, and weeds
introduction.

Review need for car park
and close or formalise with
fencing and signage. If car
park retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora or fauna survey
sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW19

AW20

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell, north of the
boundary and leading
off Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
and spurs to cliff edge.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
flora survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell, north of the
boundary and leading
off Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’.

High (Threat,
Hazard)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car parks and
spur tracks; close to
potentially unstable cliff

Review need for car parks
and close or formalise with
fencing and signage. If car

High (Cons;
Hazard)

DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

edge; safety hazard
and impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

park retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

AW20

Cliff top

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

AW21

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’. Close spur tracks
that lead to undercut cliff
edge.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Formal car park on
road reserve, with
impact from weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Maintain barriers/fencing to
car park to prevent spread
and/or informal tracks.
Maintain signs for cliff
hazard. Map/survey /
monitor / record weed
species around car park;
and develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, DTEI

AW21

Cliff top

Ensure and/or maintain
sign from highway to car
park.
Ensure signage on any
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

required maintenance
tracks to advise of no
access.

AW22

Whole cell

Informal car park and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat;
Hazard)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, signage to advise
‘maintenance track only, no
access’. Close spur tracks
that lead to undercut cliff
edge.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and

High
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.
Weeds have been
identified as a threat
within this cell.

Monitor and record weed
species and distribution.
Undertake weed control if
appropriate.

Medium
(Threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

AW22

Cliff top

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

AW23

Whole cell

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’. Close
spur tracks that lead to
undercut cliff edge.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage, and weed
introduction.

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

AW23

Cliff top
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.
AW24

AW24

Whole cell

Cliff top

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car park, with
impact from weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Ensure and/or maintain
barriers/fencing to car
parks to prevent spread
and/or informal tracks.
Maintain signs for cliff
hazard. Map/survey /
monitor / record weed
species around car park;
and develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat;
Hazard)

DTEI, DEH

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH

Ensure and/or maintain
sign from highway to car
park.
Ensure and/or maintain
signage on any required
maintenance tracks to
advise of no access.
Consider safety car park
with regard to crack,
possibly get geotechnical
advice.
Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW25

AW25

AW26

Component

Whole cell

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

signage. Consider safety of
car parks with regard to
undercutting. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
fauna survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low
(Cons/threat)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
and spurs to cliff edge.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High (Cons;
Hazard)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values. There are no
fauna survey sites.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW26

AW27

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover,
with impact from spur
tracks, weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or
informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Medium
(Cons)

DTEI, DEH

Informal car park with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and

Review in consultation with

High

DEH, WA
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW27

Component

Cliff top

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action
(Cons/threat)

Key
Players
APCC

multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car park, with
impact from weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Maintain barriers/fencing to
car park to prevent spread
and/or informal tracks.
Maintain signs for cliff
hazard. Map/survey /
monitor / record weed
species around car park;
and develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High (Cons/
threat;
Hazard)

DTEI, DEH

Ensure and/or maintain
sign from highway to car
park.
Ensure and/or maintain
signage on any required
maintenance tracks to
advise of no access.
Consider safety of with
regard to undercutting,
possibly get geotechnical
advice.

AW28

Whole cell

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW28

AW29

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
edge.

Review track in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If track
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover,
with impact from spur
tracks, weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or
informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DTEI, DEH

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW29

AW30

AW30

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Cliff top

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
and spurs to cliff edge
close to potentially
unstable cliff; safety
hazard.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge close to
potentially unstable
cliff, safety hazard.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal truck pullover,
with impact from spur

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or

High
(Cons/threat)

DTEI, DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW31

AW31

Component

Whole cell

Cliff top

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

tracks, weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Tracks parallel to cliff
edge close to
potentially unstable
cliff, safety hazard..

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car park, with
impact from weeds,
compaction and

Maintain barriers/fencing to
car park to prevent spread
and/or informal tracks.

High
(Cons/threat;
Hazard)

DTEI, DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

vegetation trampling
and removal

Maintain signs for cliff
hazard. Map/survey /
monitor / record weed
species around car park;
and develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

Ensure and/or maintain
sign from highway to car
park.
Ensure and/or maintain
signage on any required
maintenance tracks to
advise of no access.
Consider safety of with
regard to undercutting,
possibly get geotechnical
advice.

AW32

Whole cell

Formal truck pullover,
with impact from spur
tracks, weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or
informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DTEI, DEH

Informal car parks and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car parks
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car parks
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC
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Cell

AW32

AW33

AW33

Component

Cliff top

Whole cell

Cliff top and
cliff slopes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

damage and weed
introduction.

access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Track parallel to cliff
close to potentially
unstable cliffs, safety
hazard..

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car park and
spurs to cliff edge close
to potentially unstable
cliff; safety hazard and
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Detailed track mapping
ends in AW13.

Extend track mapping west
to WA border. Review with
a view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Multiple tracks on cliff
top and cliff slope; with

Review tracks in
consultation with starling

High
(Hazard;

DEH, WA
APCC
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Cell

AW34

AW34

Component

Whole cell

Cliff top, slope
and dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and gully
erosion.

shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. If tracks
required, reroute where
track is too close to the cliff
edge and signage to
advise ‘maintenance track
only, no access’. Review
tracks on cliff slopes with a
view to closure due to gully
erosion.

Informal car park with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

Formal car park, with
impact from weeds,
compaction and
vegetation trampling
and removal

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or
informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DTEI, DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Multiple tracks on cliff
top, cliff face and
dunes; with impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage,
dune de-stabilisation,
gully erosion and weed
introduction.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation. Review
tracks down cliff slopes
due to significant gully
erosion.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Formal car parks, with
impact from spur

Install barriers/fencing to
prevent spread and/or

High

DEH, DTEI
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

AW35

AW35

Component

Whole cell

Cliff top, slope
and dunes

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action
(Cons/threat)

Key
Players

tracks, weeds,
compaction, vegetation
trampling and removal
and water runoff
erosion.

informal tracks.
Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
around car park; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread. Recontour car park where
necessary to ensure water
flow is diverted away from
cliff face.

Spread of weeds within
dunes

Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
currently in dunes; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation, to manage
and control spread.

Medium
(threat)

DEH

Inadequate data on
biodiversity and habitat
values.

Undertake a coastal flora
and fauna survey in order
to inform future
management decisions.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Access control and
multiple tracks within
the cell and leading off
Eyre Highway; with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review in consultation with
starling shooters with a
view to rationalise
unnecessary tracks. Install
signage on tracks to
remain advising if public
access permitted or
‘maintenance track only, no
public access’.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC,
DTEI

Introduced animals;
with impact on
vegetation degradation,
competition for food
and habitat and
predation on native
species.

Monitor and record
existence and impacts of
introduced pest animals eg
rabbits, foxes, camels, etc.
Undertake a control
program if required.

Low (Cons)

DEH, AW
NRM

Multiple tracks on cliff
top, cliff slope and
dunes; with impact from
soil compaction,
vegetation damage,
dune de-stabilisation,
gully erosion and weed
introduction.

Review tracks in
consultation with starling
shooters, with a view to
rationalisation.

High
(Hazard;
Cons/threat)

DEH, WA
APCC

Informal car park with
impact from soil
compaction, vegetation
damage and weed
introduction.

Review need for car park
and spurs and close or
formalise with fencing and
signage. If car park
retained map/ survey/
monitor/ record weed
species around car park.
Develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re-vegetation where
appropriate, to manage
and control spread.

High
(Cons/threat)

DEH

Informal camping along
the beach and in the
dunes and on the cliff

Monitor impact of informal
camping, review situation if

Medium
(Cons)

DEH
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Results of Field and Priorities Study
Cell

Component

Issue

Proposed Action

Priority of
Action

Key
Players

top; local impact by
visitors

negative impact identified.

Spread of weeds within
dunes

Map/survey / monitor /
record weed species
currently in dunes; and
develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and
re- vegetation, to manage
and control spread.

Medium
(Cons)

DEH

Cliff instability

Repeat the high quality
1979 aerial photography.
Orthorectify for comparison
to determine the rate of cliff
retreat.

Medium
(Hazard;
Cons)

DEH

AW NRM: Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board; DEH: Department for Environment and Heritage; DTEI:
Department Transport, Energy and Infrastructure; KP: key player; NRM: natural resources management; YCI: Yalata
Community Incorporated; YLM: Yalata Land Management; WA APPC: Western Australian Animal and Plant Control
Commission
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3

Regional Management Proposals

Local management actions are detailed in Chapter 2, where individual cells are considered in
terms of priority, threats and management (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). This chapter considers
management issues at a regional and subregional scale.

3.1

Biological information

Information on the flora and fauna present within the Far West coastal area (see Sections 5.1 and
5.2) is largely drawn from previous biological surveys by government, museum, universities and
local experts. Relative to other areas of the state, few investigations have been conducted in the
Far West coast to identify species occurrence, distribution, abundance and status. The survey data
forms the basis for the spatial analysis undertaken in this study. The review and analysis of this
information has led to the action proposals detailed below.
The data is not complete (see Section 4.7). Figure 4.2 shows flora and fauna data deficiencies for
coastal cells that emerged during the study and defines areas where biological data is missing, thus
indicating priorities for future data collection. Some cells may have data from only one survey
site. The methodology of this study has generalised such information to the whole of the
vegetation block and may therefore need refinement in the future. Similarly, fauna data from this
study has been considerably generalised using expert assessment of habitat conditions.
This study has produced a (spatially based) review of available datasets, supplemented by
consultation with experts. Many datasets are in a state of ongoing development; other sets are
partial in their coverage. Practical considerations may often limit the extent of data gathering, for
example, areas of dense scrub may be difficult to access. However, the volume of information
and the considerable body of expertise within the region shows that future work should build
upon existing capacity and knowledge.
3.1.1` Flora
Objective: Enhance our knowledge and understanding of the flora in the Far West coast
Actions:


Identify and locate information from private flora surveys, enter data into the Biological
Database of South Australia



Conduct an extensive flora survey within the coastal zone to enhance existing baseline data,
concentrating on areas where there are few or no survey sites, or areas identified as being of
high conservation significance



Train community and Yalata Land Management team to participate in and undertake
biological and/or opportunistic surveys



Complete general ground-truthing of the Far West coast vegetation community mapping (see
Appendix 7 and Section 5.1) and where necessary adjust mapping classes and boundaries
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Undertake a field survey of the Yalata Swamp to identify its samphire plant communities



Establish permanent monitoring sites to measure long-term change to plant communities

Objective: Enhance the protection of threatened flora species
Actions:


Prepare plans to ensure the long-term protection of Brachyscome tatei, Ptilotus symonii and
Pomaderris forrestiana for the study area, which contains most SA records of these rare species

3.1.2` Fauna
Objective: Enhance our knowledge and understanding of the fauna in the Far West coast
Actions:


Identify and locate information from private fauna surveys, enter data into the Biological
Database of South Australia



Conduct an extensive fauna survey to enhance existing baseline data, identify species extent
and distribution, and validate existing records suggesting range extensions, such as for the
inland broad-nosed bat (Scotorepens balstoni) and the kelp gull (Larus dominicanus)



Train community and Yalata Land Management team to conduct biological and/or
opportunistic surveys



Support research into fauna ecology and resource requirements in the Far West coast



Investigate the current distribution and potential foraging habitat, roost and nest sites of the
Endangered white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) and eastern osprey (Pandion cristatus)
along the Far West coast



Determine key foraging, roosting and nesting sites for waders, shorebirds and aquatic birds
along the Far West coast



Conduct a butterfly survey in vegetation communities representative of the Far West coast

Objective: Enhance the protection of threatened fauna species
Actions:


Restrict access to known white-bellied sea-eagle and eastern osprey nest sites



Enhance community awareness of the value and function of birds of prey



Restrict vehicle access to beaches where hooded plovers (Thinornis rubricollis) have been
detected



Limit access to known key nesting areas of waders, shorebirds and aquatic birds during
breeding seasons



Support and encourage Australian sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea) monitoring programs along the
Far West coast
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3.1.3

Introduced animals

A number of introduced animals have been recorded in the Far West coast, including camels,
rabbits, foxes and cats. These species are known to impact on native wildlife through predation
or competition.
Objective: Minimise the impact of introduced fauna species on native flora and fauna
Actions:


Identify the distribution and abundance of camels throughout the Far West coast



Conduct an aerial survey to identify the distribution and abundance of camels along the Far
West coast and broader area, establish a control program if necessary



Investigate the effectiveness of rabbit control in coastal environments



Investigate the effectiveness of fox and feral cat control in areas occupied by dingos



Establish a monitoring program for rabbits (and rabbit warrens), foxes and feral cats to
identify distribution, abundance and impacts



Investigate the impact of herbivores on native flora



Establish a control program for rabbits, foxes and feral cats (south of the dog fence) and
monitor the effectiveness of the fox and feral cat control along the Far West coast

3.1.4

Weeds

There are few threatening weed species in this area, a situation that should be maintained. Camp
and park sites appear to be contemporary entry points, although some weeds appear to have been
inherited from past sheep grazing.
Objective: Minimise the impact of weeds on native flora and fauna
Actions:


Develop a pamphlet identifying known and potential weeds with suggestions for action



Support the collection and mapping of weeds, and develop a centralised GIS-based system
that links into state databases



Establish permanent vegetation monitoring sites to determine changes, including weed
impacts



Use the Weed Risk Assessment process developed by the South Australian Animal and Plant
Control Commission to formulate weed management strategies for priority weeds at
subregional scale



Support research into the effects of weeds on fauna populations on the coast



Support ongoing research into improved, targeted methods of control of the coastal high
impact and invasive species



Develop strategy for coastal weed removal and revegetation where appropriate (particularly
around camp sites and car parks), to manage and control spread and improve aesthetics



Map/survey/monitor/record weed species, particularly around camp sites and car parks
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3.2

Human activity

3.2.1

Aboriginal heritage

Although it is known (literature reviews and consultation) the Far West coast has many areas of
Aboriginal significance, only five coastal cells have sites registered with the Aboriginal Affairs and
Reconciliation Division, Department for the Premier and Cabinet.
Objective: Identify, manage and protect sites of Aboriginal significance
Actions:


Encourage and support Aboriginal communities to register sites of Aboriginal significance
with the Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division



Encourage and support further surveys through the area to identify areas of Aboriginal
significance



Support and assist management and protection of sites of Aboriginal significance

3.2.2

Capacity building and community awareness

The effectiveness of many coastal management actions relies heavily on local and non-local
community awareness and understanding.
Objectives: Engage, involve and educate the local and broader community in coastal
management
Actions:


Establish a nature trail in association with the Head of Bight whale watching facility and/or
at one of the Yalata camp sites, with signed plants and scenic views



Enhance traveller awareness of conservation values, threatening processes and Aboriginal
heritage on signs at key car parks and through the internet



Explore and promote opportunities for training and employing Aboriginal people in coastal
land management



Capture, document and use local knowledge on the coastal environment and coastal land
management



Engage Aboriginal communities to identify and address cultural heritage values in the coastal
environment and coastal land management



Educate and involve local school children in coastal land management (e.g. weed control and
rehabilitation around camp sites)



Collaborate with educational institutions (e.g. TAFE) to develop and implement programs to
increase community understanding about the coastal environment, human impacts and
management options



Enhance fishers’ awareness of Australian sea-lion conservation and threats from fishing
activities
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3.2.3

Recreation activities (off‐road vehicle tracks, camp sites, car parks)

Recreational activities are popular along this section of coast, with the main focus being on
fishing and camping in the Wahgunyah Conservation Park and Yalata lands, and whale
watching/sightseeing in the Yalata lands and Nullarbor National Park. The numerous impacts
along the coast from these activities include wildlife disturbance, vegetation destruction, dune
destabilisation, soil disturbance and compaction, weed introduction and litter. Many of these
impacts are concentrated around formal and informal car parks and camping areas.
Off-road vehicle tracks were identified as a significant threat throughout the area. Mapping by
Segaran (2006) showed a large increase in the number of tracks between 1979 and 2004, which
can be attributed to the popular recreational activities. The impacts of the tracks are similar to
those mentioned above. There is a clear need to complete track mapping of the area. A baseline
map of tracks would guide future management and indicate changes such as the appearance of
new tracks or rehabilitation of closed tracks. However, some tracks may be used for traditional
purposes, such as hunting or food gathering, so management should be undertaken in
consultation with traditional owners.
A number of the off-road tracks, and formal and informal car parks, are located close to undercut
and unstable cliffs, and thus present a significant safety hazard.
Access and off-road vehicle use (tracks)

Objective: Minimise the number and impact of off-road vehicle tracks
Actions:


Complete (digital or ground truth) mapping of tracks through the study area and north to the
highway and establish a process of regularly updating the maps



Ground truth digital track mapping to determine accuracy for future use



Review the mapping, in consultation with key players (e.g. traditional owners, WA Animal
Plant Control Commission, starling shooters) with a view to rationalising unnecessary and
inappropriate tracks (e.g. cliff stability hazard, dune stability hazard)



Determine effective means of closing and rehabilitating tracks and undertake program to do
so



Install clear directional or ‘no public access’ signs on tracks remaining for maintenance or
other purposes



Install signs upon entry to Yalata lands to indicate if public access is permitted



Make ‘no unregistered vehicles’ (e.g. quad bikes and unregistered motorbikes) a condition of
entry onto Yalata lands

Formal and informal car parks and camp sites

Objective: Minimise the impact of camping and car parks on the natural environment
Actions:


Determine locations of informal car parks in conjunction with track mapping; review the
need for them with a view to close or formalise with fencing and signage



Map/survey/monitor/record weed species around retained car parks and develop a strategy
for coastal weed removal and revegetation where appropriate, to manage and control spread
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Monitor the impact of informal camping; if negative impacts are identified, consider options
for closing areas to camping (e.g. signs indicating no camping and education through regular
patrols)



Monitor, maintain and/or upgrade formal camping areas:
– maintain, repair or install boundary fencing
– establish formal fireplaces (where appropriate)
– remove litter
– run regular patrols/inspections to educate and inform campers/fishers on conditions and
impacts, ensure compliance with conditions of entry and monitor camp site condition
– review need for vehicle access to beach at certain campsites with a view to closure to
eliminate impacts on dune stability, and coastal waders and shorebirds
– install appropriate signs (e.g. fishing regulations, conditions of entry, weed identification,
dune vegetation and stability, coastal wader birds)
– consider the installation of an eco-toilet at one of the camp sites within the Yalata lands
– map/survey/monitor/record weed species around campsites, and develop strategy for
coastal weed removal and revegetation where appropriate
– undertake weed control (where appropriate)



Consider a survey of campers to determine their expectations and/or wants for the area



Monitor, maintain and/or upgrade formal car parks:
– maintain, repair or install boundary fencing to prevent car park spread and secondary
tracks
– maintain, repair or install adequate signage to address cliff fall hazard
– install signs at highway to indicate formal parking areas
– consider installing an eco-toilet, with signs, at one of the parking sites off Eyre Highway
(not the coastal lookouts)
– review safety of formal car parks and lookouts near undercut cliffs
– monitor weed species around car parks and develop strategy for weed control where
appropriate

3.2.4

Head of Bight, whale watching facility, access from highway and surrounds

Cell AW13, which includes the Head of Bight, rates in the GIS analysis as having the second
highest conservation score and second highest threat total in the region. This is the most heavily
visited location within the region and is of state significance for tourism. These three factors give
this location unique priority in the study area and it has thus been included in the regional
management proposals.
Objective: Manage the Head of Bight whale watching facility and surrounding area appropriately
Actions:


Review, maintain and/or repair fencing



Close and rehabilitate unnecessary walkways and tracks
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Complete a comprehensive flora and fauna survey (including exotic plants) in the vicinity to
inform future management of the site



Improve communication of the land-based conservation values of the environs to the whale
watching facility

3.3

Geology

3.3.1

Cliff hazard

The spectacular landform of the Nullarbor Cliffs attracts many visitors to the area. The nature of
the cliffs is maintained by wave erosion of the soft Wilson Bluff limestone at the toe of the cliff,
undercutting the more resistant top member, the Nullarbor Limestone. Thus well-visited
viewpoints along the cliffs, and informal tracks and car parks, sit above a safety hazard. Personal
reports of cliff collapse and rockfalls, and comparison of oblique photography, indicate that cliff
recession is relatively rapid but the actual rate of cliff retreat is unknown.
Objective: Enhance our knowledge of cliff retreat of the Nullarbor Cliffs in order to reduce
safety hazards and inform management decisions
Actions:


Repeat the high quality 1979 aerial photography of the Nullarbor Cliffs



Orthorectify for comparison to determine the rate of cliff retreat
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4

Description of Themes and Databases
Brian Caton, Nerissa Haby and Sharie Detmar

This section draws heavily on ‘Description of themes and databases’ by Nerissa Haby, in Caton et al
2006, and the careful records of the processes used, kept by Matthew Royal.

A variety of data was used to describe conservation values and threats along the Far West coast.
The extent and representation of data through the Far West coast was limited to information
available at the time of the analysis. In all, 39 datasets were assembled, 23 conservation layers and
16 threatening process layers, as described below.

4.1
4.1.1

Framework of layers
Conservation layers

1. Communities and species with threatened status
1A. Priority of vegetation species based on the status of the community (threatened status)
(coastal dune and clifftop communities)
1B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the rarity of the community in SA (those with
<20 records within SA) (coastal dune and clifftop communities)
1C. Priority of sites with threatened flora (threatened status)
1D. Priority of sites with threatened fauna (threatened status)
1E. Priority of sites based on total number of threatened species (total number of threatened
species)
2. Endemic species and communities; biodiversity
2A. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the distribution of endemic plant
communities (>50 % of records within the Far West coast) (coastal dune and clifftop –
species and floristic)
2B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the distribution of endemic habitat (>50 % of
habitat within the Far West coast) (saltmarsh communities)
2C. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the proportion present within coastal units
(floristic vegetation)
2D. Priority of sites based on species richness (total number of species)
3. Significant bird habitat
3A. Priority of sites based on the threatened status of significant bush birds
3B. Priority of sites based on the threatened status of significant coastal waders/seabirds
4. Significant reptiles and amphibian habitats
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4A. Priority of vegetation assemblage as habitat for reptiles and amphibians (conservation
status)
5. Significant butterfly habitats
5A. Priority of habitat for butterflies
6. Visual amenity
6A. Viewshed analysis (sea views from the land)
6B. Viewscape analysis (perceived visual appeal of coastal landscape)
7. Vegetation patch metrics
7A. Priority of remnant vegetation based on patch size
7B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on connectivity (minimum distance to nearest
patch)
7C. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the presence of remnant vegetation (< 1 ha)
7D. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on patch shape (edge to interior ratio)
8. Heritage
8A. Aboriginal heritage sites
8B. European heritage sites
8C. Natural heritage sites
8D. Geological heritage (geological monuments)
4.1.2

Threatening process layers

1.

Planning, land use and development
1A. Campsites: Formal and informal
1B. Development zoning
1C. Off-road vehicle tracks
1D. Land ownership
1E. Land use
1F. Mining activities
1G. Viewshed analysis (increased threat due to sea views)
1H. Viewscape analysis (increasing threat due to aesthetics of the coastal zone)

2.

Vegetation dynamics
2A. Vegetation isolation (lack of connectivity between vegetation patches)
2B. Vegetation degradation
2C. Vegetation shape (shapes allowing increased invasion)
2D. Vegetation patch size (smaller patches allowing increased invasion)
2E. Distribution of known environmental weeds

3.

Hazards
3A. Dune stability
3B. Cliff stability
3C. Acid sulfate soils
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These datasets were selected from what was available at the time of analysis. Although
considerable processing of information was done, only three new sets of data were systematically
collected: campsites, cliff stability and acid sulfate soils. However, local and non-local expert
knowledge was generously provided and used to greatly improve the report.
Data was categorised into low to high importance and assigned scores 0 to 9, as set out below.
The analysis of the data using GIS software is described in Section 4.4; listing of ownership of
datasets is in Section 4.5; data sources, taxonomy and status are described in Section 4.6 and
limitations of the data and methodology are outlined in Section 4.7.
The biological survey of the South Australian coastal dune and clifftop vegetation (CDCS)
provides the most extensive distribution of flora survey sites throughout the South Australian
coastal zone (Oppermann 1999). This survey applied a standard and systematic method, leading
to the collection of consistent data that may be used for a variety of purposes, such as assessing
the distribution of threatened, endemic and rare communities.
Note: Given the limited coverage of CDCS data for the Far West coast, vegetation communities were
assumed to be relatively homogeneous throughout each remnant patch of vegetation from which
records were collected.

Assumptions used to enhance the representation of data throughout the region and ease of
processing this information in the analysis include:


flora and fauna detected at a survey site within a remnant patch of vegetation were assumed
to occur within suitable habitat to the extent of that patch



fauna occurring outside of remnant vegetation associations, such as waders, were assumed to
occur in suitable habitat to the extent of the coastal cell



additional assessments of conservation value created to reflect biodiversity, such as ‘bush
birds’, were assumed to occur in suitable habitat to the extent of the coastal cell.

4.2
4.2.1

Layers used in the conservation analysis
Communities and species with threatened status

1A. Priority of vegetation species based on the status of the community (threatened
status)(coastal dune and clifftop communities)

A number of vegetation communities recorded during the CDCS were identified as either
nationally, state or regionally threatened (Section 5.1.3). Each of these communities were assigned
a priority value based on their threat rating (Appendix 10 in Oppermann 1999).
TABLE 4.1

Priority assigned to threatened flora communities

Priority

1

2

3

5

7

9

V

E

R

V

E

R

V

E

National status
SA status
Regional status

U

Q

K

N: not significant, U: Uncommon, Q: possible significance, K: possibly threatened, R: Rare, V:
Vulnerable, E: Endangered
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1B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the rarity of the community in SA (those with
< 20 records within SA; coastal dune and clifftop communities)

The state-wide coverage of CDCS was used to identify rare coastal communities. These were
specified as those with less than 20 records within South Australia (Table 5.1). Five vegetation
communities were identified as rare within the Far West coastal zone. Each patch of remnant
vegetation containing a site was assigned a priority value, based on the degree of rarity for
vegetation community.
TABLE 4.2
Priority

Priority assigned to rare flora communities

6

7

8

9

16–20 records in SA

11–15 records in SA

6–10 records in SA

1–5 records in SA

1C. Priority of sites with threatened flora (threatened status)

This drew on existing databases containing the national, state and regional status of species of
flora. Ten species found within the Far West coastal boundary have a state and/or regional
conservation status. There were no flora species recorded with a national rating.
TABLE 4.3

Priority assigned to threatened flora species

Priority

0

2

3

5

5

7

9

National status (EPBC Act
Status Code)

U

Q

K

T

R

V

E

SA Status (Review of the
Status of Threatened Species
2003)

U

Q

K

T

R

V

E

Regional status (BSG
Regional Rating & G
Carpenters Regional Fauna
Ratings)

U

Q

K

T

R

V

E

U: Uncommon, Q: possible significance, K: possibly threatened, R: Rare, V: Vulnerable, E:
Endangered
1D. Priority of sites with threatened fauna (threatened status)

Existing databases were used to identify fauna species with national, state and local status,
together with expert contributions. Within the Far West coastal zone, 22 species of state or
nationally threatened fauna were found. Values obtained from these ratings were combined to
produce a single layer for analysis.
TABLE 4.4

Priority assigned to threatened fauna species

Priority

1

National status (EPBC Act Status Code)
SA Status (Review of the Status of Threatened
Species 2003)

R

5

9

V

E

V

E

R: Rare, V: Vulnerable, E: Endangered
1E. Priority of sites based on total number of threatened species (total number of threatened
species)

The total numbers of threatened flora and fauna species were summarised for each remnant
vegetation patch, using a combination of the data on which layers 1C and 1D are based.
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TABLE 4.5

Priority assigned to the number of threatened flora and/or fauna species

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No. of threatened species of plant
and/or animal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

‘Threatened’ incorporates both flora and fauna and up to 5 categories, K: possibly threatened, T:
Threatened, R: Rare, V: Vulnerable, E: Endangered, for each

4.2.2

Endemic species and communities; biodiversity

2A. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the distribution of endemic plant communities
(> 50 % of records within the Far West coast) (coastal dune and clifftop – species and floristic)

The state-wide coverage of the CDCS survey was used to compare the Far West with other
coastal regions of South Australia: if more than 50% of records of a plant community were found
within the Far West coastal boundary, it was rated, as in the table below. This rating thus
reflected the degree of endemism to the coast of the Far West. Of the total number of
communities, between 2.4 and 100% of the state records were located within the Far West
coastal zone (see Table 5.1).
TABLE 4.6

Priority assigned to plant communities with more than 50% of records found
within the Far West coastal boundary

Priority

3

5

7

9

Percentage of SA records found
within Far West coastal boundary

50.1–60%

60.1–70%

70.1–80%

80.1+%

2B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the distribution of endemic habitat (> 50 % of
habitat within the Far West coast) (saltmarsh communities)

Systematic coastal saltmarsh and mangrove habitat mapping around the state by Coastal
Management Branch, DEH, provides an endemism rating for saltmarsh areas within the state.
The only area of saltmarsh within the Far West coastal boundary is the Yalata Swamp, which had
not been mapped or surveyed at time of analysis. However, this dataset was left in for the report
to allow for comparison to other areas of the state and when the area is mapped and/or surveyed
the data can easily be added.
TABLE 4.7

Priority assigned to saltmarsh communities with more than 50% of records
found within the Far West coastal boundary

Priority

3

5

7

9

Percentage of SA records found
within Far West coastal boundary

50.1–60%

60.1–70%

70.1–80%

80.1+%

2C. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the proportion present within coastal units
(floristic vegetation)

This layer was based on the national inventory of vegetation associations: a further reflection of
the degree of endemism of associations within the Far West coast.
TABLE 4.8

Priority assigned to vegetation communities with more than 50% of records
found within the Far West coastal boundary

Priority

3

5

7

9

Percentage of SA records found
within Far West coastal boundary

50.1–60%

60.1–70%

70.1–80%

80.1+%
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2D. Priority of sites based on species richness (total number of species)

This layer is based on a total number of plant and animals species recorded within each
vegetation patch (> 1 ha). While the presence of threatened species is significant for conservation
and management programs, so too are areas of high and representative species diversity. A
number of species of native fauna and flora are known to occupy patches of remnant vegetation
within the Far West coastal zone. Species richness varied between 3 and 56 species of fauna, and
2 and 144 species of flora, per remnant vegetation patch. Priority values were assigned to each
vegetation patch based on the number of species detected within the patch. This rating reflected
something of the value of large vegetation remnants to conservation priority.
TABLE 4.9

Priority assigned to the number of flora and fauna species within each
vegetation patch

Priority

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of species per patch

1–9

10–15

16–21

22–27

28–32

33–39

> 40

4.2.3

Significant bird habitats of the Far West coast

3A. Priority of sites based on the threatened status of significant bush birds

An additional layer was created to enhance the representativeness of remnant vegetation for bush
birds. This improved data coverage representing important themes for assessing conservation
values in the Far West coast.
Bird lists for cells in the Far West coast were obtained from published records; current data, local
knowledge of the distribution of the species and the distribution of available habitat (G.
Carpenter pers. comm.) were used to determine the conservation value for regionally threatened
bush birds within each coastal cell.
TABLE 4.10

Priority assigned to the number of bush birds within each cell

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of bush bird
species

1

2

3

4

5–8

9

10

11

12 +

3B. Priority of sites based on the threatened status of significant coastal waders/seabirds

A high proportion of the data available for the current determination of the conservation value
along the coast of the Far West represents species of birds. Approximately one-third of these
birds are waders, shorebirds, aquatic or seabirds. As with other species of fauna, little data was
available to accurately determine significant areas for these species. Hence, an additional theme
was created to represent the value of coastal units as habitat for waders.
Within this theme, the importance of coastal cells were determined, based on the use of the area
by waders, shorebirds and aquatic birds known to occur in the area (G. Carpenter pers. comm.,
Table 5.10–12). These species included the Pacific gull (Larus pacificus), banded stilt (Cladorhynchus
leucocephalus), grey-tailed tattler (Tringa brevipes), eastern reef egret (Egretta sacra), Australian pied
oystercatcher (Haematopus longirostris), common sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos), hooded plover
(Thinornis rubricollis), sanderling (Calidris alba) and sooty oystercatcher (Haematopus fuliginosus).
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TABLE 4.11

Priority assigned to coastal cells based on quality for habitat for
waders/seabirds

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of species

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9+

4.2.4

Significant reptile and amphibian habitats

4A. Priority of habitat for reptiles and amphibians (conservation status)

Due to the intact nature of the Far West coast, it is believed that no locally occurring species are
under any threat (Mark Hutchinson pers comm.). Hence, no layers will be created to represent
regional status or high quality patches of vegetation based on the presence of reptiles sensitive to
disturbance. Again, this dataset was left in the report to allow comparison with other areas of the
state. If conditions change information can be easily added and the conservation analysis
updated.
4.2.5

Significant butterfly habitats

5A. Priority of vegetation assemblage as habitat for butterflies

The importance of habitat for invertebrates is generally underestimated or excluded from most
biodiversity and conservation assessments. Data is generally unavailable and difficult to collect.
To represent invertebrate habitat, extensive information on the butterflies of South Australia was
used to establish a theme for the conservation analysis (Grund 2005). Species of butterflies,
habitat requirements and host plants required for the larval stages of the butterflies’ lifecycles
were determined for the Far West coast. As host plants are required for the butterflies’
persistence in an area, the diversity of host plants was used as an indicator of the butterfly species
possibly located within a patch of remnant vegetation. This approach does not take into
consideration the condition of the host plants, host plant abundance and presence of other
resource requirements, such as food plants (R Grund pers. comm.).
A total of 12 species of butterflies were identified through host plant distribution as occurring in
the Far West coast (Grund 2005; R Grund pers. comm.). The most significant of these species,
based on the species status is illustrated in Table 5.14.
In all, 317 species of plants were required as host plants for at least one species of butterfly
(Appendix 13). These were recorded within several vegetation communities, which were then
rated by the number of butterfly species represented.
TABLE 4.12

Priority of remnant vegetation based on the number of butterfly species
represented by the presence of host plants

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of species per
patch

1

3

4

5

6–7

8

9–10

11

12
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4.2.6

Visual amenity

6A. Viewshed analysis (sea views from the land)

This currently available layer was used to highlight the increased appeal of areas of land that have
sea views.
TABLE 4.13

Priority assigned to areas based on if land has a sea view

Priority

0

9

Sea view

No sea view

Sea view

6B. Viewscape analysis (perceived visual appeal of coastal landscape)

This layer uses the Andrew Lothian (2005) state-wide study to rank coastal areas for a sense of
scenic value. Areas with a higher scenic value will contribute to a higher conservation priority as
the public view these areas as increasingly important to conserve.
TABLE 4.14

Priority assigned to areas based on their scenic amenity

Priority

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

Viewscape
value*

No value

3–3.9

4–4.9

5–5.9

6–6.9

7–7.9

8–8.9

* The higher the viewscape number, the more aesthetically pleasing an area of coast is seen to be (Lothian 2005)

4.2.7

Vegetation patch metrics

Vegetation patch metrics in this section are derived from current mapping of remnant vegetation.
The methodology was developed by Nerissa Haby and Matthew Royal for the conservation
priorities study of Northern and Yorke Natural Resources Management region (Caton et al.
2006).
7A. Priority of remnant vegetation based on patch size

Available vegetation mapping spatial database engine layers were used to calculate the area of
each remnant patch in the Far West coast. Ecologically relevant ranges, previously identified for
the Northern and Yorke coastal conservation assessment, were used to categorise each patch size
(Caton et al. 2006). Each patch was then assigned a priority value to reflect increasing habitat
value and rarity of the larger patches. The number of patches arranged by size for the Far West
coast is shown in Figure 4.1.
TABLE 4.15

Priority assigned to patches of remnant vegetation based on size

Priority

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

Patch
size (ha)

<1

1–5

5–30

30–100

100–500

500–1500

> 1500
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600

500

No. Patches

400

300

200

100

0
0 - 1 ha

1 - 5 ha

5 - 30 ha

30 - 100 ha

100 - 500 ha 500 - 1500 ha

> 1500 ha

Area
FIGURE 4.1. Distribution of remnant vegetation patches within assigned size categories for the
Far West coast (as specified) (adopted from Caton et al. 2006)

7B. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on connectivity (minimum distance to nearest
patch)

A variety of methods may be used to calculate the degree of connectivity between patches,
including the average distance along the edges of two neighbouring patches and whether patches
are continuous or not (e.g. Lindenmayer et al. 1999; Hargis et al. 1998).
For ease of calculation, the minimum distance between a patch and its nearest neighbour was
used to indicate connectivity (Bender et al. 2003). Patches greater than 100 m away from the
coast were considered to be reasonably isolated for many species dependent on remnant
vegetation and with limited mobility.
A series of categories were determined to portray priority value of a patch based on the minimum
distance between patches. Available literature identified a range of dispersal abilities by a variety
of species (Table 4.17). Fragmentation and how this impacts populations of species depends on a
number of factors, such as the species (e.g. Haas 1995), the animal’s sex, age and reproductive
status (e.g. Andreassen and Ims 2001; Marchesan 2002; Brooker and Brooker 2002). However,
the categories selected were believed to be representative of wildlife, based on the dispersal ability
of a selection of terrestrial fauna.
TABLE 4.16

Priority assigned to vegetation patches based on connectivity (distance to
nearest patch)

Priority

1

2

3

4

Distance to
nearest
patch (km)

> 10

5–10

2–5

1–2

Distance to
nearest
patch (m)

5

6

7

8

9

751–
1000

501–
750

251–
500

101–
250

0–100
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Table 4.17
Class

Dispersal ability of selected species identified from a variety of sources
Dispersal ability

Sources

Insecta

50–100 m, up to 5 km

Haddad 1999

Insecta

< 50 m, up to 130–165 m

Rudd and McEvoy 1996, Haddad 1999

Insecta

150 m

Haddad 2000

Insecta

> 2 km

Schultz 1998

Mammalia

< 15 m

Andreassen and Ims 2001

Mammalia

< 20 m

Diffendorfer et al. 1995

Mammalia

> 50 m (dispersal btn patches rare)

Dooley and Bowers 1998

Mammalia

< 100 m, up to 760 m

Bowne et al. 1999

Mammalia

> 100 m, < 6 km

Bright 1998

Mammalia

< 1 km

Lindenmayer et al. 2000

Mammalia

< 100 m

Marchesan 2002

Reptilia

almost none

Sarre et al. 1995

Amphibia

> 500 m

Bulger et al. 2003

Aves

< 200 m, < 1000 m, up to 6 km

Haas 1995

Aves

60 m, < 9 km

Brooker and Brooker 2002

7C. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on the presence of remnant vegetation (< 1 ha)

This layer provides the opportunity to value patches of remnant vegetation of less than 1 ha,
which were excluded from other themes used in this analysis. This layer was created to include
the refuge and resources value that small patches of vegetation provide throughout the landscape
into the analysis.
TABLE 4.18

Priority assigned to patches of vegetation less than 1 ha in size

Priority

0

9

Vegetation patch < 1 ha

Absent

Present

7D. Priority of vegetation assemblage based on patch shape (edge to interior ratio)

The clearance of vegetation for agriculture and development has led to a variety of oddly shaped
remnant patches. Clearance in the Far West coast has been minimal and along the coastline,
vegetated dunes and associated vegetation communities remain reasonably intact. However, the
linear nature of many vegetation patches exposes them to increased risk of invasion by
introduced predators and competitors and reduces the cover of suitable habitat for a number of
species. Vegetation patch shapes with large rounded (less degraded) habitat will withstand
invasion and further degradation better than elongated or irregular patches, where more edge
perimeter will allow easier invasion etc. Some animals prefer areas away from patch edges, and
thus shape is relevant to habitat.
A simple method used to express the degree of edge effect was applied to each vegetation patch
within the Far West coastal boundary:
Relative edge effect (REE) = Perimeter (m)/area (ha)

Ideally, patches containing a high proportion of interior habitat will have a small perimeter and
large area. Using this analysis, the REE would have a small value and a larger priority value.
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Alternatively, a linear patch with a large perimeter and relatively small area would have a large
REE value.
Categories used to express the value of decreasing REE were assigned in 100 unit increments, to
give a roughly even spread of patches across each category.
TABLE 4.19

Priority assigned to vegetation patches based on patch shape (edge effect)

Priority

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

REE

> 600

501–600

401–500

301–400

201–300

101–200

0.1–100

4.2.8

Heritage

8A. Aboriginal heritage sites

Locations of registered sites were obtained from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet,
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division. These sites were given the highest priority and are
buffered by the extent of the coastal cell (i.e. the site may be anywhere within the coastal cell).
Other areas that are considered to be significant for Aboriginal heritage but are not registered
were discovered through community consultation, local experts and literature, and included all
areas in the Far West coast.
TABLE 4.20

Priority assigned to areas of Aboriginal significance

Priority

0

5

9

Aboriginal heritage

Not significant

Significant area

Recorded significant sites

8B. European heritage sites

This layer identifies sites designated as ‘European heritage’ on the State Heritage Register or the
Register of the National Estate. No sites have been listed for the Far West coastal area.
TABLE 4.21

Priority assigned to areas of European heritage

Priority

0

9

European heritage

Not significant

Significant sites

8C. Natural heritage sites

This layer identifies sites designated ‘Natural Heritage’ on the State Heritage Register or the
Register of the National Estate.
TABLE 4.22

Priority assigned to areas of natural heritage

Priority

0

9

European heritage

Not significant

Significant sites

8D. Geological heritage (geological monuments)

Geological monuments are defined and considered significant by the Geological Society of
Australia, South Australian Branch. Information on geological monuments is stored at Primary
Industries and Resources South Australia and at the South Australian Museum. Two geological
monuments are listed in the Far West coast (see Section 5.4.1).
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TABLE 4.23

Priority assigned to geological monuments

Priority

0

9

Geological monument

Not significant

Significant sites

4.3
4.3.1

Layers used in the threats analysis
Planning, land use and development

1A. Campsites: Formal and informal

This layer was created using local knowledge, aerial photography and land use data. The category
‘formal camping’, includes the designated campsites within Yalata lands and Wahgunyah CP.
Informal sites are those areas outside the formal sites that are used for camping.
TABLE 4.24

Threat value assigned to areas used for camping

Threat

0

5

9

Type of camping

No campsite

Formal camping

Informal camping

1B. Development zoning

Currently available in existing layers (Planning SA development zones termed ‘developed/
allowing further development’ are considered a threat; where development is not allowed there is
no threat potential).
Note: Since the time of the analysis, a new Coastal Conservation Zone has been proposed and is on
‘interim operation’. It has not been included in the analysis at this stage and may change the threat
potential for a number of the cells.
TABLE 4.25

Threat value assigned to development zoning

Threat

0

9

Development zone

Not developed/no development allowed

Developed/allowing
development

1C. Off-road vehicle tracks

Existing road and sand dune databases were used, together with information from Sagaran
(2006). Sagaran (2006) used high resolution 2004 aerial photography to map tracks adjacent sand
dune areas in the Wahgunyah Conservation Park, Yalata and Merdayerrah Sandpatch areas.
Unvegetated sand dune areas were included as tracks as they provide no restriction to movement
and are quite often used by off-road vehicles. The presence of off-road vehicle tracks point to an
increased threat on the environment in the areas directly adjacent.
TABLE 4.26

Threat value assigned to presence of tracks

Threat

0

9

Presence of tracks

Not present

Present

1D. Land ownership

This information was obtained from currently available existing layers (DEH Environmental
Information). Land ownership was considered a threat to conservation. For example, a property
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in private ownership has the potential to allow land use and/or activities that may threaten
conservation values, whereas a property proclaimed as a national park under the National Parks
and Wildlife Act 1972 has been specifically set aside for preserving and managing the conservation.
TABLE 4.27

Threat value assigned to areas based on land ownership

Threat

0

4

4

4

9

Land
ownership

NPWSA
reserves

Indigenous
protected area
(Yalata)

Crown land
areas

Road and
railway
reserves

Private
property

1E. Land use

Land use is derived from a Planning SA Land Use layer recorded in 2005. Land use was rated for
this project according to its threat potential to conservation values.
TABLE 4.28

Threat value assigned to areas based on land use

Threat

0

7

7

7

9

9

Land use

NPWSA
reserves,
areas not
covered by
land-use
codes

Indigeous
protected
area (Yalata)

Vacant
land – rural

Agriculture,
rural
residential

Recreation,
education,
vacant land –
residential

Commercial/
public inst/
utility and
industry/
roads

1F. Mining activities

This information was obtained from currently existing layers. Exploration leases and mining
tenements are regulated by PIRSA Mining, and recorded publicly on the PIRSA website. Mining
is rated according to its potential for impact on conservation values, without regard to
rehabilitation potential.
TABLE 4.29

Threat value assigned based on mining activity

Threat

0

5

7

9

Mining
activity

No threat from
mining activities

Exploration lease
application

Exploration lease

Actual mining
tenement

1G. Viewshed analysis (increased threat due to sea views)

This information was obtained from currently existing layers that identify areas that can be seen
from the sea. This was used to highlight the increased pressure that a sea view places on that area
of land.
TABLE 4.30

Threat value assigned based on if an area has a sea-view

Threat

0

9

Sea view

No sea view

Sea view

1H. Viewscape analysis (increasing threat due to aesthetics of the coastal zone)

This layer uses the Andrew Lothian state-wide study to score areas for of scenic value. Areas with
a higher scenic value contribute to a higher threat value in this layer due to their increased
desirability for development, recreation and the like.
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TABLE 4.31

Threat value assigned based on the viewscape (scenic amenity)

Threat

4

5

6

7

8

9

Viewscape
value

3–3.9

4–4.9

5–5.9

6–6.9

7–7.9

8–8.9

The higher the viewscape number, the more aesthetically pleasing the area of coast is seen to be
and therefore of inherently increased desirability (Lothian, 2005).
4.3.2

Vegetation dynamics

2A. Vegetation isolation (lack of connectivity between vegetation patches)

This layer was created as part of the vegetation patch layers. It is the opposite of the vegetation
connectivity layer (7B); it identifies vegetation patches that are isolated from others.
TABLE 4.32

Threat value assigned to vegetation patches based on connectivity (distance to
nearest patch)

Threat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Distance to
nearest patch

0–100
m

101–
250 m

251–
500 m

501–
750 m

750–
1000 m

1–2 km

2–5 km

5–10
km

> 10
km

2B. Vegetation degradation

Clearance, fragmentation and invasion of introduced species all contribute to degradation of a
vegetation patch. Factors that may be used to measure the condition of a patch include species
diversity, presence and abundance of introduced species, structural diversity, habitat features,
regeneration, shrub and tree health, and risk of future degrading processes (Croft et al. 2005).
The extent and distribution of data for helping to determine degradation of remnant patches is
limited in the Far West coast. Hence, as a preliminary degradation indicator, plant species lists
were used to determine the proportion of introduced to native species collected from survey
data. The threat value of a patch of remnant vegetation was assigned based on the proportion of
introduced species within it.
TABLE 4.33

Threat value assigned based on the proportion of introduced species within a
vegetation patch

Threat

1

3

5

7

9

Percentage of introduced
species within a vegetation
community

< 5%

6–10%

10–15%

16–20%

> 20%

2C. Vegetation shape (shapes allowing increased invasion)

This layer was created as part of the vegetation patch layers. It is the opposite of the vegetation
patch shape layer (7D). It was used as a measure of possible invasion of threatening species due
to shape. Linear or irregular shaped patches are more susceptible to invasion of introduced
species across the longer perimeter.
TABLE 4.34

Threat value assigned to vegetation patches based on patch shape (edge
effect)

Threat

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

REE

0.1–100

101–200

201–300

301–400

401–500

501–600

> 600
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2D. Vegetation patch size (smaller patches allowing increased invasion)

This layer was created as part of the vegetation patch layers. It is the opposite of the vegetation
patch size layer (7A). It was used to indicate that vegetation patches with a larger size have a
reduced threat of being lost or overrun with introduced species as they are more robust and likely
to remain in their current ‘natural state’.
TABLE 4.35

Threat value assigned to patches of remnant vegetation based on size

Threat

0

1

3

5

6

7

9

Patch
size

> 1500 ha

500–1500
ha

100–500
ha

30–100
ha

5–30 ha

1–5 ha

< 1 ha

2E. Distribution of known environmental weeds

This layer has been developed in the Coastal Management Branch by Ron Sandercock, working
with the Nature Conservation Society (NCS) of SA, both have extensive experience with weed
threats. The threat ratings developed for the non-indigenous and feral plants in the Far West
coast are described in Table 4.37.
TABLE 4.36

Threat assigned to weeds
NCS
category

Study threat
rating

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact remnant bushland,
spreads rapidly producing very dense stands and a blanket cover.
Potential to eliminate almost all native understorey species. Very
difficult to control without outside help.

5

8–9

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact remnant bushland, with
the potential to spread rapidly and produce very dense stands given
favourable habitat and/or vectors. High potential to reduce native
species diversity and abundance. Can be controlled with sustained
effort.

4

6–7

Invasive in intact bushland with moderate potential to reduce native
species diversity. Rate of spread is slower than Cat 4 and 5 but once
present will persist and threaten biodiversity. May produce dense
stands over wide area but can be controlled with sustained effort.

3

4–5

Generally only invade disturbed bushland but may spread rapidly.
However, generally only a slight potential to reduce native species
diversity, unless present in high densities.

2

2–3

Generally only invade disturbed bushland. Often widespread and
abundant but not considered a significant threat to native biodiversity,
unless present in very high densities.

1

1

None

1

Category description

Species not considered a non-indigenous weed species.

4.3.3

Hazards

3A. Dune stability

This layer was created from aerial photographic data (February 2005) by the Coastal Management
Branch, DEH. Vegetated coastal dunes were categorised as having ‘potential dune hazard’ and
unvegetated dunes were classed as ‘actual dune hazard’.
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TABLE 4.37

Threat value assigned based on dune stability

Threat

0

5

9

Dune stability

No dunes

Potential drift hazard

Actual drift hazard

3B. Cliff stability

This layer was created for the cliffed sections along the coast, using a combination of aerial and
oblique photo interpretation and data determining cliff height already available in the Shoreline
Classification layer of DEH GIS databases.
TABLE 4.38

Threat value assigned based on cliff stability

Threat

0

3

5

7

9

Cliff stability

Cliff stable

< 50 m and
potential
instability

> 50 m and
potential
instability

< 50 m and
actual
instability

> 50 m and
actual
instability

3C. Acid sulfate soils

DEH’s saltmarsh and mangrove habitat layer was adapted for the GIS databases by CSIRO
research and Coastal Management Branch to categorise potential acid sulfate soils (ASS) based on
the habitat type found within the saltmarsh and mangrove communities. The priority of
saltmarsh habitats (Table 4.41) is dependent on the potential for that area to create ASS
conditions. The only area identified as having potential acid sulfate soils within the study area for
this analysis was Yalata Swamp. However all land below five metres Australian Height Datum is
considered potential risk as it may contain marine sediments.
TABLE 4.39

Threat value assigned based on acid sulfate soils

Threat

0

1

3

5

5

7

9

Acid
sulfate
soil (ASS)

No
saltmarsh
/calc
areas

Marine /
sand

Potential
ASS (S)

Potential
ASS (I)

Potential
ASS (d)

Potential
ASS (m)

Actual
ASS

4.4

Method of rating priority: Using desktop GIS analysis to highlight
conservation priorities within this study

Matthew Royal

A key feature of the Far West Coast Study is highlighting areas of conservation priority in the
coastal zone with desktop GIS techniques. Moreover, areas in need of more protection or
management can be pinpointed by comparing areas of high conservation priority to those areas
with perceived threat processes operating. To do so, data from numerous databases, not often
drawn together, was combined to add as much up-to-date information from as many sources as
possible. The many data sources used and created in this project are listed in Section 4.6.
The analysis in this study can be separated into two components, both following a similar
workflow: analysis of conservation priorities and analysis of threat processes. In general the
analysis began using data in its original base GIS state, whether the layers currently existed in
databases or were created from additional data sources specifically obtained for the project.
Features within each GIS layer were categorised from low importance to high importance using
priority values (scaled 0 to 9) established for each data theme by the working group, depending
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on the characteristics of the features of each GIS layer (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for a more
detailed explanation of the priority values and how they were applied to the data).
Once each GIS layer was characterised using conservation priority or threat process values each
data theme was rasterised as a geo-referenced 25 × 25 m grid layer. These raster layers, covering
the entire Far West coast, used priority values assigned to the features within each base GIS layer
to provide grid values. The conversion of base GIS layers to raster grids allows the vast amount
of spatial data used to be quickly and effectively summarised and analysed using the raster layers’
coincident grid nature.
Once each of the conservation priority and threat process data layers was successfully rasterised,
those numerous layers were combined into two raster layers: one focused on the combined
conservation priority areas and the other on the combined threatening process areas. The
resulting ‘detailed conservation priority raster analysis layer’ and the ‘detailed threatening
processes raster analysis layer’ form the basis for many of the GIS conclusions drawn in the
project (these can be viewed on the CD). These layers allow areas of high conservation priority
and contrasting high threat, from numerous coincident conservation and threat types, to be
pinpointed at the base grid level of 25 × 25 m. Small portions of the landscape with higher
conservation or threat levels are easily highlighted; however, they need to be generalised to a
manageable scale to identify areas of higher priority. Thus the ‘conservation priority analysis
coastal cell summary’ and the ‘threatening processes analysis coastal cell summary’ were created.
Both final summary layers are the result of statistical analysis carried out on each individual
conservation priority and threat process raster layer. Each was statistically summarised by
calculating the mean of all grid cell values within each coastal cell. This gives the priority value for
the entire coastal cell. The raster analysis layer summaries combined (finding the total sum of the
means for all themes within the coastal cells) created ‘conservation priority analysis coastal cell
summary’ and a combined ‘threatening processes analysis coastal cell summary’ (see Figures 2.1
and 2.2, also available on the CD; Appendices 3 and 4 show individual cell scores).
These combined coastal cell summary layers form the basis of a number of conclusions drawn
within this study. The higher the mean, the greater the proportion of the area within that coastal
cell that has a greater combined conservation priority or higher combined threat process. The
coastal cells with a high combined conservation priority due to higher conservation priorities
within a number of the layers can be determined by working out those coastal cells with the
highest combined conservation priority value – a process that quickly yields the coastal cells
requiring more attention than others. The same process applied on the combined threatening
process layer, can quickly determine the coastal cells influenced by a number of significant
threatening processes. The identified high conservation priorities and threatening processes at a
coastal cell level will serve as a pointer to specific areas within these coastal cells requiring
conservation management by reverting back to the detailed 25 × 25 m raster analysis layers
created earlier.
The GIS analysis was an effective means of pinpointing areas in the Far West coast that have
high conservation value by reinforcing a variety of conservation priorities in some areas and not
others. Specifically, the ability to interrogate numerous sources of data within multiple data
themes makes it a comprehensive and reliable desktop analysis using the most up-to-date
information available. The analysis layers can also be quickly updated if additional detailed or
current information becomes available.
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4.5

GIS datasets

TABLE 4.40

Existing GIS datasets used in the Far West Coastal Action Plan

GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Natural features
Australian sea-lion
colonies

1:50000

0–500 m

DEH, Bio Survey Jul 2004
and Monitoring

Significant Australian sea- lion
breeding and haul out sites for habitat
conservation purposes

Coastal hazard mapping 1:50000

0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Coastal hazard mapping – mapping of
sand dunes and storm surge areas

Endangered macro algae 1:50000

0–500 m

DEH, Coast and Dec 2002
Marine
Conservation

The point location of the known
distributions of vulnerable Australian
macroalgae based on an extensive
literature search of previously
conducted work

Floristic vegetation

Varied

0–250 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2006

Location of floristic vegetation types

Geological monuments

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Feb 2005

Location of Geological Monuments
registered with the Geological Society
of Australia

Native vegetation cover

Varied

0–250 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2006

Mapping of the presence/absence of
native vegetation

New Zealand fur seal
colonies

1:50000

0–500 m

DEH, Bio Survey Jul 2004
and Monitoring

Significant NZ fur seal breeding and
haul out sites for habitat conservation
purposes

SA coastline

1:10000

0–25 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Location of mean sea level

Seabird colonies

1:50000

0–500 m

DEH, Bio Survey Jul 2004
and Monitoring

Significant seabird habitat sites within
SA

Viewscape raster

25x25 m grid 0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2005

Viewscape amenity covering the Far
West coast boundary (scenic amenity
value of coastal boundary land)

Viewshed raster

25x25 m grid 0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2005

Viewshed covering the Far West coast
boundary (sea views from coastal
boundary land)

Dec 2006

Dec 2005

Administrative/regional boundaries
Aboriginal heritage sites

Varied

0–250 m

Aboriginal Affairs May 2006
and
Reconciliation

Aboriginal heritage sites were used as
a means of selecting which 10 km long
coastal cells would act as a buffer for
Aboriginal heritage. If a cell is selected
it assumes there is indigenous heritage
in that 10 km area

Aquatic reserves

1:50000

0–100 m

PIRSA; SARDI

Sep 2006

Aquatic reserves (Fisheries Act 1982)

Crown land

Cadastre
based

0–30 m

DEH,
Crownlands SA

Jan 2007

Legal land parcel boundaries within
the state held under the control of the
Crown

Digital cadastre
Database land parcels

Varied

0–30 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2006

Legal land parcel boundaries within
the state

Dog Fence

1:50000

0–100 m

DWLBC

Apr 2006

The position of the Dog Fence within
South Australia, as outlined in the Dog
Fence Act 1946

Geomorphic regions

1:50000

0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Sep 2006

Coastal Management Branch
Geomorphic Region boundaries

Herbarium regions

1:50000

0–500 m

DEH, Bio Survey Sep 2006
and Monitoring

Regions of South Australia adopted by
the State Herbarium

0–150 m

DEH,
Environmental

Landscape scale regions used to
group similar biogeographic regions;

IBRA associations of SA 1:100000

Nov 2005
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Information
Indigenous Protection
areas

Varied

used to plan and protect biological
diversity

0–150 m

DEWHA

Feb 2004

Boundaries for areas where the
conservation of land is maintained by
Indigenous groups, as part of the
Indigenous Protected Areas program
under the National Reserves System
Program in the National Heritage Trust

Land development zones Cadastre
based

0–30 m

Planning SA

Dec 2006

Planning zones and policy areas
derived from council development
plans

Land use boundaries

Cadastre
based

0–30 m

Planning SA

Dec 2006

Land use

Mineral Exploration
Licence applications

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of Mineral Exploration
Licence applications (Mining Act 1971)

Mineral Exploration
Licences

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of Mineral Exploration
Licences (Mining Act 1971)

Mining tenements

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of mineral production
tenements (Mining Act 1971)

National Estate Register Varied
– Aboriginal

0–150 m

Australian
Heritage
Commission

Jun 2006

Aboriginal locations of significance in
the Australian Heritage Commission
(AHC) Statutory Register of the
National Estate (RNE)

National Estate Register Varied
– European

0–150 m

Australian
Heritage
Commission

Jun 2006

European locations of significance in
the AHC Statutory RNE

National Estate Register Varied
– Natural

0–150 m

Australian
Heritage
Commission

Jun 2006

Natural locations of significance within
the AHC Statutory RNE

Native Vegetation
Heritage agreements

Cadastre
based

0–30 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2006

Native vegetation Heritage Agreement
area boundaries (Native Vegetation
Act 1991).

Natural resource
management regions

Cadastre
based

0–30 m

DWLBC

Nov 2006

Natural resources management region
boundaries (Natural Resources
Management Act 2004)

ORV areas (Segaran
study)

1:40000

0–50 m

R Segaran and
DEH, Coastal
Management

Nov 2006

Areas of unvegetated dunes possibly
used by off-road vehicles for both 1979
and 2004 outlined as part of R
Segaran's November 2006 Honours
thesis

ORV tracks (Segaran
Study)

1:40000

0–50 m

R Segaran and
DEH, Coastal
Management

Nov 2006

Off-road vehicle tracks for both 1979
and 2004 outlined as part of R
Segaran's November 2006 Honours
thesis

Petroleum Exploration
Licence applications

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of Petroleum Exploration
Licence/Permit Applications
(Petroleum Act 2000, Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act 1982, or
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act
1967)

Petroleum Exploration
Licences

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of Petroleum Exploration
Licences/ Permits (Petroleum Act
2000, Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
Act 1982, or Petroleum (Submerged
Lands) Act 1967)

Petroleum Production
Tenements

Varied

0–150 m

PIRSA

Dec 2006

Location of Petroleum Production
Licences (Petroleum Act 2000,
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act
1982 or Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
Act 1967)

0–30 m

DEH, Bio Survey Dec 2006
and Monitoring

NPWSA Reserve boundaries (National
Parks and Wildlife Act 1972) and
NPWSA conservation reserve
boundaries (Crown Lands Act 1929)

Protected Areas – NPWS Cadastre
and conservation reserve based
boundaries
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Quarries

1:50000

0–50 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2007

Location of quarries

Roads

1:50000

0–50 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2007

Location of road centrelines

Railways

1:50000

0–50 m

DEH,
Environmental
Information

Dec 2007

Location of railways

Coastal dune and clifftop Varied
vegetation survey sites

0–1000 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Dec 2006

Vegetation survey sites taken from the
biological databases highlighting
coastal dune and clifftop specific
communities from Oppermann's 1999
CDCS

Fauna rare & threatened Varied
species buffers

0–1000 m

DEH, Bio Survey Dec 2006
and Monitoring

Rare and threatened fauna records
from the supertable sites layer have
been removed and buffers used to
represent the location of these sites

Fauna supertable sites

Varied

0–1000 m

DEH, Bio Survey Dec 2006
and Monitoring

Combination of all survey and fauna
records from DEH databases but also
contains records from external sources
including SA Museum, Birds Australia

Flora rare and
threatened species
buffers

Varied

0–1000 m

DEH, Bio Survey Dec 2006
and Monitoring

Rare and threatened flora records from
the supertable sites layer have been
removed and buffers used to represent
the location of these sites

Flora supertables sites

Varied

0–1000 m

DEH, Bio Survey Dec 2006
and Monitoring

Survey records

Combination of all survey, opportune,
reserve and plant pop fauna records
from the DEH databases but also
contains records from external sources
including SA Herbarium
CDCS: A biological survey of the South Australian coastal dune and clifftop vegetation (Oppermann 1999); DEWHA:
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts; DWLBC: Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity
Conservation; IBRA: Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation for Australia; ORV: off-road vehicles; PIRSA: Primary Industries and
Resources South Australia

TABLE 4.41

GIS datasets created for the Far West Coast Action Plan

GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Natural/administrative/regional features and boundaries
Butterfly habitats

1:50000

0–250 m

Roger Grund

Jun 2007

Significant butterfly locations within the
coastal boundary obtained from
butterfly expert R Grund

Campsites

1:10000

0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Location of known sites used for
camping within the Far West coastal
boundary

Cliff hazard mapping

1:50000

0–50 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Cliff hazard mapping – Location of
various erosional states of the Far
West cliffs

Coastal boundary

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

The study area used in the Far West
coast to determine the coastal region:
an area outlined by the mean sea level
and the furthest landward edge of
either saltmarsh and mangrove
habitats, sand dune complexes, native
vegetation blocks considered coastal
or a 500 m buffer from the coastline

Coastal cell boundaries

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Using the coastal boundary as a basis,
the region was divided into 'cells' of
similar coastal features, wave/ fetch
exposure and type; coast with similar
biogeographic landforms cells will be
divided into 10 km lengths
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Study vegetation blocks

Varied

Jun 2007

approximately

TABLE 4.42

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Uniquely identifies all the native
vegetation blocks within the coastal
boundary

Raster analysis layers created from GIS datasets used for the Far West Coast
Action Plan

GIS dataset/ raster Resolutio Positional Custodian / Currency Description
layer
n
accuracy source
date
Conservation priority raster layers
1A. CDCS threatened
communities
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the status of
the coastal dune and clifftop
vegetation communities (threatened
status)

1B. CDCS rare plant
communities
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the rarity of
coastal dune and clifftop vegetation
communities (< 20 records within the
state)

1C. Threatened flora
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of sites with
threatened flora (threatened status)

1D. Threatened fauna
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of sites with
threatened fauna (threatened status)

1E. Total threatened
species conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of sites based on
total number of threatened species
(total no. threatened species)

2A. CDCS endemic plant 25x2 5m grid Up to 10 grid
communities
cells (0–250
conservation priority
m)
layer

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the distribution
of endemic coastal dune and clifftop
vegetation communities (> 50% of
records within the Far West coast)

2C. Endemic Floristic
communities
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the distribution
of endemic saltmarsh and mangrove
habitat communities (> 50% of records
within the Far West coast)

2D. Species richness
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of sites based on
species richness (total no. species)

3A. Significant Bush Bird 25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
habitats conservation
cells (0–250
priority layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages as habitat for rare and
threatened bush birds

3B. Significant Sea Bird
habitats conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages as habitat for rare and
threatened seabirds

5. Significant butterfly
habitats conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblage as habitat for butterflies

6A. Viewshed analysis
25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
(sea views from the land)
cells (0–250
layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of land based on
the viewshed analysis layer (areas with
sea views would be rated of higher
conservation significance)

6B. Viewscape analysis
(scenic amenity of
coastal land) layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of land based on
the viewscape analysis layer (areas
with higher scenic amenity (Lothian
2005) would be rated of higher
conservation significance)

7A. Vegetation patch
25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
size conservation priority
cells (0–250
layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of remnant
vegetation based on patch size
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GIS dataset/ raster Resolutio Positional Custodian / Currency Description
layer
n
accuracy source
date
7B. Vegetation patch
25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
connectivity conservation
Cells (0–250
priority layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of remnant
vegetation based on connectivity
(minimum distance to nearest patch)

7C. Presence of
vegetation patch < 1 ha
conservation priority
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on the presence
of remnant vegetation < 1 ha

7D. Vegetation patch
shape conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of vegetation
assemblages based on patch edge to
interior ratio or REE ( = perimeter (m) /
area (ha))

8A. Indigenous Heritage 25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
Sites conservation
cells (0–150
priority layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of significant
Aboriginal heritage sites

8B. European Heritage
Sites conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of significant
European heritage sites

8C. Natural Heritage
Sites conservation
priority layer

25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of significant
natural heritage sites

8D. Geological
25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
Monuments conservation
cells (0–150
priority layer
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Conservation priority of significant
Geological Monuments

Detailed 25x25 m
conservation priority
analysis layer

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

The final combined conservation
priority analysis layer (sum of all
individual conservation priority layers
(above) into one layer), thus the
highest priority areas are influenced by
numerous conservation priorities

1A. Campsite threat layer 25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the increased activity associated
with campgrounds of an informal (high
threat) or formal (medium threat) type

1B. Development Zoning 25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
threat layer
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from zoning regulations to allow land
development

1C. ORV track threat
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the presence off road vehicle
tracks and areas where off road
vehicle movements through dunes is
likely (e.g. unvegetated dunes)

1D. Land ownership
threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the type
of land ownership and the threat that it
creates

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

Threatening processes raster layers

1E. Land use threat layer 25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the type
of land use present and the threat that
it creates

1F. Mining activity threat 25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
layer
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the level
of mining activity possible (no activity
to possible exploration to extractive
processes) and the threat that the
activity creates

1G. Viewshed threat
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from that area having a favourable
outlook on the sea and an ability to
develop on that area

1H. Viewscape threat
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 5 grid
cells (0–150
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
due to increased aesthetics of coastal
areas (based on previous work by
Coastal Management Branch, DEH)

2A. Vegetation isolation
threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from lack of connectivity between
vegetation patches

2B. Vegetation

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid

DEH, Coastal

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
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GIS dataset/ raster Resolutio Positional Custodian / Currency Description
layer
n
accuracy source
date
degradation threat layer

cells (0–250
m)

Management

from degradation level of vegetation
patches

2C. Vegetation patch
shape threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the shape of vegetation patches

2D. Vegetation patch
size threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the size of vegetation patches

2E. Weed threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from weed species within vegetation
patches

3A. Dune stability threat
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the presence of dunes and their
likelihood to shift when disturbed

3B. Cliff stability threat
layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the presence of cliffs and their
vulnerability to erosion

3C. Acid sulfate soils
threat layer

25x25 m grid Up to 2 grid
DEH, Coastal
cells (0–50 m) Management

Jun 2007

Priority of locations based on the threat
from the presence of acid sulfate soils

Detailed 25x25m
threatening processes
analysis layer

25x25 m grid Up to 10 grid
cells (0–250
m)

Jun 2007

The final combined threat analysis
layer (sum of all individual threatening
processes layers above into one layer)
thus the highest priority areas are
influenced by numerous threatening
processes

DEH, Coastal
Management

ORV: off-road vehicle; REE: relative edge effect

TABLE 4.43

Analysis of coastal cell summary layers

GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

Summarised coastal cell conservation priority layers
1A. CDCS threatened
1:50000
communities
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of the
conservation priority for vegetation
assemblages based on the status of
coastal dune and clifftop vegetation
communities (threatened status)

1B. CDCS rare plant
1:50000
communities
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of the
conservation priority for vegetation
assemblages based on the rarity of
coastal dune and clifftop vegetation
communities (< 20 records within the
state)

1C. Threatened flora
1:50000
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for sites with threatened flora
(threatened status)

1D. Threatened fauna
1:50000
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for sites with threatened fauna
(threatened status)

1E. Total threatened
species conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for sites based on total number
of threatened species (total no.
threatened species)

2A. CDCS endemic plant 1:50000
communities
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages
based on distribution of endemic
coastal dune and clifftop vegetation
communities (> 50% of records in the
Far West coast)

2C. Endemic floristic
communities
conservation priority
coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages
based on distribution of endemic
saltmarsh and mangrove habitat
communities (> 50% of records in the

1:50000
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

2D. Species richness
conservation priority
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for sites based on species
richness (total number species)

3A. Significant bush bird 1:50000
habitats conservation
priority coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages as
habitat for birds

3B. Significant seabird
habitats conservation
priority coastal cell
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages as
habitat for birds

5. Significant butterfly
habitats conservation
coastal cell summary
layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblage as
habitat for butterflies

6A. Viewshed analysis
(Sea views from the
land) coastal cell
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority of land based on the viewshed
analysis layer (areas with sea views
would be rated of higher conservation
significance)

6B. Viewscape analysis 1:50000
(scenic amenity of
coastal land) coastal cell
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority of land based on viewscape
analysis layer (areas with higher
scenic amenity (Lothian 2005) would
be rated of higher conservation
significance)

7A. Vegetation patch
1:50000
size conservation coastal
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for remnant vegetation based
on patch size

7B. Vegetation patch
1:50000
connectivity conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for remnant vegetation based
on connectivity (minimum distance to
nearest patch)

7C. Presence of
1:50000
vegetation patch < 1 ha
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages
based on presence of remnant
vegetation < 1 ha

7D. Vegetation patch
shape conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for vegetation assemblages
based on patch edge to interior ratio or
REE ( = perimeter (m) / area (ha))

8A. Aboriginal heritage
sites conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for significant Aboriginal
heritage sites

8B. European heritage
sites conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for significant European
heritage sites

8C. Natural heritage sites 1:50000
conservation coastal cell
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for significant natural heritage
sites

8D. Geological
1:50000
Monuments conservation
coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of conservation
priority for significant Geological
Monuments

Detailed summarised
conservation priority
coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Final coastal cell summary of
combined conservation priority
analysis layer (sum of all individual
conservation priority layers above into
one layer), thus the highest priority
areas are influenced by numerous
conservation priorities

Far West coast)

1:50000

Summarised coastal cell threatening processes layers
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

1A. Campsite coastal cell 1:50000
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
increased activity associated with
informal (high threat) or formal
(medium threat) campgrounds

1B. Development zoning 1:50000
coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
zoning regulations allowing land
development

1C. ORV track coastal
1:50000
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
presence off road vehicle tracks and
areas where ORV movements through
dunes is likely (e.g. unvegetated
dunes)

1D. Land ownership
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the type of land
ownership and the threat that it creates

1E. Land use coastal cell 1:50000
threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the type of land
use and the threat that it creates

1F. Mining activity
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on level of mining
activity possible(no activity to possible
exploration to extractive processes)
and the threat that the activity creates

1G. Viewshed coastal
1:50000
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from that
area having a favourable outlook of the
sea and an ability to develop on that
area

1H. Viewscape coastal
1:50000
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary of the priority of
locations based on the threat due to
increased aesthetics of coastal areas
(based on previous work by DEH)

2A. Vegetation
connectivity coastal cell
threat summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from lack
of connectivity between vegetation
patches

2B. Vegetation
degradation coastal cell
threat summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
degradation levels of vegetation
patches

2C. Vegetation patch
1:50000
shape coastal cell threat
summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from the
shape of vegetation patches

2D. Vegetation patch
size coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from the
size of vegetation patches

2E. Weeds coastal cell
threat summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
weed species within vegetation
patches

3A. Dune stability coastal 1:50000
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
presence of dunes and likelihood to
shift when disturbed

3B. Cliff stability coastal 1:50000
cell threat summary layer

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
presence of cliffs and their vulnerability
to erosion

3C. Acid sulfate soils
coastal cell threat
summary layer

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for priority of
locations based on the threat from
presence of acid sulfate soils

Threatening processes
analysis coastal cell

1:50000

0–250 m

DEH, Coastal
Management

Jun 2007

Coastal cell summary for final
combined threat analysis layer (sum of
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GIS dataset

Mapping Positional Custodian/
scale
accuracy source

Currency Description
date

summary layer

all individual threatening processes
layers above into one layer), thus the
highest priority areas are influenced by
numerous threatening processes
CDCS: A biological survey of the coastal dune and clifftop vegetation (Oppermann 1999); ORV: off-road vehicle; REE: relative
edge effect
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4.6

Data sources, taxonomy and status

Compared to other areas of the state, relatively few investigations have been conducted in the Far
West and Great Australian Bight to identify species occurrence, distribution, abundance and
status. Some of the flora and fauna records that were used in this analysis were sourced from:


A biological survey of Eyre Peninsula, South Australia (DEH 2002–2005)



A biological survey of the Nullarbor, South Australia (DEH and CALM 1984)



Australian sea-lion colonies (DEH Spatial Data 2004)



Biological Database of South Australia opportunistic records (DEH 1950–2005)



Bird Atlas data (1996–2006)



opportunistic records of Wahgunyah CP, South Australia (Kemper and Carpenter 2004)



SA Museum (1960–2004)



Survey of the Merdayerrah Sandpatch, South Australia (SA Museum Waterhouse Club 2004)



A biological survey of the South Australian coastal dune and clifftop vegetation (Oppermann
1999)



floristic vegetation mapping of South Australia.

Additional data was obtained for birds (G Carpenter pers. comm., T Dennis pers. comm. and D
Fotheringham, B Caton and S Detmar), butterflies (Grund 2005) and marine mammals (SA
Museum sightings and strandings database, May 2007).
The taxonomy of fauna used in this project followed the List of the vertebrates of South Australia
(Robinson et al. 2000) and some recent changes where appropriate (C Kemper pers. comm.; M
Hutchinson pers. comm.; Christidis and Boles 2008). Flora taxonomy followed the Census of South
Australian vascular plants (Barker et al. 2005), which at the time of the conservation analysis, was
being used to update the Biological Database of South Australia.
The national status for threatened fauna was determined through the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and state ratings with reference to the working draft of the status
of threatened species in South Australia (DEH 2005a). The national, state and regional ratings for
flora species and communities were obtained from existing DEH databases. Additional regional
status were obtained for plants using Plants of particular conservation significance in South Australia’s
agricultural regions (Lang and Kraehenbuehl 2005). No regional ratings were applied to unique
species of fauna given the extensive preservation of natural vegetation and coastal communities
and/or poorly known species ecology within the area (G Carpenter pers. comm.; M Hutchinson
pers. comm.).
Additional species of significance were determined for introduced flora (R Sandercock, this
publication) and rare and endemic coastal vegetation communities (D Fotheringham, this
publication). Where appropriate, the status of coastal vegetation communities was determined
using the Provisional list of threatened ecosystems of South Australia (DEH 2001).
Only data for extant native species recorded within 65 m of the Far West coast were used in the
conservation analysis. Records were restricted to those confident of the species identification,
with reference to a live or recently alive animal (i.e. no fossil material) and less than 10 minutes
(18 km) accuracy.
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As data obtained for this assessment of the conservation value of the coast of the Far West coast
is heavily restricted to a limited number of sites throughout area, the information must be
interpreted with the understanding of these limitations (see Section 4.7).

4.7

Data limitations and variation of coverage between coastal cells

The datasets used for the conservation and threat analyses came from many different sources
(Sections 4.6) originally assembled for a variety of purposes. Their differing character gives
variable coverage across the Far West coast.
Some datasets by their nature give a complete coverage within the region (e.g. development plan
zoning covers the entire study area, since the Development Act 1993 requires councils to zone all
areas). Some datasets appear to give complete coverage but on examination show limitations. For
example, sites of significant Aboriginal heritage (in a buffered form) are represented in all cells, as
presence or absence. However, since many sites of significance are not represented on the state
register, this variable may be under-represented within the analysis. The geological heritage layer
raises another kind of issue. All defined Geological Monuments are shown on this layer but some
locations of great geological significance might not included on the geological heritage list
because they are covered by superficial deposits.
Other data layers are the results of differing kinds of sampling or recording, and these various
methodologies give rise to several issues. Most data within this project relates to remnant
vegetation, significance or diversity of flora and fauna. Work by the state Biological Survey
Group is a core part of these datasets, and is undertaken by systematic sampling and descriptive
procedures (Heard and Channon 1997). However, sample points are irregularly distributed and
chosen to represent the larger remnant patches. In addition to the systematic samples, there are
opportunistic survey points, which, when mapped, often appear to be located by convenient
access, rather than, for instance, the distribution of habitats. Figure 4.2 indicates the variation in
coverage between cells for the layers that relied on these data but does not include data obtained
from other sources for this study, such as expert contributions or Australian sea-lion sites.
Figures 4.2 identifies cells with no sample points but does not show the cells with several sample
points. However, survey sites are shown on the maps in Appendix 1 and listed, by number per
cell, in Appendix 5. A number of issues in the use of vegetation survey data in the Northern and
Yorke Natural Resources Management region (Haby in Caton et al 2006a) also apply to the Far
West coast:


lack of fine scale mapping suitable for the interpretation of vegetation communities along the
coastal zone



lack of habitat mapping including the diversity of vegetation communities within a remnant
patch and the extent of those communities



possible lack of ground-truthing of smaller remnants during vegetation community mapping



difficulty in interpreting the extent of vegetation communities due to a lack of consistent
vegetation descriptions



lack of habitat mapping leading to the assumption that remnant vegetation patches are
homogeneous and species detected at a survey site will occur throughout the patch.

The last point is significant for this project. In the case of butterfly layer, for example, it was
necessary to identify areas where the presence of various species was likely from the habitat,
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because direct evidence was not available. Clearly, this becomes particularly important where
there are few sample points within a large vegetation block. The floristic vegetation layer was
used to supplement habitat information. However, floristic vegetation (main vegetation
subcommunities, see Appendix 6) maps were constructed from aerial photography and written
accounts, as a desktop exercise necessarily limited by lack of fieldwork. Field checking of
vegetation associations at 17 sites by the study team, suggested that the floristic vegetation map
was broadly useful but needed refinement by field checking.
The conservation analysis used in this project required a total sum of means from a number of
themes. Themes represented the condition of remnant vegetation communities (9 themes),
significant or a diversity of flora and fauna (8 themes), sites of heritage significance (4 themes)
and visual amenity (2 themes). However, some cells within the Far West coast did not contain
data for particular layers, leaving areas deficient in data for the analysis of means.
The available fauna and flora data also had limitations, generally reflecting issues with the design
and implementation of surveys:


the restrictive nature of surveys to larger and intact remnant patches, which, for example,
biases vegetation survey sites to ‘good’ remnants of native vegetation and consequently
under-represents introduced species



the inability to thoroughly survey the Far West coastal zone during past surveys (especially
for fauna)



the inability to determine the accurate distribution of threatened species during general
biological surveys



collection of species localities outside of preferred habitat types.

Animals can be hard to locate and move with seasons to search for food or visit breeding
grounds. For example, the White-bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) has been sighted more
than 50 km away from known nesting locations (Dennis and Lashmar 1996). The distribution
and abundance of species may change at known sites, for example long-term seasonal change
may result in the alteration of movement patterns of some migratory species (Kendall et al. 2004).
Thus a species may be identified at an uncommon locality in the databases used in this analysis.
Some capacity was available to manipulate data for the analysis. For example, data correlating
with vegetation communities or coastal cells were represented at the scale of patch or cell,
respectively.
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FIGURE 4.2

Variation in flora and fauna sampling in the Far West coast
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5
5.1

Conservation Themes

Flora

Doug Fotheringham

5.1.1

Native vegetation cover

A pre-European vegetation map in the Atlas of South Australia (Giffen and McCaskill 1986)
shows the study area covered by shrubland and scrub. The shrubland overlies the Nullarbor
Plain; the scrub occupies the rest of the study area.
The study area is outside the agricultural zone and there has been negligible clearance of native
vegetation. However, during the 19th and 20th centuries, pastoral activities, as well as the
invasion by rabbits and camels, would have put significant pressure on the vegetation and
undoubtedly caused some change to structure and species cover abundance within the plant
communities. All of the study area would have been subject to sheep grazing. Sheep were
introduced to the area as early as 1860 and grazing extended to Eucla where Moopina Station was
established by the Muir brothers under the cliffs. In 1885, 122,318 sheep were recorded as being
shorn at Yalata and Penong (Cockburn 1927).
Nevertheless the study area is almost continuous native vegetation cover, only broken by sand
drifts, and disturbance levels are low compared with other coastal areas in the state. Herbaceous
and grass weeds are well established at ground stratum level but few woody weeds are recorded.
5.1.2 Floristic communities
Regional floristic mapping

DEH floristic mapping of the study area, in 2005, was a desktop project using rectified colour
aerial photography and vegetation quadrat data available from several previous surveys of the
area. Floristic mapping units conform with the SAVegetation Mapping database which uses a
national framework called the National Vegetation Information System.
In the study area 29 floristic mapping units have been identified (Appendix 6). Some checks were
made on the accuracy of the mapping by visiting 17 sites during a field survey in April 2007. The
results (Appendix 7) showed that at major vegetation subgroup level there was agreement for 13
of the sites and at dominant species level there was close agreement for four sites and acceptable
agreement for six other sites. The six sites showing acceptable agreement were mainly Atriplex
vesicaria dominated chenopod shrublands which had been incorrectly identified in the mapping as
Lawrencia squamata dominated chenopod shrublands. The presence of Lawrencia squamata is likely
but not as a dominant except where there is high soil salinity such as at Yalata Swamp.
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Coastal dune and cliff-top vegetation survey

Oppermann (1999) described the results of a statewide survey of the coastal dune and cliff-top
habitats in South Australia between October 1995 and November 1997. The survey also used site
data from previous surveys for the analysis. A major purpose of this survey was to describe and
measure the structure and composition of the coastal dune and cliff-top communities. Another
objective was to identify sites, plants and communities of conservation significance. Survey
methodology conformed to the Biological Survey Program standards detailed by Heard and
Channon 1997. Within the Far West coastal boundary 140 quadrat sites were surveyed and a total
of 1072 sites were used state wide for the analysis. Cluster analysis was used to determine
meaningful floristic groupings. Floristic groupings were described using a Specht/Muir derived
structural table shown in Appendix 8 (Specht 1972; Muir 1977). No mapping was undertaken.
Table 5.1 shows the 15 floristic communities identified as occurring in the coastal dune and clifftop habitats along the Far West coast study area. There are seven floristic communities where
greater than 50% of the known sites are found within the study area, two are only found in the
study area. Five communities have less than 20 site records for SA. Information about each of
the floristic groups has been summarised below from the information compiled by Oppermann
(1999).
TABLE 5.1

Floristic groups in coastal dune and cliff-top habitats*
Sites
in FW
coast

Sites
in
SA

Structural
class

Floristic community

Tall shrubland

Acacia ligulata

1

27

3.7

Low shrubland

Atriplex cinerea

2

20

10.0

Low shrubland

Atriplex vesicaria ssp./Nitraria
billardierei/Threlkeldia diffusa

10

10

100.0

Herbland

Cakile maritima ssp. maritima

2

4

50.0

Low shrubland

Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa

4

6

66.7

Low shrubland

Leucophyta brownii

2

25

8.0

Low shrubland

Maireana erioclada

28

29

96.6

Low shrubland

Maireana oppositifolia

16

24

66.7

Shrubland

Melaleuca lanceolata/Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

16

17

94.1

Shrubland

Melaleuca lanceolata/Olearia exiguifolia

5

5

100.0

Shrubland

Melaleuca lanceolata/Senecio lautus

1

29

3.4

Shrubland

Melaleuca lanceolata/Tetragonia implexicoma

2

39

5.1

Shrubland

Nitraria billardierei

2

24

8.3

Shrubland

Olearia axillaris/Tetragonia implexicoma

4

42

9.5

Grassland

Spinifex sericeus/Euphorbia paralias

1

42

2.4

% in
FW

* Oppermann (1999) study area
Bold: 50%+ sites found in the Far West coast area
Shaded: less than 20 sites recorded in SA
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Acacia ligulata shrublands

Description
A weak group located predominantly in the central part of the coast on dunefields. A mixture of
tall (> 2 m) overstorey species is connected by an understorey species.
Number of plant species
Min
Max Average
4
31
18.15
Dominant understorey
species
Threlkeldia diffusa
Subdominant overstorey
species
Acacia ligulata
Myoporum insulare
Olearia axillaris

FIGURE 5.1

Acacia ligulata shrublands at quadrat ILL00303 (HOB14328)
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Atriplex cinerea shrublands

Description
Mainly found at the back of beaches and on semi-stable dunes near the Head of Bight and at
Merdayerrah. Overstorey.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
4
27
14.25
Dominant overstorey species
Atriplex cinerea
Olearia axillaris

FIGURE 5.2

Atriplex cinerea shrublands at quadrat WIL00201 Merdayerrah (NUL13806)
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Atriplex vesicaria ssp. /Nitraria billardierei /Threlkeldia diffusa low shrublands

Description
A strong group located predominantly in dunefields along the Head of Bight. A very high
proportion of shrubs under 1 m.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
6
18
11.40
Dominant species
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.
Nitraria billardierei
Threlkeldia diffusa
Subdominant species
Frankenia pauciflora var. fruticulosa

FIGURE 5.3

Atriplex vesicaria ssp/Nitraria billardierei/Threlkeldia diffusa low shrublands at
quadrat COY00103 (HOB14306)
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Cakile maritima ssp. maritima herbland

Description
This representative community of species establishes in the unstable environment of shifting
sand. On the Far West coast it is common and found at the back of beaches and on unstable
dunes. Often associated along the Far West coast with other introduced plants such as Arctotheca
populifolia and Euphorbia paralias
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
1
9
4.50
Dominant species
Cakile maritima ssp. maritima

FIGURE 5.4

Cakile maritima ssp. maritima herbland at quadrat WIL01201 (NUL13969) on
unstable dunes at Merdayerrah
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Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa low shrubland

Description
Found at Merdayerrah and near the Head of Bight and elsewhere in low rainfall areas.
Number of plant species
Min
Max Average
4
21
12.67
Dominant species
Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa
Subdominant species
Maireana erioclada

FIGURE 5.5

Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa low shrubland at quadrat WIL00102
(NUL13961) at Merdayerrah
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Leucophyta brownii Low shrublands

Description
Found on cliffs and dunefields subject to saltspray. A very high proportion of shrubs under
0.5 m.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
3
26
16.16
Dominant species
Leucophyta brownii

FIGURE 5.6

Leucophyta brownii low shrublands at quadrat COY00101 (HOB14303) near
Coombra
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Maireana erioclada Low shrublands

Description
This low shrubland is predominantly located behind the Nullarbor cliffs.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
3
22
13.07
Dominant understorey species
Maireana erioclada
Subdominant species
Melaleuca lanceolata
Indicator species
Frankenia sessilis

FIGURE 5.7

Maireana erioclada low shrublands at quadrat YAN00102 (NUL13815) behind the
Nullarbor Cliffs
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Maireana oppositifolia Low shrublands

Description
These low shrublands occur on cliff tops and dunes along the Far West Coast and indicate saline
soil conditions from salt spray.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
8
24
13.79
Dominant species
Disphyma crassifolium ssp.
clavellatum
Hemichroa diandra
Maireana oppositifolia
Subdominant species
Atriplex paludosa ssp.
Indicator species
Frankenia sessilis

FIGURE 5.8

Maireana oppositifolia low shrublands at quadrat YAN00101 (NUL13816)
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Melaleuca lanceolata/Atriplex vesicaria ssp. shrublands

Description
A strong group located in dunes east of the Head of Bight.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
7
19
14.59
Dominant overstorey
species
Melaleuca lanceolata
Dominant understorey
species
Atriplex vesicaria ssp
Rhagodia crassifolia
Subdominant species
Beyeria lechenaultii
Geijera linearifolia

FIGURE 5.9

Melaleuca lanceolata Atriplex vesicaria ssp. shrublands at quadrat RUS00303
(HOB14301) east of the Head of Bight
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Melaleuca lanceolata/Tetragonia implexicoma shrublands

Description
Recorded east of the Head of Bight on dunes.
Number of plant species
Min
Max Average
3
23
14.44
Dominant overstorey species
Melaleuca lanceolata
Dominant understorey species
Tetragonia implexicoma

FIGURE 5.10

Melaleuca lanceolata/Tetragonia implexicoma shrublands at quadrat CUN00104
(EPW13766)
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Melaleuca lanceolata/Senecio lautus shrublands

Description
Although confined to the northwestern coast of Eyre Peninsula, this community was recorded in
the study area only at Merdayerrah where it occurred on a dunefield.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
8
24
16.31
Subdominant species (over
70%)
Melaleuca lanceolata
Senecio lautus
Subdominant species
Beyeria lechenaultii
Geijera linearifolia

FIGURE 5.11

Melaleuca lanceolata/Senecio lautus shrublands at quadrat WIL00101
(NUL13964)
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Nitraria billardierei shrublands

Description
Found on dunes at Merdayerrah and east of the Head of Bight.
Number of plant species
Min
Max
Average
4
19
11.38
Dominant overstorey species
Nitraria billardierei
Dominant understorey
species
Tetragonia implexicoma
Subdominant and indicator
species
Olearia axillaris
Threlkeldia diffusa

FIGURE 5.12

Nitraria billardierei shrublands at quadrat WIL00201 (NUL13805) at Merdayerrah
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Olearia axillaris/Tetragonia implexicoma shrublands

Description
Located in dunes east of the Head of Bight.
Number of plant species
Min
Max Average
6
22
13.50
Dominant overstorey species
Olearia axillaris
Dominant understorey
species
Tetragonia implexicoma

FIGURE 5.13

Olearia axillaris/Tetragonia implexicoma shrublands at quadrat KUR00102
(HOB14294)
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Spinifex sericeus/Euphorbia paralias grasslands (shrublands)

Description
A strong group located mainly on fore-dunes, predominantly in the eastern part of the coastline.
The average number of species is moderately low with an unusually high proportion of herbs and
grasses.
Note: Head of Bight (HOB) and Eyre Peninsula West (EPW) quadrats have low abundances of
Spinifex hirsutus present with high abundances of Euphorbia paralias)

Number of plant species
Min
Max Average
3
19
10.52
Dominant species
Euphorbia paralias
Spinifex sericeus

FIGURE 5.14

Spinifex sericeus/Euphorbia paralias grasslands at quadrat KUR00201 near the
Head of Bight (HOB14290)
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In addition to the floristic communities that occupy the coastal dune and cliff-top habitats,
samphire communities occupy an extensive area at Yalata Swamp (Figure 5.15). However, there is
very little data about these samphire communities.

Yalata
Swamp

Figure 5.15

Air photo showing Yalata Swamp at the Head of Bight (from DEH Survey 70069450)

5.1.3 Plant species
Coastal plant species

A list of vascular plants within the Far West coast boundary has been compiled from the DEH
plant record database, which is derived from herbarium and vegetation survey collection data
including opportunistic surveys. On the Far West coast, 202 vascular plant species (Appendix 9)
have been recorded, out of a total of 3519 species known to occur in SA. The low plant diversity
reflects the stressful environmental conditions for plants. The type of plants found along the Far
West coast are adapted to the overall low rainfall, both shelter and exposure to saltspray, and
deep sands and skeletal soils. Ten species (Table 5.2) found within the Far West coast boundary
have a conservation status based on a recent review of existing determinations that followed
those used by Lang and Kraehenbuehl 1998. No plants from the plant record database have been
assigned national ratings.
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TABLE 5.2

State and regionally rated plants recorded within the far west coast study area

No.
records Species name

Common name

9

Brachyscome tatei (Figure 5.16)

Nullarbor daisy

1

Wilsonia humilis

Silky Wilsonia

2

Melaleuca lanceolata ssp. thaeroides (NC)

1

Austrostipa puberula

1

Ptilotus symonii

16

Austrostipa velutina

1

Olearia lanuginosa

Woolly daisy-bush

1

Poa drummondiana

Knotted poa

1

Pultenaea elachista

Limestone bush-pea

6

Pomaderris forrestiana

SA
Regional
status status
R

K
N
Q

Fine-hairy spear-grass

R
R

K
U
R

R
U
R

K

R: Rare: has a low frequency of occurrence; not currently threatened but warrants monitoring and protective
measures to prevent reduction of population size
K: Uncertain: likely to be either Threatened or Rare but insufficient data for a more precise assessment
Q: Not yet assessed but flagged as being of possible significance
U: Uncommon: less common species of interest but not rare enough to warrant special protective measures
N: Not of particular significance, common
NC: name change

FIGURE 5.16

Brachyscome tatei growing along the Nullarbor Cliffs (Photo. D Fotheringham)

Maps showing the distribution of the four species rated as rare for SA are shown in Figures 5.17–
5.20. The coast and subcoastal area near the Western Australia–South Australia border appears to
be particularly important for the conservation of these species.
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FIGURE 5.17

Distribution of Brachyscome tatei (Nullarbor daisy) – all 10 records of this plant
are found along the Nullarbor coast, 9 within the study area
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FIGURE 5.18

Distribution of Ptilotus symonii – all five records of this plant are found along
the Nullarbor coast, one within the study area and one in WA
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FIGURE 5.19

Distribution of Poa drummondiana (knotted poa) – 62 records, one of which is in
the study are near the WA–SA border
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FIGURE 5.20

Distribution of Pomaderris forrestiana – 26 records all on the Far West coast
mainly near the WA–SA border, one within the study area
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Fauna

The Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management (NRM) coastal zone lies in the far west
of South Australia, intercepting the regions of Hampton, Nullarbor and Eyre Yorke Block in the
Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation for Australia (IBRA) (Figure 5.21). These regions
highlight south–central semi-arid coastal communities bridging South Australia and Western
Australia (Table 5.3) and link the Eyre Yorke Block mallee communities at the eastern end. They
are thus an important component of the East Meets West NatureLink (DEH 2007).

FIGURE 5.21 IBRA regions highlighted by the Far West coast (DEH 2005a)

The Far West coast accommodates a diversity of species present in the southwest of Australia
through to Eyre Peninsula. Although little is known of species distribution and habitat, it can be
expected that the range of coastal and inland communities retained in the area have supported
species at close to their original and natural distribution. However, species adapted to specific
coastal communities may have become patchy in distribution as they continue to be constricted
between an eroding coastline and the arid interior. The sandy dunes and diversity of vegetation
communities present at the Merdayerrah Sandpatch and the head of the Great Australian Bight
are expected to maintain species rich communities, potentially creating ‘community hotspots’
connecting coastal species distributed across the Great Australian Bight (Section 5.2.5).
The diversity of species and vegetation communities of the Far West terrestrial coastal
environment is reflected in the marine environment. The Far West coast is adjacent the Eucla
Interim Marine and Coastal Regionalisation for Australia (IMCRA) region, defined as:
Shallow offshore gradient. Approx 0.8 to 1.2 m tidal range. Open, moderate energy, west facing
coastline. High Nullarbor tertiary limestone cliffs, Pleistocene dune rock headlands and reefs,
Holocene beaches and dune barriers. Warm temperate water influenced by periodic intrusion of
the Leeuwin current.
(IMCRA Technical Group 1998)
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This section outlines the fauna, including threatened fauna, known to inhabit the coast of the Far
West, and briefly introduces the species’ ecology and relevant threatening processes.
TABLE 5.3

Communities represented within the IBRA regions (modified from DEH 2005a)

Landform

Geology

Soil

Vegetation

Climate

Featureless
limestone plain
with occasional
sinkholes and
caves; prominent
cliffs along the
coast; traces of
surface drainage
occasionally form
elongated chains of
dry lakes

Erosional
plain of
limestone
and sand

Powdery red
calcareous
loams, reddish
calcareous
earths and
reddish earthy
sands

Chenopod shrubland
of saltbush, bluebush
and samphire, open
scrub of beaked red
mallee, yorrell and
dryland tea-tree and
chenopod shrubland
of bluebush and
samphire

E6: Semi-arid
climate too dry
to support field
crops; soil
moisture tends
to be greatest
in winter

Coastal complex
with dunes,
lagoons, cliffs and
tidal flats

Dunefield
comprising
sand,
limestone,
alluvium

Brownish
calcareous
earths, whitish
sands and
beaches,
reddish sands

Chenopod shrubland
of saltbush and
samphire, open
scrub of beaked red
mallee, yorrell and
dryland tea-tree

E6: Semi-arid
climate too dry
to support field
crops; soil
moisture tends
to be greatest
in winter

Erosional
plain of
limestone
and sand

Powdery red
calcareous
loams, reddish
calcareous
earths and
reddish earthy
sands

Mallee forest of
yorrell, woodland of
nundroo gum and
coastal white mallee,
shrubland of olearia
and nitre bush or
western myall, low
tussock grassland of
speargrass and
shrubland of nitre
bush, tea-tree or
saltbush

E6: Semi-arid
climate too dry
to support field
crops; soil
moisture tends
to be greatest
in winter

Dense brown
loams, bare
rock outcrops
and hard pedal
red duplex
soils

Open scrub of ridgefruited mallee,
narrow leaved mallee
and broombush

E7: Moisture is
the main limit
on crop
growth; growth
index lowest in
spring

Yalata

Central band, Nullarbor Plain

IBRA Region: Nullarbor

IBRA Region: Hampton

Hampton

Featureless
limestone plain
with occasional
sinkholes and
caves; prominent
cliffs and areas of
sand dunes along
the coast

Eyre Mallee

IBRA Region: Eyre Yorke Block
Steeply rising
range on quartzite,
with gentle
footslopes

Dunefield
of quartzite
and sand

Within the Far West coastal zone, 131 species of native vertebrate animals have been detected:
mammals (4 families, 5 species), birds (39 families, 95 species) and reptiles (4 families, 31 species)
(Table 5.4; see complete species list in Appendix 10). Of these, two are listed as Endangered, five
as Vulnerable and 15 as Rare in South Australia (DEH 2005b). A further nine threatened species
have been recorded from the terrestrial and marine environments adjacent to the Far West coast
(Table 5.5).
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TABLE 5.4

Threatened species recorded along the Far West coast

Family

Scientific name

Common name

AUS

SA

Neophoca cinerea

Australian sea-lion

V

V

PROCELLARIIDAE

Macronectes giganteus

Southern giant-petrel

E

V

ACCIPITRIDAE

Pandion cristatus

Eastern osprey

E

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied sea-eagle

E

RECURVIROSTRIDAE

Cladorhynchus
leucocephalus

Banded stilt

V

CHARADRIIDAE

Thinornis rubricollis

Hooded plover

V

LARIDAE

Catharacta skua

Great skua

V

ARDEIDAE

Egretta sacra

Eastern reef egret

R

CACATUIDAE

Cacatua leadbeateri

Major Mitchell’s cockatoo

R

SCOLOPACIDAE

Calidris alba

Sanderling

R

HAEMATOPODIDAE

Haematopus fuliginosus

Sooty oystercatcher

R

Haematopus longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

R

DICRURIDAE

Myiagra inquieta

Restless flycatcher

R

LARIDAE

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

R

MELIPHAGIDAE

Lichenostomus cratitius

Purple-gaped honeyeater

R

Lichmera indistincta

Brown honeyeater

R

PARDALOTIDAE

Calamanthus cautus

Shy heathwren

R

SCOLOPACIDAE

Actitis hypoleucos

Common sandpiper

R

Heteroscelus brevipes

Grey-tailed tattler

R

AGAMIDAE

Pogona nullarbor

Nullarbor bearded dragon

R

GEKKONIDAE

Strophurus assimilis

Thorn-tailed gecko

R

SCINCIDAE

Lerista arenicola

Beach slider

R

MAMMALIA
OTARIIDAE
AVES

REPTILIA

TABLE 5.5

Threatened species recorded adjacent to the Far West coast

Family

Scientific name

Common name

AUS

SA

Balaenoptera musculus

Blue whale

E

E

Megaptera novaeangliae

Humpback whale

V

V

BALAENIDAE

Eubalaena australis

Southern right whale

E

V

VESPERTILIONIDAE

Nyctophilus timoriensis

Greater long-eared
bat

V

V

DELPHINIDAE

Grampus griseus

Risso’s dolphin

R

Pseudorca crassidens

False killer whale

R

KOGIIDAE

Kogia breviceps

Pygmy sperm whale

R

PHYSETERIDAE

Physeter macrocephalus

Sperm whale

R

ZIPHIIDAE

Mesoplodon hectori

Hector’s beaked
whale

R

MAMMALIA
BALAENOPTERIDAE
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5.2.1 Mammals
Terrestrial mammals

One terrestrial species of mammal was identified as significant
along the coast of Far West; the nationally Vulnerable Australian
sea-lion, (SA:V). This species is endemic to Western Australia and
South Australia and a number of breeding and hauling (resting) sites
have been detected along the Far West coast (Figure 5.22;
Shaughnessy et al. 2005). Known threats to the species include
disturbance by humans, especially during the breeding season, illegal
shooting around sites of fishing activities, entanglement in fishing
nets, oil spills and increase in disease, loss of hauling and breeding
sites, and reductions in prey with global warming (Shaughnessy et
al. 2005; Shaughnessy 1999).
The nationally Vulnerable greater long-eared bat (SA:V) has been
Australian sea-lion
(Photo AC
detected adjacent to, and may occur within, the Far West coast.
Robinson)
This bat occupies a variety of communities from swamps to mallee
and sclerophyll forests. It roosts in tree hollows and forages on the
ground for non-flying prey. Known threats to the greater long-eared bat could include loss of
tree hollows during clearance of mature trees and collection of firewood.
A number of unlisted species have been recorded within the Far
West coastal zone, such as the western grey kangaroo (Macropus
fuliginosus), Mitchell’s hopping-mouse (Notomys mitchellii), New
Zealand fur-seal (Arctocephalus forsteri) and inland broad-nosed bat
(Scotorepens balstoni). Additional species detected adjacent to the
coastal boundary may also occur within the Far West coast.
Mammal species known from the Far West coast are listed in Table
5.6.

Greater long-eared bat
(Photo: AC Robinson)

Bats are generally highly mobile and several species detected within the Far West coastal zone are
known to forage up to 15 km from their roosting sites (Churchill 1998). Caves and tree hollows
or tree bark suitable for nest sites within inland vegetation communities could enable bats to
forage among adjacent coastal environments (T Reardon pers. comm.). Species may include the
white-striped freetail bat (Tadarida australis), inland forest bat (Vespadelus baverstocki) and inland
freetail bat (Mormopterus planiceps) (T Reardon pers. comm.) (Table 5.7).
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FIGURE 5.22 Distribution of Australian sea-lion sites within the AW coastal zone (Dennis and
Shaughnessy 1996)
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TABLE 5.6

Known mammal species of the Far West coast

Family

Scientific name

Common name

MURIDAE

Pseudomys australis

Plains mouse

V

V

OTARIIDAE

Neophoca cinerea

Australian sea-lion

V

V

VESPERTILIONIDAE

Nyctophilus timoriensis

Greater long-eared bat

V

V

BURRAMYIDAE

Cercartetus concinnus

Western pygmy possum

CANIDAE

Canis lupus dingo

Dingo

DASYURIDAE

Sminthopsis crassicaudata

Fat-tailed dunnart*

Sminthopsis dolichura

Little long-tailed dunnart

Macropus fuliginosus

Western grey kangaroo

Macropus rufus

Red kangaroo

Notomys mitchellii

Mitchell’s hopping-mouse

Rattus fuscipes

Southern bushrat*

OTARIIDAE

Arctocephalus forsteri

New Zealand fur-seal

TACHYGLOSSIDAE

Tachyglossus aculeatus

Short-beaked echidna*

VESPERTILIONIDAE

Chalinolobus gouldii

Gould’s wattled bat

Chalinolobus morio

Chocolate wattled bat

Nyctophilus geoffroyi

Lesser long-eared bat

Scotorepens balstoni

Inland broad-nosed bat

Vespadelus regulus

Southern forest bat

Lasiorhinus latifrons

Southern hairy-nosed
wombat

MACROPODIDAE
MURIDAE

VOMBATIDAE

AUS

SA

*Detected in coastal environments on Eyre Peninsula (Buckley 1986)
TABLE 5.7

Species and habits of bat species known from the Far West coast (after Churchill
1998)

Scientific name

Common name

Habitat

Foraging

Prey

Foraging
range
(km)

Chalinolobus
gouldii

Gould’s wattled
bat

various

tree canopy

aerial
invertebrates

5–10 (15)

Chalinolobus
morio

Chocolate
wattled bat

forest, scrub

understorey,
canopy

aerial
invertebrates

n.a.

Nyctophilus
geoffroyi

Lesser longeared bat

various

aerial, off
plants, ground

various

6–12

Nyctophilus
timoriensis
(AUS:V, SA:V)

Greater longeared bat

swamps,
mallee,
sclerophyll
forests

understorey,
ground

non-flying prey

n.a.

Scotorepens
balstoni

Inland broadnosed bat

arid areas

beneath
canopy

aerial
invertebrates

2+

Vespadelus
regulus

Southern forest
bat

mallee

Aerial
invertebrates

n.a.

n.a. not available
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5.2.2 Reptiles and amphibians
The state Rare Nullarbor bearded dragon (Pogona
nullarbor), thorn-tailed gecko (Strophurus assimilis) and beach
slider (Lerista arenicola), have been recorded within the Far
West coast.
The Nullarbor bearded dragon is restricted to shrublands
in the Nullarbor Plain (Table 5.8). Slightly more widely
distributed from the Nullarbor to western Eyre Peninsula,
the beach slider occurs in sandy environments under leaf
litter. The thorn-tailed gecko occupies shrubland
communities from southwest Western Australia to the
central South Australian coast. The long-term survival of
these species is considered to be in no immediate threat
within South Australia (M. Hutchinson pers. comm.). The
original extent and distribution of reptile populations is
likely to have persisted with the preservation of natural
vegetation communities and coastal systems within much
of the Far West coast.
A further 28 species of unlisted reptile shave been
recorded within the Far West coastal zone (Table 5.8).
Christinus spp. are arboreal and are often located on rock
outcrops and under bark on trees. The Nullarbor dragon
also climbs trees or fences but spends most of its time
foraging on the ground. Species of Aprasia, Hemiergis and
Lerista all hide within leaf litter, and under rocks and fallen
timber on sandy or gravelly soils. The remaining species
are terrestrial and forage within the leaf litter, understorey
and rock outcrops.

Nullarbor beared dragon
(Photo: P Canty)

Thorn-tailed gecko
(Photo: AC Robinson)

Beach slider
(Photo: D Armstrong)

A further 11 species have been recorded adjacent the Far West coast or are considered likely to
occur in the area (M. Hutchinson pers. comm., J. van Weenen pers. comm., Cane and Gara
1989). These include the state Vulnerable heath goanna (Varanus rosenbergi) and rare long-legged
slider (Lerista microtis).
Heath goannas are solitary, sharing home
ranges and burrows during the breeding
season (Rismiller 1998). To incubate their
eggs, they lay them in termite mounds,
returning only to release the hatchlings
(Rismiller 1998). The species depends on
remnant vegetation and is susceptible to
vegetation clearance and predation by
introduced foxes, feral cats and dogs and
lack of information (Rismiller 1998; Cogger
et al. 1993).
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Reptiles and habitat requirements detected and considered likely to occur within
the Far West coast (modified from Wilson and Swan 2003, Cogger 2000)

X

Master’s snake
Dugite
Western brown
snake

U

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Diplodactylus
‘granarie’/vittatus

Eastern stone
gecko

Diplodactylus
granariensis#

Western stone
gecko

Diplodactylus
stendactylus#

Sandplain gecko

Heteronetia binoei#
Nephrurus milii
Nephrurus stellatus

Bynoe’s gecko
Barking gecko
Starred knob-tailed
gecko
Thorn-tailed gecko

Strophurus assimilis
PYGOPODIDAE
Aprasia inaurita

Red-tailed wormlizard

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

T

S
A
T

R

T
T
T

R,
B
Marbled gecko
Barred snake-lizard

T
T

T

GEKKONIDAE
Christinus alexanderi
Christinus marmoratus
Delma australis#

SA

Nullarbor earless
dragon

Rankinia chapmani
(was Tympanocryptis
adelaidensis)
Tympanocryptis
houstoni
ELAPIDAE
Drysdalia mastersii
Pseudonaja affinis#
Pseudonaja nuchalius#

X

AUS

X

FT
X U,
FT,
LL
X U,
FT,
LL

Habit

Nullarbor bearded
dragon
Prickly dragon

Microhabitat

Pogona nullarbor

X

Spinifex

X

Grassland

Painted dragon

Artificial habitat

Ctenophorus pictus

Heath

X

Scrub

Crested dragon
Spotted dragon

Arid communities

AGAMIDAE
Ctenophorus cristatus#
Ctenophorus maculatus
dualis

Status

Vegetation community
Chenopod shrubland

Common name

Dunes

Scientific name

Forest, woodland

TABLE 5.8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
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X

X
X

S,
LL
FT,
LL,
R
LL,
SH,
R
LL,
SH,
R

A
A
F
T

T

T

LL

T
T
T

U

T

R

F
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X

Bight coast
ctenotus
Sandplain ctenotus
Spinifex slender
bluetongue
Bull skink

Egernia richardi

Western tree skink

X

Hemiergis initialis

Western earless
skink

X

Hemiergis peronii

Four-toed earless
skink
Beach slider
Speckled slider
Southern four-toed
slider

X

X

X

U,
FT,
LL

T

R,
B

A

SA

AUS

Habit

Microhabitat

Spinifex

Grassland

Artificial habitat

X

Striped wall skink

T
X

X
x

X

X

X

Lerista edwardsae
Lerista microtis#

Myall slider
Long-legged slider

X

Lerista terdigitata

X

Menetia greyii

Southern threetoed slider
Dwarf skink

Morethia adelaidensis#

Adelaide snakeeye

Morethia obscura
Tiliqua rugosa
VARANIDAE
Varanus gouldi#
Varanus rosenbergi#

Mallee snake-eye
Shingleback lizard
Sand goanna
Heath goanna

Heath

Scrub

X

SCINCIDAE
Cryptoblepharus
virgatus
Ctenotus euclae (was
Ctenotus brooksi)
Ctenotus schomburgkii
Cyclodomorphus
melanops
Egernia multiscutata

Lerista arenicola
Lerista baynesi
Lerista dorsalis

Arid communities

Common scaly-foot

Forest, woodland

Pygopus lepidopodus

Status

Vegetation community
Chenopod shrubland

Common name

Dunes

Scientific name

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

U
S

U,
R
FT,
R
FT,
LL,
R
FT,
LL
LL
LL
FT,
LL,
R
LL
FT,
LL,
R
X U,
R
U,
LL
U,
LL,
R
X

T
T
T
T
F

F
F
F
F

F
F

R

R

F
T
T

T
T

T
FT, T
R
FT: fallen timber; U: understorey; LL: leaf litter; R: rock; B: bark; S: spinifex; SH: spider holes

V

# Recorded adjacent to the coastal boundary
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Very little is known about the extent and abundance of reptiles, including the state rare longlegged slider, and their biology, ecology and threatening processes within the Far West coast.
However, threatening processes documented for similar species include loss of habitat through
clearance, logging or heavy grazing pressure and degradation of habitat through weed invasion
(Cogger et al. 1993).
No amphibians have been detected within the Far West coast. A number of spotted-thighed
frogs (Litoria cyclorhyncha) have been brought from southwest Western Australia to the Eucla
Roadhouse (M. Hutchinson pers. comm.). Here, they have increased in numbers and continued
to survive in garden ponds at the roadhouse (C. Cooke pers. comm.). Spotted-thighed frogs are
not considered able to disperse from the roadhouse into the surrounding arid environment.
Specimens reported from other localities in South Australia have been attributed to relocation by
people travelling through the area (M. Hutchinson pers. comm.).
5.2.3 Birds
Most threatened species of the Far West coast are birds. Current records represent 18 nationally
and state threatened species in 11 separate families. No regional status has been assigned given
that the majority of the Far West coastal zone falls outside of the agricultural zone used to define
regional ratings for birds in South Australia (Carpenter and Reid 2000).
Threatened species include the nationally Endangered southern giant-petrel (Macronectes giganteus)
(SA:V). State threatened species are the Endangered white-bellied sea-eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster)
and eastern osprey (Pandion cristatus), Vulnerable banded stilt (Cladorhynchus leucocephalus), brown
skua (Stercorarius antarcticus), hooded plover (Thinornis rubricollis) and Rare common sandpiper
(Actitis hypoleucos), Major Mitchell’s cockatoo (Lophochroa leadbeateri), shy heathwren (Calamanthus
cautus), sanderling (Calidris alba), eastern reef egret (Egretta sacra), sooty oystercatcher (Haematopus
fuliginosus), Australian pied oystercatcher (Haematopus longirostris), grey-tailed tattler (Tringa brevipes),
kelp gull (Larus dominicanus), purple-gaped honeyeater (Lichenostomus cratitius), brown honeyeater
(Lichmera indistincta) and restless flycatcher (Myiagra inquieta).
A further 77 species representing 28 families have also been recorded within the Far West coast
(Table 5.9; Appendix 11 and 12). All are discussed below using information summarised from the
Handbook of Australian, New Zealand & Antarctic Birds series (HANZAB), the Action Plan for
Australian Birds (Garnet and Crowley 2000) and updated where possible for the Far West coast
(Carpenter 2005).
The habit of these species is described in the terms of Carpenter (2005):


Irregular: infrequent visitor to the area



Migratory: annual visitor (actual season specified if known or ‘seasonal’ if no information
available)



Resident: occur and breed within the area.
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TABLE 5.9

Unlisted birds of the Far West coast

ACANTHIZIDAE

STERCORARIIDAE

Acanthiza apicalis

Inland thornbill

Stercorarius pomarinus

Calamanthus campestris

Rufous fieldwren

MALURIDAE

Sericornis frontalis

White-browed scrubwren

Malurus leucopterus

White-winged fairy-wren

Smicrornis brevirostris

Weebill

Malurus pulcherrimus

Blue-breasted fairy-wren

ACCIPITRIDAE

Pomarine jaeger

MELIPHAGIDAE

Aquila audax

Wedge-tailed eagle

Acanthagenys rufogularis

Spiny-cheeked
honeyeater

Circus assimilis

Spotted harrier

Anthochaera carunculata

Red wattlebird

Epthianura albifrons

White-fronted chat

Epthianura aurifrons

Orange chat

Epthianura tricolor

Crimson chat

Lichenostomus leucotis

White-eared honyeater

Lichenostomus ornatus

Yellow-plumed
honeyeater

Lichenostomus virescens

Singing honeyeater

Manorina flavigula

Yellow-throated miner

AEGOTHELIDAE
Aegotheles cristatus

Australian owlet-nightjar

ANATIDAE
Anas gracilis

Grey teal

ARDEIDAE
Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced heron

ARTAMIDAE
Artamus cinereus

Black-faced
woodswallow

Purnella albifrons

White-fronted honeyeater

Artamus cyanopterus

Dusky woodswallow

Phylidonyris
novaehollandiae

New Holland honeyeater

Cracticus torquatus

Grey butcherbird

MOTACILLIDAE

Gymnorhina tibicen

Australian magpie

Anthus novaeseelandiae

Strepera versicolor

Grey currawong

PACHYCEPHALIDAE

CACATUIDAE
Eolophus roseicapillus

Galah

CAMPEPHAGIDAE
Coracina
novaehollandiae

Black-faced cuckooshrike

CASUARIIDAE
Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Colluricincla harmonica

Grey shrike-thrush

Oreoica gutturalis

Crested bellbird

Pachycephala pectoralis

Golden whistler

PELECANIDAE
Pelecanus conspicillatus

Emu

CHARADRIIDAE

Australasian pipit

Australian pelican

PETROICIDAE
Eopsaltria griseogularis

Western yellow robin

Charadrius australis

Inland dotterel

Phalacrocoracidae

Charadrius ruficapillus

Red-capped plover

Phalacrocorax carbo

Great cormorant

Erythrogonys cinctus

Red-kneed dotterel

Phalacrocorax varius

Pied cormorant

Pluvialis squatarola

Grey plover

PHASIANIDAE

COLUMBIDAE

Coturnix pectoralis

Phaps chalcoptera

Common bronzewing

POMATOSTOMIDAE

Phaps elegans

Brush bronzewing

Pomatostomus
superciliosus

CORVIDAE

Stubble quail
White-browed babbler

PROCELLARIIDAE

Corvus coronoides

Australian raven

Ardenna tenuirostris

Corvus mellori

Little raven

PSITTACIDAE

CUCULIDAE

Short-tailed shearwater

Barnardius zonarius

Australian ringneck

Chalcites basalis

Horsfield’s bronzecuckoo

Psephotus varius

Mulga parrot

Cacomantis pallidus

Pallid cuckoo

RECURVIROSTRIDAE

DICAEIDAE

Recurvirostra
novaehollandiae
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Dicaeum hirundinaceum

Mistletoebird

DICRURIDAE
Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie wagtail

DIOMEDEIDAE
Diomedea
chlororhynchos

SCOLOPACIDAE
Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed sandpiper

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked stint

SPHENISCIDAE
Yellow-nosed albatross

FALCONIDAE

Little penguin

Eudyptula minor
SULIDAE

Falco berigora

Brown falcon

Morus serrator

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen kestrel

SYLVIIDAE

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

Cincloramphus cruralis

Brown songlark

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Cincloramphus mathewsi

Rufous songlark

HIRUNDINIDAE

Australasian gannet

THRESKIORNITHIDAE

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome swallow

Platalea regia

Petrochelidon nigricans

Tree martin

ZOSTEROPIDAE

LARIDAE

Zosterops lateralis

Chlidonias hybridus

Whiskered tern

Chroicocephalus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Thalasseus bergii

Crested tern

Hydropogne caspia

Caspian tern

Royal spoonbill
Silvereye

Bush birds

All birds detected in the terrestrial environment along the coast have been categorised according
to the major vegetation associations preferred by the species (HANZAB).
Forest, woodland and shrubland
Many of the bush birds recorded within the Far West coastal zone are known to use forest,
woodland or shrubland vegetation communities, where available. The state Rare Major Mitchell’s
cockatoo and purple-gaped honeyeater, and the unlisted Australian hobby, Australian owletnightjar, black-faced cuckoo-shrike (irregular), mulga parrot, grey butcherbird, yellow-plumed
honeyeater (irregular), singing honeyeater, white-fronted honeyeater, weebill, grey shrike-thrush,
black-faced woodswallow (seasonal), dusky woodswallow (winter), crested bellbird, golden
whistler (winter), western yellow robin, orange chat, white-browed babbler, common
bronzewing, pallid cuckoo and grey currawong occur in a variety of woodland and shrubland
communities, including cleared farming land (Appendix 11).
These species are affected by increased mortality from roadkill,
predation by foxes, feral cats and feral rats, clearance of
vegetation, heavy grazing pressure, wildfire and/or degradation
of habitat through weed invasion (HANZAB). The impact of
such threatening processes in the Far West coast is expected to
be minimal given the large, contiguous areas of vegetation.
However, predation from resident feral cats, grazing by
introduced herbivores or abundant native herbivores, illegal egg
collecting and artificial feeding of young birds may affect birds
in the area.
Little is known of the species and habits of birds within the Far
West coast. Additional species may seasonally visit the area.
Far West Coastal Action Plan and Conservation Priority Study
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Mixed communities
Species using a greater variety of habitats, from forest, woodland and shrubland to heathland and
grassland communities, include the state Rare restless flycatcher and unlisted Australian ringneck,
Australian magpie, white-browed scrubwren, wedge-tailed eagle, spotted harrier (summer), New
Holland honeyeater, nankeen kestrel, tree martin (summer), inland thornbill, white-eared
honeyeater, red wattlebird (irregular), little raven (seasonal), Willie wagtail and emu (irregular)
(Appendix 11). A number of these generalists have also adapted to using altered habitats
including farming land, parks and gardens.
Documented threats to these species include increased mortality by roadkill, predation by foxes,
feral cats and rats, clearance of mature trees, illegal destruction, heavy grazing and degradation of
habitat through weed invasion. The impact of such threatening processes in the Far West coast is
expected to be minimal given the large, contiguous areas of vegetation and extent of protected
areas. As such, only predation by foxes, feral cats and rats, and grazing by introduced herbivores
or abundant native herbivores are potential threats to birds in the area.
Low shrubland, heathland, grassland
The state Rare shy heathwren and unlisted welcome swallow, blue-breasted fairy-wren, brown
songlark (summer), rufous songlark (summer), Australasian pipit, stubble quail and Horsfield’s
bronze-cuckoo (spring) detected in the Far West coast have all been described in low vegetation
communities including shrublands, heathlands or grasslands. Several have adjusted to altered
environments such as farming and residential areas (Appendix 11).
Perceived threats to these species include increased mortality through roadkill, predation by
foxes, feral cats and feral rats and heavy grazing. The increased predation and loss of habitat
through grazing by introduced herbivores or abundant native herbivores are considered to be
potential threats to these species.
Wetlands
The relationship between grey teal and the Far West
coast is unclear but this species has been recorded to
use riparian zones and grasslands around wetland
environments.
Wildfowl face a variety of risks including conflict of
land use in agricultural areas, high grazing pressure by
stock, rabbits and abundant native fauna, water
pollution, habitat loss from herbicide and pesticide
spray drift, and firewood collection.

White-bellied sea-eagle
(Photo: AC Robinson)

Coastal communities
A number of species recorded in the Far West coast
occur in a range of coastal environments. In general, the
State endangered white-bellied sea-eagle and eastern
osprey, and the unlisted peregrine falcon are dependent
on coastal and riparian zones.
White-bellied sea-eagles and osprey are aerial predators
that forage for small vertebrates and nest in trees, cliff
tops and tall artificial structures and trees, rock outcrops
on headlands, cliff edges, respectively (Wickam 1998).
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White-bellied sea-eagles nest along cliffs, rock pinnacles, escarpments and tall trees, and osprey
on rocky headlands, stacks, cliffs, live or dead trees and artificial platforms. The number of
territories currently occupied by the white-bellied sea-eagle has declined in the Far West,
contracting the western extent of their distribution east to western Eyre Peninsula (Dennis and
Lashmar 1996). However, several active eastern osprey sites have been identified within the Far
West coast near the Great Australian Bight and Yalata (T Dennis pers. comm. 2007). As both
species reside in breeding territories (Falkenberg et al. 1994), only osprey are expected to
currently occur along the Far West coast.
These species are threatened by shooters, poisoning, egg collectors, destruction of bird nests,
human disturbance, habitat loss, changes in water regime and drought, introduced predators and
pesticide contamination (Wickam 1998; Shephard et al. 2005; Dennis and Lashmar 1996). Such
disturbance may result from a variety of activities, including shore and boat fishing, bush walking,
beachcombing, camping, sightseeing, picnicking, 4WD, photography, surfing, birdwatching, birdbanding and research.
A number of species also extend into typical coastal communities, such as:


samphire communities (white-fronted chat, rufous fieldwren, inland dotterel and whitewinged fairy-wren)



mangrove communities (mistletoebird, brown honeyeater, Australian raven and yellowthroated miner)



sand dune communities (spiny-cheeked honeyeater, brown falcon, brush bronzewing and
crimson chat)



various coastal communities (inland thornbill, orange chat, Australasian pipit, white-fronted
honeyeater, white-eared honyeater and the state Rare shy heathwren).

The birds listed above are at risk of increased mortality through roadkill or illegal destruction,
increased predation by foxes, feral cats and rats, loss of habitat through clearance, control of
mistletoe, heavy grazing and wildfire.
Waders and seabirds

Waders
Defined here as species that forage in the
wash zone and in shallow water, waders
recorded within the Far West coast include
the state Vulnerable banded stilt and Rare
sooty oystercatcher, Australian pied
oystercatcher, common sandpiper, eastern
reef egret, sanderling (summer), and greytailed tattler (seasonal), and unlisted species,
such as the red-capped plover, red-necked
stint (summer), red-kneed dotterel, rednecked avocet and royal spoonbill
(Table 5.10; Appendix 12). The state Rare
kelp gull (summer) has also been recorded in
the Far West coast but its similarity to the
Pacific gull may require verification of this sighting (G Carpenter pers. comm.).
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Most waders forage along sand and mud flats and may venture on to rocky outcrops or
platforms. The banded stilt, red-capped plover and royal spoonbill extend into wetland
environments. Species are predominantly carnivorous, consuming a variety of crustaceans,
molluscs, polychaetes, annelids, small fish, frogs, tadpoles, and occasionally algae and seeds.
Waders roost predominantly on sandy beaches and spits, dunes or rock stacks (kelp gull,
oystercatchers, common sandpiper) and occasionally samphire and vegetated areas (red-necked
stint, royal spoonbill, common sandpiper, red-capped plover, eastern reef egret). Some species
also make use of artificial structures for roosting (common sandpiper, kelp gull).

Common name
Banded stilt

Actitis hypoleucos

Common
sandpiper*

R

Calidris alba

Sanderling

R

Egretta sacra

Eastern reef
egret

R

Haematopus
fuliginosus

Sooty
oystercatcher

R

Haematopus
longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

R

Heteroscelus
brevipes

Grey-tailed
tattler

R

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

R

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked
stint

Charadrius
ruficapillus

Red-capped
plover

X

Egretta
novaehollandiae

White-faced
heron

X X

Erythrogonys
cinctus

Red-kneed
dotterel

Platalea regia

Royal spoonbill

V

X

X

X

X

I

X

n.a.

X
X
X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

R
R
R

X

X

X

M
(summer)

X

X X

Movement

Scientific name
Cladorhynchus
leucocephalus

Widespread

SA
Grassland
Wetland
Sand dunes
Sand flats
Mud flats
Mangrove
Samphire
Rock
Reef/platform
Artificial
Sparse

Waders currently recorded from the Far West coast

Aus

TABLE 5.10

X
X

M

X
X

M
(winter)

X

M
(summer)

X

X

R

X

n.a.

X X

X X

Red-necked
Recurvirostra
X
X
avocet
novaehollandiae
*Additional information sourced from Yalden (1986), Rohweder and Baverstock (1996)

R
n.a.
M

Waders are susceptible to a variety of threatening processes including disrupted sand flow,
diversion of fresh water from natural coastal waterbodies, loss of sensitive communities from
pollution (including high nutrient water), loss of habitat from high grazing pressure, development
and recreation, predation by introduced species and decline in prey abundance from fishing and
human disturbance.
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Shorebirds
For the purposes of this report, shorebirds are those coastal birds that feed in the wave wash
zone, between low and high tide marks on sand or mud flats or sandy beaches. Birds recorded
along the Far West coast include the state Vulnerable hooded plover, and the unlisted grey
plover, silver gull, Pacific gull and sharp-tailed sandpiper (spring) (Table 15.11).
Hooded plovers are distributed along the coast of
Western Australia, Queensland, New South Wales,
Victoria and Tasmania, breeding along the coast of all
states, excluding New South Wales, where they migrate
seasonally, some to breed (Smith 1990).
Preferring beaches with some vegetation, seaweed or
Hooded plovers
(Photo: AC Robinson)
debris, the naturally low breeding success of the species
is further compromised by chick and nest mortality
from vehicle use on beaches. Hooded plovers nest near the base of foredunes, where most
vehicle activity occurs on accessible beaches (Paton and Buick 1989). The number of nests
estimated to be destroyed during the incubation period by vehicles was in excess of 80% (Paton
and Buick 1989).
Additional threats include nest flooding, overgrowth of vegetation, predation by foxes, cats and
abundant native species (e.g. silver gull), human disturbance, vandalism, egg collecting, oil spill,
diseases, toxic residues and development (Smith 1990; Hill no date).
The remaining species are carnivorous have been recorded roosting along sandy beaches,
wetlands, mud flats and coastal vegetation (e.g. sharp-tailed sandpiper).

Scientific name
Thinornis
rubricollis

Common name
Hooded plover

Calidris
acuminata

Sharp-tailed
sandpiper

Larus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Pluvialis
squatarola

Grey plover

V

X
X

Movement

Shorebirds currently recorded from the Far West coast
Aus
SA
Grassland
Wetland
Sand dunes
Sand flats
Mud flats
Mangrove
Samphire
Rock
Reef/platform
Artificial
Coast
Marine
Sparse
Widespread

TABLE 5.11

X

M

X

M
(spring)
R

X

X

X
X

X

R
M

Aquatic birds
Birds feeding within shallow to deeper water include the pomarine jaeger, crested tern, Caspian
tern, Australian pelican, great cormorant, pied cormorant, short-tailed shearwater, little penguin
and Australasian gannet (Table 5.12). The majority of these species prey on fish, crustaceans,
prawns, squid, frogs, young birds and occasionally seeds (whiskered tern), and roost on sand spits
and banks, cliffs (pied cormorant), vegetation (pied cormorant, great cormorant, whiskered tern)
or on artificial structures (great cormorant, whiskered tern, Australasian gannet).
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The little penguin has been identified as common but it is only occasionally reported in the Great
Australian Bight (Reilly 1974). This species is known to breed in inaccessible bays and cliffs,
sandy or rocky islands, at the base of cliffs and among dunes, and to forage in inshore waters.

Scientific name
Chlidonias
hybridus

Common name
Whiskered tern

Eudyptula minor

Little penguin

Morus serrator

Australasian
gannet

Pelecanus
conspicillatus

Australian
pelican

X

Phalacrocorax
carbo

Great
cormorant

X

Phalacrocorax
varius

Pied cormorant

Puffinus
tenuirostris

X

Movement

Aquatic birds currently recorded from the Far West coast
Aus
SA
Grassland
Wetland
Sand dunes
Sand flats
Mud flats
Mangrove
Samphire
Rock
Reef/platform
Artificial
Coast
Marine
Sparse
Widespread

TABLE 5.12

X

D

X X

R
X

M
(winter)

X

PtM

X

R

X

X

R

Short-tailed
shearwater

X

X

M
(summer)

Stercorarius
pomarinus

Pomarine
jaeger

X

X

M?

Sterna bergii

Crested tern

X

R

Sterna caspia

Caspian tern

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

R

Seabirds
Widely ranging seabirds recorded on the Far West coast
include the nationally Endangered southern giant petrel,
(SA:V) (winter), state Vulnerable great skua, and unlisted
yellow-nosed albatross (Table 5.13). These species are
likely to be seen onshore only after severe storms
further out to sea.

Scientific name
Macronectes
giganteus

Common name
Southern giantpetrel

Catharacta skua

Great skua

Diomedea
chlororhynchos

Yellow-nosed
albatross

Southern giant-petrel
(Photo: Anon)

E V

X

V X
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X
X

X

Movement

Seabirds currently recorded from the Far
West coast

Aus
SA
Grassland
Wetland
Sand dunes
Sand flats
Mud flats
Mangrove
Samphire
Rock
Reef/platform
Artificial
Coast
Marine
Sparse
Widespread

TABLE 5.13

M
(winter)
R
M
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5.2.4 Invertebrates (butterflies)
A total of 12 species of butterfly were identified (Table 5.14), using a combination of the species
regional distribution and host plant distribution, as occurring within the Far West coast (Grund
2005; R. Grund pers. comm.). Significant species are illustrated below.
TABLE 5.14

Threatened species of butterflies known or suspected to occur in the Far West

Species

Common name

Status

White-veined grass-skipper

V

Candalides heathi heathi

Rayed blue

R

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Western dusky-blue

C

HESPERIIDAE
Subfamily: Trapezitinae
Herimosa albovenata albovenata
LYCAENIDAE (coppers and blues)
Subfamily: Polyommatinae
Fringed heath-blue
Photo: R Grund
#

Lampides boeticus

Long-tailed pea-blue

UN

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Two-spotted line-blue

C

Neolucia agricola agricola

Fringed heath-blue

UN

Jalmenus icilius

Icilius hairstreak

R

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Amaryllis azure

C

Ogyris zosine

Zosine azure

R

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Wattle blue

UN

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata

Saltbush blue

C

Subfamily: Theclinae
Rayed blue
Photo: R Grund

Subfamily: Polyommatinae

NYMPHALIDAE (brush-footed butterflies)
Western dusky-blue

Subfamily: Danainae (milk-sap butterflies)
Geitoneura klugii

Photo: R Grund

Common xenica

C

Source: Grund 2005; R. Grund pers. comm. 2005
Threatened status assigned on known ecology of the species: Endangered (E), Vulnerable (V) and
Rare (R); uncommon (UN) – species occurrence reliable but in low numbers and common (C) –
species occurrence reliable and abundant
#Migratory: Regular or annual migrations to South Australia
*Vagrant: Infrequent migrations to South Australia

Based on species distribution and ecology, an anticipated further 21 species of butterfly could
occur in the area (Grund 2005; R. Grund pers. comm; Table 5.15). However, an extensive survey
of Far West coast vegetation communities would be required to validate the occurrence of
butterflies and host plants.

Common xenica
Photo: R Grund

White-veined grassskipper

Icilius hairstreak

Long-tailed pea-blue

Photo: R Grund

Photo: R Grund

Photo: R Grund
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TABLE 5.15

Native species of butterfly considered to occur within the Far West

Species

Common name

Status

Antipodia atralba

Black and white sedge-skipper

R

Croitana arenaria pilepudla

Kimba grass-skipper

R

Motasingha trimaculata

Dingy four-spot sedge-skipper

UN

Trapezites sciron

Sciron rush-skipper

R

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Cyprotus pencilled-blue

R

Erina acasta

Blotched dusky-blue

UN

Theclinesthes albocincta

Bitter-bush blue

C

Hypochrysops ignitus

Fiery jewel

V

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Barnard’s azure

C

Ogyris halmaturia

Large bronze azure

E

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Silky azure

R

Ogyris otanes otanes

Small bronze azure

E

Common grass-blue

C#

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Lesser wanderer

UN*

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Wanderer, monarch

UN*

Junonia villida calybe

Meadow argus

C#

Vanessa itea

Australian admiral

UN#

Vanessa kershawi

Australian painted lady

C#

Chequered swallowtail

UN*

Belenois java teutonia

Caper white

#

Delias aganippe

Wood white

R*

Small grass-yellow

#

HESPERIIDAE
Subfamily: Trapezitinae

LYCAENIDAE (coppers and blues)
Subfamily: Polyommatinae

Subfamily: Theclinae

Subfamily: Polyommatinae
Zizina labradus labradus
NYMPHALIDAE (brush-footed butterflies)
Subfamily: DANAINAE (milk-sap butterflies)

PAPILIONIDAE (swallowtails)
Subfamily: Papilioninae
Papilio demoleus sthenelus
PIERIDAE (whites and yellows)
Subfamily: Pierinae (whites)

Subfamily: Coliadinae (yellows)
Eurema smilax

Source: Grund 2005; R. Grund pers. comm. 2007
Threatened status assigned on known ecology of the species: Endangered (E), Vulnerable (V) and
Rare (R); uncommon (UN) – species occurrence reliable but in low numbers and common (C) –
species occurrence reliable and abundant
#
Migratory: Regular or annual migrations to South Australia
*Vagrant: Infrequent migrations to South Australia.

In all, 131 species of native plants were identified as host plants for at least one species of
butterfly (some not recorded in the Far West coast) (Appendix 13).
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Host plants recorded in the Far West coast fell within several mapped vegetation communities,
which were used to illustrate known butterfly habitats (Table 5.16). However, it is not known
whether the butterflies are present and reside in these communities, or move through from one
area of core habitat to another (R. Grund pers. comm.).
TABLE 5.16

Vegetation communities used to identify potential butterfly habitat on the Far
West coast

Vegetation community (based on
‘dominant species’)

Landscape description

No.
butterfly
species

Host plants detected
within community

MVS name (broad description): Other Acacia tall open shrublands and shrublands
Atriplex cinerea low open shrubland
over Spinifex hirsutus low tussock
grassland

Foredunes, beach dunes

1

Atriplex cinerea

MVS name (broad description): Mallee heath and shrublands
Eucalyptus yalatensis low open mallee
shrubland over Geijera linearifolia
(mixed) low shrubs and Westringia
rigida low shrubs

Plains; sand soils

3

Rhagodia crassifolia
Santalum acuminatum

Eucalyptus calcareana (mixed) mid
mallee woodland over Melaleuca
lanceolata (mixed) tall shrubs and
Rhagodia crassifolia low shrubs

Plains and hill slopes;
calcareous material often
present as surface strew

4

Austrostipa eremophila
Exocarpos aphyllus
Rhagodia crassifolia

Eucalyptus diversifolia ssp. diversifolia
(mixed) mid open mallee forest over
Melaleuca lanceolata (mixed) tall
shrubs and Acrotriche patula (mixed)
low shrubs

Sandy soils, calcareous
material present as
surface stone

3

Rhagodia crassifolia
Templetonia retusa
Templetonia retusa

Eucalyptus oleosa ssp. mid mallee
woodland over Melaleuca pauperiflora
ssp. mutica (mixed) tall shrubs and
Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa
(mixed) low shrubs and Sclerolaena
diacantha low shrubs

Mostly plains but also hill
slopes; soils clay sand or
sandy loams, calcareous
and quartz surface strew
recorded

3

Exocarpos aphyllus
Rhagodia crassifolia

Eucalyptus gracilis mid open mallee
forest over Geijera linearifolia (mixed)
shrubs and Carrichtera annua (mixed)
shrubs

Unknown

1

MVS name (broad description): Chenopod shrublands
Maireana oppositifolia (mixed) low open
shrubland over Disphyma crassifolium
ssp. clavellatum (mixed) low shrubs

Flat to playa-pan; soils
ranging from sand to
sandy clay loam; supratidal

1

Rhagodia crassifolia

Atriplex paludosa ssp. cordata low open
shrubland over Hemichroa diandra
(mixed) low shrubs

Dune slopes and
interdune areas; variety of
soils ranging from sand to
sandy loam

1

Rhagodia crassifolia

Lawrencia squamata low open
shrubland over Atriplex vesicaria ssp.
(mixed) low open shrubland

Occurs in sandy soils in
coastal zone at margin of
Nullarbor Plain

5

Acacia anceps
Austrostipa eremophila
Rhagodia crassifolia

MVS name (broad description): Other shrublands
Beyeria lechenaultii low sparse
shrubland over Atriplex vesicaria ssp.
low shrubs

Interdune areas, hill
slopes and dune slopes;
sand soils

4

Acacia anceps
Rhagodia crassifolia

Olearia exiguifolia low open shrubland
over Enchylaena tomentosa var.
tomentosa low shrubs

Plains and gullies; soils
sandy loam or medium
clay

3

Acacia cyclops
Exocarpos aphyllus
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Vegetation community (based on
‘dominant species’)

Landscape description

No.
butterfly
species

Host plants detected
within community

Geijera linearifolia mid sparse
shrubland over Tetragonia implexicoma
low shrubs and Carpobrotus rossii (NC)
(mixed) low forbs

Plains, dune slopes and
ridges; soils ranging from
sand to sandy clay loam

3

Exocarpos aphyllus
Rhagodia crassifolia

Myoporum insulare mid open shrubland
over Rhagodia crassifolia (mixed) low
shrubs and Threlkeldia diffusa (mixed)
low shrubs

Dune slopes and
interdune areas; sand
soils

8

Acacia anceps
Atriplex cinerea
Eutaxia microphylla
Exocarpos aphyllus
Rhagodia crassifolia
Templetonia retusa

Acacia sp. winged (mixed) mid open
shrubland over Triodia compacta
(mixed) low shrubs

Dunes and consolidated
dunes; soils sand or
loamy sands

3

Rhagodia crassifolia
Santalum acuminatum

Olearia axillaris (mixed) tall open
shrubland over Threlkeldia diffusa
(mixed) low shrubs and Muehlenbeckia
adpressa (mixed) low vines

Dunes; coastal dune
systems; sand; deep;
coastal

5

Acacia anceps
Rhagodia crassifolia
Templetonia retusa

1

Austrostipa eremophila

1

Atriplex cinerea,
Rhagodia crassifolia

MVS name (broad description): Temperate tussock grasslands
Austrostipa sp. mid open tussock
grassland over Avena barbata,
Austrodanthonia caespitosa low forbs

Variety of land forms; soils
loamy or clayey sands,
calcareous material often
present on the surface

MVS name (broad description): Other tussock grasslands
Spinifex hirsutus (NC),Euphorbia
paralias low sparse grassland

Dune footslope; soils sand

MVS name (broad description): Mixed chenopod, samphire or forblands
Sclerostegia arbuscula low shrubland
over Suaeda australis low shrubs

Flats and plains; soils
sand, sandy loam or silty
loam; inter-tidal zone

1

Austrostipa eremophila

Nitraria billardierei (mixed) mid open
shrubland over Threlkeldia diffusa
(mixed) shrubs

Unknown

4

Acacia anceps, Atriplex
cinerea, Rhagodia
crassifolia

emergent Nitraria billardierei tall shrubs
over Maireana oppositifolia mid open
shrubland and Frankenia pauciflora var.
(mixed) low shrubs and Samolus
repens (mixed) low shrubs

Limestone plain
Exposed calcrete cliff tops
Saline, soil in calcrete
cracks; coastal (cliff tops)

3

Exocarpos aphyllus,
Rhagodia crassifolia

MVS name (broad description): Melaleuca shrublands and open shrublands
Melaleuca lanceolata, Geijera
linearifolia mid open shrubland over
Atriplex paludosa ssp. cordata (mixed)
low shrubs and Carpobrotus rossii (NC)
low shrubs

Plains, dunes, dune and
foot slopes and foredune
areas; soils range from
sand to sandy loam

5

Amyema melaleucae,
Exocarpos aphyllus,
Rhagodia crassifolia,
Westringia rigida

Melaleuca lanceolata tall open
shrubland over Rhagodia candolleana
ssp. candolleana (mixed) low shrubs

Various coastal and inland
land forms; soils usually
sandy with calcareous
material present

11

Acacia anceps
Amyema melaleucae
Austrostipa eremophi
Cassytha melantha
Eutaxia microphylla
Exocarpos aphyllus
Rhagodia crassifolia
Westringia rigida

MVS: major vegetation subgroup
NC: name change
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5.2.5 Species richness
Areas for conservation and management
may be prioritised based on the presence
and abundance of unique species. These
species may be threatened or identified as
fundamental components of functioning
ecosystems (e.g. Poiani et al. 2001;
Simberloff 1997). However, often our
understanding of species ecology or their
contributions to ecosystems is limited.
Hence, the number of species is often used
to indicate biodiversity and is used as an
indicator for conservation-based outcomes
(e.g. Atauri and Lucio 2001; Scott et al.
1987).
All native species of fauna recorded within
the Far West coast are listed in Appendix
10.
Figure 5.23 Location of potential ‘community
The actual distribution of many species
hotspots’ (west: Merdayerrah
within the Far West coast, and
Sandpatch, east: Head of Bight)
corresponding significant sites for
conservation, remain unknown but two
sites may be highlighted as having particularly high conservation value (Figure 5.23). The sand
dunes at Merdayerrah Sandpatch and the Head of the Bight both hold a diversity of vegetation
communities (Table 5.17), including communities restricted to each location.

Merdayerrah Sandpatch:


Olearia exiguifolia low open shrubland over Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa low shrubs



Eucalyptus diversifolia ssp. diversifolia (mixed) mid open mallee forest over Melaleuca lanceolata
(mixed) tall shrubs and Acrotriche patula (mixed) low shrubs

Head of the Bight:


Maireana oppositifolia (mixed) low open shrubland over Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum
(mixed) low shrubs



Eucalyptus diversifolia ssp. diversifolia (mixed) mid open mallee forest over Melaleuca lanceolata
(mixed) tall shrubs and Acrotriche patula (mixed) low shrubs



Atriplex vesicaria ssp. low open shrubland over Austrostipa nitida (mixed) low open tussock
grassland



emergent Nitraria billardierei tall shrubs over Maireana oppositifolia mid open shrubland and
Frankenia pauciflora var. (mixed) low shrubs and Samolus repens (mixed) low shrubs

In addition to unique vegetation communities, the Merdayerrah Sandpatch and the Head of the
Bight especially, have a mosaic of vegetation communities extending either east or west of the
Head of the Bight or throughout the Far West coast. Such uniqueness, diversity and overlap of
vegetation communities is expected to provide valuable core or dispersal habitat for a variety of
fauna.
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Vegetation community (based on dominant species)

Land form

Maireana oppositifolia (mixed) low open shrubland
over Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum (mixed)
low shrubs

Flat to playa-pan; soils
ranging from sand to sandy
clay loam; supra-tidal

HoB X

Olearia exiguifolia low open shrubland over
Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa low shrubs

Plains and gullies; soils
sandy loam or medium clay

MS

Merdayerrah

Head of the Bight

Vegetation communities present within potential ‘community hotspots’
Range of community

TABLE 5.17

X

Melaleuca lanceolata, Geijera linearifolia mid open
Plains, dunes, dune and foot EoB X
shrubland over Atriplex paludosa ssp. cordata (mixed) slopes and foredune areas;
low shrubs and Carpobrotus rossii (NC) low shrubs
soils range from sand to
sandy loam
Myoporum insulare mid open shrubland over
Rhagodia crassifolia (mixed) low shrubs and
Threlkeldia diffusa (mixed) low shrubs

Dune slopes and interdune
areas; sand soils

EoB X

Eucalyptus yalatensis low open mallee shrubland
over Geijera linearifolia (mixed) low shrubs and
Westringia rigida low shrubs

Plains; sand soils

WoB X

X

Eucalyptus calcareana (mixed) mid-mallee woodland Plains and hill slopes;
over Melaleuca lanceolata (mixed) tall shrubs and
calcareous material is often
Rhagodia crassifolia low shrubs
present as surface strew

all

X

Eucalyptus diversifolia ssp. diversifolia (mixed) mid
Sandy soils, calcareous
open mallee forest over Melaleuca lanceolata (mixed) material present as surface
tall shrubs and Acrotriche patula (mixed) low shrubs stone

MS

X

Melaleuca lanceolata tall open shrubland over
Rhagodia candolleana ssp. candolleana (mixed) low
shrubs

Various coastal and inland
land forms; soils usually
sandy with calcareous
material present

all

Acacia sp. winged (CR Alcock 4936) (mixed) midopen shrubland over Triodia compacta (mixed) low
shrubs

Dunes and consolidated
dunes; soils sand or loamy
sands

all

X

Atriplex cinerea low open shrubland over Spinifex
hirsutus low tussock grassland

Foredunes, beach dunes

all

X

Leucophyta brownii low sparse shrubland over
Frankenia pauciflora var. fruticulosa, Senecio
pinnatifolius low shrubs

Calcareous cliffs; sand soils

EoB X

X

X

Austrostipa sp. mid open tussock grassland over
Variety of land forms; soils
Avena barbata, Austrodanthonia caespitosa low forbs loamy or clayey sands,
calcareous material often
present on the surface

all

Eucalyptus gracilis mid open mallee forest over
Geijera linearifolia (mixed) shrubs and Carrichtera
annua (mixed) shrubs

Unknown

all

X

X

Nitraria billardierei (mixed) mid open shrubland over
Threlkeldia diffusa (mixed) shrubs

Unknown

all

X

X
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Vegetation community (based on dominant species)

Land form

Eucalyptus yalatensis, Melaleuca pauperiflora ssp.
mutica low mallee woodland over Rhagodia
crassifolia, Geijera linearifolia mid sparse shrubland
and Frankenia sessilis (mixed) low open shrubland
and Austrostipa sp. (mixed) low sparse tussock
grassland

Occurs on sandy soils over
limestone in coastal zone at
margin of Nullarbor Plain

WoB

X

Acacia papyrocarpa low woodland over Atriplex
nummularia ssp. spathulata mid sparse shrubland
and Atriplex vesicaria ssp. (mixed) low open
shrubland and Austrostipa sp. (mixed) low open
tussock grassland

Occurs on medium clay and
sandy clay loam soils on
limestone plain

WoB

X

Atriplex vesicaria ssp. low open shrubland over
Occurs on sandy and sandy
Austrostipa nitida (mixed) low open tussock grassland clay loam soils on limestone
plain

HoB X

Lawrencia squamata low open shrubland over
Atriplex vesicaria ssp. (mixed) low open shrubland

Occurs in sandy soils in
coastal zone at margin of
Nullarbor Plain

all

X

X

Emergent Atriplex vesicaria ssp. low sparse
shrubland over Austrostipa sp. (mixed) low tussock
grassland

Occurs on shallow soil over all
limestone on extensive plain

X

X

Emergent Nitraria billardierei tall shrubs over
Maireana oppositifolia mid open shrubland and
Frankenia pauciflora var. (mixed) low shrubs and
Samolus repens (mixed) low shrubs

Limestone plain; exposed
calcrete cliff tops; saline soil
in calcrete cracks; coastal
(cliff tops)

Olearia axillaris (mixed) tall open shrubland over
Threlkeldia diffusa (mixed) low shrubs and
Muehlenbeckia adpressa (mixed) low vines

Dunes; coastal dune
all
systems; sand; deep; coastal

HoB X

X

5.2.6 Marine environment
Marine mammals

A number of threatened marine species have been detected adjacent to the Far West coast,
including the nationally Endangered blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) (SA:E) and southern right
whale (Eubalaena australis) (SA:V); nationally Vulnerable humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae)
(SA:V); state Rare Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens), pygmy
sperm whale (Kogia breviceps), sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) and Hector’s beaked whale
(Mesoplodon hectori). Additional unlisted species include the common dolphin (Delphinus delphis),
long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) and killer whale (Orcinus orca).
The Great Australian Bight is used by 11 of the 32 species of marine mammals (cetaceans)
detected within South Australia (SA Museum 2004), it is considered particularly important for the
southern right whale (Figure 5.24), bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp.) (C. Kemper, SA Museum
pers. comm.) and common dolphin (Kemper and Ling 1991). It is a key breeding ground for the
southern right whale (Bannister et al. 1996); individuals arrive at the head of the Great Australian
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Bight or Merdayerrah between May and November to calve and nurse young (gestation >
3 years) (Ling and Needham 1991, Andrews 1994). After this time, records suggest the whales
move west to Western Australia (C. Kemper, SA Museum pers. comm.). The numbers of
southern right whales are recovering from heavy mortality rates inflicted by the whaling industry
(Bannister 1986). However, the species is susceptible to entanglement in fishing lines and nets,
collision with large vessels and disturbance from industrial activity along the coast (e.g. mining
and shipping), low-flying aircraft and tourism vessels (Bannister et al. 1996). Given the level of
protection placed over the marine environment at the Great Australian Bight, disturbance from
vessels and aircraft and certain recreational activities are the only likely impacts on the species.
These disturbances are being regulated in the area.
The oceanic blue whale is known to breed in warmer
waters (unknown locations) and feed in cooler waters
in the southern hemisphere (Bannister et. al 1996).
The species has been recorded on three separate
occasions within western South Australia. Blue whales
are considered threatened by collision with large
vessels, entanglement in fishing lines and nets and
disturbance from industrial and defence activities
(Bannister et al. 1996).
The humpback whale is a worldwide species. It
migrates between feeding areas in colder Antarctic
waters to warmer waters around Western Australia,
New South Wales and Queensland to breed
(Bannister et al. 1996). There have been numerous
sightings and some strandings along the South
Australian coast through the history of European
settlement (Kemper 2005). Records of humpback
whales increase in winter and dependent or freshly
weened young (juveniles and neonates) have stranded
within the Great Australian Bight; however, the
relationship between humpback whales and the SA
coast is unknown (Kemper 2005). Possible threats to
Humpback whale
this species include disturbance by water craft,
(Photo: N Haby)
swimmers and divers, entanglement in fishing gear
and shark nets, increasing pollution and seismic activities along the coast (Bannister et al. 1996).
Known threatening processes impacting the remaining whales and dolphins (cetaceans) include
curious juveniles approaching commercial or tourist vessels and being injured (Gibbs et al. 2004).
However, injuries and confusion caused by human activity are only part of the reason for
strandings; abundance, weather and the presence of upwellings or deep sea canyons can also
contribute to stranding events in the Great Australian Bight (Kemper and Ling 1991).
Additional marine species

The Great Australian Bight accommodates a great diversity of sea-squirts and sea-slugs (Andrews
1994), several turtles (leather-back turtle, loggerhead turtle and green sea-turtle, Buckley 1986)
and endangered macroalgae (Figure 5.25; DEH 2001).
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FIGURE 5.24 Locations recorded for some southern right whales in the Far West coastal and
offshore waters
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FIGURE 5.25 Locations recorded for endangered macroalgae in the Far West coastal and
offshore waters
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5.2.7 Threats to fauna
As agriculture, industry and residential zones were developed in other areas of South Australia,
the natural state of vegetation and coastal communities within the Far West coastal area has
remained relatively intact. Thus in recent times large reserves have been added to the South
Australian park system: Nullarbor National Park (proclaimed in 1979), Great Australian Bight
Marine National Park (proclaimed in 1996) and Wahgunyah Conservation Park (proclaimed in
2001). Over 50% of the Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources Management coastal zone used in
this assessment is formally protected within the South Australia reserves system, 67% within the
Nullarbor IBRA region and 98% within the Hampton IBRA region (in South Australia). The
Yalata Indigenous Protected Area (proclaimed in 1999) covers a further 44% of the study area.
The protection of natural areas along the Far West coast restricts the number and type of
threatening processes that may affect native fauna within the area (box below). Many threatening
processes within the landscape are connected: the presence of one can enhance the impact of
another. Suitable management of these processes would consider the threatening processes
occurring at a site, adequate management and monitoring the effect of management.
Threats to fauna of the Far West coast
1.

Biological threats:

degradation of habitat (e.g. firewood collection, invasion of weeds, clearance)

competition with domestic, introduced and native species

predation by introduces species or abundant native species

decline in prey abundance

disease

hunting

slow natural recruitment rates

2.

Climatic threats:

flooding of nests

climate change

changes in water regime

drought

storms

wild fire and inappropriate fire regimes

3.

Development

4.

Mining and seismic survey activity

5.

Recreation e.g. tourism

6.

Disturbance e.g. vehicles, vessels, humans

7.

Fishing – entanglement, reduced prey availability, loss prey habitat

8.

Pollution e.g. oil spills and chemical contaminants

9.

Illegal destruction

10. Insufficient information on the biology, ecology and status of the species.
11. Lack of awareness and understanding.

Vegetation clearance, fragmentation and isolation

Extensive clearance throughout South Australia has left remnant vegetation communities that
vary in size and shape, and have become separated in the landscape – factors that all influence the
ability of species of native flora and fauna to persist in the remaining habitat. Several general
principles apply, including (modified from Bogaert et al. 2001):


large patches of remnant vegetation are preferred to small ones



one large patch of remnant vegetation is preferred over several small patches with a similar
area
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compact patches of remnant vegetation are preferred over elongated or perforated patches



small distances are preferred between patches of remnant vegetation.

Patch size is the first important factor contributing to the suitability of an area for the long-term
occupation of native flora and fauna. Typically, larger patches of remnant vegetation are less
disturbed and support a greater diversity of species (e.g. Loyn 1989; Wagner and Edwards 2001).
This may vary according to the availability of habitat and the ability of a species to occupy and
persist in the remnant patch and surrounding landscape. For example, the abundance of select
forest birds may be greater in larger and ungrazed patches, while the abundance of select
farmland birds and waterbirds may remain unaffected by patch size (Loyn 1989).
Native wildlife generally exhibit preferences for particular vegetation communities that best
provide their required resources, such as sites for nesting, foraging and sheltering. Remnant
patches often consist of a variety of vegetation associations and habitats, and thus limit specific
species to preferred habitat types within a patch. Larger patches are more likely to contain a
greater diversity of habitats large enough to provide a diversity of resource requirements, buffer
against increased predation and invasion by introduced species, support a larger population likely
to survive natural mortality rates and, therefore, maintain a sustainable number of species for
long-term persistence in an area. Hence, larger patches not only generally contain a greater
mosaic of vegetation associations, they have a greater likelihood of being able to support native
wildlife for the future.
The influence of patch size on the ability of a species to maintain adequate genetic variation and
adapt to future changes to the landscape, requires a good understanding of the species biology
and ecology. Generally, large patches have been found preferable for maintaining species genetic
variation within a population; small patches have been found to contain a greater number of
individuals with similar genetic composition, which may be beneficial in certain events (Boecklen
and Bell 1989). Hence, the conservation of both large and small patches across the landscape is
important for the future conservation of native wildlife.
Smaller patches of remnant vegetation may contain habitat for a specialised species and therefore
also be important for the long-term conservation of native flora and fauna. Accurate detailed
vegetation mapping and an understanding of species ecology limit our ability to determine the
habitat value of these patches. However, small patches, which maintain a higher abundance of
species, in the vicinity of larger patches can enhance species dispersal across the landscape
(Fischer and Lindenmayer 2002; Henein and Merriam 1990). Species can thus move through the
landscape and replenish populations that have recently declined or become extinct (Friend 1989).
Fragmentation of remnant vegetation opens up a patch to penetration by invasive species.
Introduced plants are transported along vehicle and animal tracks and are blown, in the case of
wind dispersive species, into a patch of remnant vegetation. Introduced predators, such as foxes,
feral cats and dogs also find it easier to range into patches of fragmented remnant vegetation. A
greater perimeter-to-area ratio exposes a relatively longer edge of the remnant; tracks within the
remnant expose it even more.
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Towards the edge of patches of remnant vegetation, the midstorey and understorey generally
increase in cover – they create a buffer around the interior of the patch of remnant vegetation
(Oosterhoorn and Kappelle 2000). It may be possible to revegetate around patches of remnant
vegetation to enhance the extent of interior habitat, minimise the penetration of invasive species
and maximise available habitat for resident species.

Low shrubland community
(Photo: D Fotheringham)

Fragmentation of vegetation communities forces species of flora and fauna to be able to persist
in smaller, disjunct patches of vegetation with higher exposure to invasion by introduced species
and edge effects. Individual species may be affected differently. Mobile species with large home
ranges, species with the ability to adapt to agricultural and urban environments or species able to
locate necessary resource requirements from a variety of habitats may be impacted less than
sedentary species, which are sensitive to introduced species and edge effects, and require large
patches of specific vegetation communities (Whitcomb 1989).
Interrogating patch size, connectivity and fragmentation can help a basic evaluation of the
condition of native vegetation along the Far West coast but much of the original vegetation has
persisted in the area: more than 80% retains remnant vegetation. This is comparatively higher
than other natural resources management coastal areas within South Australia (e.g. approximately
66% of the Northern and Yorke NRM coast). In addition, coastal environments are often
naturally long, linear vegetation communities. Even patches with a small area and long perimeter
may be close to their natural state and provide suitable habitat for a variety of species.
Predation and competition

All species of native wildlife have some capacity to withstand loss of individuals from the
population. However, in heavily cleared, fragmented and isolated environments with introduced
competitive and predatory species, mortality rates have increased in many susceptible species.
The European red fox, feral cat and feral dog are predominantly responsible for increased
predation of native wildlife such as the eggs and chicks of the hooded plover, which nests in
exposed areas on the beach.
Dingoes are known to prey on a variety of native mammals, birds, reptiles and invertebrates,
targetting larger, ground-dwelling mammals (Mitchell and Banks 2005). These native species
adapt and persist in areas occupied by dingoes (Johnson et al. 2007). Where dingoes are absent,
the European red fox and feral cat invade more readily and maintain higher densities (Johnson et
al. 2007). Foxes take a range of mammals, birds, invertebrates and target medium to small
ground-dwelling and arboreal mammals (Mitchell and Banks 2005). Cats prey on ground-dwelling
and arboreal mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates (Jones and Coman 1981).
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TABLE 5.18

Introduced vertebrate species detected in the Far West coast

Family

Scientific name

Common name

COLUMBIDAE (pigeons and doves)

Columba livia

feral pigeon/rock dove

MUSCICAPIDAE (thrushes and old world
flycatches)

Turdus merula

common blackbird

PASSERIDAE (old world sparrows)

Passer domesticus

house sparrow

STURNIDAE (starlings)

Sturnus vulgaris

common starling

Bos taurus

feral cattle

Capra hircus

feral goat#

CAMELIDAE (camels and relatives)

Camelus dromedarius

one-humped camel

CANIDAE (dogs, foxes and relatives)

Canis lupus familiaris

dog (domestic or feral)

Vulpes vulpes

European red fox

Equus asinus

feral donkey

Equus caballus

feral horse

FELIDAE (cats and relatives)

Felis catus

feral cat

LEPORIDAE (rabbits and hares)

Lepus capensis

European brown hare#

Oryctolagus cuniculus

rabbit

Mus musculus

house mouse

Rattus rattus

black rat#

AVES (birds)

MAMMALIA (mammals)
BOVIDAE (horned ruminants)

EQUIDAE (horses, donkeys and relatives)

MURIDAE (murids)
#

(sourced from Buckley 1986)

The predation efficiency of European red foxes and
feral cats on native wildlife has been suggested to lead to
the collapse of prey populations and, in some cases, their
local extinction (e.g. Johnson et al. 2007). Maintaining
dingo populations may contribute to an effective means
of natural control of European red foxes, feral cats, feral
goats and European rabbits through direct predation
and competition (P Bird pers. comm.; Mitchell and
Banks 2005; Fleming et al. 2001).
European rabbits and camels compete with many
species of our native wildlife. Competition may be
directly for food, such as between the southern hairynosed wombat, European rabbit and Macropus spp. or
indirectly for shelter as the protective understorey is
grazed upon. Species sensitive to loss of understorey
include the state Rare thorn-tailed gecko and shy
heathwren, rufous fieldwren, blue-breasted fairy-wren,
orange chat, white-fronted honeyeater, white-winged
fairy-wren and crimson chat.
Dingo
(Photo: S Detmar)

Camel abundance has increased significantly in the outback. They have been documented to
graze a variety of species, including small-leaf sea heath, heath bluebush, bladder saltbush, native
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apricot, pale turpentine bush, turkey bush, spiny lawrencia and native boxthorn in the Yalata
Aboriginal Lands (Landless 2004). Previous aerial surveys to establish their extent in the Far West
coastal area have had limited success, due to the small target area and dense vegetation. Different
methodology and a larger target area are likely to increase success (B Dalzell pers. comm.).
All terrestrial species that forage and/or nest on or near the ground are at risk of increased
predation by introduced species. Species that require dense vegetation for shelter or food may be
sensitive to competition with introduced herbivores.

Herd of camels
(Photo: S Detmar)

Human disturbance

Recreation activities along the coastline include shore and
boat fishing, bush walking, beachcombing, camping,
sightseeing, picnicking, off-road vehicle use, photography,
surfing, swimming, bird watching, bird-banding and
research. These activities have the potential to affect the
behaviour of a variety of wildlife, especially waders,
shorebirds and predatory birds. Waders have been
observed to reduce their foraging in areas visited by
humans in response to frequent disturbance (Thomas et
al. 2003). In some popular bird watching areas, birds are
known to be disturbed for as long as 40 minutes/hour,
with most birds not returning to the site for at least 10
minutes following a disturbance (Burger et al. 2004).
Activities such as bird watching target areas of high bird
abundance and could disturb a number of birds from
what would probably be high quality habitat.
Other acts have a more direct impact on the survival of
native fauna. They include illegal destruction and
collection of individuals, eggs, and nests.
Species of significance within the Far West coastal region
sensitive to disturbance by humans include the hooded
Signs along the AW NRM coast.
plover, sooty oystercatcher, banded stilt, common
Photos: B Caton & S Detmar
sandpiper, sanderling, eastern reef egret, Australian pied
oyster catcher, grey-tailed tattler, kelp gull, eastern osprey and white-bellied sea-eagle.
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Climate change

Climate change may affect the distribution, abundance and status of a variety of species and has
the potential to change feeding habitats. However, the distribution of species may also alter with
changed season parameters, such as mean winter temperature and rainfall (Rehfisch et al. 2004).
In Britain, the mean winter temperature is expected to increase by 2.5–3°C and rainfall by 20%.
With these increases, a decline of migratory species to less than 50%, and in some cases to as
little as 9%, of the population sizes currently recorded has been suggested (Rehfisch et al. 2004).
They would thus impact species including the state Rare sanderling and ruddy turnstone.
Loss of hollows

Several species of the coast of the Far West, including the state Vulnerable greater long-eared bat
and Rare Major Mitchell’s cockatoo, require hollows for nesting sites. Many non-threatened
native fauna also use hollows, such as the Australian owlet-nightjar, restless flycatcher, mulga
parrot, peregrine falcon, tree martin, Gould’s wattled bat, chocolate wattled bat, lesser long-eared
bat, inland broad-nosed bat and southern forest bat.
The number of available hollows for roosting or nesting may have declined near tracks, car parks
and campsites because of the collection of firewood and nest hollows for the captive bird trade.
Wildfire and changed fire regime

In a fragmented and isolated landscape, wildfire can devastate local populations resulting in local
species extinctions. However, the ability of a species to survive a wildfire may be outweighed by
its resilience to the subsequent changes in resource availability. For some species, loss of scarce
resources through wildfire is as catastrophic as the fire itself.
Species without natural fire responses, such as travelling large distances quickly or taking
appropriate shelter, may not escape a wildfire front or be able to locate resources after the event.
For example, the splendid fairy-wren (Malurus splendens) is known to decline in frequently burned
areas and needs several years to return to pre-fire numbers (Rowley and Brooker 1989). In
addition to most small mammals and reptiles, the black-faced woodswallow, weebill, golden
whistler, western yellow robin, shy heathwren, rufous fieldwren and white-winged fair-wren may
be affected by wildfire.
All the vegetation communities in the Far West coast are reasonably large, intact and contiguous.
Fires affecting small areas are not expected to threaten the long-term survival of species in the
area but widespread wildfires could permanently alter species composition of the area.
Illegal destruction

Activities known to cause a decline in native fauna and fauna include hunting, poisoning, egg
collecting and vandalism of bird nests.
All native birds, mammals and reptiles are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1972. Individuals are required to obtain a permit to keep native species in sanctuaries, possess
rare or prohibited species, release prohibited or controlled species, keep more than one, sell or
import protected animals, hunt, and poison or manage native wildlife (Bates 1983).
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5.3

Heritage

5.3.1 Indigenous heritage
At the time of European invasion, the southern part of the Nullarbor Plain was occupied by the
Mirning, a coastal people. Cane and Gara (1989, p.4) note:
Their territory extended from White Wells (near Head of Bight) to Eucla but only 30 km inland, to
the margin of the treeless plain.

To the east of the Mirning were the Wirangu, living within a large territory extending from the
Head of Bight, north to Ooldea, and east to the Gawler Ranges and Streaky Bay.
The Nullarbor Cliffs made much of the coast inaccessible to Aboriginal people and camps
focused around fresh water soaks at the Head of Bight and the Merdayerrah Sandpatch.
In the second half of the 19th century Europeans moved into the region, establishing
settlements, tracks and sheep grazing runs. Conflict and disease reduced Aboriginal numbers.
Some moved to near Fowlers Bay, where rations were available. After 1880 many Aboriginal
people were employed by kangaroo shooters. “As Europeans prospered the environment was
degraded and the Aboriginal people became increasingly destitute.” (Cane and Gara 1989, p.13).
As the coastal tribes lost numbers, members of tribes from the north moved down into the
coastal areas. Mirning and Wirungu people were reported as having migrated to other areas,
although some stayed at Eucla, Head of Bight and Yalata station.
Aboriginal heritage sites on the State Heritage Register have been used in the conservation
analysis. These sites are buffered on the digital maps to the cell level: thus if the cell contains a
registered site, the whole cell would be given a high value for this digital layer. This process had
two values for the analysis: firstly, Aboriginal sites contributed to identification of places with a
high conservation priority; secondly, the digital layer flags to users of this report, areas where
there are registered Aboriginal sites. This aims to trigger a dialogue between users of the locality
and the Aboriginal custodians of the site.
There are obvious shortcomings in this form of analysis. Many sites of great significance to
Aboriginal people are not registered. Literature reviews (e.g. Cane and Gara 1989) and
consultation with community, local and non-local experts, make it clear that the whole area
within the Far West coastal boundary is of significance to Aboriginal people. Therefore, all cells
that did not contain a registered site were given a medium priority rating rather than no rating.
The buffering of registered sites within the analysis introduces another problem: they are to some
extent protected but within the analysis their value is diluted by extending it over a large area. To
take an extreme hypothetical case: if all significant sites were recorded and located on the digital
map, it is likely that there would be one or more in every cell and thus the entire coastal region
would receive the same priority score. No areas would be discriminated from others and the
object of the analysis would be defeated. In reality, the process has identified five coastal cells as
containing registered significant sites. Clearly, buffering reduces the spatial discrimination of the
analysis and the scoring method does not introduce any relative values for differing sites.
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5.3.2 European and natural heritage
Heritage sites listed as ‘European Heritage’ or ‘Natural Heritage’ on the State Heritage Register
and on the Register of the National Estate are represented as layers within the digital
conservation analysis by presence or absence.
A number of European heritage registers are currently in use in Australia: World Heritage,
National Heritage, Commonwealth Heritage, Register of the National Estate, State Heritage and
Local Heritage (Appendix 14). World, National and Commonwealth registers have not recorded
sites within the region, and sites on Local Heritage lists are shown on digital maps which
accompany this report.
Register of the National Estate

Criteria for entering a place on the Register of the National Estate by the Australian Heritage
Council (Appendix 14) relate to Australia’s natural and cultural history and include flora, fauna,
geomorphology and geology, as well as human use, occupation and aesthetics. Listing
demonstrates the national significance of a place, and may influence management plans and
development decisions. Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 the
Commonwealth Minister for Environment and Heritage must take listing into account in any
relevant decision.
State Heritage Register

The State Heritage Register is a list of places of heritage value to the state. Places are entered in
the Register by the State Heritage Authority, under the provisions of the Heritage Places Act 1993,
and acting on advice from the Heritage Branch. Criteria for entering on the state register are
similar to the Register of the National Estate (Appendix 14).

5.4

Geology and geomorphology

5.4.1. Geological Monuments
A Geological Monument “is a site showing features of outstanding geological or physiographic
significance that is considered by the community of earth scientists to be worthy of
conservation” (McBriar and Giles 1984, p.2). Monuments are examined in the field and assessed
in terms of being representative of wider features or rare. Taken together, the geological
monuments should represent the geological history of the state.
The list of Geological Monuments is reviewed and revised by the Geological Heritage Subcommittee of the SA Division of the Geological Society of Australia Incorporated. Information
on geological monuments is stored at Primary Industries and Resources South Australia (PIRSA)
and at the South Australian Museum.
The sites listed in this report thus document elements of the geological history of the region, as
identified by the leading geologists of the state and supported by published documentation. As
such they are of high conservation priority, and a score assigned to the appropriate coastal cell
represents this. The presence or absence of a significant geological site within a coastal cell can be
seen in the digital maps that form part of this report.
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Conservation of Significant Geological Sites

Geological Monuments are irreplaceable and need to be conserved but the means of
conservation varies from site to site. Some need protection by reservation; others by fencing or
access control; while more well known sites may benefit from site interpretation. Almost all are
threatened if development and earthmoving are proposed at the site and the list of monuments
should be included as an attachment to the council development plans.
Geological Monuments are not ranked in any order of importance but their level of significance
is assessed as local, State, Australian or International.
The PIRSA website on Geological Monuments states: “At the outset of the process of
designating geological monuments, it was thought that protection should precede any publicity as
this would inevitably increase visitation which would likely lead to damage. Attitudes throughout
the community have changed since that time and it is now accepted that, except for rare and
vulnerable features, the location of sites needs to be publicly known if they are to be effectively
protected”.
Two Geological Monuments are listed within the project area, Wilson Bluff and Head of Bight.
Head of Bight
[Summarised from monument nomination, Geological Society of Australia; file number E40]

The site includes the Eucla platform carbonates and the Nullarbor karst in the cliffs at the Head
of Bight; it includes the cove itself and the main cliff to 400 m westward from the cove.
The Head of Bight marks the beginning of the Bunda or Nullarbor Cliffs, which continue
westward for 200 km; over their entire length they are precipitous and mainly inaccessible. They
expose the Tertiary limestones, which constitute the bulk of the sediments infilling the Eucla
Basin. At Head of Bight these sediments are abutted by Quaternary aeolianite and partly mantled
by transgressive Holocene dunes.
The significance of the monument is that the cove at the Head of Bight is an important reference
section for two of the Tertiary limestones of the Eucla Basin: Wilson Bluff Limestone and
Nullarbor Limestone. The site is considered to be of Australian significance.
Wilson Bluff
[Summarised from monument nomination, Geological Society of Australia; file number E37]

Wilson Bluff is located immediately west of the Merdayerrah Sandpatch, near the border with
Western Australia. The headland was described by Eyre in 1845, and the geology by Tate in 1879:
these early descriptions are in part the reason for this being regarded as a significant exposure.
Lowy, 1970, proposed that this location be the type section for the description of:


Wilson Bluff Limestone (Middle to Late Eocene)



Abrakurrie Limestone (Late Oligocene to Early Miocene)



Nullarbor Limestone (late Early Miocene to early Middle Miocene)

The area is considered to be of Australian significance.
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5.4.2 Landforms of the Far West Coastal Region
Landforms are not used as a conservation layer within this analysis. However, they determine the
character of the country and underlie the value of several layers, notably viewscape. Landforms
also frame the understanding of many of the biophysical processes operating within the coastal
zone.
The coastline of the Far West study area extends 336 km from near to Cape Adieu to the
Western Australian border, and has sandy and rocky sections. From Cape Adieu to the Head of
Bight through the coast of Wahgunyah CP and the Yalata lands, the coastline is a mixture of
sandy bays and dunes, and low cliffs and headlands with cliff-top dunes. From the Head of Bight
to Wilson Bluff, the approximately 190 km of high rocky cliffs, the Nullarbor Cliffs, are
interrupted only near the western end by 19 km of sand beach and dune at the Merdayerrah
Sandpatch.
East of Twin Rocks the Far West coastal boundary is dominated by beaches, dunes, low
calcarenite cliffs and shore platforms. Short et al. (1986 p.21) place this in a wider context:
Pleistocene dune calcarenite (dune-rock or aeolianite) of the Bridgewater Formation occurs almost
continuously along the coast from Port Lincoln to Twin Rocks. The deposits are derived largely
from wind blown marine sand, deposited during periods of sea-level transgression and stillstand.
The sea level oscillations are associated with Quaternary glacials (low sea level) and inter-glacials
(high sea level), that have oscillated at periods of approximately 20,000, 40,000 and 120,000 during
the past 2 million years.

The dune calcarenite was deposited at times of high sea level and plentiful sand supply during the
climatic oscillations of the Quaternary. Rising sea levels and wave action rolled carbonate sand
ashore from the continental shelf. The sand was then wind blown into transgressive dune
systems, and over time cemented by lime and soil water movement. Successive high sea level
events piled a series of calcarenite dunes on top of one another in a variety of complex
arrangements. The resulting dune calcarenite rock may contain relatively resistant layers and
poorly cemented layers: when the latter are exposed at the land surface they may be blown to
form another generation of dunes. “Where the dune calcarenite is exposed to wave action, it has
been eroded into cliffs and shore platforms. Off shore submerged calcarenite forms reefs and
rocky seabed.” (Short et al. 1986, p.23).
In addition to low cliffs and shore platforms, the dune calcarenite forms an undulating coastal
plain over much of the Far West coastal boundary east of Twin Rocks. In many places this
undulating coastal plain is buried under the white-sand transgressive dunes of Holocene age. The
Holocene sands which now form the beaches and dunes of the Yalata Indigenous Protected Area
lands and Wahgunyah Conservation Park have been brought ashore by the post-glacial
transgression, 20,000–6000 years before present (BP). Waves adjusted the form of the newly
flooded sea floor and brought large quantities of sand ashore. In turn, winds moved these sands
inland from the beach to form extensive transgressive dunes. In the case of the Yalata Sand Mass,
very large quantities of sand have transported 7.5 km inland. Immediately east of the sand mass,
transgressive dunes appear to have cut off a former spring tide connection to the low lying Yalata
Swamp area.
The Nullarbor Cliffs are the most spectacular landform of the Far West Coast, a vertical rampart
some 70–90 m high. They are composed of three Tertiary limestone units, which extend as
horizontal layers for the length of this huge landform. The lower half of the cliffs is white friable
chalky limestone, Wilson Bluff Limestone, which is overlain by a thin layer of Abrakurrie
Limestone. Overlying both and forming the upper part of the coastal cliffs is the Nullarbor
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Limestone, a grey to brown hard limestone unit. The unresistant nature of the Wilson Bluff
Limestone means that no shore platform can develop and that the cliffs are frequently undercut
to maintain the vertical to overhanging cliffs. Detailed examination of oblique aerial photographs
of the cliffs shows frequent cliff fall debris (or talus) amounting to about 25% of the length of
the base of the cliffs. The talus is composed of large blocks of Nullarbor Limestone, with a fresh
broken appearance. There is no sign that debris accumulates over a long period of time: the high
wave energy of the Southern Ocean steadily removes the talus and the precipitous nature of the
cliffs is maintained. The speed of recession of this dynamic landform is not yet established, and
awaits comparison of cliff position on a time series of vertical aerial photographs. However, it is
clear that the recession is relatively rapid, and surprisingly uniform, as no embayments nor major
orientation changes of coastline have developed along the whole of the feature.
From the cliffs, the Nullarbor extends as a featureless, virtually flat, plain. Soils are thin sandy silts
over a calcrete layer. The surface is pock marked by many small solution holes and a small
number of larger solution hollows and collapse features. In a few places near the cliffs there are
small, low, vestigial cliff top dunes. There are small indentations in the line of the cliff edge,
where solution features in the Nullarbor Limestone have collapsed, often leaving crumbling
calcrete edge – a visual emphasis of the ongoing hazardous nature of the cliff edge.
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Threatening Processes

Threatening processes were analysed using 15 threat layers; the processes that appeared to
significantly distinguish between cells are discussed below. Also discussed for the general region
is the projected climate change scenario with some local potential impacts, despite the GIS-based
analysis not being able to incorporate climate change.

6.1

Development, land ownership, land use and mining

Development zoning, land ownership and land use were used in the analysis of threatening
processes because they have the potential to lower conservation priority values through
development, land use and/or other activities.
The land proclaimed under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972 (Wahgunyah Conservation
Park (CP) and Nullarbor National Park (NP) has been given low threat values for development,
land ownership and land use, because they are specifically set aside for preserving and managing
conservation. Land use and/or activities allowed within these areas are restricted under the Act
and only minor works, such as toilets, showers or campsite development, are likely.
The Yalata Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) has some protection under the Indigenous
Protected Area Program but not the level of protection for development potential and land use
of areas under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972. A medium to high threat value has been
given to this area due to the potential for development and/or land use that may threaten the
conservation values.
The road reserves within the study area were given high threat values for development, land use
and land ownership, as they have little or no protection.
Mining activities were also used in the threatening processes analysis as they can decrease
conservation values by vegetation clearance, track creation, soil and wildlife disturbance, weed
introduction, increased fire risk, creating corridors for feral animal activity and opening areas for
recreational use. Only one small location within the study area was subject to a mineral
exploration licence, so very low to zero threat values were given throughout the area.

6.2

Coastal viewscape and viewshed analysis

In 2004–05, the Department for Environment and Heritage conducted a South Australian
analysis of the scenic value of coastal lands. A complementary viewshed analysis identified areas
that can be seen from the sea and therefore have sea views. Coastal areas with a high score for
visual amenity or sea views, were regarded as under pressure for development and/or recreational
activities (e.g. lookouts, off-road vehicle activity, camping), and hence given a high threat score.
Most of the Far West coast, with its beautiful landscape and attractiveness to recreational
activities, scored medium to high threat values for visual amenity and sea views.
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6.3

Recreational activities

Recreational activities are popular along the coast and have many impacts on the environment.
They often take place in areas of highest conservation value, increasing the need for appropriate
management. On the long list of recreational activities along the coast are off-road driving,
camping, fishing, hunting, sight-seeing, sandboarding, swimming, walking and surfing. These
activities can be a direct or indirect threat to conservation values. The coastal area of Wahgunyah
CP and Yalata is very popular for fishing, which brings with it two activites that are the focus of
this section: off-road vehicle (ORV) use and bush camping. Along the Nullarbor, the main
recreational activities of whale watching and sightseeing have been accompanied by a large
increase in the number of tracks made by ORVs accessing the cliff top.
The coast has highly sensitive vegetation and soil, and tends to have slow recovery times, and is
thus highly susceptible to damage by ORVs and bush camping.
The impacts of ORVs and bush camping on coastal environments are quite similar and include:


wildlife disturbance, harassment, displacement and destruction



disruption of wildlife feeding and breeding



disruption of predator–prey relationship



destruction or disturbance to cultural sites



animal captivity



vegetation and wildlife habitat change fragmentation or destruction



pedestrian and vehicular traffic impact on vegetation



introduction of weeds and plant diseases



creation of track network



collection (e.g. of plants, rocks, cultural artefacts)



soil disturbance, compaction and degradation



soil and beach erosion



litter and waste (including human waste)



noise and chemical pollution



alteration to drainage patterns



disfigurement of the landscape and coastline



use of dead wood for fires



increased fire risk



loss of heritage and conservation values



vandalism.

6.3.1 Off-road vehicles
ORVs can be 4-wheel drives, 2- and 4-wheel motorbikes, dune buggies and conventional vehicles
that are driven off designated roads. The coast is a popular area for people to use ORVs to get to
remote fishing, scenic, picnic or camping areas, to cross dunes and travel along beaches, or for
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the general ‘fun’ of driving off road or to out-of-the way places. ORVs have already caused
significant damage to coastal areas in the Far West coastal region.
Historically little thought was given to vehicles travelling through untouched coastal areas,
creating a myriad of poorly formed and located tracks through native vegetation. Over time the
increase in the number of vehicles capable of travelling off road has seen a significant increase in
the use of ORVs, and thereby the impacts and damage caused by them.
Off-road vehicle use in the Far West coast

Within the Far West coastal boundary, Eyre Highway and a spur road to the Head of Bight
tourist facility are the only sealed roads. However, throughout the area is a network of dirt tracks
along the cliff tops and through the dunes leading to campsites, beaches, viewing areas, fishing
spots, favourite quad bike locations and starling traps. The network reportedly changes and
increases constantly, as drivers – old and new – find creative ways to ‘improve’ old tracks or find
new areas to access.
A recent study (Segaran 2006) investigated the migratory trends of the coastal sand dunes in
Yalata IPA and Wahgunyah CP, and their relationship to ORV traffic. The study mapped the
dune movement and track density for the periods 1979–1999 and 1999–2004. Sagaren (2006)
concluded that an increase of dune transgressive movement in his study area between 1999 and
2004 could not be accounted for by an increase in track density. He suggested that a decrease in
rainfall was sufficient to overwhelm any effects of increase in ORV activity.
ORV activity has been shown elsewhere to have significant impact on dune stability (Anders and
Leatherman 1987; Stephenson 1999) and the ORVs may still have impacted on vegetation
regeneration in the areas they accessed. Segaran (2006) suggests that the impact of vehicles on
dune stability in the remote South Australian west coast may in the future become more apparent
with increase in vehicle numbers over time.
In 2007, Segaran expanded the comparison of tracks existing in 1979 and 2004 to map the tracks
near the Head of the Bight and Merdayerrah Sandpatch. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the significant
increase in tracks and ORV activity since 1979. The 2004 aerial photography shows a large
network of tracks on the Nullarbor cliffs, suggesting a similar increase in ORV activity there.
ORV activity may not have been found to have been a significant factor in sand dune drift but it
has had, and continues to have, numerous other impacts on the sensitive environment along the
Far West coast, both in the dunes and on the cliff tops. Impacts caused by ORV tracks, observed
during field trips to the area, included vegetation destruction, landscape degradation, gully
erosion (Figure 6.3) damage to cultural sites, and the introduction and spread of weeds. A safety
risk was also observed along the cliff tops, with tracks and informal viewing areas close to
undercut and unstable cliffs (Figure 6.4).
The improvement of 4-wheel drives and quadbikes is likely to have increased the pressure on fish
stocks and disturbance on beach nesting birds, such as hooded plovers, by allowing fishermen to
get to previously inaccessible areas. Unregistered vehicles, such as quadbikes and unregistered
motorbikes, are not allowed in parks (e.g. conservation parks or national parks); they have
historically been allowed in the Yalata IPA but this is currently under review.
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FIGURE 6.1

Comparison of 1979 and 2004 off-road vehicle tracks in Yalata and Wahgunyah
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FIGURE 6.2

Comparison of 1979 and 2004 off-road vehicle tracks near Merdayerrah
Sandpatch
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FIGURE 6.3

Gully erosion on a track down the escarpment near the WA border

FIGURE 6.4

Track to edge of undercut cliff

Off-road vehicle analysis

Tracks were used in the ‘threatening processes’ analysis to signify ORV activity. Existing road
and sand dune databases were used, together with mapping undertaken by Ramesh Segaran in
2006 and 2007) for Wahgunyah CP, Yalata and Merdayerrah. Unvegetated sand dune areas were
included as tracks as they provide little restriction to movement and are quite often used by
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ORVs. The presence of ORV tracks also points to an increased threat on the environment in
directly adjacent areas.
The analysis found the biggest threat from ORVs was in dune areas where detailed track mapping
had been completed. Other areas, such as cliff tops, showed a lower threat probably only because
current databases do not show all existing tracks. Values for these areas are likely to increase with
detailed mapping.
Controlling access in this area is not easy due to the remoteness, the terrain and the limited
resources available. Controlling access requires policing of vehicle activity and a quick response
to the creation of new tracks or the reopening of old tracks, the remoteness of the area and the
limited resources makes this difficult. The terrain of the area also makes access control difficult
and expensive, along the cliff tops and escarpment the vegetation is generally fairly low, making it
easier for vehicles to create new tracks and/or drive around tracks that have been closed. The
surface rock in some of these areas is also very hard requiring specialist equipment to install posts
or using alternative methods to block tracks. The vast areas of mobile dunes and the sparser
vegetation often occupying dune areas compared to inland areas again make the creation of new
tracks and/or driving around tracks that have been blocked off relatively easy.
The increase in ORV tracks (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) and the impacts observed show a clear need for
access control to be undertaken. Detailed mapping of exiting tracks is required to strategically
assess the track network and determine which tracks should remain open and which tracks
require closure. This strategic approach can increase the effectiveness of the access control by
still allowing people to access the coast, but reducing the number or routes and access points.
However, for success this needs to be complemented with appropriate signage, education,
policing and rehabilitation of closed tracks.
6.3.2 Camping
Camping can be formal or informal (and does not include caravan parks). Formal camping takes
place in a camping reserve designated by, for example, council, community, property owner or
DEH). These sites may require a permit and may have basic facilities such as toilets, bins,
fencing. Informal camping happens outside of designated camping reserves where people camp
for one night or more.
Many people taking part in recreational activities or taking a rest stop while travelling, camp along
the coast. Significantly more people have been coming to the area over the years, facilitated by
improved transport infrastructure (road and vehicle) and therefore quicker travelling times. More
people increase the pressure on camping areas and native vegetation.
The Far West region is a popular camping destination due to its popular fishing areas, remote and
scenic locations, and convenience for people travelling across the Nullarbor. Camping may be
formal or informal bush around the Far West coast, and the length of stay ranges from one night
to several weeks.
Wahgunyah CP and the Yalata IPA have formal campsites. At Wahgunyah CP, campsites are
located either side of the Dog Fence (and near Cape Adieu); permits are required and can be
purchased from the DEH office in Ceduna. Yalata has established seven formal campsites for
visitors, permits are also required and can be purchased from Yalata Land Management.
Nullarbor NP has no formal campsites.
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All three areas are subject to informal camping, generally in sensitive areas, such as native
vegetation, sand dunes or cliff tops. Informal camping is often linked to ORV tracks. Control of
ORV tracks is likely to reduce informal camping, particularly if signs and education on permitted
camping areas are also used.

6.4

Environmental weeds affecting the Far West coast

Weeds are a major threat to our coast particularly as they continue to be an insufficiently
recognised ecological problem. The coastal strip is particularly vulnerable and accessible to weed
invasion. The coast supports a range of plants that do not occur naturally in the region.
Populations of introduced plants are expanding and pose a threat to the values of the coast. They
may be causing a decline in native plant and animal communities.
6.4.1 Weed threat
Adapted from Coastal dune management: A manual of coastal dune management and rehabilitation
techniques (Department of Land and Water Conservation NSW 2001)

Weeds cause many impacts on the coast. Just as in any other natural environment they often
grow faster than native plants and successfully compete for sunlight, water, nutrients and
pollinators. They also prevent or interfere with natural regeneration. Their capacity to establish
and spread allows them to invade and displace native plant communities, thereby reducing
biological diversity and threatening the viability of many plant communities. Floristically and
structurally diverse natural vegetation can be changed dramatically to a much-simplified state
where one or several weeds dominate. Coastal heath and native grassland, which naturally hold
sand dunes together, are some of the plant communities that have been crowded out by weeds
and contribute to the destabilisation of coastal dune systems. Native fauna is also adversely
affected by the loss of plants that provide shelter, food and nesting habitat, or by animals that
thrive in response to the changed conditions. Generally the spread of exotic plants to the coast
has been accidental as a result of various human activities (e.g. in ballast or on vehicles). They are
also commonly spread by fauna, particularly birds. However, some weed species have been
introduced to the coast purposely for agricultural or ornamental use. The many disturbances
along the coast have accelerated the spread of exotic plants within the coastal zone.
Weeds may also cause problems such as:


providing habitat or a food source for feral animals



altering nutrient content of low fertility soils



altering hydrological cycles



altering dune sand mobility by changing the vegetation cover e.g. creating a weed
monoculture and increasing beach erosion



increasing fire risk by raising available fuel levels in fire danger periods



reducing visual amenity and aesthetics of natural landscapes



losing representative examples of original coastal plant communities.

Purpose

Weeds are a sign of coastal health. More than 500 weeds species, or over 30% of the total known
coastal flora, have been recorded in the South Australian coastal zone. On the Far West coastal
region a relatively low number, 27, of exotic flora species have been recorded. This can partially
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be attributed to the climatic conditions of the area, no residential development, less agricultural
use than other areas and lower rates of visitation in such a remote area. However, vegetation
survey sites are usually selected in ‘good’ remnants of native vegetation and may produce a bias
(Oppermann 1999).
In the analysis, the proportion of weeds against natives was used to assess the health or
degradation of vegetation and to highlight areas that require conservation priority. Weed species
have also been assessed for their threatening values. The following sections identify the highest
priority environmental weeds and assign values to weed species to scale the threat. That
information has been incorporated into the analysis of threatening processes within the Far West
coastal region.
6.4.2 Methodology for determining priority weeds and values
Weed lists for the Far West coastal region were obtained from the State Biological Survey
Database.
A weed ratings list was concurrently developed detailing:


Weeds of National Significance (WONS)



Alert List of Environmental Weeds



Declared Weeds



Draft AW Pest Management Strategy

The ratings list was matched to the regional weed list, which was subsequently worked through to
assign values to species.
Assigning threat values

To display the weeds as a GIS threat layer for this study, individual species were allocated a threat
value on a scale of 1 to 9, with 1 being the lowest and 9 being the highest. Values were designed
to align with the five threat categories (Table 6.1) outlined in the Nature Conservation Society’s
(NCS) bushland condition monitoring manual: Coastal vegetation communities of the southern Mount
Lofty Ranges (Croft et al. 2006). The categories are based on the:


weed’s degree of invasiveness or ability to expand into intact scrub



weed’s capability to disrupt natural processes in bushland



degree of difficulty in preventing or controlling an infestation.

TABLE 6.1

NCS Bushland Condition Monitoring Manual weed threat categories

Category

Description

5

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact remnant bushland, spreads rapidly
producing very dense stands and a blanket cover; potential to eliminate almost all
native understorey species; very difficult to control without outside help

4

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact remnant bushland, with the potential to
spread rapidly and produce very dense stands given favourable habitat and/or
vectors; high potential to reduce native species diversity and abundance; can be
controlled with sustained effort
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3

Invasive in intact bushland with moderate potential to reduce native species diversity;
rate of spread slower than Cat 4 and 5 but once present will persist and threaten
biodiversity; may produce dense stands over wide area but can be controlled with
sustained effort

2

Generally only invade disturbed bushland but may spread rapidly; generally only
slight potential to reduce native species diversity, unless present in high densities

1

Generally only invade disturbed bushland; often widespread and abundant but not
considered a significant threat to native biodiversity, unless present in very high
densities

None

Species not considered a non-indigenous weed species

Assessment in this study was based on these weed threat categories and adapted to incorporate
the present and potential distribution of species (i.e. widespread versus limited). Potential for
distribution incorporates the number of vectors a species has (more vectors enable the species to
spread more readily) and the potential area(s) a weed species may inhabit (preference for specific
habitats). Table 6.2 summarises the weed value allocation system used to assign threat levels to
weed species in the Far West coastal region.
TABLE 6.2
NCS
category

Weed value allocation system
Study
threat
rating
9

5
8

7
4
6

5
3
4

3
2

NCS weed threat category description

Distribution

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact
remnant bushland, spreads rapidly producing
very dense stands and a blanket cover; potential
to eliminate almost all native understorey
species; very difficult to control without outside
help

Widespread or

Highly invasive in either disturbed or intact
remnant bushland, with the potential to spread
rapidly and produce very dense stands given
favourable habitat and/or vectors; high potential
to reduce native species diversity and
abundance; can be controlled with sustained
effort

Widespread or

Invasive in intact bushland with moderate
potential to reduce native species diversity; rate
of spread slower than Cat 4 and 5 but once
present will persist and threaten biodiversity;
may produce dense stands over wide area but
can be controlled with sustained effort

Widespread or

Generally only invade disturbed bushland but
may spread rapidly; generally only a slight
potential to reduce native species diversity,
unless present in high densities

Widespread or

Generally only invade disturbed bushland; often
widespread and abundant but not considered a
significant threat to native biodiversity, unless
present in very high densities

n.a.

2

1

1

Currently limited with
numerous vectors
Limited distribution with few
vectors

Currently limited with
numerous vectors
Limited distribution with few
vectors

Currently limited with
numerous vectors
Limited distribution with few
vectors

Currently limited with
numerous vectors
Limited distribution with few
vectors

Results

An internal DEH assessment, using the value allocation system, assigned threat values to all weed
species listed for the Far West coast. The results and distribution of species (by cell) are listed in
Table 6.3.
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TABLE 6.3

Weed species list with ratings and distribution

# of
records

Species name

Common name

NCS rating

Study
rating

Cell number

3

Arctotheca populifolia

Beach daisy

3

5

11, 34, 35

10

Euphorbia paralias

Sea spurge

3

5

2, 4, 7, 10, 11,
34

1

Asphodelus fistulosus

Onion weed

2

2

28

1

Scabiosa atropurpurea

Pincushion

2

2

28

1

Solanum nigrum

Black nightshade

2

2

28

3

Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum

Common iceplant

2

2

9, 11, 34

4

Brassica tournefortii

Wild turnip

2

2

2, 4, 5

5

Carrichtera annua

Ward's weed

2

2

15, 22, 27, 28

1

Centaurium sp.

Centaury

1

1

22

1

Rostraria cristata

Annual cat's-tail

1

1

2

1

Mesembryanthemum
aitonis

Angled iceplant

1

1

2

1

Medicago minima var.
minima

Little medic

1

1

2

1

Avena barbata

Bearded oat

1

1

28

1

Chenopodium murale

Nettle-leaf
goosefoot

1

1

34

1

Parapholis incurva

Curly ryegrass

1

1

2

1

Medicago polymorpha var.
polymorpha

Burr-medic

1

1

2

2

Schismus barbatus

Arabian grass

1

1

9, 10

2

Bromus rubens

Red brome

1

1

4, 8

2

Hornungia procumbens

Oval purse

1

1

12, 34

2

Rostraria pumila

Tiny bristle-grass

1

1

21, 23

3

Anagallis arvensis

Pimpernel

1

1

28, 34

4

Centaurea melitensis

Malta thistle

1

1

4, 10, 28, 34

4

Erodium cicutarium

Cut-leaf heron'sbill

1

1

2, 12, 21

5

Bupleurum
semicompositum

Hare's ear

1

1

2, 4, 12, 13

15

Sonchus oleraceus (NC)

Common sowthistle

1

1

2, 15, 17, 21,
23, 27, 31, 33,
34, 35

2

Cakile maritima ssp.
maritima

Two-horned sea
rocket

Not
considered
a weed

0

34, 35

2

Cakile edentula

American sea
rocket

Not
considered
a weed

0

12, 35

Recorded weeds with a rating greater than 1, and their weed status and potential, are described
below.
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Arctotheca populifolia (beach daisy)

Distribution: Localised
Density: Widespread
Beach daisy has buoyant seeds distributed by the sea
which have followed currents from Western Australian
coastal sources across the state. It can withstand the
windy and saline conditions of the beach environment,
and cover large areas of accumulating sand. Highly
invasive of foredunes and grasslands and spread by the
wind back into dune systems. Difficult to hand pull and
resistant to chemicals. It is short lived but persistent.
Replace gradually with Spinifex.
Description

A low spreading thickset perennial herb to knee high. Fleshy, semi-succulent prostrate robust stems
covered with hairs. Leaves borne on the stem are large also matted with hair, oval-shaped on short
stems, pale grey-green in colour. Flowers a yellow daisy both button and ray floret from winter to
early summer occurs on long curving stalks extending beyond the leaf structure. Fruit is 5 mm
long with a white woolly cover.
Recorded on the coast predominantly on the open ocean coasts with strongholds across the West
Coast and the South East.
Euphorbia paralias (sea spurge)

Distribution: Widespread
Density: Widespread
Sea spurge is a weed of coastal sand dunes recorded at
Port Victoria as early as 1934 suggesting it arrived
accidentally in ship ballast by grain ketches (Heyligers
2002). It is a naturalised species that is spreading and is
accepted as a cosmopolitan. The seed is buoyant and is
known to be highly viable after very long periods (6 years
according to Heyligers 2002) in seawater. It invades
frontal dunes above the strand line and unstable coastal
dunes. It rapidly invades unaffected beaches.
Description

A perennial fleshy herb, growing upright to knee high with a deep taproot. Leaves blue-green in
colour, gradually changing shape up the stem. The stems have a sticky white sap when broken.
Central stalked female flower can also look yellow in spring and summer. Three small smooth
whitish seeds in each wrinkled seed capsule.
Recorded on the coast across the state in dune locations.
Asphodelus fistulosis (onion weed)

Distribution: Localised to widespread
Density: Common
Onion weed is a declared plant of South Australia. It
naturalises and is in relative abundance. It is a
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widespread and invasive weed of calcareous soils, particularly abundant along road verges, from
where it is invading disturbed bushland.
Description

An introduced tufted erect annual herb to knee high with narrow hollow cylindrical fleshy grasslike leaves. Flowers a white to pale pink star shaped flowers with 6 petals (3 petals, 3 sepals) with a
central brown stripe produced in winter and spring. Fruit a globular capsule containing 3 to 6
wrinkled, triangular seeds.
A generalist. Found across the state.
Scabiosa atropurpurea (scabious)

Distribution: Widespread
Density: Common
Scabious is a vigorous weed of roadsides that readily
naturalises and penetrates into heavily disturbed
areas.
Description

A perennial herb, to knee high. Finely divided leaves in
a basal floret and along the flower stem. Almost
hemispherical clusters of small, pale purple flowers
at the ends of slender stalks.
Found in many more locations than recorded on the coast
Solanum nigram (black-berry nightshade)

Distribution: Widespread
Density: Common
Black-berry nightshade is not commonly seen
impacting on coastal biodiversity but more in areas
where there has been heavy disturbance.
Description

A short lived erect or spreading shrub to thigh high.
Leaves dark green, oval shaped with pointed tips,
sometimes lobed along the margins. Flowers in
clusters white with five petals. Berries mature to dullblack to purple.
Recorded very widespread across the state on the
coast.
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (ice plant)

Distribution: Localised
Density: Occasional
Ice plant is not commonly seen impacting on coastal
biodiversity but more in areas where there has been
heavy disturbance
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Description

Succulent mat annual herb. Stems and leaves glisten with shiny tiny water cells. Leaves green or
pink, fleshy, hairless. Single white daisy like flower on short stalk. Fruit a hemispherical capsules,
initially fleshy but becoming dry and papery, releasing hard, dry seeds. Manual removal
Recorded very widespread on the coast throughout the state.
Brassica tournefortii (wild turnip)

Distribution: Widespread
Density: Common
Wild turnip is vigorous growing in dunes it is a
naturalised species and is spreading. Control by
chemical before flowering.
Description

An introduced annual slender herb to thigh high with
a deep taproot and basal, bristly, deeply divided leaves
and also clasping on stems. Pale yellow and crossshaped flowers with 4 petals. Fruit a narrow erect cylindrical capsule tapered to a beak like tip.
Has been recorded extensively across the coastal zone.
Carrichtera annua (Ward’s weed)

Distribution: Widespread
Density: Common
Ward’s weed now dominates semi-arid areas and
invades disturbed areas.
Description

A bristly annual herb to shin high. Branches mainly
from the base with leaves that are deeply divided
into narrow segments. Flowers are yellow with purple
veins. Fruit has a globular bristly body topped by a
flattened leaf segment.
Recorded extensively across the semi-arid coast of the state.
Managing weeds

Despite longstanding control measures administered by a wide range of natural resource
managers, there is evidence of an increasing rate of weed encroachment towards every ecosystem
of immediate conservation value within Australia (ARMCANZ and ANZECC 1999). The public
ownership and linearity of the coast make the recognition of the weed disturbance problematic.
More needs to be done as weeds are having an impact on the coast and no adequate baseline data
or monitoring is in place.
While it would be desirable to consider the control of weeds on the coast as a high priority, funds
will be a limiting factor and weed management strategies should subsequently aim to reduce or
eliminate physical disturbance to native vegetation. In addition, targeting the control of weeds
and preventing new incursions in areas of high biodiversity value and in large areas currently
relatively free of weeds is vital.
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Actions

A number of land management practices can be enacted which could decrease weed ingress,
including: rationalising access tracks, restricting fire breaks to only where required, controlling
introduced grazing animals, maintaining both weed-free and fertiliser-free buffer zones around
native vegetation.
Early warning

The weed flora is constantly changing with new introductions, thus the collection of specimens
and mapping can be vitally important. More resources and development of a centralised weed
database with GIS capability could reverse the lack of environmental weed mapping. Pest 2000 is
a current database that has been developed for weeds by PIRSA.
A serious weed often appears after it has naturalised and the earlier the awareness of a widening
distribution, the greater chance of timely control measure being implemented. With efficient
weed risk assessment and rapid response to weed outbreaks, future environmental damage can be
minimised.

6.5

Dune areas

Coastal sand dunes occur extensively through Wahgunyah CP and the Yalata IPA lands as far as
the Head of the Bight, where one of the largest sand masses in the state, the Yalata Sand Mass
extends over 7 km inland from the shore. Another 25 km of dunes are found near the WA
border, in the Merdayerrah Sandpatch. Small degraded cliff top dunes are found infrequently
along the Nullarbor Cliffs. These areas were largely grazed in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, but today are under various forms of protection, as conservation park, national park
and Indigenous protected area.
Blowouts, deflation and transgressive dunes are common around the sand dune coast of the Far
West coastal region. The causes of dune instability are both natural and human induced. The
causes include storm damage, fire, drought, plant disease, off road vehicle impact, feral species
(e.g. rabbits, camels), grazing and clearance. These causes, with regard to any one locality, may be
multiple and often interlinked. Also the de-vegetation of a dune may be linked to a single event,
such as a fire or a storm; but the impact of such an event may be exacerbated by previous
circumstances, such as years of drought, or multiple off-road tracks development within the
dunes.
On high-energy sandy coasts, such as the eastern half of the Far West coast, storm damage to the
foredune is common, and through natural causes this damage may develop to a large blowout.
Primary colonising dune plants may, over time, reclaim this area resulting in a diversity of dune
plant species, and habitat, within the dune complex as a whole. Diversity of dune plant species is
a consideration in decisions to act or not act over dune stabilisation and also in what actions to
undertake.
However, if there is widespread destabilisation, creating an extensive transgressive dunefield,
natural re-vegetation may be slower, and over time large quantities of sand may be transported by
the wind. Where large quantities of sand are blown landwards, damage to native vegetation or
farmland may occur through burial. In addition, in extreme cases, coastal recession may result
from transport of sediment inland from the beach.
The Environmental Information branch of DEH has documented coastal sand dunes and their
vegetation cover around the state, and this GIS layer is the basis of this threat variable within the
analysis. Data on unstable dunes was obtained from the existing layer ‘coastal hazards’, based on
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recent aerial photography. High values were given where dunes were de-vegetated, ‘actual drift
hazard’, valued at 9; medium threat values (5) were given to vegetated dunes, as ‘potential drift
hazard’.
The branch has also contributed to understanding coastal processes by examining change in
position and vegetation cover of selected dunes, as shown on a time series of aerial photographs.
The results are illustrated in Figures 6.5–6.7, from Eyre’s Well (Yalata Dune) and from
Wahgunyah Conservation Park. The values for mean annual sand movement (4.3 and 4.6 m/yr)
are not unusual; some drifts in the SE of the state have recorded movement at more than twice
this speed. Nor is this a consistent movement. Dunes may be released by a series of events, as
outlined above, or quickly colonised by vegetation and stabilised.
The extent of the impact of ORV tracks on the destabilisation of dunes in this area has been
recently clarified but not fully explained (see Section 6.3.1). Segaran (2006) investigated track
development and dune instability for change 1979 to 1999 and 2004 within coastal sands in the
Yalata lands and Wahgunyah; he concluded that an increase of dune transgressive movement in
his study area in the period 1999–2004 could not be accounted for by an increase in track density;
he suggested that fall in rainfall was sufficient to overwhelm any effects of increase in ORV
activity. Seguran’s conclusion highlighting the effect of rainfall change is supported by work
elsewhere (Maun 1994; Yeaton 1988); this is relevant to the discussion on climate change
(Section 6.8).
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FIGURE 6.5

Change in position and vegetation of Wahgunyah dunes between 1979 and
2004
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FIGURE 6.6

Change in position and vegetation of Shoulder Hill dunes (Wahgunyah CP)
between 1979 and 2004
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FIGURE 6.7

Change in position and vegetation of Yalata dunes between 1979 and 2004
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6.6

Cliff stability

Cliffs are inherently subject to change, because of the effects of gravity and water on steep slopes.
However, these changes are episodic, often with intervals of decades between major events.
Where changes occur more frequently, cliffs are often referred to as unstable.
In this study, cliffs are defined as unstable if they are steep (approx. 700+), with visible signs of
mass movement (rock fall, slump, slide, soil creep) or sub-aerial erosion (rills, gullies, sheet flow
erosion). Frequently the signs of these processes may be debris at the toe of the cliff, or scars on
the cliff face. Solution features may contribute to instability, where these have weakened the
structural coherence of the rock. The cliffs were also divided into categories based on if they
were less than, or greater than 50 m in height.
The Nullarbor Cliffs are one of the most spectacular landforms in the region, and the nature of
the cliffs is maintained by wave erosion of the soft Wilsons Bluff limestone at the toe of the cliff,
undercutting the more resistant top member, the Nullarbor Limestone. It is evident that cliff
recession is relatively rapid here (Section 5.4.2) and that cliff collapse and rockfall events
constitute a real hazard at the many, and well visited, viewpoints along the cliff.
Field examination of the Nullarbor Cliffs and local reports made it clear that the cliffs were
uniformly precipitous and subject to frequent rock fall; surface cracking of the cliff top was also
seen. This was followed with an examination of a detailed set of oblique photographs taken from
a low altitude light aircraft flying immediately offshore, in May 2007. These revealed a view of the
cliff face and toe not seen from the cliff tops, showing rockfall along approximately 25% of the
cliffs, associated scarring on the cliff face, and also solution features within the Nullarbor
Limestone (Figure 6.8).

FIGURE 6.8

2007 oblique photography showing area of rockfall (Source: Coast Protection
Board)
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6.7

Coastal acid sulfate soils

Acid sulfate soils are naturally occurring soils with significant percentages of iron sulfide. These
soils commonly occur in low-lying coastal areas. They were formed during or after marine
inundation, when seawater containing dissolved sulfate covered organic rich environments, such
as coastal wetlands, mangroves, salt marshes or tea-tree thickets. While these soils are below the
ground in wet conditions they remain relatively stable, simply being slowly processed by
anaerobic bacteria; iron present within the soil combines with sulfur from the sulfate to form iron
sulfides.
However, when these soils are exposed to the air, oxidation occurs and sulfuric acid is formed.
The acid may simply react with carbonates and clay within the soil, but if a build up of acidic soil
water occurs or is flushed to a waterway, damage to life forms may occur. The release of acid and
metal ions into the environment can cause major habitat degradation and loss of biodiversity. In
NSW for example, fish kills have been reported following disturbance to swampy areas near
estuaries and coastal lakes.
The Coast Protection Board (2003) Policy on Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils relates to avoiding or
minimising the risk of disturbance or development in high and moderate risk areas. The Board
advises on development applications within coastal zone (as defined in the Development
Regulations 2008), including advice over potential coastal acid sulfate soils.
Coastal acid sulfate soils have been mapped by the CSIRO in South Australia, (Merry et al. 2003)
with assistance from the Coastal Management Branch. No coastal acid sulfate soils were
identified within the study area from this mapping. However, during this study Yalata Swamp was
identified as having potential coastal acid sulphate soils due to the area being a low-lying
samphire wetland with possible previous marine connections. Therefore, the area was mapped
and included as a digital layer within the threat analysis.
All land below five metres Australian Height Datum is considered as a potential risk as it may
contain marine sediment, so other areas within the study area may also contain coastal acid
sulfate soils.

6.8

Climate change

Coastal environments are adapted to climatic variability, for example dry years and wet years,
associated with the ENSO (El Niño–Southern Oscillation) changes on a global scale.
Climatologists are able to document change and trends over decades and sometimes centuries.
Recently, human induced changes in the composition of the atmosphere, through the addition of
greenhouse gases, have begun to influence climate.
6.8.1 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the World Meteorological
Organisation has coordinated the work of scientists on climate change since 1989. Four major
reviews of global changes and modelled predictions of future changes (Assessment Reports) have
been produced, in 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2007.
The Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC (2007) confirms and strengthens the observations
and modelling of earlier assessment reports. It states that climate change is real and is more than
90% likely to be caused by increases in greenhouse gas concentrations due to human activities.
The report states projections of:
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warming of 1.8°C–6.4°C by 2100



sea level rise of 18–59 cm by 2100.

The Summary for Policymakers (published 2 February 2007) Fourth Assessment Report of the
IPCC (2007) also states:
Global atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide have increased
markedly as a result of human activities since 1750 and now far exceed pre-industrial values
determined from ice cores spanning many thousands of years. The global increases in carbon
dioxide concentration are due primarily to fossil fuel use and land-use change, while those of
methane and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture.
The understanding of anthropogenic warming and cooling influences on climate has improved
since the Third Assessment Report, leading to very high confidence that the globally averaged net
effect of human activities since 1750 has been one of warming, with a radiative forcing of +1.6
[+0.6 to +2.4] W m-2.
Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in
global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global
average sea level.
TABLE 6.4

Observed rate of sea level rise and estimated contributions from different
sources

Source of sea level rise

Rate of sea level rise (mm per year)
1961–2003

1993–2003

Thermal expansion

0.42 +/- 0.12

1.6 +/- 0.5

Glaciers and ice caps

0.5 +/- 0.18

0.77 +/- 0.22

Greenland ice sheet

0.05 +/- 0.12

0.21 +/- 0.07

Antarctic ice sheet

0.14 +/- 0.41

0.21 +/- 0.35

Sum of individual contributions to sea level rise

1.1 +/- 0.5

2.8 +/- 0.7

Observed total sea level rise

1.8 +/- 0.5

3.1 +/- 0.7

Difference (observed minus sum of estimated climate
contributions)

0.7 +/- 0.7

0.3 +/- 1.0

Source: IPCC 2007, p.7

At continental, regional, and ocean basin scales, numerous long-term changes in climate have
been observed. These include changes in Arctic temperatures and ice, widespread changes in
precipitation amounts, ocean salinity, wind patterns and aspects of extreme weather including
droughts, heavy precipitation, heat waves and the intensity of tropical cyclones.
Palaeoclimate information supports the interpretation that the warmth of the last half century is
unusual in at least the previous 1300 years. The last time the polar regions were significantly
warmer than present for an extended period (about 125,000 years ago), reductions in polar ice
volume led to 4–6 metres of sea level rise.
Most of the observed increase in globally averaged temperatures since the mid-20th century is very
likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations. This is an
advance since the Third Assessment Report’s conclusion that “most of the observed warming
over the last 50 years is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations”.
Discernible human influences now extend to other aspects of climate, including ocean warming,
continental-average temperatures, temperature extremes and wind patterns.
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Analysis of climate models together with constraints from observations enables an assessed likely
range to be given for climate sensitivity for the first time and provides increased confidence in
the understanding of the climate system response to radiative forcing.
6.8.2 Projections of future changes in climate
For the next two decades a warming of about 0.2°C per decade is projected for a range of
emissions scenarios (IPCC 2007). Even if concentrations of all greenhouse gases and aerosols
had been kept constant at year 2000 levels, warming of about 0.1°C per decade would be
expected.
Continued greenhouse gas emissions at or above current rates would cause further warming and
induce many changes in the global climate system during the 21st century that would very likely be
larger than those observed during the 20th century.
The model based projections (Table 6.5) of global average sea level rise to 2090-2099 do not
include the full effects of changes in ice sheet flow “because a basis in published literature is
lacking”.
TABLE 6.5

Projected globally averaged surface warming and sea level rise at the end of
the 21st century

Case

Temperature change (oC at
2090–2099 relative to 1980–1990)

Sea level rise (m at
2090–2099 relative to 1980–1990)

Best estimate

Model based range excluding future
rapid dynamical changes in ice flow

Likely range

Constant year 2000
concentrations

0.6

0.3–0.9

n.a.

B1 scenario

1.8

1.1–2.9

0.18–0.38

A1T scenario

2.4

1.4–3.8

0.2–0.45

B2 scenario

2.4

1.4–3.8

0.2–0.43

A1B scenario

2.8

1.7–4.4

0.21–0.48

A2 scenario

3.4

2.0–5.4

0.23–0.51

A1F1 scenario

4.0

2.4–6.4

0.26–0.59

Source: IPCC 2007, p.13

There is now higher confidence in projected patterns of warming and other regional-scale
features, including changes in wind patterns, precipitation, and some aspects of extremes and of
ice.
Anthropogenic warming and sea level rise would continue for centuries due to the timescales
associated with climate processes and feedbacks, even if greenhouse gas concentrations were to
be stabilised.
6.8.3 CSIRO review of climate change in South Australia
The CSIRO has reviewed climate change in South Australia, documenting recent past trends and
examining the results of modelling future changes over time spans of decades (McInnes et al.
2003 revised in Suppiah et. al. 2006). The work is based on regionally specific modelling as well as
the findings of the IPCC Third Assessment Report.
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6.8.4 Observed climate trends in South Australia
Over the period 1950–2005, South Australia’s average temperature has increased by 1.2ºC,
slightly faster than the national trend; 2005 was the warmest year on record in SA. Sea surface
temperatures in the region have risen at about half the rate of the land-based temperatures.
Trends in South Australian annual rainfall since 1910 are generally weaker than other parts of the
continent. Most of the northwestern part of the state has experienced an increasing rainfall trend
while southern coastal regions around have experienced a slight drying trends since 1950.
6.8.5 CSIRO projections for South Australia’s climate
Average regional temperature, rainfall, rainfall intensity and potential evaporation projections
for the Alinytjara Wilurara region

Projections are made based on standardised scenarios representing the main demographic,
economic and technological driving forces of greenhouse gas emissions (Suppiah et al. 2006).
Annual average temperatures are projected to increase to 0.5–1.4°C by 2030 and 1.2–4.4°C by
2070 and the most marked changes are in spring. Over the ocean, surface air temperature
changes reflect those of sea surface temperature: sea temperature rises are less than over the land,
and show less seasonal variation. Thus the coastal areas of this study, will show moderated
change, compared with inland regions.
With regard to annual rainfall, decreases of 10% to 1% by 2030, and 30% to 3% by 2070 are
projected for areas within 200 km of the sea (Suppiah et.al.2006 p.25) with the greatest decrease
indicated for spring. McInnes et al. 2003 (p.35) show extreme rainfall events (i.e. periods of
intense rainfall) becoming more frequent at all seasons but spring.
Projections of annual potential evaporation indicate increases across the region; average annual
water balance shows clear deficits.
Projections of coastal storms and changing wave conditions

The current storm surges of at least 0.5–1 metre along the South Australian coast are caused by
west to southwesterlies following the passage of fronts and their associated low pressure systems
further south. The frequency of winter lows, and therefore the frequency of surges, decreases by
about 20% in the vicinity of SA under enhanced greenhouse conditions but the largest storms
show a slight increase in intensity. However, when storm frequency is combined with sea level
rise, the probability of a surge at heights within the present range, would increase.
These are the best current available scenarios for climate changes in the Far West coast over
coming decades.
6.8.6 Summary of IPCC and CSIRO projections relevant to this project
The scenarios for 2030 and 2070 presented below are adopted to assess the future impacts of
change on the coastal areas of the region.
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Sea level and waves

There are a range of sea level scenarios, depending on future levels of emissions and warming
(IPCC 2007). The projections show a sea level rise of 0.18–0.59 m by 2090 to 2099 (close to the
sea level scenario of the Third Assessment Report).
Detailed examination of tide gauge records from around the world shows that currently global
sea level is rising at an average rate of approximately 3 mm/year, and that sea level has been
rising for several decades. The tide gauge records show that the rate of the rise is increasing, and
will further accelerate to equal IPPC projections. Oceanographers indicate that sea level would
continue to rise for over 200 years, even if carbon dioxide emissions were stabilised now.
Tide gauges also record varying rates of change because of local movements of the land. The
records do not indicate significant local land movements at present on the Far West coast. Sea
level rise close to global means is projected for this region.
McInnes et al. (2003) do not discuss changing wave conditions in coastal waters, except to
project that there will be fewer storms, although the largest storms will be more powerful. It is,
though, reasonable to assume that under enhanced greenhouse conditions changes in wave
climate would be expected. The poleward displacement of climatic zones indicated by CSIRO
modelling would bring a greater frequency of anticyclonic conditions in South Australia’s coastal
waters. In these conditions a greater frequency of winds from northerly quarters might be
expected. Movement of climatic belts would see the mid-latitude Southern Ocean wind belt, the
Roaring Forties, also displaced south. However, if the changes also result in greater pressure
gradients, and hence stronger winds, in the Southern Ocean even in latitudes 50°–60°S, then
South Australian waters will receive an increased proportion of low, long period, swell. Although
such ocean swell would be attenuated by frictional drag on its passage through coastal waters, it
would still deliver considerable power to the Far West shores. In addition, it is unlikely that the
mean energy at the coast will fall, as long period swell retains considerable wave power. (At
present this is speculative until tested, through year-by-year analysis of wave period frequencies,
as recorded by wave rider buoys off Southern Australia.)
TABLE 6.6

Projections for the Far West coast used for this project

Element

Scenario 2030

Scenario 2070

Sea level

17cm

16–54 cm
0

Annual average temperature

+0.5 to 1.4 C

+0.8 to 3.7oC

Annual average rainfall

0 to -8%

0 to -25%

Extreme storm surge – assumed to remain close to 0.7 m*
Sources: IPCC 2007 and Suppiah 2006
Studies of seasonal effects (Mitchell, Great Australian Bight Marine Park Adelaide Workshop, 1991)
suggest that this region is sensitive to large-scale changes in atmospheric pressure and wind, which
both contribute to extreme storm surges.

It is suggested that this project should adopt the highest value of the range of sea level
projections, as a precautionary approach because:


low values are linked to projected low future emissions



the IPCC sea level scenarios do not include the full effects of changes in ice sheet flow but
recent reports show considerable acceleration in ice sheet flow.
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Changing climatic trends shown by the current records constitute a stress factor for natural and
semi-natural habitats within the coastal region. Forecast greenhouse climate scenarios represent a
potential risk for coastal habitats: these risks are discussed below.
Tackling Climate Change: South Australia’s Greenhouse Strategy. Natural Resources Issues Paper (2005)
brings together expert opinion to assess the greenhouse challenge for the natural resources sector
within South Australia. The report by McInnes et al. (2003) provides the scenario used by this
group to discuss the impacts of change. The excerpts below from Appendix A2 of the Natural
Resources Issues Report (Biodiversity pp. 29–30), address a number of issues relevant to this
project:
Climate change is likely to exacerbate threatening processes already impacting on biodiversity and
other natural resources and lead to the accelerated loss of a range of ecosystem services, ecological
function, species and ecological communities … In particular, reduced winter and spring rains and
the negative soil water balance will threaten all vegetation communities in the region … This will
lead to reductions in geographic range of species and ecological communities and increased risk of
extinction for species that are already vulnerable … There will be variable impacts of increasing
CO2 concentrations on germination, establishment, growth and regeneration of native species.
Currently, the specifics of these changes are not known at the species or community level. It is
evident though that, as climatic envelopes shift, species migration will occur. This process will be
more difficult in highly fragmented landscapes. That is, where connectivity between remnant
vegetation blocks is maintained or enhanced, vegetation systems are likely to show greater
resilience, greater capacity to adapt to the changes.
With rapid climate change, highly invasive exotic species are likely to become more dominant in
many landscapes … The ability of native species and ecosystems to remain within bioclimatic
envelopes by migrating along climatic and geographical gradients will be a fundamental component
of any adaptive response. As exotic weeds and animals are good colonizers after disturbance and
within stressed ecosystems they are predicted to respond favourably to climate change as local
ecosystems and species are threatened by changing conditions.”

On this basis, the vast areas of native vegetation of the Far West coast would appear to offer
resilience to change but for coastal species, spread latitudinally along the coast, migration south is
obviously not a possibility.
Under the current climate change scenario (IPCC 2007) sea level rise at 2030 (17 cm) will
submerge beaches and reefs except at the lowest tides; cliff base talus will be trimmed back or
removed, and in some parts undercutting will be increased. This is an accentuation of what is
currently an active geological process and an increase in a potential hazard. It is not possible from
the data available to identify potential hazardous cliff sites but there will be an increase in cliff
instability. Medium to high average wave energy is likely to be maintained by swell, generated at
considerable distance, from the Southern Ocean. Further sea level rise to 2070 (58 cm) will
continue these trends, reducing the pocket beaches, removing low tide habitats from shore
platforms and accelerating undercutting of calcarenite cliffs.
Sea level rise will lead to recession of the beaches of the Merdayerrah Sandpatch, Yalata and
Wahgunyah, to 10–30 m by 2070.
Increasing aridity will stress some plant and animal species, and slow the recovery of plant species
to damage from fire or human impact; creating increased potential for weed invasion. Cliff top
dunes will have greater potential to develop instability.
Dune vegetation will be slower to recover from storm foredune damage, with an increase in
blowout development. General dune surface instability will increase, and onshore winds will drive
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sand up the sloping sand ramps to the cliff tops, possibly leading to a new generation of cliff top
dunes. However, the loss of sand from the beaches may lead to coastal recession.
Occasional peak rainfall events will be rare but of greater intensity: where soil surfaces on the
plateau have been packed by vehicle or foot traffic, gullies may develop.
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Appendix 2. Basic cell statistics
Coastal cell

Shoreline
Length (m)

Area of total cell
Area (m2)

Native vegetation

Area (ha)

Area (m2)

Area (ha)

% covered

AW1

4,034

1,789,455

179

1,655,846

166

93

AW2

11,341

14,671,313

1,467

6,450,249

645

44

AW3

11,341

19,957,444

1,996

10,119,978

1,012

51

AW4

6,384

6,456,379

646

5,865,410

,587

91

AW5

9,374

29,910,632

2,991

23,169,173

2,317

77

AW6

9,374

40,872,259

4,087

31,402,059

3,140

77

AW7

8,509

32,544,171

3,254

31,215,910

3,122

96

AW8

10,660

34,960,741

3,496

27,874,662

2,787

80

AW9

10,662

18,041,866

1,804

9,222,864

922

51

AW10

10,662

25,438,338

2,544

20,361,414

2,036

80

AW11

8,210

32,860,530

3,286

30,076,793

3,008

92

AW12

10,259

59,805,467

5,981

33,123,268

3,312

55

AW13

10,244

10,713,921

1,071

10,088,303

1,009

94

AW14

9,293

13,719,078

1,372

13,129,808

1,313

96

AW15

9,297

14,423,762

1,442

13,643,036

1,364

95

AW16

9,297

5,885,627

589

5,184,797

518

88

AW17

9,296

8,072,944

807

7,336,504

734

91

AW18

9,298

15,618,089

1,562

14,860,437

1,486

95

AW19

9,298

18,235,448

1,824

17,318,266

1,732

95

AW20

10,094

8,233,784

823

7,444,096

744

90

AW21

10,095

4,884,792

488

4,264,312

426

87

AW22

10,098

10,484,800

1,048

9,987,956

999

95

AW23

10,090

5,028,426

503

4,457,066

446

89

AW24

10,095

4,828,398

483

3,969,699

397

82

AW25

10,095

7,570,620

757

7,044,363

704

93

AW26

10,094

12,512,692

1,251

11,897,246

1,190

95

AW27

10,096

12,533,423

1,253

11,928,661

1,193

95

AW28

10,096

14,189,951

1,419

13,288,999

1,329

94

AW29

9,862

6,313,940

631

5,274,801

527

84

AW30

9,861

6,932,455

693

6,004,794

600

87

AW31

9,863

8,452,356

845

7,579,958

758

90

AW32

9,863

6,491,874

649

5,769,072

577

89

AW33

9,604

6,443,059

644

6,112,828

611

95

AW34

9,749

8,418,279

842

7,091,839

709

84

AW35

9,880

7,633,351

763

5,819,092

582

76

Totals

336,367

534,929,667

53,493

430,033,556

43,003

80
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Appendix 2
Basic cell statistic (cont.)
Coastal cell

Indigenous protection area
Area (m2)

Area (ha)

Conservation parks
Area (m2)

% covered

Area (ha)

% covered

AW1

1,133,298

113

63

AW2

9,315,981

932

63

AW3

19,957,444

1,996

100

AW4

6,456,379

646

100

AW5

29,910,632

2,991

100

AW6

320,359

32

1

40,552,908

4,055

99

AW7

30,972,323

3,097

95

1,573,417

157

5

AW8

34,960,741

3,496

100

AW9

18,041,866

1,804

100

AW10

25,438,338

2,544

100

AW11

32,860,530

3,286

100

AW12

59,805,467

5,981

100

AW13

10,713,921

1,071

100

AW14

13,719,078

1,372

100

AW15

9,019,653

902

63

23,585,2276

23,585

44

108,900,058

10,890

20

AW16
AW17
AW18
AW19
AW20
AW21
AW22
AW23
AW24
AW25
AW26
AW27
AW28
AW29
AW30
AW31
AW32
AW33
AW34
AW35
Totals
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Appendix 2
Basic cell statistic (cont.)
Coastal cell

National park
Area (m2)

Area (m2)

NPWSA reserves
Area (ha)

% covered

Area (m2)

Area (ha)

AW1

1,133,298

113

63

656,113

66

AW2

9,315,981

932

63

5,355,375

536

AW3

19,957,444

1,996

100

AW4

6,456,379

646

100

AW5

29,910,632

2,991

100

AW6

40,552,908

4,055

99

AW7

1,573,417

157

5

6,011,487

601

AW8
AW9
AW10
AW11
AW12
AW13
AW14
AW15

5,093,269

5,093,269

509

35

AW16

5,885,627

5,885,627

589

100

AW17

8,072,944

8,072,944

807

100

AW18

15,618,089

15,618,089

1,562

100

AW19

18,235,448

18,235,448

1,824

100

AW20

8,233,784

8,233,784

823

100

AW21

4,784,010

4,784,010

478

98

AW22

9,869,922

9,869,922

987

94

AW23

4,887,579

4,887,579

489

97

AW24

4,671,964

4,671,964

467

97

AW25

7,570,620

7,570,620

757

100

AW26

12,396,100

12,396,100

1,240

99

AW27

12,017,691

12,017,691

1,202

96

AW28

13,596,023

13,596,023

1,360

96

AW29

6,259,366

6,259,366

626

99

AW30

6,394,966

6,394,966

639

92

AW31

7,918,545

7,918,545

792

94

AW32

6,209,029

6,209,029

621

96

AW33

5,976,487

5,976,487

598

93

AW34

8,225,323

8,225,323

823

98

AW35

7,602,650

7,602,650

760

100

Totals

179,519,437

288,419,495

28,842

54
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Appendix 2
Basic cell statistic (cont.)
Coastal cell

Unalloted Crown land
Area (m2)

Area (ha)

Crown Land Act 1929 reserve

% covered

AW1

656,113

66

37

AW2

5,355,375

536

37

Area (m2)

Area (ha)

% covered

AW3
AW4
AW5
AW6
AW7
AW8
AW9
AW10
AW11
AW12
AW13
AW14
AW15
AW16
AW17
AW18
AW19
AW20
AW21
AW22

124,951

12

1

AW23

102

0

0

123,512

12

1

AW30

193,598

19

3

AW31

60,077

6

1

118,376

12

2

620,615

62

0

AW24
AW25
AW26
AW27
AW28
AW29

AW32
AW33
AW34
AW35
Totals

6,011,487

601

1
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Appendix 2
Basic cell statistic (cont.)
Coastal cell

Crown land
Area (m2)

Area (ha)

Total protected
Area (m2)

% covered

Area (ha)

% covered

AW1

656,113

66

37

1,789,410

179

100

AW2

5,355,375

536

37

14,671,356

1,467

100

AW3

19,957,444

1,996

100

AW4

6,456,379

646

100

AW5

29,910,632

2,991

100

AW6

40,873,267

4,087

100

AW7

32,545,739

3,255

100

AW8

34,960,741

3,496

100

AW9

18,041,866

1,804

100

AW10

25,438,338

2,544

100

AW11

32,860,530

3,286

100

AW12

59,805,467

5,981

100

AW13

10,713,921

1,071

100

AW14

13,719,078

1,372

100

AW15

14,112,922

1,411

98

AW16

5,885,627

589

100

AW17

8,072,944

807

100

AW18

15,618,089

1,562

100

AW19

18,235,448

1,824

100

AW20

8,233,784

823

100

AW21

4,784,010

478

98

1

9,994,873

999

95

0

4,887,681

489

97

AW24

4,671,964

467

97

AW25

7,570,620

757

100

AW26

12,396,100

1,240

99

12,141,203

1,214

97

AW28

13,596,023

1,360

96

AW29

6,259,366

626

99

AW22

124,951

AW23

102

AW27

123,512

12

12

1

AW30

193,598

19

3

6,588,564

659

95

AW31

60,077

6

1

7,978,622

798

94

6,209,029

621

96

6,094,863

609

95

AW34

8,225,323

823

98

AW35

7,602,650

760

100

530,903,873

53,090

99

AW32
AW33

Totals

118,376

6,632,103

12

663

2

1
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1B (CDCS rarity e.g. <
20 records in state
rating) mean

1C (threatened status
of flora) mean

1D (threatened status
of fauna) mean*

1E (total no. of
threatened species)
mean

No. threatened flora
species

No. threatened fauna
species

2A (CDCS endemic e.g.
> 50% of state records)
mean

2B (saltmarsh endemic
e.g. >50% of state
records) mean

Coastal
cell
AW1
AW2
AW3
AW4
AW5
AW6
AW7
AW8
AW9
AW10
AW11
AW12
AW13
AW14
AW15
AW16
AW17
AW18
AW19
AW20
AW21
AW22
AW23
AW24
AW25
AW26
AW27
AW28
AW29
AW30
AW31
AW32
AW33
AW34
AW35

1A (CDCS threatened
status rating) mean

Appendix 3. Conservation summary results

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
1.39
0.62
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
1.06
0.20
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.71
0.01
0.00
0.52
0.99
0.28
0.00

0.00
1.29
2.94
2.82
1.29
0.00
1.32
3.35
2.68
3.94
4.04
2.04
5.26
7.56
6.43
2.91
6.02
0.80
0.00
0.00
3.47
4.43
4.22
3.44
2.65
5.01
1.49
1.80
2.99
1.02
1.59
1.77
5.74
5.66
4.22

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.97
0.22
3.40
0.00
0.00
5.27
0.75
0.45
2.67
0.08
5.74
2.21
0.71
1.24
0.30

6.00
1.92
5.00
9.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
3.00
10.00
1.31
4.50
5.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
3.67
0.00
0.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
4.20
6.33
5.00
0.00
1.50
2.40

0.92
3.53
0.51
0.00
0.78
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
1.84
1.67
5.90
0.00
0.99
2.97
0.95
3.94
0.00
2.87
7.89
0.03
1.36
1.86
0.00
0.66
3.04
2.19
1.51
2.89
4.59
4.11
3.04
2.74
0.04

0
3
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
2
1
2
0
3
1
2
3
3

1
8
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
6
0
1
3
1
4
0
3
8
0
1
2
0
0
3
2
1
3
4
4
3
3
0

0.00
1.44
2.57
3.18
1.44
0.00
1.54
3.64
2.37
3.69
4.54
1.67
4.75
7.38
8.60
3.25
6.75
0.72
0.00
0.00
3.93
4.50
4.30
4.40
3.05
6.18
1.73
1.87
3.74
3.92
2.06
2.19
6.78
6.04
4.23

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

*Some Measures 1D averages come out at above the 9 rating max because national and state ratings have been added
together for each data location (e.g Aus 5(R), SA 5(R) = CMB 10) and all record rating combinations averaged by either veg
block or coastal cell; depending on type of data (e.g. BSG surveys have all rated fauna within veg blocks averaged for combined
ratings). All ratings for each 25 x 25 m raster cell from each data source are then combined to form detailed raster layer. Each
raster cell within each coastal cell from detailed layer is then averaged for summarised mean in the table.
Thus, the higher the value in the table for 1D the greater the proportion of records found within that coastal cell tend towards a
status considered more threatened at some or all levels (national/ state), and thus a greater significance when considering
conservation for that coastal cell.
Notes:
The higher the summarised value in this table, the more higher-rating 25 x 25 m blocks within each coastal cell. This is a
average of numerous ratings except in circumstances like Natural Heritage and geological monuments where data of one rating
type (0 or 9) covers the entire coastal cell.
To find specific areas of rating type, move to the detailed rasters to determine areas of one rating type or another, and ONLY in
layers that have not been averaged in some way, to expand collected data to areas more useful in the GIS analysis e.g. all
quadrats within a veg block being averaged and then applied to the area covered by that veg block.
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2D (species richness) mean

Number of flora species

Number of fauna species

3A (habitat for significant
bush birds – threatened
status) mean

3B (habitat for significant
coastal waders –
threatened status) mean

4 (habitat for significant
reptiles) mean**

5 (significant butterfly
habitats) mean

6A viewshed analysis (seaviews from the land)

6B viewscape analysis
(perceived visual appeal of
the coastal landscape

Coastal
cell
AW1
AW2
AW3
AW4
AW5
AW6
AW7
AW8
AW9
AW10
AW11
AW12
AW13
AW14
AW15
AW16
AW17
AW18
AW19
AW20
AW21
AW22
AW23
AW24
AW25
AW26
AW27
AW28
AW29
AW30
AW31
AW32
AW33
AW34
AW35

2C (florisitic vegetation
endemic e.g. > 50% of state
records) mean

Conservation summary results (cont.)

7.88
2.01
0.51
2.44
4.18
3.10
1.75
2.01
3.15
5.56
6.30
1.16
0.00
2.08
7.84
1.78
1.92
0.17
0.36
4.01
0.00
4.99
0.66
0.36
4.96
2.21
6.16
1.93
2.41
0.16
1.63
1.39
1.10
0.55
2.63

2.77
3.70
3.17
3.30
0.86
0.00
0.80
2.43
1.65
2.71
5.61
2.37
6.07
0.92
5.92
5.79
4.75
4.30
0.00
2.87
7.03
3.64
3.82
3.83
1.36
4.06
4.29
3.84
4.18
4.36
5.10
4.70
5.61
4.25
3.16

0
68
29
52
25
0
25
36
35
34
35
51
22
0
19
12
27
0
0
0
37
12
26
14
10
34
28
25
36
22
28
40
23
71
43

3
35
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
11
6
24
0
10
17
5
10
0
9
26
2
2
7
0
0
11
5
4
9
15
12
8
4
2

9.00
9.00
9.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
8.00
7.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
5.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

6.00
9.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
9.00
6.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
8.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
4.00
4.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3.14
1.66
2.80
5.27
3.02
4.15
5.91
3.41
1.69
2.76
3.34
2.09
0.46
0.87
3.26
3.37
4.41
6.43
7.71
5.87
2.11
4.28
3.94
1.29
4.71
6.75
4.12
6.17
5.22
3.23
6.68
5.40
4.07
3.61
3.12

9.00
7.38
8.64
9.00
7.22
5.22
7.16
7.76
8.68
5.05
3.12
4.74
5.79
6.72
5.58
8.36
7.42
5.07
5.33
8.75
9.00
8.56
9.00
9.00
8.56
7.27
7.18
6.93
8.83
8.93
8.15
9.00
9.00
9.00
8.93

6.37
5.78
5.84
6.08
5.61
5.52
5.64
5.68
5.21
5.28
4.82
4.36
5.76
5.78
5.79
6.31
6.09
5.67
5.66
6.26
6.59
6.09
6.48
6.53
6.22
5.86
5.87
5.90
6.45
6.36
6.14
6.39
6.35
5.98
5.76

** Reptile ratings for the Alinytjara Wilurara NRM coastal cells for the region were given zero as significant threatened species
were not located in the areas; thus no area can be highlighted as having a greater need for conservation protection than others.
Notes:
The higher the summarised value in this table, the more higher-rating 25 x 25 m blocks within each coastal cell. This is a
average of numerous ratings except in circumstances like Natural Heritage and geological monuments where data of one rating
type (0 or 9) covers the entire coastal cell.
To find specific areas of rating type, move to the detailed rasters to determine areas of one rating type or another, and ONLY in
layers that have not been averaged in some way, to expand collected data to areas more useful in the GIS analysis e.g. all
quadrats within a veg block being averaged and then applied to the area covered by that veg block.
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7B (vegetation patch
connectivity) mean

7C (vegetation patch > 1 ha
presence) mean

7D (vegetation patch shape
ETIR) mean

8A (Indigenous heritage)
mean

8B (European heritage)
mean

8C (natural heritage) mean

8D (Geological heritage –
geological monuments)
mean

Sum of conservation
summary means

Coastal
cell
AW1
AW2
AW3
AW4
AW5
AW6
AW7
AW8
AW9
AW10
AW11
AW12
AW13
AW14
AW15
AW16
AW17
AW18
AW19
AW20
AW21
AW22
AW23
AW24
AW25
AW26
AW27
AW28
AW29
AW30
AW31
AW32
AW33
AW34
AW35

7A (vegetation patch size)
mean

Conservation summary results (cont.)

8.31
3.84
4.55
8.18
6.97
6.89
8.63
7.18
4.61
7.18
8.23
4.93
8.48
8.62
8.51
7.93
8.18
8.56
8.55
8.13
7.85
8.58
7.99
7.40
8.38
8.56
8.57
8.42
7.52
7.80
8.08
8.00
8.55
7.58
6.86

8.31
3.92
4.56
8.18
6.97
6.92
8.63
7.18
4.61
7.19
8.24
4.97
8.48
8.62
8.51
7.93
8.18
8.56
8.55
8.13
7.85
8.58
7.99
7.40
8.38
8.56
8.57
8.42
7.52
7.80
8.08
8.00
8.55
7.58
6.86

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

8.31
3.96
4.55
8.18
6.97
6.91
8.63
7.18
4.61
7.19
8.23
4.96
8.48
8.62
8.51
7.93
8.18
8.56
8.55
8.13
7.85
8.58
7.99
7.40
8.38
8.56
8.57
8.42
7.52
7.80
8.08
8.00
8.55
7.58
6.86

5.00
5.00
9.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
9.00
9.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
9.00
9.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.18
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
6.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.00

81.03
63.44
71.63
80.63
64.29
54.71
72.02
77.82
61.28
75.78
91.69
58.89
90.17
69.17
80.12
74.62
83.86
68.81
65.70
72.03
87.23
78.46
77.22
73.73
68.84
86.03
75.32
69.35
74.27
66.56
80.25
75.68
79.03
80.59
82.36

Notes:
The higher the summarised value in this table, the more higher-rating 25 x 25 m blocks within each coastal cell. This is a
average of numerous ratings except in circumstances like Natural Heritage and geological monuments where data of one rating
type (0 or 9) covers the entire coastal cell.
To find specific areas of rating type, move to the detailed rasters to determine areas of one rating type or another, and ONLY in
layers that have not been averaged in some way, to expand collected data to areas more useful in the GIS analysis e.g. all
quadrats within a veg block being averaged and then applied to the area covered by that veg block.
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1H Viewscape

1G Viewshed

1F Mining
activities

1E Land use

1D Land
ownership

1C ORV tracks

1B Development
zoning

Coastal
cell

1A Campsites

Appendix 4. Threatening processes summary results

AW1

0.00

3.29

0.44

1.46

0.00

0.00

9.00

6.37

AW2

0.00

3.28

5.31

1.46

0.00

0.00

7.38

5.78

AW3

0.00

0.00

4.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.64

5.84

AW4

0.04

0.00

1.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

6.08

AW5

0.00

0.00

2.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.22

5.61

AW6

0.00

0.07

2.39

0.03

0.05

0.00

5.22

5.52

AW7

0.00

8.56

0.68

3.81

6.66

0.00

7.16

5.64

AW8

0.00

9.00

2.17

4.00

7.00

0.95

7.76

5.68

AW9

0.04

9.00

4.01

4.00

7.00

0.00

8.68

5.21

AW10

0.01

9.00

1.69

4.00

7.00

0.00

5.05

5.28

AW11

0.00

9.00

0.48

4.00

7.00

0.00

3.12

4.82

AW12

0.00

9.00

3.48

4.00

7.00

0.00

4.74

4.36

AW13

0.00

9.00

0.56

4.00

7.00

0.00

5.79

5.76

AW14

0.00

9.00

0.19

4.00

7.00

0.00

6.72

5.78

AW15

0.00

5.82

0.24

2.59

4.53

0.00

5.58

5.79

AW16

0.00

0.00

0.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.36

6.31

AW17

0.00

0.00

0.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.42

6.09

AW18

0.00

0.00

0.14

0.00

0.00
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Appendix 4

2A Vegetation
isolation

2B Vegetation
degradation

2C Vegetation
shape

2D Vegetation
patch size

2E Weed
distribution

3A Dune
stability

3B Cliff stability

3C Acid sulfate
soils

Threatening processes summary results (cont.)

Total of
threat
summary
layers

AW1

0.92

0.00

1.85

0.00

0.00

0.16

3.00

0.00

26.492

AW2

0.48

0.53

0.88

0.21

0.13

6.04

3.00
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34.484

Coastal
cell
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0.00
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AW31
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0.54
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0.18
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0.00
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AW32
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0.00
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AW33
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Appendix 5. Number of biological survey sites per cell
Fauna
Coastal
cell

Survey
sites

Opportune
sites

Flora
Total BSG
sites

Survey
sites

Opportune
sites

Total BSG
sites

AW1

0

3

3

0

0

0

AW2

2

10

12

6

0

6

AW3

0

1

1

3

0

3

AW4

0

0

0

7

1

8

AW5

0

2

2

2

0

2

AW6

0

0

0

0

0

0

AW7

0

0

0

3

0

3

AW8

0

0

0

5

2

7

AW9

0

0

0

4

2

6

AW10

0

1

1

9

0

9

AW11

0

2

2

6

1

7

AW12

0

3

3

2

12

14

AW13

0

9

9

2

2

4

AW14

0

0

0

0

0

0

AW15

0

1

1

2

0

2

AW16

0

3

3

1

1

2

AW17

0

2

2

6

0

6

AW18

0

2

2

0

0

0

AW19

0

0

0

0

0

0

AW20

0

2

2

0

0

0

AW21

3

9

12

3

0

3

AW22

0

1

1

1

0

1

AW23

0

1

1

3

0

3

AW24

0

4

4

2

0

2

AW25

0

0

0

2

0

2

AW26

0

0

0

3

0

3

AW27

0

3

3

3

3

6

AW28

0

1

1

1

1

2

AW29

0

2

2

6

0

6

AW30

0

2

2

3

0

3

AW31

0

4

4

2

2

4

AW32

0

3

3

3

2

5

AW33

0

3

3

1

1

2

AW34

0

4

4

10

4

14

AW35

0

2

2

3

4

7

Total

5

80

85

104

38

142
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Appendix 6. Floristic vegetation maps
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samphire or forblands s
Mixed chenopod,
Cheno shrublands
samphire or forblands

Cheno shrublands

Melaleuca shrublands
and open shrublands
Melaleuca shrublands
and open shrublands
Cheno shrublands

Cheno shrublands

Cheno shrublands

Mallee heath and
shrublands
Melaleuca shrublands
and open shrublands
Melaleuca shrublands
and open shrublands
Mallee heath and
shrublands
Cheno shrublands

Other shrublands

Other shrublands

Cheno shrublnds

Other shrublands

low sparse
shrubland
low open
shrubland
low sparse
shrubland
mid open
shrubland
mid mallee
woodland
tall open
shrubland
mid open
shrubland
mid mallee
woodland
low open
shrubland
low open
shrubland
low open
shrubland
tall open
shrubland
tall open
shrubland
low open
shrubland
low open
shrubland
low tussock
grassland
low shrubland

Floristic mapping

Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

Eucalyptus oleosa,
Melaleuca lanceolata
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.,
Cratystylis conocephala
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

Atriplex vesicaria ssp.,
Geijera linearifolia
Eucalyptus spp., Melaleuca
lanceolata
Eucalyptus spp., Melaleuca
lanceolata
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.,
Maireana oppositifolia,
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.,
Maireana oppositifolia,
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.,
Sclerostegia disarticulata
Geijera linearifolia

Melaleuca lanceolata,
Geijera linearifolia
Melaleuca lanceolata,
Geijera linearifolia
Eucalyptus spp.

Beyeria lechenaultii
shrubland < 1 m
Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

Field check

Dominant species

low shrubland Beyeria lechenaultii shrubland
<1m
low shrubland Lawrencia squamata
shrubland < 1 m
shrubland
Beyeria lechenaultii shrubland
<1m
low shrubland Myoporum insulare shrubland
>1m
low mallee
Eucalyptus calcareana
(mixed) mallee woodland
Melaleuca lanceolata
low open
shrubland > 1 m
shrubland
Melaleuca lanceolata,Geijera
low mallee
linearifolia shrubland > 1 m
Eucalyptus calcareana
low mallee
(mixed) mallee woodland
low shrubland Lawrencia squamata
shrubland < 1 m
Lawrencia squamata
low open
shrubland < 1 m
shrubland
low shrubland Maireana oppositifolia
shrubland < 1 m
Melaleuca lanceolata
open
shrubland > 1 m
shrubland
Melaleuca lanceolata
tall open
shrubland > 1 m
shrubland
Lawrencia squamata
shrubland < 1 m
Lawrencia squamata
shrubland
shrubland < 1 m
Austrostipa sp. (mixed)
low open
grassland
shrubland
low very open Sclerostegia arbuscula
shrubland < 1 m
shrubland

Field check

Floristic
mapping

Floristic mapping

Field check

Formation description

Major vegetation subgroup name

Appendix 7. Comparison of vegetation descriptions: floristic mapping vs field
checks
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Appendix 8. South Australian vegetation structural formations*
Projective foliage cover of tallest stratum
Life form/
height class

Dense

Mid-dense

Sparse

Very sparse

70–100%

30–70%

10–30%

1–10%

Trees > 30 m

tall closed forest

tall open forest

tall woodland

tall open woodland

Trees 10–30 m

closed forest

open forest

woodland

open woodland

Trees 5–10 m

low closed forest

low open forest

low woodland

low open woodland

Trees < 5 m

very low closed
forest

very low open
forest

very low woodland very low open
woodland

Mallee (> 3 m)

closed mallee

mallee

open mallee

very open mallee

Low mallee
(< 3 m)

closed low mallee

low mallee

open low mallee

very open low
mallee

Shrubs > 2 m

tall shrubland

Shrubs 1–2 m

tall closed
shrubland

shrubland

tall open
shrubland

tall very open
shrubland

Shrubs < 1 m

closed shrubland

low shrubland

open shrubland

very open
shrubland

low closed
shrubland
Mat plants

low open
shrubland

closed mat plants

mat plants

open mat plants

Hummock grass closed hummock
grassland
Tussock

hummock
grassland

open hummock
grassland

Grasses

tussock grassland

open tussock
grassland

Herbs

closed tussock
grassland

closed sedgeland

very open mat
plants
very open
hummock
grassland
very open tussock
grassland

closed herbland
Sedges

low very open
shrubland

sedgeland

Ferns
closed fernland
fernland
*Adapted from Specht 1972; Muir 1977

open sedgeland

very open
sedgeland

open fernland

very open fernland

Conservation categories
E

Endangered: in danger disappearing from the wild state within one or two decades if present
land use and other causal factors continue to operate

V

Vulnerable: rare and at risk from potential threats or long-term threats which could cause the
species to become endangered in the future

R

Rare: has a low overall frequency of occurrence (may be locally common with a very
restricted distribution or may be scattered sparsely over a wider area); not currently exposed
to significant threats but warrants monitoring and protective measures to prevent reduction of
population size

T

Threatened: likely to be either Endangered or Vulnerable but insufficient data for a more
precise assessment

K

Uncertain: likely to be either Threatened or Rare but insufficient data for a more precise
assessment

Q

Not yet assessed but flagged as being of possible significance

U

Uncommon: less common species of interest but not rare enough to warrant special
protective measures

N

Not of particular significance/common
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Appendix 9. Complete flora list for Far West coastal region
Species name

Common name

Brachyscome tatei

Nullarbor daisy

Pomaderris forrestiana

Family name

Native

Status
SA

Regional

COMPOSITAE

R

K

RHAMNACEAE

R

K
K

AMARANTHACEAE

R

Poa drummondiana

Knotted poa

GRAMINEAE

R

Wilsonia humilis

Silky Wilsonia

CONVOLVULACEAE

N

MYRTACEAE

Q

Austrostipa puberula

Fine-hairy spear-grass GRAMINEAE

R

Olearia lanuginosa

Woolly daisy-bush

COMPOSITAE

R

GRAMINEAE

U

LEGUMINOSAE

U

Ptilotus symonii

Melaleuca lanceolata ssp.
thaeroides (NC)

Austrostipa velutina
Pultenaea elachista

Limestone bush-pea

Acacia anceps

LEGUMINOSAE

Acacia cyclops

Western coastal wattle LEGUMINOSAE

Acacia oswaldii

Umbrella wattle

LEGUMINOSAE

Acacia sp. Winged (CR
Alcock 4936)

Angled wattle

LEGUMINOSAE

Acrotriche patula

Prickly ground-berry

EPACRIDACEAE

Amyema melaleucae

Tea-tree mistletoe

LORANTHACEAE

Amyema quandang var.
quandang

Grey mistletoe

LORANTHACEAE

Anagallis arvensis

Pimpernel

PRIMULACEAE

No

COMPOSITAE

Angianthus conocephalus
Angianthus tomentosus

Hairy angianthus

COMPOSITAE

Arctotheca populifolia

Beach daisy

COMPOSITAE

No

Asphodelus fistulosus

Onion weed

LILIACEAE

No

Atriplex cinerea

Coast saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Atriplex nummularia ssp.
spathulata

Old-man saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Atriplex paludosa ssp.
cordata

Marsh saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Atriplex vesicaria (NC)

CHENOPODIACEAE

Atriplex vesicaria ssp.

Bladder saltbush

Austrodanthonia caespitosa

Common wallaby-grass GRAMINEAE

Austrodanthonia setacea

Small-flower wallabygrass

Austrodanthonia sp.

CHENOPODIACEAE
GRAMINEAE
GRAMINEAE

Austrostipa acrociliata

Graceful spear-grass

GRAMINEAE

Austrostipa drummondii

Cottony spear-grass

GRAMINEAE

Austrostipa elegantissima

Feather spear-grass

GRAMINEAE

Austrostipa eremophila

Rusty spear-grass

GRAMINEAE

Austrostipa sp.

Spear-grass

GRAMINEAE

Avena barbata

Bearded oat

GRAMINEAE

Beyeria lechenaultii

Pale turpentine bush

EUPHORBIACEAE

Brachyscome ciliaris var.

Variable daisy

COMPOSITAE
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Appendix 9

Species name

Common name

Family name

Brachyscome lineariloba

Hard-head daisy

COMPOSITAE

Brassica tournefortii

Wild turnip

CRUCIFERAE

Bromus arenarius

Sand brome

GRAMINEAE

Bromus rubens

Red brome

Native

Status
SA

Regional

ciliaris

Bupleurum semicompositum Hare’s ear

No

GRAMINEAE

No

UMBELLIFERAE

No

Cakile edentula

American sea rocket

CRUCIFERAE

No

Cakile maritima ssp.
maritima

Two-horned sea rocket CRUCIFERAE

No

Calandrinia eremaea

Dryland purslane

PORTULACACEAE

Calotis hispidula

Hairy burr-daisy

COMPOSITAE

Carpobrotus rossii

Native pigface

AIZOACEAE

Carpobrotus rossii (NC)

Native pigface

AIZOACEAE

Carrichtera annua

Ward’s weed

CRUCIFERAE

Cassytha melantha

Coarse dodder-laurel

LAURACEAE

Centaurea melitensis

Malta thistle

COMPOSITAE

No

Centaurium sp.

Centaury

GENTIANACEAE

No

Chamaesyce drummondii
(NC)

Caustic weed

EUPHORBIACEAE

Chenopodium murale

Nettle-leaf goosefoot

CHENOPODIACEAE

Comesperma volubile

Love creeper

POLYGALACEAE

Compositae sp.

Daisy family

COMPOSITAE

Correa backhouseana var.
coriacea

Thick-leaf correa

RUTACEAE

Crassula colligata ssp.
lamprosperma

Australian stonecrop

CRASSULACEAE

Crassula colorata var.
acuminata

Dense crassula

CRASSULACEAE

Crassula colorata var.
colorata

Dense crassula

CRASSULACEAE

Crassula sieberiana ssp.
tetramera (NC)

Australian stonecrop

CRASSULACEAE

Cratystylis conocephala

Bluebush daisy

COMPOSITAE

Danthonia sp. (NC)

Wallaby-grass

GRAMINEAE

Daucus glochidiatus

Native carrot

UMBELLIFERAE

Dianella revoluta var.
divaricata

Broad-leaf flax-lily

LILIACEAE

Dianella revoluta var.
revoluta

Black-anther flax-lily

LILIACEAE

Disphyma crassifolium ssp.
clavellatum

Round-leaf pigface

AIZOACEAE

Dodonaea stenozyga

Desert hop-bush

SAPINDACEAE

Enchylaena tomentosa var.
tomentosa

Ruby saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Eremophila alternifolia

Narrow-leaf emubush

MYOPORACEAE

Eremophila decipiens var.
decipiens

Long-stalk tar-bush

MYOPORACEAE

Eremophila deserti

Turkey-bush

MYOPORACEAE

Eremophila glabra ssp.
glabra

Tar bush

MYOPORACEAE
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Appendix 9

Species name

Common name

Family name

Eremophila weldii

Purple emubush

MYOPORACEAE

Erodium cicutarium

Cut-leaf heron’s-bill

GERANIACEAE

Eucalyptus calcareana

Nundroo mallee

MYRTACEAE

Eucalyptus diversifolia (NC)

Coastal white mallee

MYRTACEAE

Eucalyptus dumosa complex White mallee

Native

Status
SA

Regional

No

MYRTACEAE

Eucalyptus gracilis

Yorrell

MYRTACEAE

Eucalyptus oleosa (NC)

Red mallee

MYRTACEAE

Eucalyptus yalatensis

Yalata mallee

MYRTACEAE

Euphorbia paralias

Sea spurge

EUPHORBIACEAE

Eutaxia microphylla

Common eutaxia

LEGUMINOSAE

Exocarpos aphyllus

Leafless cherry

SANTALACEAE

Exocarpos syrticola

Coast cherry

SANTALACEAE

Frankenia foliosa

Leafy sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Frankenia pauciflora var.

Southern sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Frankenia pauciflora var.
fruticulosa

Southern sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Frankenia pauciflora var.
gunnii

Southern sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Frankenia sessilis

Small-leaf sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Frankenia sp.

Sea-heath

FRANKENIACEAE

Galium migrans

Loose bedstraw

RUBIACEAE

Geijera linearifolia

Sheep bush

RUTACEAE

Goodenia pinnatifida

Cut-leaf goodenia

GOODENIACEAE

Goodenia varia

Sticky goodenia

GOODENIACEAE

Gramineae species

Grass family

GRAMINEAE

No

AIZOACEAE

Gunniopsis calcarea
Halosarcia pruinosa

Bluish samphire

Halosarcia pterygosperma
ssp. pterygosperma

Winged-seed samphire CHENOPODIACEAE

Halosarcia sp.

Samphire

Hemichroa diandra

Mallee hemichroa

AMARANTHACEAE

Hornungia procumbens

Oval purse

CRUCIFERAE

Isoetopsis graminifolia

Grass cushion

COMPOSITAE

Isolepis nodosa

Knobby club-rush

CYPERACEAE

Kippistia suaedifolia

Fleshy kippistia

COMPOSITAE

Lawrencia glomerata

Clustered lawrencia

MALVACEAE

Lawrencia squamata

Thorny lawrencia

MALVACEAE

Lepidium phlebopetalum

Veined peppercress

CRUCIFERAE

Leptorhynchos waitzia

Button immortelle

COMPOSITAE

Leucophyta brownii

Coast cushion bush

Lichen species

CHENOPODIACEAE

CHENOPODIACEAE
No

COMPOSITAE
FAMILY NOT ASSIGNED

Lomandra effusa

Scented mat-rush

LILIACEAE

Lycium australe

Australian boxthorn

SOLANACEAE

Lycium sp.

Boxthorn

SOLANACEAE

Maireana erioclada

Rosy bluebush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Maireana oppositifolia

Salt bluebush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Maireana pentatropis

Erect mallee bluebush CHENOPODIACEAE
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Appendix 9

Species name

Common name

Family name

Native

Maireana sedifolia

Bluebush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Maireana trichoptera

Hairy-fruit bluebush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Maireana triptera

Three-wing bluebush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Medicago minima var.
minima

Little medic

LEGUMINOSAE

No

Medicago polymorpha var.
polymorpha

Burr-medic

LEGUMINOSAE

No

Melaleuca lanceolata ssp.
lanceolata (NC)

Dryland tea-tree

MYRTACEAE

Melaleuca pauperiflora (NC) Boree

MYRTACEAE

Mesembryanthemum aitonis Angled iceplant

AIZOACEAE

No

Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum

Common iceplant

AIZOACEAE

No

Myoporum brevipes

Warty boobialla

MYOPORACEAE

Myoporum insulare

Common boobialla

MYOPORACEAE

Myoporum platycarpum ssp. False sandalwood
platycarpum

MYOPORACEAE

Moss species

Status
SA

Regional

FAMILY NOT ASSIGNED

Nicotiana goodspeedii

Small-flower tobacco

SOLANACEAE

Nicotiana sp.

Tobacco

SOLANACEAE

Nicotiana velutina

Velvet tobacco

SOLANACEAE

Nitraria billardierei

Nitre-bush

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Olearia axillaris

Coast daisy-bush

COMPOSITAE

Olearia exiguifolia

Lobed-leaf daisy-bush COMPOSITAE

Olearia minor

Heath daisy-bush

COMPOSITAE

Olearia muelleri

Mueller’s daisy-bush

COMPOSITAE

Omphalolappula concava

Burr stickseed

BORAGINACEAE

Oxalis perennans (NC)

Native sorrel

OXALIDACEAE

Parapholis incurva

Curly ryegrass

GRAMINEAE

Parietaria debilis (NC)

Smooth-nettle

URTICACEAE

Pimelea serpyllifolia ssp.
serpyllifolia

Thyme riceflower

THYMELAEACEAE

Pittosporum angustifolium

Native apricot

PITTOSPORACEAE

Plantago drummondii

Dark plantain

PLANTAGINACEAE

Plantago sp.

Plantain

PLANTAGINACEAE

Plantago sp. B (R Bates
44765)

Little plantain

PLANTAGINACEAE

No

Podolepis rugata var. rugata Pleated copper-wire
daisy

COMPOSITAE

Prostanthera serpyllifolia
ssp. serpyllifolia

Thyme mintbush

LABIATAE

Ptilotus obovatus var.
obovatus

Silver mulla mulla

AMARANTHACEAE

Rhagodia candolleana ssp.
candolleana

Sea-berry saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Rhagodia crassifolia

Fleshy saltbush

CHENOPODIACEAE

Rhodanthe haigii

Haig’s everlasting

COMPOSITAE

Rostraria cristata

Annual cat’s-tail

GRAMINEAE

No

Rostraria pumila

Tiny bristle-grass

GRAMINEAE

No

Salsola kali

Buckbush

CHENOPODIACEAE
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Species name

Common name

Family name

Samolus repens

Creeping brookweed

PRIMULACEAE

Santalum acuminatum

Quandong

SANTALACEAE

Scabiosa atropurpurea

Pincushion

DIPSACACEAE

Scaevola angustata

Coast fanflower

GOODENIACEAE

Scaevola crassifolia

Cushion fanflower

GOODENIACEAE

Scaevola spinescens

Spiny fanflower

GOODENIACEAE

Schenkia australis

Spike centaury

GENTIANACEAE

Schismus barbatus

Arabian grass

GRAMINEAE

Sclerolaena brevifolia

Small-leaf bindyi

CHENOPODIACEAE

Sclerolaena diacantha

Grey bindyi

CHENOPODIACEAE

Sclerolaena obliquicuspis

Oblique-spined bindyi

CHENOPODIACEAE

Sclerolaena uniflora

Small-spine bindyi

CHENOPODIACEAE

Native

Status
SA

Regional

No

No

CHENOPODIACEAE

Sclerostegia disarticulata
Sclerostegia tenuis

Slender samphire

CHENOPODIACEAE

Senecio gawlerensis

Gawler ranges
groundsel

COMPOSITAE

Senecio glossanthus

Annual groundsel

COMPOSITAE

Senecio glossanthus (NC)

Annual groundsel

COMPOSITAE

Senecio pinnatifolius

Variable groundsel

COMPOSITAE

Solanum nigrum

Black nightshade

SOLANACEAE

Solanum simile

Kangaroo apple

SOLANACEAE

Solanum symonii

Symon’s kangarooapple

SOLANACEAE

Sonchus oleraceus (NC)

Common sow-thistle

COMPOSITAE

Sonchus sp.

Sow-thistle

COMPOSITAE

Spinifex hirsutus (NC)

Rolling spinifex

GRAMINEAE

Sporobolus virginicus

Salt couch

GRAMINEAE

Spyridium phylicoides

Narrow-leaf spyridium

RHAMNACEAE

Stenopetalum lineare

Narrow thread-petal

CRUCIFERAE

Templetonia retusa

Cockies tongue

LEGUMINOSAE

Tetragonia eremaea

Desert spinach

AIZOACEAE

Tetragonia implexicoma

Bower spinach

AIZOACEAE

Threlkeldia diffusa

Coast bonefruit

CHENOPODIACEAE

Threlkeldia sp.

Bonefruit

CHENOPODIACEAE

Trichanthodium skirrophorum Woolly yellow-heads

COMPOSITAE

Vittadinia cervicularis var.
cervicularis

Waisted new holland
daisy

COMPOSITAE

Vittadinia sp.

New holland daisy

COMPOSITAE

Westringia rigida

Stiff westringia

LABIATAE

Wurmbea dioica ssp. dioica
(NC)

Early nancy

LILIACEAE

Wurmbea dioica ssp. Short
upper leaf (S Williams
CBP23)

Early nancy

LILIACEAE

Zygophyllum angustifolium

Scrambling twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Zygophyllum aurantiacum
ssp. aurantiacum (NC)

Shrubby twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE
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Species name

Common name

Family name

Zygophyllum billardierei

Coast twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Zygophyllum billardierei (NC) Coast twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Zygophyllum glaucum

Pale twinleaf

Zygophyllum ovatum

Dwarf twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Zygophyllum sp.

Twinleaf

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE

Native

Status
SA

Regional

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE
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Appendix 10. Complete fauna list from records in Far West coastal region
Family

Family common name

Scientific name

Common name

AUS SA

Class: Aves
ACCIPITRIDAE

Osprey, hawks, eagles and Haliaeetus leucogaster White-bellied seaallies
eagle

E

Pandion cristatus

Eastern osprey

E

Eastern reef egret

R

ARDEIDAE

Herons and bitterns

Egretta sacra

CACATUIDAE

Cockatoos

Lophochroa leadbeateri Major Mitchell’s
cockatoo

CHARADRIIDAE

Plovers and dotterels

Thinornis rubricollis

Hooded plover

V

DICRURIDAE

Monarchs, drongos,
magpie-larks and allies

Myiagra inquieta

Restless flycatcher

R

HAEMATOPODIDAE

Oystercatchers

Haematopus
fuliginosus

Sooty oystercatcher

R

Haematopus
longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

R

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

LARIDAE

Gulls, terns and allies

MELIPHAGIDAE

Honeyeaters and Australian Lichenostomus cratitius Purple-gaped
chats
honeyeater

R

R
R

Lichmera indistincta

Brown honeyeater

R

Shy heathwren (shy
hylacola)

R

ACANTHIZIDAE

Scrubwrens and thornbills

Calamanthus cautus

PROCELLARIIDAE

Shearwater, petrels and
diving-petrels

Macronectes giganteus Southern giant-petrel E

V

RECURVIROSTRIDAE Avocets and stilts

Cladorhynchus
leucocephalus

Banded stilt

V

SCOLOPACIDAE

Actitis hypoleucos

Common sandpiper

R

Calidris alba

Sanderling

R

Heteroscelus brevipes

Grey-tailed tattler

R

Sandpipers and allies

STERCORARIIDAE

Skuas and jaegers

Stercorarius antarcticus Brown skua

ACANTHIZIDAE

Bristlebirds, thornbills,
scrubwrens and allies

Acanthiza apicalis

Inland thornbill

Calamanthus
campestris

Rufous fieldwren

Sericornis frontalis

White-browed
scrubwren

Smicrornis brevirostris

Weebill

ACCIPITRIDAE

Osprey, hawks, eagles and Aquila audax
allies

Wedge-tailed eagle

Circus assimilis

Spotted harrier

Owlet-nightjars

Aegotheles cristatus

Australian owletnightjar

ANATIDAE

Geese, swans and ducks

Anas gracilis

Grey teal

ARDEIDAE

Herons and bitterns

Egretta
novaehollandiae

White-faced heron

ARTAMIDAE

Woodswallows,
butcherbirds and allies

Artamus cinereus

Black-faced
woodswallow

Artamus cyanopterus

Dusky woodswallow

Cracticus torquatus

Grey butcherbird

Cracticus tibicen

Australian magpie

Strepera versicolor

Grey currawong

AEGOTHELIDAE
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Family

Family common name

Scientific name

Common name

CACATUIDAE

Cockatoos

Eolophus roseicapillus

Galah

CAMPEPHAGIDAE

Cuckoo-shrikes and allies

Coracina
novaehollandiae

Black-faced cuckooshrike

CASUARIIDAE

Cassuaries and emus

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu

CHARADRIIDAE

Plovers and dotterels

Charadrius australis

Inland dotterel

Charadrius ruficapillus

Red-capped plover

Erythrogonys cinctus

Red-kneed dotterel

Pluvialis squatarola

Grey plover

Phaps chalcoptera

Common bronzewing

Phaps elegans

Brush bronzewing

Corvus coronoides

Australian raven

Corvus mellori

Little raven

COLUMBIDAE

Pigeons and doves

CORVIDAE

Crows

AUS SA

Corvus sp.
CUCULIDAE

Cuckoos

Chalcites basalis

Horsfield’s bronzecuckoo

Cacomantis pallidus

Pallid cuckoo

DICAEIDAE

Flowerpeckers

Dicaeum
hirundinaceum

Mistletoebird

DICRURIDAE

Monarchs, drongos,
magpie-larks and allies

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie wagtail

DIOMEDEIDAE

Albatrosses

Diomedea
chlororhynchos

Yellow-nosed
albatross

DIOMEDEIDAE

Albatrosses

Diomedea sp

Albatross sp

FALCONIDAE

Falcons

Falco berigora

Brown falcon

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen kestrel

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome swallow

HIRUNDINIDAE

Swallows and martins

Petrochelidon nigricans Tree martin
LARIDAE

MALURIDAE

MELIPHAGIDAE

Gulls, terns and allies

Fairy-wrens, emu-wrens
and grasswrens

Chlidonias hybridus

Whiskered tern

Chroicocephalus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Thalasseus bergii

Crested tern

Hydroprogne caspia

Caspian tern

Malurus leucopterus

White-winged fairywren

Malurus pulcherrimus

Blue-breasted fairywren

Honeyeaters and Australian Acanthagenys
chats
rufogularis

Spiny-cheeked
honeyeater

Anthochaera
carunculata

Red wattlebird

Epthianura albifrons

White-fronted chat

Epthianura aurifrons

Orange chat

Epthianura tricolor

Crimson chat

Lichenostomus leucotis White-eared
honyeater
Lichenostomus ornatus Yellow-plumed
honeyeater
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Family

Family common name

Scientific name

Common name

Lichenostomus
virescens

Singing honeyeater

Manorina flavigula

Yellow-throated
miner

Phylidonyris albifrons

White-fronted
honeyeater

Phylidonyris
novaehollandiae

New holland
honeyeater
Australasian pipit

MOTACILLIDAE

Wagtails and pipits

Anthus
novaeseelandiae

PACHYCEPHALIDAE

Whistlers, shrike-tits and
allies

Colluricincla harmonica Grey shrike-thrush
Oreoica gutturalis

Crested bellbird

Pachycephala
pectoralis

Golden whistler
Australian pelican

PELECANIDAE

Pelicans

Pelecanus
conspicillatus

PETROICIDAE

Australopapuan robins and
allies

Eopsaltria griseogularis Western yellow robin

PHALACROCORACID
AE

Cormorants

Phalacrocorax carbo

Great cormorant

Phalacrocorax varius

Pied cormorant

PHASIANIDAE

Pheasants, quails and allies Coturnix pectoralis

Stubble quail

POMATOSTOMIDAE

Australopapuan babblers

Pomatostomus
superciliosus

White-browed
babbler

PROCELLARIIDAE

Shearwater, petrels and
diving-petrels

Ardenna tenuirostris

Short-tailed
shearwater

PSITTACIDAE

Parrots and Allies

Barnardius zonarius

Australian ringneck

Psephotus varius

Mulga parrot

RECURVIROSTRIDAE Avocets and stilts

Recurvirostra
novaehollandiae

Red-necked avocet

SCOLOPACIDAE

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed
sandpiper

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked stint

Eudyptula minor

Little penguin

SPHENISCIDAE

Sandpipers and allies

Penquins

STERCORARIIDAE

AUS SA

Stercorarius pomarinus Pomarine jaeger

STURNIDAE

Starlings

Sturnus vulgaris

Common starling*

SULIDAE

Gannets and boobies

Morus serrator

Australasian gannet

SYLVIIDAE

Warblers

Cincloramphus cruralis Brown songlark
Cincloramphus
mathewsi

Rufous songlark

THRESKIORNITHIDAE Ibises and spoonbills

Platalea regia

Royal spoonbill

ZOSTEROPIDAE

White-eyes

Zosterops lateralis

Silvereye

Rorquals and humpback
whale

Balaenoptera musculus Blue whale

E

E

Megaptera
novaeangliae

Humpback whale

V

V

Class: Mammalia
BALAENOPTERIDAE

BALAENIDAE

Right whales

Eubalaena australis

Southern right whale E

V

MURIDAE

Murids

Pseudomys australis

Plain’s mouse#

V

V

OTARIIDAE

Eared seals

Neophoca cinerea

Australian sea-lion

V

V

VESPERTILIONIDAE

Vespertilionid bats

Nyctophilus timoriensis Greater long-eared
bat#

V

V
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Family

Family common name

Scientific name

Common name

AUS SA

DELPHINIDAE

Dolphins, killer whales and
pilot whales

Grampus griseus

Risso’s dolphin

R

Pseudorca crassidens

False killer whale

R

KOGIIDAE

Pygmy and dwarf sperm
whales

Kogia breviceps

Pygmy sperm whale

R

PHYSETERIDAE

Sperm whale

Physeter
macrocephalus

Sperm whale

R

ZIPHIIDAE

Beaked whales

Mesoplodon hectori

Hector’s beaked
whale

R

BURRAMYIDAE

Pygmy-possums

Cercartetus concinnus

Western pygmy
possum#

CANIDAE

Dogs, foxes and relatives

Canis lupus dingo

Dingo*

Vulpes vulpes

Fox*

DASYURIDAE

Dasyurids

Sminthopsis dolichura

Little long-tailed
dunnart#

DELPHINIDAE

Dolphins, killer whales and
pilot whales

Delphinus delphis

Common dolphin

Globicephala melas

Long-finned pilot
whale

Orcinus orca

Killer whale

LEPORIDAE

Rabbit, hare

Oryctolagus cuniculus

Rabbit*

MACROPODIDAE

Wallabies, kangaroos and
tree-kangaroos

Macropus fuliginosus

Western grey
kangaroo

Macropus rufus

Red kangaroo#

Macropus sp.
MURIDAE

Murids

Mus musculus

House mouse*

Notomys mitchellii

Mitchell’s hoppingmouse

OTARIIDAE

Eared seals

Arctocephalus forsteri

New zealand fur-seal

VESPERTILIONIDAE

Vespertilionid bats

Chalinolobus gouldii

Gould’s wattled bat#

Chalinolobus morio

Chocolate wattled
bat#

Nyctophilus geoffroyi

Lesser long-eared
bat#

Scotorepens balstoni

Inland broad-nosed
bat

Vespadelus regulus

Southern forest bat#

Wombats

Lasiorhinus latifrons

Southern hairynosed wombat#

AGAMIDAE

Dragon lizards

Pogona nullarbor

Nullarbor bearded
dragon

R

GEKKONIDAE

Geckos and legless lizards

Strophurus assimilis

Thorn-tailed gecko

R

SCINCIDAE

Skinks

Lerista arenicola

Beach slider

R

AGAMIDAE

Dragon lizards

Ctenophorus
maculatus

Spotted dragon

Ctenophorus pictus

Painted dragon

Rankinia chapmani

Prickly dragon

Tympanocryptis
houstoni

Nullarbor earless
dragon

Drysdalia mastersii

Master’s snake

Pseudonaja affinis

Dugite

VOMBATIDAE
Class: Reptilia

ELAPIDAE

Elapid snakes
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Family

Family common name

Scientific name

Common name

GEKKONIDAE

Geckos and legless lizards

Aprasia inaurita

Red-tailed wormlizard

AUS SA

Christinus alexanderi
Christinus marmoratus Marbled gecko

SCINCIDAE

Skinks

Diplodactylus vittatus

Eastern stone gecko

Nephrurus milii

Barking gecko

Nephrurus stellatus

Starred knob-tailed
gecko

Pygopus lepidopodus

Common scaly-foot

Cryptoblepharus
virgatus

Striped wall skink

Ctenotus euclae

Bight coast ctenotus

Ctenotus schomburgkii Sandplain ctenotus

VARANIDAE

Goannas

Cyclodomorphus
melanops

Spinifex slender
bluetongue

Egernia multiscutata

Bull skink

Egernia richardi

Western tree skink

Hemiergis initialis

Western earless
skink

Hemiergis peronii

Four-toed earless
skink

Lerista baynesi

Speckled slider

Lerista dorsalis

Southern four-toed
slider

Lerista edwardsae

Myall slider

Lerista terdigitata

Southern three-toed
slider

Menetia greyii

Dwarf skink

Morethia obscura

Mallee snake-eye

Tiliqua rugosa

Sleepy lizard

Varanus sp.

Goanna

* Introduced species
# Endangered species
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Grey butcherbird

Strepera versicolor

Grey currawong

Forest, woodland, shrubland

Lophochroa leadbeateri Major Mitchell’s cockatoo

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

R

Coracina
novaehollandiae

Black-faced cuckooshrike

X

Phaps chalcoptera

Common bronzewing

X

Cacomantis pallidus

Pallid cuckoo

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

Lichenostomus cratitius

Purple-gaped honeyeater

Lichenostomus ornatus

Yellow-plumed
honeyeater

Lichenostomus
virescens

Singing honeyeater

Colluricincla harmonica

Grey shrike-thrush

Oreoica gutturalis

Crested bellbird

X
R

X

Pachycephala pectoralis Golden whistler

Mixed communities

Sand flats

Dusky woodswallow

Cracticus torquatus

X

Sand dunes

Artamus cyanopterus

X

Wetland

Black-faced woodswallow

X

Grassland

Australian owlet-nightjar

Artamus cinereus

X

Heathland

Aegotheles cristatus

X

Mulga woodland

Weebill

Shrubland

Smicrornis brevirostris

AUS SA

Woodland

Common name

Forest

Scientific name

Mistletoe

Appendix 11. Ecology of the bush birds of the Far West coast*

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Eopsaltria griseogularis

Western yellow robin

X

X

X

Pomatostomus
superciliosus

White-browed babbler

X

X

X

Psephotus varius

Mulga parrot

Zosterops lateralis

Silvereye

Sericornis frontalis

White-browed scrubwren

X

X

Aquila audax

Wedge-tailed eagle

X

Circus assimilis

Spotted harrier

X

Cracticus tibicen

Australian magpie

Eolophus roseicapillus

Galah

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu

X

X

Corvus mellori

Little raven

X

X

X

Myiagra inquieta

Restless flycatcher

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie wagtail

X

X

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen kestrel

X
X

X
X
X

R
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Scientific name

Common name

Smicrornis brevirostris

Weebill

Aegotheles cristatus

Australian owlet-nightjar

Artamus cinereus

Black-faced woodswallow

X X

X

M (?)

Artamus cyanopterus

Dusky woodswallow

X X

X

M (winter)

Cracticus torquatus

Grey butcherbird

X X

X

R

X

Strepera versicolor

Grey currawong

X X

X

R

X

X

Forest, woodland, shrubland

R
R

Lophochroa leadbeateri Major Mitchell’s cockatoo
Black-faced cuckooshrike

Phaps chalcoptera

Common bronzewing

R

Cacomantis pallidus

Pallid cuckoo

M (spring)

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

Lichenostomus cratitius

Purple-gaped honeyeater

Lichenostomus ornatus

Yellow-plumed
honeyeater

Lichenostomus
virescens

Singing honeyeater

Colluricincla harmonica

Grey shrike-thrush

Oreoica gutturalis

Crested bellbird

X

I

X

X

X

X
X

R
I

X

R

X

R
X

X

X

R
M (winter)

Eopsaltria griseogularis

Western yellow robin

Pomatostomus
superciliosus

White-browed babbler

Psephotus varius

Mulga parrot

Zosterops lateralis

Silvereye

R

Sericornis frontalis

White-browed scrubwren

R

Aquila audax

Wedge-tailed eagle

X

R

Circus assimilis

Spotted harrier

X

M (summer)

Cracticus tibicen

Australian magpie

X

R

Eolophus roseicapillus

Galah

R

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu

I

Corvus mellori

Little raven

Myiagra inquieta

Restless flycatcher

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie wagtail

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen kestrel
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X

R

Coracina
novaehollandiae

Pachycephala pectoralis Golden whistler

Mixed communities

Movement

Increased mortality: roadkill
Increased Mortality: illegal
destruction
Increased Mortality: nest
trampling

Widespread

Sparse

Artificial

Samphire

Mangrove

Mud flats
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X

X X

X

X

R

X X

M (?)

X X

R

X

R

X
X
X

X

R
X
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Australian owlet-nightjar

Artamus cinereus

Black-faced woodswallow

Artamus cyanopterus

Dusky woodswallow

Cracticus torquatus

Grey butcherbird

Strepera versicolor

Grey currawong

X
X

Forest, woodland, shrubland

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Lophochroa leadbeateri Major Mitchell’s cockatoo

Mixed communities

Artificial feeding

Weebill

Aegotheles cristatus

Degredation Habitat:
invasive weeds
Human disturbance

Smicrornis brevirostris

Loss habitat: mistletoe
control
Loss habitat: heavy
grazing
Loss habitat: fire

Common name

Loss habitat: logging
(hollows)
Loss habitat: clearance

Scientific name

Increased predation:
foxes feral cats rats
Competition for nest
sites
Egg/chick collecting
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X X

Coracina
novaehollandiae

Black-faced cuckooshrike

Phaps chalcoptera

Common bronzewing

Cacomantis pallidus

Pallid cuckoo

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

Lichenostomus cratitius

Purple-gaped honeyeater

Lichenostomus ornatus

Yellow-plumed
honeyeater

Lichenostomus
virescens

Singing honeyeater

Colluricincla harmonica

Grey shrike-thrush

Oreoica gutturalis

Crested bellbird

X

Pachycephala pectoralis Golden whistler

X

X

X

X
X

Eopsaltria griseogularis

Western yellow robin

Pomatostomus
superciliosus

White-browed babbler

Psephotus varius

Mulga parrot

Zosterops lateralis

Silvereye

Sericornis frontalis

White-browed scrubwren X

Aquila audax

Wedge-tailed eagle

Circus assimilis

Spotted harrier

Cracticus tibicen

Australian magpie

Eolophus roseicapillus

Galah

Dromaius
novaehollandiae

Emu

Corvus mellori

Little raven

Myiagra inquieta

Restless flycatcher

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie wagtail

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen kestrel

X
X
X

X

X

X X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

New holland honeyeater

Barnardius zonarius

Australian ringneck

Chalcites basalis

Horsfield’s bronze-cuckoo

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome swallow

X

X

Malurus pulcherrimus

Blue-breasted fairy-wren

X

X

Coturnix pectoralis

Stubble quail

X

X

Cincloramphus cruralis

Brown songlark

X

X

Cincloramphus
mathewsi

Rufous songlark

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied sea-eagle

E

X

Pandion cristatus

Eastern osprey

E

X

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Acanthiza apicalis

Inland thornbill

Epthianura aurifrons

Orange chat

Lichenostomus leucotis

White-eared honyeater

Phylidonyris albifrons

White-fronted honeyeater

X

X

X
X

X
X

Anthus novaeseelandiae Australasian pipit

X
X

X

X

X

X

Coast
(samphire)

R

X

Calamanthus campestris Rufous fieldwren

Coast
(mangroves)

Shy heathwren (shy
hylacola)

Sand flats

X

Phylidonyris
novaehollandiae

Calamanthus cautus

Sand dunes

Wetland

Grassland

Heathland

X

Corvus coronoides
Lichmera indistincta

Brown honeyeater

Manorina flavigula

Yellow-throated miner

X

X

Coast
(sand dunes)

Coast (generalists)

Coast Shrubland, heathland,
(specialists)
grassland

Anthochaera carunculata Red wattlebird

Mulga woodland

AUS SA

Shrubland

Tree martin

Woodland

Common name

Forest

Scientific name
Petrochelidon nigricans

Mistletoe
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X

Phaps elegans

Brush bronzewing

X

X

X

X

Falco berigora

Brown falcon

X

X

X

Acanthagenys
rufogularis

Spiny-cheeked
honeyeater

X

X

X

Epthianura tricolor

Crimson chat

X

X

Charadrius australis

Inland dotterel

X

Malurus leucopterus

White-winged fairy-wren

X

Epthianura albifrons

White-fronted chat
Australian raven

X
X
X

X

Dicaeum hirundinaceum Mistletoebird

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R
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X

Coast
Shrubland, heathland,
(specialists)
grassland

New holland honeyeater

Barnardius zonarius

Australian ringneck

Chalcites basalis

Horsfield’s bronze-cuckoo

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome swallow

Malurus pulcherrimus

Blue-breasted fairy-wren

Coturnix pectoralis

Stubble quail

Cincloramphus cruralis

Brown songlark

Cincloramphus
mathewsi

Rufous songlark

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied sea-eagle

Pandion cristatus

Eastern osprey

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Acanthiza apicalis

Inland thornbill

Epthianura aurifrons

Orange chat

Lichenostomus leucotis

White-eared honyeater

Phylidonyris albifrons

White-fronted honeyeater

R

X

X

X

R

V

R

X

X

M
(summer)

X

X

X

M
(summer)

X

R
X

R

X

I
X

X

Shy heathwren (shy
hylacola)

X

X

Coast
(samphire)

X

Corvus coronoides
Lichmera indistincta

Brown honeyeater

Manorina flavigula

Yellow-throated miner

Phaps elegans

Brush bronzewing

Falco berigora

Brown falcon

X

R

Acanthagenys
rufogularis

Spiny-cheeked
honeyeater

X

X

R

Epthianura tricolor

Crimson chat

X

X

I

Charadrius australis

Inland dotterel

X

X

Malurus leucopterus

White-winged fairy-wren

X

X

Epthianura albifrons

White-fronted chat
Australian raven

X

X

X

R

Coast
(mangroves)

X

R

Calamanthus campestris Rufous fieldwren

Dicaeum hirundinaceum Mistletoebird

X
X

M (spring)

Anthus novaeseelandiae Australasian pipit
Calamanthus cautus

X

I
X

Coast
(sand dunes)

Coast (generalists)

Phylidonyris
novaehollandiae

Movement
M
(summer)

Anthochaera carunculata Red wattlebird

Increased mortality: roadkill
Increased Mortality: illegal
destruction
Increased Mortality: nest
trampling

Sparse

X

Widespread

Artificial

Tree martin

Samphire

Common name

Mangrove

Scientific name
Petrochelidon nigricans

Mud flats
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X

R

X

I
R

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

R

X

X

X

X

M (winter)

X

X
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Artificial feeding

Tree martin

Degredation Habitat:
invasive weeds
Human disturbance

Petrochelidon nigricans

Loss habitat: mistletoe
control
Loss habitat: heavy
grazing
Loss habitat: fire

Common name

Loss habitat: logging
(hollows)
Loss habitat: clearance

Scientific name

Increased predation:
foxes feral cats rats
Competition for nest
sites
Egg/chick collecting

Appendix 11

X

Coast (generalists)

Coast Shrubland, heathland,
(specialists)
grassland

Anthochaera carunculata Red wattlebird
Phylidonyris
novaehollandiae

New holland honeyeater

Barnardius zonarius

Australian ringneck

Chalcites basalis

Horsfield’s bronze-cuckoo

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome swallow

Malurus pulcherrimus

Blue-breasted fairy-wren

Coturnix pectoralis

Stubble quail

Cincloramphus cruralis

Brown songlark

Cincloramphus
mathewsi

Rufous songlark

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied sea-eagle

Pandion cristatus

Eastern osprey

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Acanthiza apicalis

Inland thornbill

Epthianura aurifrons

Orange chat

X

Lichenostomus leucotis

White-eared honyeater

X

Phylidonyris albifrons

White-fronted honeyeater

Anthus novaeseelandiae Australasian pipit

Coast
(samphire)

Calamanthus campestris Rufous fieldwren

Coast
(mangroves)

Shy heathwren (shy
hylacola)

Corvus coronoides
Lichmera indistincta

Brown honeyeater

Manorina flavigula

Yellow-throated miner

Coast
(sand dunes)

Calamanthus cautus

Phaps elegans

Brush bronzewing

Falco berigora

Brown falcon

Acanthagenys
rufogularis

Spiny-cheeked
honeyeater

Epthianura tricolor

Crimson chat

•

Charadrius australis

Inland dotterel

Malurus leucopterus

White-winged fairy-wren

Epthianura albifrons

White-fronted chat
Australian raven

Dicaeum hirundinaceum Mistletoebird

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X X

X
X

Modified from HANZAB; Garnet and Crowley 2000; Carpenter 2005
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Waders

Cladorhynchus leucocephalus Banded stilt

V

Actitis hypoleucos

Common sandpiper

R

Calidris alba

Sanderling

R

Egretta sacra

Eastern reef egret

R

Haematopus fuliginosus

Sooty oystercatcher

R

Haematopus longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

R

Heteroscelus brevipes

Grey-tailed tattler

R

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

R

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked stint

Charadrius ruficapillus

Red-capped plover

Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced heron

Erythrogonys cinctus

Red-kneed dotterel

Platalea regia

Royal spoonbill

Shorebirds
Aquatic birds
Seabirds

Hooded plover

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed sandpiper

Chroicocephalus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Pluvialis squatarola

Grey plover

Chlidonias hybridus

Whiskered tern

Eudyptula minor

Little penguin

Morus serrator

Australasian gannet

Pelecanus conspicillatus

Australian pelican

Phalacrocorax carbo

Great cormorant

Phalacrocorax varius

Pied cormorant

Ardenna tenuirostris

Short-tailed shearwater

Stercorarius pomarinus

Pomarine jaeger

Thalasseus bergii

Crested tern

Hydroprogne caspia

Caspian tern

Macronectes giganteus

Southern giant-petrel

Stercorarius antarcticus

Brown skua

Anas gracilis

Grey teal

Thalassarche chlororhynchos

Yellow-nosed albatross

Mud flats

Sand flats

Sand dunes

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Recurvirostra novaehollandiae Red-necked avocet
Thinornis rubricollis

Wetland

Grassland

Heathland

Mulga woodland

SA

Shrubland

AUS

Woodland

Common name

Forest

Scientific name

Mistletoe

Appendix 12. Ecology of the waders, shorebirds, aquatic birds and seabirds of
the Far West coast*
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Waders

Cladorhynchus leucocephalus Banded stilt

X

X

Shorebirds
Aquatic birds

Common sandpiper

Calidris alba

Sanderling

Egretta sacra

Eastern reef egret

Haematopus fuliginosus

Sooty oystercatcher

Haematopus longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

Heteroscelus brevipes

Grey-tailed tattler

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked stint

X

Charadrius ruficapillus

Red-capped plover

X

Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced heron

Erythrogonys cinctus

Red-kneed dotterel

Platalea regia

Royal spoonbill

I

X
X

X

Movement

M (summer)

X

X

X

X
X

X

R

X

R

X

R

X

M

V

M (winter)
M (summer)
X

R

X

N
R

V

D

Thinornis rubricollis

Hooded plover

V

D

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed sandpiper

V

Chroicocephalus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Pluvialis squatarola

Grey plover

Chlidonias hybridus

Whiskered tern

Eudyptula minor

Little penguin

Morus serrator

Australasian gannet

X

X

M (winter)

Pelecanus conspicillatus

Australian pelican

X

X

PtM

Phalacrocorax carbo

Great cormorant

Phalacrocorax varius

Pied cormorant

X

X

R

Ardenna tenuirostris

Short-tailed shearwater

X

X

M (summer)

Stercorarius pomarinus

Pomarine jaeger

Thalasseus bergii

Crested tern

Hydroprogne caspia

Caspian tern

Macronectes giganteus

Southern giant-petrel

Stercorarius antarcticus

Brown skua

Anas gracilis

Grey teal

Thalassarche chlororhynchos

Yellow-nosed albatross
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Increased mortality: roadkill

Widespread

S

Actitis hypoleucos

Recurvirostra novaehollandiae Red-necked avocet

Seabirds

Sparse

Marine

Coast

Artificial

Reef/platforms

Rock

Common name

Samphire

Scientific name

Mangrove
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M (spring)
R

X

X
X

R
R

X

X

D

X

R

R

X
X

R
R
X

X
X
X

X

M (winter)
R
D
M
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Inc. generally

Artificial feeding

Human disturbance

Fire

Weeds

Heavy grazing/loss understorey

Mistletoe control

Clearance

Logging (hollows)

Egg collecting

Competition for nest sites

Nest trampling by stock

Common name

Illegal trapping/destruction

Scientific name

Predation (cats, foxes, rats)

Appendix 12

Waders

Cladorhynchus leucocephalus Banded stilt
Actitis hypoleucos

Common sandpiper

Calidris alba

Sanderling

Egretta sacra

Eastern reef egret

Haematopus fuliginosus

Sooty oystercatcher

Haematopus longirostris

Australian pied
oystercatcher

Heteroscelus brevipes

Grey-tailed tattler

Larus dominicanus

Kelp gull

Calidris ruficollis

Red-necked stint

Charadrius ruficapillus

Red-capped plover

Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced heron

Erythrogonys cinctus

Red-kneed dotterel

Platalea regia

Royal spoonbill

X

Seabirds

Aquatic birds

Shorebirds

Recurvirostra novaehollandiae Red-necked avocet
Thinornis rubricollis

Hooded plover

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed sandpiper

Chroicocephalus
novaehollandiae

Silver gull

Larus pacificus

Pacific gull

Pluvialis squatarola

Grey plover

Chlidonias hybridus

Whiskered tern

Eudyptula minor

Little penguin

Morus serrator

Australasian gannet

Pelecanus conspicillatus

Australian pelican

Phalacrocorax carbo

Great cormorant

Phalacrocorax varius

Pied cormorant

Ardenna tenuirostris

Short-tailed shearwater

Stercorarius pomarinus

Pomarine jaeger

Thalasseus bergii

Crested tern

Hydroprogne caspia

Caspian tern

Macronectes giganteus

Southern giant-petrel

Stercorarius antarcticus

Brown skua

Anas gracilis

Grey teal

Thalassarche chlororhynchos

Yellow-nosed albatross

X

X

X

* Modified from HANZAB; Garnet and Crowley 2000; Carpenter 2005
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*Acacia karroo
*Antirrhinum majus
*Araujia sericifera
*Arctotheca
calendula
*Asclepias
curassavica
*Brachypodium
distachyon
*Centaurium
spicatum
*Chenopodium
album
*Dipogon lignosus
*Ehrharta
longiflora
*Glycine spp.
*Gomphocarpus
cancellatus
*Gomphocarpus
physocarpus
*Gomphocarpus
fruticosus
*Kickxia elatine
*Lathyrus odoratus
*Lupinus sp.
*Medicago sp.
*Onopordum
acanthium
*Orbea variegata
*Paraserianthes
lophantha
*Phaseolus
vulgaris
*Phyla canescens
*Pisum sativum
*Plantago
lanceolata
*Scabiosa
atropurpurea
*Trifolium sp.
*Trigonella sp.
*Urtica urens
*Verbena spp.
*Vicia faba
*Vicia sativa
*Virgilia oroboides
*Vulpia sp.
Acacia anceps
Acacia aneura var.
aneura
Acacia
brachybotrya
Acacia calamifolia
Acacia cyclops

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Eurema smilax

Zizina labradus labradus

Vanessa kershawi

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata
Vanessa itea

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Papilio demoleus sthenelus

Ogyris zosine

Ogyris otanes otanes

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Neolucia agricola agricola

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Lampides boeticus

Junonia villida calybe

Herimosa albovenata
albovenata
Jalmenus icilius

Geitoneura klugii

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Delias aganippe

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Candalides heathi heathi

Belenois java teutonia

Host plants

Antipodia atralba

Appendix 13. Butterfly host plants and related species in the Far West coast
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X
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X
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Acacia halliana
Acacia iteaphylla
Acacia ligulata
Acacia longifolia
ssp. sophorae
Acacia
nematophylla
Acacia
papyrocarpa
Acacia pycnantha
Acacia quornensis
Acacia retinodes
var. retinodes
Acacia rigens
Acacia rupicola
Acacia salicina
Acacia
sclerophylla
Acacia stenophylla
Acacia
tetragonophylla
Acacia victoriae
ssp. victoriae
Acaica retinodes
aff. uncifolia
Amyema linophylla
ssp. orientale
Amyema maidenii
ssp. maidenii
Amyema
melaleucae
Amyema miquelii
Amyema
miraculosa spp.
boormanii
Amyema pendula
Amyema preissii
Amyema
quandang var.
quandang
Amyema
sanguinea
Asteridea
athrixioides f.
athrixioides
Atriplex
australasica
Atriplex cinerea
Atriplex eichleri
Atriplex
elachophylla
Atriplex holocarpa
Atriplex leptocarpa
Atriplex limbata
Atriplex lindleyi
ssp.
Atriplex
lobativalvis
Atriplex
macropterocarpa
Atriplex morrisii

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Eurema smilax

Zizina labradus labradus

Vanessa kershawi

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata
Vanessa itea

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Papilio demoleus sthenelus

Ogyris zosine

Ogyris otanes otanes

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Neolucia agricola agricola

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Lampides boeticus

Junonia villida calybe

Herimosa albovenata
albovenata
Jalmenus icilius

Geitoneura klugii

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Delias aganippe

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Candalides heathi heathi

Belenois java teutonia

Host plants

Antipodia atralba
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Atriplex muelleri
Atriplex
nummularia ssp.
nummularia
Atriplex obconica
Atriplex paludosa
ssp. cordata
Atriplex
pseudocampanulat
a
Atriplex pumilio
Atriplex quinii
Atriplex
rhagodioides
Atriplex
semibaccata
Atriplex spongiosa
Atriplex suberecta
Atriplex velutinella
Atriplex vesicaria
Austrostipa
eremophila
Austrostipa scabra
ssp. falcata
Austrostipa
semibarbata
Calocephalus
platycephalus
Capparis mitchellii
Cassytha
melantha
Cassytha
peninsularis
Cassytha
peninsularis
flindersii
Chenopodium
curvispicatum
Chenopodium
gaudichaudianum
Chenopodium
nitrariaceum
Choretrum
glomeratum
Chrysocephalum
apiculatum
Crotalaria
eremaea ssp.
eremaea
Crotalaria
eremaea ssp.
strehlowii
Crotalaria
Cullen
australasicum
Cullen
australasicum
Cullen cinereum
Cullen graveolens
Cullen pallidum
Cullen patens

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Eurema smilax

Zizina labradus labradus

Vanessa kershawi

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata
Vanessa itea

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Papilio demoleus sthenelus

Ogyris zosine

Ogyris otanes otanes

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Neolucia agricola agricola

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Lampides boeticus

Junonia villida calybe

Herimosa albovenata
albovenata
Jalmenus icilius

Geitoneura klugii

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Delias aganippe

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Candalides heathi heathi

Belenois java teutonia

Host plants

Antipodia atralba
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Cullen
australasicum
Cullen patens
Cynanchum
floribundum
Dillwynia sericea
Einadia nutans
ssp. nutans
Einadia nutans
ssp. oxycarpa
Eremophila
longifolia
Eutaxia
microphylla
Exocarpos
aphyllus
Exocarpos
cupressiformis
Exocarpos strictus
Gahnia
ancistrophylla
Gahnia deusta
Gahnia hystrix
Gahnia lanigera
Glycyrrhiza
acanthocarpa
Gompholobium
ecostatum
Goodenia spp.
Grevillea huegelii
Hakea leucoptera
ssp. leucoptera
Hardenbergia
violacea
Indigofera spp.
Kennedia prostrata
Lotus australis
Lotus cruentus
Poa tenera
Portulaca oleracea
Pultenaea acerosa
Pultenaea acerosa
Pultenaea
largiflorens
Pultenaea
tenuifolia
Rhagodia
candolleana ssp.
candolleana
Rhagodia
crassifolia
Rhagodia
eremaea
Rhagodia
parabolica
Rhagodia preissii
ssp. preissii
Rhagodia
spinescens
Santalum
acuminatum

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Eurema smilax

Zizina labradus labradus

Vanessa kershawi

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata
Vanessa itea

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Papilio demoleus sthenelus

Ogyris zosine

Ogyris otanes otanes

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Neolucia agricola agricola

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Lampides boeticus

Junonia villida calybe

Herimosa albovenata
albovenata
Jalmenus icilius

Geitoneura klugii

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Delias aganippe

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Candalides heathi heathi

Belenois java teutonia

Host plants

Antipodia atralba
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Host plants

Santalum
lanceolatum
Santalum
spicatum
Scaevola aemula
Senna
artemisioides ssp.
filifolia
Senna
artemisioides ssp.
petiolaris
Senna
artemisioides ssp.
X coriacea
Stemodia
florulenta
Swainsona
formosa
Swainsona sp.
Templetonia
retusa
Themeda triandra
Urtica incisa
Vigna lanceolata
Westringia rigida
Xerochrysum
bracteatum
X

Far West Coastal Action Plan and Conservation Priority Study
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Ogyris barnardi delphis

Ogyris oroetes apiculata

Eurema smilax

Zizina labradus labradus

Vanessa kershawi

Theclinesthes serpentata
serpentata
Vanessa itea

Theclinesthes miskini miskini

Papilio demoleus sthenelus

Ogyris zosine

Ogyris otanes otanes

Ogyris amaryllis meridionalis

Neolucia agricola agricola

Nacaduba biocellata biocellata

Lampides boeticus

Junonia villida calybe

Herimosa albovenata
albovenata
Jalmenus icilius

Geitoneura klugii

Erina hyacinthina form simplexa

Delias aganippe

Danaus plexippus plexippus

Danaus chrysippus petilia

Cyprotides cyprotus cyprotus

Candalides heathi heathi

Belenois java teutonia

Antipodia atralba
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X
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X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

*Introduced plants
Note: Host plants listed include plants from across the entire butterfly species range, not just those
occurring within the AW NRM coast region
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Appendix 14. European and natural heritage
Three new Acts amend the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (EPBC Act) to define national heritage:


Environment and Heritage Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 2003 which amends the EPBC Act
to include ‘national heritage’ as a new matter of National Environmental Significance and
protects listed places to the fullest extent under the Constitution
– establishes the National Heritage List
– establishes the Commonwealth Heritage List



Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (AHC Act) which establishes a new heritage advisory
body to the Minister for the Environment and Heritage, the Australian Heritage Council, and
retains the Register of the National Estate



Australian Heritage Council (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 2003 which repeals the
Australian Heritage Commission Act, amends various Acts as a consequence of this repeal
and allows for the transition to the new heritage system.

Heritage classification, nomination and recording processes exist for all three tiers of
government: Commonwealth, state and local. Since the introduction of the EPBC Act, heritage
has become more complex at the Commonwealth level. World Heritage processes continue,
while National and Commonwealth Heritage processes have been established and their lists are in
construction. The Register of the National Estate remains, and is administered by the newly
established Australian Heritage Council, but the system by which nomination proceeds has been
constrained by the withdrawal of Commonwealth funds from state assessment panels.
Although fewer resources are now devoted by the Commonwealth to the register, the list remains
significant, since under the EPBC Act the Commonwealth Minister for Environment and
Heritage must have regard to the register when he makes a relevant decision.
No World Heritage, National Heritage or Commonwealth Heritage sites are listed within the Far
West coastal region. However, over 100 sites of national significance are listed on the Register of
the National Estate within the region; some 17 natural areas and 14 former coastal use sites have
been used in the process of establishing conservation priority.
Criteria for entering a place on the Register of the National Estate are wide:
CRITERION A: Its importance in the course, or pattern, of Australia’s natural or cultural history
A.1 Importance in the evolution of Australian flora, fauna, landscapes or climate
A.2 Importance in maintaining existing processes or natural systems at the regional or national
scale
A.3 Importance in exhibiting unusual richness or diversity of flora, fauna, landscapes or
cultural features
A.4 Importance for association with events, developments or cultural phases which have had a
significant role in the human occupation and evolution of the nation, State, region or
community
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Table A14.1 Comparison of World Heritage, National Heritage, Commonwealth Heritage and the
Register of the National Estate
World Heritage

Administration Minister for the
Environment and
of legislation
Heritage

National Heritage

Commonwealth
Heritage

Register of the
National Estate

Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage

Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage

Australian
Heritage Council

Nomination

Australian
Government

Any person
including the
Minister and the
Australian Heritage
Council

Any person including
the Minister and the
Australian Heritage
Council

Any person

Values

Outstanding
universal value

Outstanding
heritage value to
our nation

Commonwealth
heritage value

National Estate
value

Types of
value

Natural and
cultural

Natural,
Indigenous,
historic

Natural, Indigenous,
historic

Natural,
Indigenous,
historic

Criteria

World Heritage
Committee

EPBC Act

EPBC Act

AHC Act

Assessment

World Heritage
Bureau

Australian Heritage Australian Heritage
Council
Council

Australian
Heritage Council

Decision on
listing

World Heritage
Committee

Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage

Australian
Heritage Council

Tenure

Any tenure may be
listed but status of
tenure unaffected

Any tenure may be Only Commonwealth
listed but status of areas may be listed but
tenure unaffected
status of tenure
unaffected

Obligations

A person must not
take an action that
has, will have, or is
likely to have, a
significant impact
on the world
heritage values of
a declared World
Heritage property,
without approval
from the Australian
Government
Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage.

A person must not
take an action that
has, will have, or is
likely to have, a
significant impact
on the national
heritage values of
a national heritage
place, without
approval from the
Australian
Government
Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage.

Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage

A person must not take
an action that has, will
have, or is likely to
have, a significant
impact on the
environment (including
heritage values) in a
Commonwealth
heritage place, without
approval from the
Australian Government
Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage.
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Any tenure may
be listed but
status of tenure
unaffected
The Australian
Government
Minister for the
Environment and
Heritage must
have regard to
information in the
register in
making any
decision under
which the
information is
relevant.
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CRITERION B: Its possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Australia’s natural
or cultural history
B.1 Importance for rare, endangered or uncommon flora, fauna, communities, ecosystems,
natural landscapes or phenomena, or as a wilderness
B.2 Importance in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, land-use, function
or design no longer practised, in danger of being lost, or of exceptional interest
CRITERION C: Its potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of
Australia’s natural or cultural history
C.1 Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of Australian natural
history, by virtue of its use as a research site, teaching site, type locality, reference or
benchmark site
C.2 Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of the history of human
occupation of Australia
CRITERION D: Its importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of: (i) a class of
Australia’s natural or cultural places; or (ii) a class of Australia’s natural or cultural environments
D.1 Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of the range of landscapes,
environments or ecosystems, the attributes of which identify them as being characteristic
of their class
D.2 Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of the range of human activities
in the Australian environment (including way of life, philosophy, custom, process, land
use, function, design or technique)
CRITERION E: Its importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a
community or cultural group
E.1 Importance for a community for aesthetic characteristics held in high esteem or otherwise
valued by the community
CRITERION F: Its importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical
achievement at a particular period
F.1 Importance for its technical, creative, design or artistic excellence, innovation or
achievement
CRITERION G: Its strong or special associations with a particular community or cultural group
for social, cultural or spiritual reasons
G.1 Importance as a place highly valued by a community for reasons of religious, spiritual,
symbolic, cultural, educational, or social associations
CRITERION H: Its special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons,
of importance in Australia’s natural or cultural history
H.1 Importance for close associations with individuals whose activities have been significant
within the history of the nation, state or region
South Australian State Heritage Register
The State Heritage Register is a list of places of heritage value to the state. Places are entered in
the register, in response to nominations from the public and heritage surveys, by the State
Heritage Council, an eight member body established under the provisions of the Heritage Places
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Act 1993, acting on advice from the Heritage Branch. Places are first provisionally entered, to
allow a period for representations, and subsequently either confirmed or removed. To be entered
in the register a place must satisfy one or more of the following criteria (section 16 of the Act).


It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State’s history.



It has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance.



It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State’s history,
including its natural history.



It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural significance.



It demonstrates a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or is an
outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design characteristics.



It has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the community or a group within it.



It has a special association with the life or work of a person or organisation or an event of
historical importance.

The Minister for Environment and Heritage can require a place to be removed from provisional
entry but once a place has been confirmed only the State Heritage Council can remove it.
Legislation

Heritage Places Act 1993

This Act establishes processes for identifying and protecting state heritage places, buildings and
items, and for maintaining a state heritage register.

Historic Shipwrecks Act 1981


section 7 gives Minister the power to declare an area (not larger than 100 hectares) consisting
of water or partly water and partly of land which a historic shipwreck is or a historic relic(s)
is/are, situated to be a protected zone.



section 13 lists prohibited actions (and penalties for failure to comply) in relation to historic
shipwrecks and relics within a protected area.



section 14 lists prohibited actions (and penalties for failure to comply) within a protected
area.

The Heritage section also operates within the Commonwealth Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.
Heritage sites are recorded under the register of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988, the register of
the Heritage Places Act 1993, the register of the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth) and the register
of the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1981 (SA).
The Historic Shipwrecks Act (SA) has facilitated not only protection but also interpretation of a
number of shipwrecks (e.g. Ships Graveyard at Garden Island). Listing on the State Heritage
Register, has influenced development decisions which might impact on significant buildings, as
well as supporting grant applications for restoring and conserving historic coastal buildings (e.g.
the limekiln, Wool Bay, Yorke Peninsula).
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Appendix 15. Weed species list*
# of
records

Species name

Common name

NCS rating

Study
rating

3

Arctotheca populifolia

Beach daisy

3

5

10

Euphorbia paralias

Sea spurge

3

5

1

Asphodelus fistulosus

Onion weed

2

2

1

Scabiosa atropurpurea

Pincushion

2

2

1

Solanum nigrum

Black nightshade

2

2

3

Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum

Common iceplant

2

2

4

Brassica tournefortii

Wild turnip

2

2

5

Carrichtera annua

Ward’s weed

2

2

1

Centaurium sp.

Centaury

1

1

1

Rostraria cristata

Annual cat’s-tail

1

1

1

Mesembryanthemum
aitonis

Angled iceplant

1

1

1

Medicago minima var.
minima

Little medic

1

1

1

Avena barbata

Bearded oat

1

1

1

Chenopodium murale

Nettle-leaf
goosefoot

1

1

1

Parapholis incurva

Curly ryegrass

1

1

1

Medicago polymorpha var.
polymorpha

Burr-medic

1

1

2

Schismus barbatus

Arabian grass

1

1

2

Bromus rubens

Red brome

1

1

2

Hornungia procumbens

Oval purse

1

1

2

Rostraria pumila

Tiny bristle-grass

1

1

3

Anagallis arvensis

Pimpernel

1

1

4

Centaurea melitensis

Malta thistle

1

1

4

Erodium cicutarium

Cut-leaf heron’s-bill

1

1

5

Bupleurum
semicompositum

Hare’s ear

1

1

15

Sonchus oleraceus (NC)

Common sow-thistle

1

1

2

Cakile maritima ssp.
maritima

Two-horned sea
rocket

0

0

2

Cakile edentula

American sea rocket

0

0

Cell
no.

* ratings using the Nature Conservation Society of SA’s threat categories
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AEOLIANITE
A rock formed from calcareous dune sands, also referred to as calcarenite
ALIEN
Species from outside the region
BASE GIS LAYER
The original GIS (Geographic Information System) layers stored within
databases which are used as the basis for analysis. The Base GIS layers are represented as vector
datasets within databases, with these vector datasets representing a wide range of real world
features(with a geographic location).
These GIS features are of three types:
• Points (eg. the location of Biological Survey Sites),
• Lines (eg. the location of an unsealed roads or tracks) &
• Polygon (eg. the location of Mangrove Habitat or the location of Conservation Parks).
Each base GIS layer may be an accumulation of many occurrences of the same type and theme –
for example the ‘Biological Survey Flora Points’ will include thousands of individual survey sites
each containing a number of plant types at each site.
BEACH
Short, low, very wide slope, gently or moderately inclined, built up or eroded by waves, forming
the shore of a lake or sea (McDonald et al, 1990), over which the swash and beachwater operate
(Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
BLOWOUT
Erosional trough generally initiated within a foredune by, e.g. wave erosion, locally increased
wind velocities through topographic lows or between vegetated regions, or animal and human
tracks and pathways, (modified Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
CALCAREOUS
Dune sands that contain high carbonate content
CALCARENITE
A rock formed from calcareous dune sands, also referred to as aeolianite.
CLIFF
Very wide cliffed (>72 degrees) maximal slope usually eroded by gravitational fall, slump or water
action as a result of erosion of the base by various agencies: sometimes built up by marine
organisms (McDonald et al, 1990)
DATA THEME/ DATA LAYER
The expression used to define one type of GIS data. This data will always be of the same
geographic type eg. points. In some occasions numerous data sources concerning the same type
of information can be combined to form one Data Theme or Layer.
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DEFLATION BASIN
Adjacent blowouts may coalesce by erosion of the lateral walls. Where this happens, the formerly
discrete erosional funnels coalesce to form a semi-continuous erosional basin. (Short &
Fotheringham, 1986), Remnant dune knobs may be surrounded by deflation areas.
DUNE/CONSOLIDATED DUNE
Moderately inclined to very steep ridge or hillock built up by wind. This element may comprise
dunecrest and duneslope. May also be consolidated due to stabilising effects of vegetation
(modified McDonald et al, 1990), includes hind dunes.
DUNE CREST
Crest on a moderately inclined to very steep ridge or hillock, built up or eroded by the wind
(modified Mcdonald et al, 1990)
DUNEFIELD
Level to rolling landform pattern of very low or extremely low relief without stream channels,
built up or locally excavated, eroded or aggraded by wind (McDonald et al, 1990), not lithified
DUNEFIELD LITHIFIED; DUNE CALCARENITE/DUNEROCK
Whole or portion of a sand dune that has been lithified to some degree, lithification is usually
associated with partial solution and precipitation of calcium carbonate which cements the sand
grains (Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
DUNE FOOTSLOPE
Gently inclined waning lower slope of a moderately inclined to very steep ridge or hillock, built
up by the wind (modified McDonald et al, 1990)
DUNE SLOPE
Slope on a moderately inclined to very steep ridge or hillock, built up or eroded by the wind
(modified McDonald et al, 1990)
ENDEMIC/
Native to or confined to a certain region
ENVIRONMENTAL WEED
Term that refers to those naturalised plant species that have invaded areas of native vegetation.
The species is presumed to impact negatively on native species diversity or ecosystem function.
Environmental weeds are usually non-native species, although native plants species that are
invasive beyond their indigenous range are also included
EXOTIC
Species from outside the region
FOREDUNE
Very long, nearly straight, moderately inclined to very steep ridge built up by the wind from
material from an adjacent beach (McDonald et al, 1990), The foredunes are formed by vegetation
trapping aeolian sand on the backshore zone, above the tide line. Foredunes range from quite
small (approximately 2m) to very large (over 30m), very stable to very unstable (ie vegetation
cover may display great variation) and may be morphologically diverse. Generally they comprise
a frontal or stoss slope, crest and lee or landward slope (Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
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GEOREFERENCED
The state in which a raster dataset is positioned in space using map coordinates. Each feature
within the GIS layer will have a corresponding real-world feature on the ground at the same
geographic location. Georeferencing data allows it to be viewed, queried, and analyzed with other
geographic data.
GIS (GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM)
An organised collection of computer hardware, software, geographic data, and personnel
designed to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate, analyse, and display all forms of
geographically referenced information. A GIS may be used for a project (also called project GIS,
or single-user GIS), by a department of an organisation to support a key function of that
department (called departmental GIS), or by an organisation to support daily activities and
strategic decision making (called enterprise GIS).
GRID
A geographic representation of the world as an array of equally sized square cells arranged in
rows and columns. Each grid cell is referenced by its geographic x,y location.
GRID CELL: See RASTER CELL.
GULLY
Open depression with short, precipitous walls and moderately inclined to very gently inclined
floor or small stream channel, eroded by channelled stream flow and consequent collapse and
water-aided mass movement (McDonald et al, 1990)
HIND DUNE
Any dune or dune system lying landwards of the foredune (Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
INCIPIENT FOREDUNE
Newly forming foredunes occupying a primary beach location behind the spring tide swash limit,
and vegetated by pioneer colonisers, semi-erect and erect grasses and prostrate herbaceous plants.
The incipient foredunes are formed by vegetation trapping aeolian sand on the backshore zone,
above the tide line. Once secondary (woody) plant species colonise the incipient foredune, it may
be simply termed foredune. (Short & Fotheringham, 1986)
INTERDUNE CORRIDOR
Generally wide, linear, level floored open depression between parallel dunes (modified McDonald
et al, 1990)
INTER-TIDAL FLAT
An area of low relief that lies within the range of the astronomical tides. If the area lies on the
seaward side of the saltmarsh it may also be influenced by wave action.
INTRODUCED
Species from outside the region
INVASIVE PLANTS
Naturalised species that are spreading
LIMESTONE PLAIN
Large, very gently inclined or level element of hard almost horizontally bedded limestone (a class
of rock which contains at least 80% of the carbonates of calcium or magnesium
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LITHIFIED
The state of having been cemented or compacted so as to form solid rock
LONGITUDINAL DUNEFIELD
Dunefield characterised by long narrow sand dunes and wide flat swales. The dunes are
orientated parallel with the direction of the prevailing wind, and in cross section one slope is
typically steeper than the other (McDonald et al, 1990)
MANGROVE
Forest plant community that occupies the narrow intertidal zone between the land and the sea.
South Australia has only one species of mangrove (Avicenna marina ssp resinifera).
NATURALISED SPECIES
Species from outside the region in question that can maintain populations in the wild without
cultivation.
PARABOLIC DUNEFIELD
Dunefield characterised by sand dunes with a long scoop-shaped form, convex in the downwind
direction so that its trailing arms point upwind: (McDonald et al, 1990)
PLAIN
Level to undulating or, rarely, rolling landform pattern of extremely low relief (less than 9m)
(McDonald et al, 1990)
PLATEAU
Level to rolling landform pattern of plains, rises or low hills standing above a cliff, scarp or
escarpment that extends around a large part of its perimeter. A bounding scarp or cliff landfrom
element may be included or excluded: a bounding escarpment would be an adjacent landform
pattern (McDonald et al, 1990)
RASTER
Represents any data source that uses a grid structure to store geographic information.
RASTER CELL
A discretely uniform unit (square or rectangle) that represents a portion of the earth such as a
square meter or square mile. Each pixel has a value that corresponds to the feature or
characteristic at that site such as a soil type, census tract, or vegetation class.
RASTERISATION
The process by which base vector GIS layers are modified and stored as a raster layer.
REMNANT DUNE KNOB
Remnant of dune of which the slopes of the dune have been eroded leaving the vegetated crest
surrounded by deflation surface (not specified as a separate landform under the data sheets
SALTMARSH
Saltwater wetland occupied mainly by herbs and dwarf shrubs, characteristically able to tolerate
extremes of environmental conditions, notably waterlogging and salinity
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SAMPHIRE
A community of halophytic plants either herbaceous or shrubby that occur to the landward side
of the mangroves (and sometimes within)
SEAGRASS
marine plant that colinises either the intertidal mud or sandflat to the seaward sise of the
mangroves or saltmarsh. Seagrass also extends to the subtidal.
SCARP
Very wide steep to precipitous maximal slope eroded by gravity, water-aided mass movement or
sheet flow (McDonald et al, 1990)
SHORE PLATFORM or ROCKY REEF
Exposed rocky substrate within the intertidal zone.
STRANDED TIDAL
An area formerly tidal, but which have since been isolated from tidal influence by dunal
development, levee bank (road) construction, or b y changes in sea level or landform uplifting
SUB-TIDAL
Immediately below low spring tide level.
SUPRA-TIDAL
Coastal area flooded only by the highest spring tides: i.e. between neap high tide and spring high
tide level (or highest astronomic tide).
SWALE
Linear, level-floored open depression excavated by wind, or left relict between ridges built up by
wind or waves, or built up to a lesser height than them (McDonald et al, 1990)
WEED
Species that adversely affect biodiversity, the economy or society

Geological Time
HOLOCENE
Refers to geological time 10 000 years before present (BP) to present. Most rock materials of this
age are unlithified.
PLEISTOCENE
Refers to geological time 2 millions of years before present to 10,000BP
TERTIARY
Refers to geological time 65 million years before present to 2 million years BP
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